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This dissertation contends that Anne Dutton (1692-1765) contributed a
transatlantic ministry of spiritual direction to the Evangelical Revival in the early 1740s.
The first chapter provides a historiographical review of Dutton’s reception in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the state of contemporary scholarship of Dutton.
The chapter concludes with a historical reflection on spiritual direction, situating Dutton
in the tradition of Protestant epistolary spiritual counseling and the long history of
women spiritual directors. Chapter two provides an analysis of Dutton’s early life in
light of the autobiographies of Anne and her husband, Benjamin Dutton. The third
chapter demonstrates that Anne Dutton’s early literary productions were grounded in the
spiritual formation she received in High Calvinistic congregations that encouraged
experiential biblicism and Puritan spirituality. Of particular influence upon Dutton was
the Puritan Thomas Goodwin with his interpretations of the “ages of Christianity” and the
“sealing of the Spirit.” Chapter four reconstructs Dutton’s early correspondence with
Howell Harris, John Wesley, and George Whitefield. The chapter demonstrates that

Dutton’s Calvinistic spiritual writings were attractive to Harris and Whitefield (who in
turn expanded her social-spiritual direction network) and suggests Dutton’s direction to
these men is best defined as spiritual confirmation. The fifth chapter examines Dutton’s
presence in the first evangelical magazine, the London Weekly Papers, as the anonymous
“Friend in the Country.” Published by Dutton’s correspondent John Lewis, the magazine
included several of Dutton’s spiritual pieces and advertised a number of her published
works. Dutton’s contributions to this publication demonstrate her usefulness to
Calvinistic Methodism and the extensiveness of her influence, albeit anonymous, on
readers in England, Scotland, and America. Chapter six analyzes Dutton’s Letter-Books
published in the 1740s. These volumes exhibit her transatlantic influence and the
defining elements of her personal spiritual direction. The Letter-Books reveal Dutton’s
correspondents relating to her as a spiritual director: one who was holy, knowledgeable,
compassionate, wise, and discerning. The chapter concludes suggesting Dutton’s LetterBooks reflect the expansion and contraction of Dutton’s influence in the Evangelical
Revival. A final chapter summarizes the contributions of this project to the study of
Anne Dutton’s life, spirituality, and ministry.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

These words also, the Lord spake to me, Lovest thou ME? – Feed my Lambs, Joh.
xxi. 15…. By which my Love to Christ, and Desire to feed his Lambs, were
drawn out, and a sweet Persuasion given me, that the Lord would feed them by
my poor Book…. He said unto me, What wilt thou that I shall do unto thee? Luk.
xviii. 32. Upon which the Language of my Heart was, “Lord, take the Book into
thy own Hand, and feed thy Lambs, and convert some Soul, or Souls, thereby.”
— Anne Dutton, A Brief Account of the Gracious Dealings of God … Part III

In the early years of the Evangelical Revival, the British Baptist Anne Dutton
(1692-1765) contributed an epistolary ministry of spiritual direction and numerous
publications of spiritual writing to leaders, supporters, and beneficiaries of the
movement.1 Laypeople and clergy, including leading evangelical men and women,
enthusiastically read Dutton’s prolific writings because of their spiritual depth and
counsel. Some of the leaders considered her an important ally in the movement.

1

The Evangelical Revival during the middle third of the eighteenth century had several early
international manifestations in the 1720s and 1730s: Theodorus Frelinghuysen, Gilbert Tennent, and
Jonathan Edwards in the American colonies; the Moravian missionary impulse initiated by Count Nicholas
von Zinzendorf in Germany; the conversions of Howell Harris and Daniel Rowland in Wales; and the
conversions of the “Methodists” George Whitefield and John and Charles Wesley in England. According
to Michael Watts, George Whitefield “provided the link between the English, American, and Welsh
revivals.” See Michael R. Watts, The Dissenters (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 399.
According to Mark Noll, these revivals, along with Scottish and Irish revivals in the early 1740s, were
“intense periods of unusual response to gospel preaching linked with unusual efforts at godly living…. In
Britain these precipitating events were known as the Evangelical Revival, while in the American colonies
they were called the Great Awakening.” See Mark A. Noll, The Rise of Evangelicalism: The Age of
Edwards, Whitefield and the Wesleys (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2003), 18. This project
primarily focuses on the Evangelical Revival in its English Calvinistic Methodist wing represented by
George Whitefield. For the purposes of this project, the “early years” of the Evangelical Revival begins in
1739, the year Whitefield began field preaching and departed on his second trip to the American colonies.
For a concise discussion of current scholarship concerning the characteristics of eighteenth century
evangelicalism, historical factors for its genesis, and the usefulness of such designations as “the Great
Awakening,” see Thomas S. Kidd, The Great Awakening: The Roots of Evangelical Christianity in
Colonial America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007), xiv-xviii.

1

Dutton’s literary output was grounded in her mature reflection on various transcendent
crises2 in her life as seen through the lens of Calvinist theology and Puritan Thomas
Goodwin’s teaching on the sealing of the Spirit.3 The result was a coherent spiritual
theology, grounded in scripture, Calvinism, and personal experience.4 Dutton’s prolific
writing ministry began shortly after her second husband, Benjamin Dutton, became the
pastor of the Baptist church in Great Gransden in Huntingdonshire in 1732. Her new role
as a pastor’s wife and her new responsibility to the fledgling Baptist church launched her
into a ministry that would overshadow her husband’s and continue until her death three
decades later.
The genesis of Dutton’s writing ministry coincides with the birth of the
Evangelical Revival. She began publishing treatises and theological poetry two years
before the conversion of George Whitefield and five years before the conversions of
Charles and John Wesley. Some of her most popular works, such as A Narration of the
Wonders of Grace and A Discourse Upon Walking with God, were published during this
time period. Within two years of the conversion of John Wesley, the two were in
communication. At this time she also published the first of a multi-volume work, her
Letters on Spiritual Subjects. These letters, ranging from the late 1730s to her death in

2

The term “transcendence crisis” is from the work of Adrian van Kaam. In volume one of his
seven volume Formative Spirituality series, van Kaam defines the transcendence crisis as “a period of basic
insecurity due to the structural weakening of a no-longer-effective life-form. This insecurity is deepened
by the uncertainty about appropriate directives for a new current life-form more congruent with the
changing life period or situation and more congenial with the foundational life-form as it increasingly
discloses itself.” Adrian van Kaam, Formative Spirituality. Volume I. Fundamental Formation (New
York, NY: Crossroad, 1983), 307.
3

Thomas Goodwin (1600-1680) developed a unique interpretation of the sealing of the Spirit as a
second work of grace. This experience is fundamental to Dutton’s spirituality and ministry of spiritual
direction and therefore will be discussed in chapter three.
4

“Spiritual theology” and “spirituality” are defined below and are related to the prevalent
terminology of Anne Dutton’s time.

2

1765, consist of spiritual counsel, encouragement, and direction sent to various family
members, friends, and associates. She held correspondence with men and women from
England, Wales, Holland, Scotland, and the American colonies. Most of her publications
fall into the genre of epistolary correspondence; even her tracts are often in this same
form, as most were originally written for and sent to specific individuals who solicited
her counsel on specific issues. By 1765, Anne Dutton had witnessed the publication of
over fifty of her works.5
Anne Dutton is an example of a Baptist with a consistent spiritual theology that
echoes the language of previous Christian mystics.6 From her autobiography, it is clear
that Anne Dutton had heightened experiences of the sacred. Her use of “sealing”
language attested to a personal experience of self-transcendence that led her to new ways
of living, marked by faithful trust in Divine Love rather than anxious fear of the
unknown. For Dutton the divine was known most acutely in Jesus Christ, but the soul
could also experience union and communion with the other Persons of the Trinity. Some
of her favorite images for the Persons of the Trinity were God as an Ocean, the Son as the
Royal Bridegroom, and the Spirit as Comforter. When she wrote of God as an Ocean or
the Son as the Royal Bridegroom, she was at her best and at language’s limit to describe
the mystical experience of being enveloped in Divine Love. For such passages as these,
5

This number is based on the works I am certain were written by Anne Dutton and to which I
have access. There are a number of works that she wrote which have been lost, so I could not confirm her
authorship. Many of her volumes include several smaller works or letters attached to one longer work. If
one considers these attachments as separate works, her bibliography greatly expands. For a chronological
list of her writings, see the Bibliography.
6

I am following the scholarship of Bernard McGinn in using a broad understanding of mysticism.
McGinn suggests that “the mystical element in Christianity is that part of its belief and practices that
concerns the preparation for, the consciousness of, and the reaction to what can be described as the
immediate or direct presence of God.” See Bernard McGinn, The Presence of God: A History of Western
Christian Mysticism: Volume One, The Foundations of Mysticism: Origins to the Fifth Century (New York:
Crossroad, 1995), xvii.

3

modern historians of the twentieth century often saw her as a religious fanatic. Yet this
use of mystical language reveals her to be akin to other Christian mystics. Dutton
articulated some of the same experiences as Christian mystics throughout the centuries, at
times using the same scriptures, biblical stories, images, and metaphors.7 Therefore, a
study of this “ordinary mystic” of the Calvinist Baptist tradition illumines an aspect of the
history of Baptist spirituality that has been neglected.8
Out of her rich spirituality, Anne Dutton attempted to “feed” souls hungry for
spiritual direction. The burden of this study is to demonstrate why, to whom, and how
she provided this ministry. Dutton is one of the earliest examples of a Baptist laywoman
who felt called to a ministry of spiritual direction. In the face of great resistance to a
woman writing to guide others, Anne Dutton humbly yet firmly defended her divine
vocation as a spiritual writer. Throughout her letters, treatises, hymns, and poems, Anne
Dutton displayed a keen understanding of the terrain of the spiritual life that enabled her
to guide souls on their journey to God. Dutton’s own personal spirituality was the basis
of her skills as an adept spiritual director; it is clear she wrote from personal experience
and not merely from what she heard or read. She would not have called herself a spiritual
director. This title is more prevalent in Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy, and there

7

For example, she frequently uses images such as “a cloud of darkness” and “the dark night,”
phrases used by the author of The Cloud of Unknowing and St. John of the Cross, respectively. Her
spiritual theology addresses how to move through these “clouds” and “dark nights” through simple faith.
Much of her ministry of spiritual direction is concerned with communicating this wisdom to souls in
despair.
8

A major emphasis of many scholars who are writing about mysticism and the mystical life today
is to democratize mysticism. These interpreters write about the possibility of experiencing a “mysticism of
everyday life.” See the final chapters in Emilie Griffin’s Wonderful and Dark is This Road: Discovering
the Mystic Path (Brewster, MA: Paraclete Press, 2004). Others suggest that in some sense “we are all
mystics,” or at least potential mystics. See Dorothee Soelle’s The Silent Cry: Mysticism and Resistance
(Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress Press, 2001). In light of McGinn’s definition of mysticism and
contemporary discussions of “ordinary mystics,” I consider Anne Dutton to be a Calvinist Baptist mystic.

4

was no defined Baptist tradition of spiritual direction. Nevertheless, we can use this
category to describe her work. Her letters and treatises consisted primarily of spiritual
counsel to specific individuals who were uncertain about their salvation, worried about
their progress in their faith, distressed over afflictions in their lives, or confused about
specific doctrinal matters. Her correspondents included leading Evangelical men and
women, lesser-known figures in the Evangelical Revival, and a myriad of nameless laity
that felt the influences of the Revival but needed solid direction for post-conversion life.
In her role as transatlantic spiritual director, Dutton became one of the earliest
Calvinistic British Baptists to support and contribute to the burgeoning Evangelical
Revival. She wrote numerous treatises and letters to evangelical leaders of the eighteenth
century, such as John Wesley, Selina Hastings, William Seward, George Whitefield,
Howell Harris, and Philip Doddridge. Dutton corresponded with Whitefield and sought
to support his ministry at a time when the vast majority of Calvinist Baptists were avidly
opposed to the new Evangelical movement. He in turn promoted her publications as
early as 1741 in The Weekly History. After reaching notoriety, she also became a vital
intermediary in the placement of Baptist pastors. During her final years, Dutton provided
the impetus and editorial skills for the reemergence in England of evangelical periodical
literature with the Spiritual Magazine, which she helped edit and compile and to which
she contributed more of her spiritual letters.
No scholarly work on Anne Dutton of any significant length has yet been
attempted. This study of Anne Dutton will primarily use a methodology of historical
criticism to analyze her context and textual analysis to elucidate her spiritual theology
and direction. Fortunately, this approach is possible because Anne Dutton has left a

5

plethora of primary source material. Additionally, many of her early readers left records
noting her influence on them. Primary sources for this project include autobiographies,
treatises, letters, poems, hymns, evangelical magazines, and church records.

Dissertation Structure
This analysis of Anne Dutton falls into two parts of three chapters each. Part I
examines the life and spirituality of Anne Dutton in its historical and theological context
while Part II analyzes her ministry of spiritual direction during the early years of the
transatlantic Evangelical Revival. This present chapter serves as an introduction to the
project. Following a historiographical survey of literature concerning Anne Dutton,
chapter one clarifies basic terminology in the literature of spirituality and provides a brief
outline of the role of spiritual direction in Christian history.
There is no extensive and coherent biographical sketch of Anne Dutton’s life
available to the modern reader. In order to rectify this lacuna in scholarship, chapters two
and three address Dutton’s early spiritual formation, her spiritual writing ministry, and
the key aspects of her spirituality. Chapter two charts Anne’s life up until the age of forty
when her husband assumed ministerial supervision of a church in Great Gransden.
Attention focuses on key formative experiences and events of her life that helped shape
her spiritually and theologically for her later ministry of spiritual direction. The chapter
concludes with the genesis of her writing career in Great Gransden and a brief reflection
on her impetus to write. Anne Dutton’s lengthy spiritual autobiography, A Brief Account
of the Gracious Dealings of God … in Three Parts provides essential material for this
chapter, since this work recounts her major formative experiences and publications up to
1750.

6

After narrating the first four decades of her life, chapter three transitions to an
elucidation of central aspects of Dutton’s spirituality that were apparent in her life and
earliest writings, providing an understanding of the foundation that supported her
spiritual counsel. These early forms of spiritual direction included poetry, hymnody,
discourses, and epistolary correspondence. Out of this material, primary focus is given to
three aspects of her spirituality that directly impacted her own ministry of spiritual
direction: Dutton’s developmental Puritan spirituality, spiritual hermeneutics, and High
Calvinism. The chapter examines each characteristic historically and theologically,
situating each in English Calvinism and demonstrating its importance in Dutton’s
understanding of the Christian life.
With Anne Dutton’s life and spirituality established, her role as a spiritual director
within the Evangelical Revival is more closely examined. Chapter four is devoted to her
early correspondence with the central leaders of the movement: Howell Harris, John
Wesley, and George Whitefield. By examining her earliest correspondence with these
men, her authority as a woman of spiritual influence becomes apparent. The evidence
displays their great respect for Anne Dutton and, in the cases of Harris and Whitefield,
their willingness and eagerness to use Dutton’s writing and counseling abilities. The
chapter concludes with an examination of the characteristics of Dutton’s counsel to these
men, which will serve as a point of reference for the kind of counsel she offered to others
who were not principal leaders of the Evangelical Revival.
Chapter five examines Dutton’s earliest contributions to the Evangelical Revival
that appeared in the earliest evangelical periodical, the London Weekly Papers. A close
consideration of this magazine reveals that its editor and publisher thought very highly of
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Dutton and her spiritual counsel, even though he chose to identify her only as a “Friend
in the country.” Compared to the vast majority of material within the London Weekly
Papers, this chapter demonstrates Dutton’s contributions to be unique examples of
spiritual direction from a woman.
After describing Dutton’s spiritual counsel given to Evangelical leaders and
printed in the London Weekly Papers in chapters four and five, chapter six will focus on
the categorization and elucidation of some of Anne Dutton’s countless correspondents in
England, Scotland, and America. The primary sources for this study are Dutton’s
numerous Letter-Books, specifically those published from 1740-1750. The chapter will
conclude with a description of the primary characteristics of Dutton’s spiritual direction
as found in her Letter-Books.
A short concluding chapter summarizes the contributions of this project to the
study of Anne Dutton’s life, spirituality, and ministry.

Historiography
In spite of her copious literary production during the middle third of the
eighteenth century, no critical evaluation of Dutton exists. Nevertheless, Anne Dutton
has not gone completely unnoticed since the eighteenth century. Some have lauded her
as an eminent Christian and spiritual teacher while others have denigrated her as a
religious fanatic.
Dutton’s earliest biographer was probably George Keith, who was also one of her
publishers. In a posthumous collection of her letters published in 1769, Keith prefixed
Memoirs of the Dealings of God with her, in her last Sickness. This memoir was no
attempt at a full biography. Rather, it was written by “an Eye and Ear-Witness of the

8

whole” period of her final sickness and death.9 Nevertheless, it vividly relates the sense
of her spirituality and her general approach to suffering and affliction. Keith, the
presumable author, portrays the profound formative impact she had on him and others
while offering a clue to how God “directed” her as well as the kind of spiritual direction
she offered others:
Perhaps, very few, if any, of the Children of God, or Servants of the Lord in our
Days, are favoured to walk so close with God as she did, or to have such frequent
Communion with God in Christ, as she had; and as she was enabled in the most
minute Thing and Circumstance to acknowledge the Lord, so he, always to her
Safety, Profit, and Joy, directed her Path. She was amazingly ready at both
doctrinal, casuistical, and practical Divinity; and her Conversation the most
spiritual and profitable, of any I ever heard.10
Keith alludes to her remarkable transparency concerning the divine direction she
received, recorded for her readers in her autobiography, and also aptly categorizes the
kind of direction she offered, whether via print or conversation.
The early life and conversion of Anne Dutton became more accessible to a larger
reading audience through Memoirs of Eminently Pious Women. Although the original
1777 edition by Thomas Gibbons did not include an entry on Anne Dutton, in 1804 the
London minister George Jerment, added a second volume that did include her. Memoirs
of Eminently Pious Women proved to be a popular work, and went through a further
enlargement to three volumes by Samuel Burder in 1815.11 It was republished again in

9

Anne Dutton, Letters on Spiritual Subjects, and Divers Occasions; Sent to RELATIONS and
FRIENDS. By Mrs. Anne Dutton. Prepared for the Press by the Author, before her Death, and now published
at her Desire. Volume I. To which are prefixed, MEMOIRS of the dealings of GOD with her, in her last
Sickness (London: printed for G. Keith, 1769), iii.
10

Letters on Spiritual Subjects (1769), xxvii. Note Keith’s use of “practical Divinity,” which I use
synonymously with “spiritual theology.” See below for a fuller description of the terms “spiritual
theology” and “spirituality.”
11

Thomas Gibbons, Memoirs of Eminently Pious Women, of the British Empire. A New Edition,
Embellished with Eighteen Portraits, Corrected and Enlarged by The Rev. Samuel Burder … In Three
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1834 and 1836. A portrait of Anne Dutton appeared in the 1815 edition. In that edition,
Dutton is described as “a woman of considerable abilities and great attainments in the
divine life.”12 The memoir consists of a large portion of the first part of Dutton’s
spiritual autobiography.
Several of Dutton’s works were republished in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. Some of them, such as A Treatise on Justification and A Treatise
Concerning the New Birth, were erroneously published under the name “Thomas
Dutton.”13 In the early decades of the nineteenth century another compilation of her
letters was published14 and her popular Poem on the Special Work of the Spirit was
republished twice.15 In the 1831 edition to this work, William Savory, minister at the

Volumes (London: Ogles, Duncan, and Cochran, 1815). For the various editions of this work see Anne
Dutton, Selected Spiritual Writings of Anne Dutton, Eighteenth-Century, British-Baptist, Woman
Theologian. Volume 1. Letters, ed. JoAnn Ford Watson (Macon: Mercer University Press, 2003), xi.
12
In the American edition of 1836, this was changed to “great religious attainments.” See Samuel
Burder, Memoirs of Eminently Pious Women. A New Edition, Revised and Enlarged by the Rev. Samuel
Burder, D.D. Author of “Oriental Customs.” From a Late London Edition, in Three Volumes; Now
Complete in One Volume (Philadelphia: L.J. Woodward, 1836). The 1836 edition also corrected a mistake
from the 1815 edition that suggested Anne was the daughter of a Mr. Dutton, suggesting she had never
married when in fact she had married twice.
13

A Treatise on Justification: Showing the Matter, Manner, Time, and Effects of it. by the
Reverend Mr. Thomas Dutton, Uniform Title: Discourse upon Justification (Glasgow: printed by William
Smith for Archibald Coubrough, 1778) and A Treatise Concerning the New Birth. To Which Are Added
Two Poems: The One On Salvation in Christ by Free-Grace for the Chief of Sinners: The Other On a
Believer’s Safety and Duty. With An Hymn on the Mercy and Grace of God in Christ. By Mr. Thomas
Dutton, Late Minister of London (Dalry: printed by J. Gemmill, 1803). It has been suggested by John
Cudworth Whitebrook that Timothy Keymer, pastor of Great Gransden from 1755 until his death in 1771,
may have sold some of Dutton’s manuscripts and given them a fresh ascription to make them more suitable
to those who object to “feminine divinity.” See Notes and Queries 12, no. 6 (January, 1920): 17.
14

Anne Dutton, Letters on Spiritual Subjects, Sent to Relations and Friends. Two Parts. Second
revised edition. Edited by Christopher Goulding (London T. Bensley, 1823-4).
15

A Poem on the Special Work of the Spirit, in the Hearts of the Elect. By The Late Mrs. Ann
Dutton. Fourth Edition, Revised and Corrected (London: Bensley and Son, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, For
Richard Baynes, 1818) and A Poem on the Special Work of the Spirit, in the Hearts of the Elect. By The
Late Mrs. Ann Dutton, A New Edition, With a Recommendatory Preface by William Savory, Minister of the
Gospel, Salem Chapel, Bond-Street, Brighton (Brighton: W. Fleet, Herald Office, 1831). The poem is 948
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Salem Chapel in Brighton, wrote a preface directed to his own church. In it he
“affectionately” recommended to their notice “this excellent Poem of Mrs. Anne Dutton.
Were the Writings of this Mother in Israel generally known, no recommendation of mine
would be necessary; as they abound in sound doctrine, rich experience, and evangelical
practice: at least, as far as I have seen, and according to judgment.”16
Anne Dutton did not escape the notice of Baptist historian Joseph Ivimey, who
devoted several pages to her in his four volume A History of English Baptists. In the
fourth volume, published in 1830, Ivimey called her “the celebrated Mrs. Ann Dutton,”
stressing that the “fame of her primitive piety, and particularly of her catholic charity,
was spread every where, so that she received invitations to visit them from persons of all
religious parties.”17 He noted the extensiveness of her correspondence (“throughout
England, Scotland, Wales, Holland, America, &c.”) and that after her death in 1765
several sacks of letters from her correspondents were found, all of which were burnt.18
Ivimey seemed to consider her an exemplary Christian because of her frugal life and
serene death.
Another early ardent biographer and editor of Anne Dutton was John Andrews
Jones. London Baptist pastor and author of several works, including Bunhill Memorials,
lines of heroic couplets and mirrors Dutton’s own spiritual experiences, charting how a person undergoes
conversion and sealing in the Spirit, while also describing the doubts and darkness the soul experiences.
16
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Jones revised Dutton’s popular work A Narration of the Wonders of Grace and collected
materials for a more complete memoir than the ones provided by George Keith in 1769 or
Jerment in 1804.19 He was also impressed with the force of Dutton’s spirituality. In his
1833 preface to Narration, Jones remarks that “her experience of the grace of God upon
her soul, with the soul-liberty granted her, was so blessed, that the plenitude thereof, as
she experienced it, very rarely falls to the lot of the Lord’s family, at least not in these
days of ‘small things.’”20
The devotion of Jones to Anne Dutton directly impacted the Southport Baptist
minister James Knight. He avidly collected around twenty volumes of Dutton’s works,
most of which were “sweet, experimental letters” which he valued “more than fine gold;
they are jewels of the first water.” Because Dutton’s name had largely been forgotten in
his day, Knight compiled and published Selections from Letters on Spiritual Subjects
Addressed to Relatives and Friends. In the 1884 preface, Knight asserted that the style
and content of her letters declared her to have been “an extraordinary woman, eminently
taught of the Spirit, and possessing a depth of knowledge of the mysteries of the
Kingdom of God far beyond what His children are generally favoured with.”21 The
nineteenth century ended with this last attempt to have the memory of Anne Dutton
“rescued from oblivion.” Knight hoped to publish more of Dutton’s writings, but this did
19
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not come to pass. Nevertheless, there was a positive portrayal of Anne Dutton at the
close of the nineteenth century. Those who spoke of her thought very highly of her
spirituality and writings.
This quickly changed in the twentieth century when a more critical view of Anne
Dutton emerged. The new view transpired with John Cudworth Whitebrook, who
produced what was then the definitive account of Dutton’s life and writings.22 Yet his
opinion of Dutton was decidedly negative. According to Whitebrook in his article “The
Life and Works of Mrs. Anne Dutton,” the only useful aspects of her literary productions
were the addresses and dates of her letters. Furthermore, Whitebrook considered her
publications “works of mystic piety” and “curious productions” that are only valuable to
a psychologist specializing in “religious morbidity, despair, and exultation, towards a
borderland of alienism.” In short, he considered Dutton an example of “ill-regulated
enthusiasm.”23 But Whitebrook was not alone in his criticism of Anne Dutton. Baptist
scholar H. Wheeler Robinson, in The Life and Faith of the Baptists, also did not have
kind words for Anne Dutton. Although in his book she served as an example of a letterwriter, he wrote of the “monomania that possessed this woman” and bemoaned the
“unpleasant sentimentality of her use of Canticles.”24
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However, in the latter part of the twentieth century, a more positive portrayal of
Anne Dutton began to emerge, beginning with Stephen Stein’s 1975 article, “A Note on
Anne Dutton, Eighteenth-Century Evangelical.” Stein elucidates Dutton’s relationship
with Whitefield and portrays her as an “active but inconspicuous figure in the inner circle
of English-speaking evangelicalism.”25 He also noted Dutton’s belief that she was
divinely called to write, suggesting that she saw herself as a kind of amanuensis. A few
years later saw the publication of Susan [Durden] O’Brien’s work, which suggested the
transatlantic nature of Dutton’s writings. In her dissertation, “Transatlantic
Communications and Literature in the Religious Revivals, 1735-1745,” O’Brien placed
Anne Dutton in a complex transatlantic letter-writing network that functioned during the
early years of the Evangelical Revival. Dutton was the only woman in a list of twelve
people that included such evangelical luminaries as George Whitefield, Jonathan
Edwards, Howell Harris, Thomas Prince, Philip Doddridge, and Isaac Watts. 26 In
another article by O’Brien, she suggested there was an inner core to this letter-writing
network and another group just beyond it. In the inner core she placed the abovementioned men27 and in the group just outside the inner core were “London printers John
Lewis and Samuel Mason, Boston printer Daniel Henchman, and lay promoters such as

25
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Thomas Noble of New York, Samuel Hazard of Philadelphia, and Ann Dutton of
Huntingdonshire, England.”28 However, in all of her works O’Brien limited her analysis
to the evangelical magazines and, on this basis, only suggests Anne Dutton was a lay
supporter of the Evangelical Revival.
With the arrival of the twenty-first century, Anne Dutton has begun to become
more appreciated as a spiritual writer through the works of Michael Haykin, JoAnn Ford
Watson, and Bruce Hindmarsh. Michael Haykin has commented on Dutton in several
publications, most notably in his 2001 brief article “The Celebrated Anne Dutton.”29
Haykin gives a brief summary of her life, highlighting her writing ministry and her
spiritual intensity as displayed in her Thoughts on the Lord’s Supper, one of her best
pieces according to Haykin.
The person most responsible for reintroducing Anne Dutton’s works to twentyfirst century readers is her modern editor JoAnn Ford Watson. Mercer University Press
has published six volumes in a series entitled The Selected Spiritual Writings of Anne
Dutton.30 In addition to a brief biography of Anne Dutton and a bibliography of her
publications, Volume I consists of one letter to Whitefield, several letters to John Wesley,
and James Knight’s 1884 collection of 103 letters. Volume II consists of Dutton’s two
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earliest works, A Narration of the Wonders of Grace and Walking with God. The three
parts of her spiritual autobiography comprise Volume III while Volume IV includes five
theological works and Volumes V and VI includes works of miscellaneous
correspondence. In each volume Watson provides brief introductions to each work and
gives a sampling of content. None of the volumes provides a critical introduction to
Anne Dutton, her publications, her spirituality, or her place in the Evangelical Revival.
Nevertheless, the Mercer publications of her writings are the first such publication since
1884 and greatly aid in any critical examination of Anne Dutton’s spirituality and
ministry of spiritual direction during the Evangelical Revival.
Finally, D. Bruce Hindmarsh’s The Evangelical Conversion Narrative is the first
major attempt to begin a critical analysis of Dutton’s writings. In this study he analyzes
aspects of her spiritual autobiography. Hindmarsh raises significant issues in his
excellent, but brief seven pages on Anne Dutton. He offers an arresting comparison: “If
Catherine of Siena was a Third Order Dominican, then Anne Dutton must be reckoned
something of a Third Order Baptist mystic.”31 Hindmarsh also grounds Dutton’s
conversion experience and call to write in the socio-historical context of the boundaries
between public and private spheres that were shifting significantly during her lifetime.
This present study provides a comprehensive examination of Anne Dutton and her
importance in the early years of the Evangelical Revival. While some of the above
authors have lauded her spirituality or denigrated it, and others have cursorily commented
on some of her works, this writing project focuses primarily on her letters of spiritual
counsel in their transatlantic context. Thus, my research uses some of the initial
31
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intuitions of Susan O’Brien that placed Anne Dutton as a key contributor to the
transatlantic “community of saints.” It is my contention that, in contrast to all of the
other men in O’Brien’s list who were promoters of the revival, Anne Dutton’s relevance
in this network is that she served as a spiritual director for those impacted by the revival.
While Anne Dutton can be studied from many perspectives, the approach taken in
this study is to examine how she perceived herself as a spiritual director and how others
experienced her in this capacity. The ministry of the spiritual director is a recognized
role in the history of Christian spirituality but rarely acknowledged in Protestant or
Baptist history. This is a little-studied area in the historiography of Baptist spirituality as
well as of the Evangelical Revival. It is even more rare to find any scholarship
discussing spiritual direction by female laity. So Anne Dutton provides a rare look at a
“behind-the-scenes” ministry of spiritual direction by a laywoman. However, in order to
substantiate my claim that Anne Dutton performed a transatlantic ministry of spiritual
direction, it is necessary to define what I mean by “spirituality” and “spiritual direction.”

Spiritual Theology and Spirituality
There is much contemporary discussion concerning the relationship between
“spiritual theology” and “spirituality,” but it is not the aim of this dissertation to offer any
further responses to the debate.32 Scholars such as Sandra Schneiders and Philip
Sheldrake prefer the broader term “spirituality,” a term often used in modern discussions
of the spiritual life and one also used in this dissertation, rather than the narrower term
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“spiritual theology,” which was more prevalently used in Roman Catholic circles during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.33
In the nineteenth century the term “spiritual theology” tended to combine the
branches “ascetical theology” and “mystical theology” under one heading. Simply
understood, ascetical theology concerns “practical advice on how to overcome our evil
actions, thoughts, and dispositions so that as our flawed human nature is increasingly
restored and renewed we become more free to love our neighbor as ourselves” while
mystical theology focuses on physike (the indirect contemplation upon creation, human
nature, and the scriptures) and theoria (the direct contemplation of the triune God).34
While it is possible to delineate an inceptive spiritual theology of Anne Dutton,
ultimately this would be anachronistic and foreign to her primary purposes.
Nevertheless, there is a theology of the spiritual life that underlies Dutton’s spiritual
direction. Rather than the term “spiritual theology” Anne Dutton probably would have
preferred the terms “experimental divinity” or “practical divinity.” The latter was a term
used by George Keith, one of Dutton’s publishers, after her death to describe some of her
writings. This is also the term used by John Wesley for his A Christian Library:
Consisting of Extracts from and Abridgement of the Choicest Pieces of Practical Divinity
(1749-55).
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In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, “divinity” was not synonymous with
“theology.” According to Robert E. Cushman in John Wesley’s Experimental Divinity,
“divinity” was defined as
an account of God as he is known by way of his own self-manifestation in Jesus
Christ as Lord and Saviour through the illuminating and converting work of the
Holy Spirit. Thus, according to English usage of the 16th and 17th centuries,
“divinity” is a Trinitarian doctrine of God’s salvation in Christ in which
attention to the nature and way of human salvation, or the Gospel, is foremost.35
According to Cushman, the first “coherent exposition” of “experimental religion” was
Philip Doddridge’s The Rise and Progress of Religion in the Soul (1745), followed by
Jonathan Edwards’s A Treatise Concerning Religious Affections (1746) which posited the
view that “affections” were “the springs of action in all things religious,” rather than the
“intellectual faculties.” Cusham noted the work of Ola E. Winslow, who suggested that
in such works “the emphasis shifted from outward manifestations to inner certainty,”
with the result that figures as different as Jonathan Edwards and John Wesley could insist
on “the inner witness, not of the mind, but of the emotions.”36
The phrase “experimental divinity” apparently came into vogue due to the
abounding use of the term “experiment” in the seventeenth century. “Experimental
religion” in this sense is a byproduct of the age of scientific experimentation; in matters
of religion it meant doctrine verifiable by experience. In 1614 Bishop Hall suggested that
the “one excelled in experimentall divinity” knew how “to stay a weake conscience, how
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to raise a fallen” (Epist. 1.vii).37 In other words, they were skilled in a kind of spiritual
direction. By the middle of the seventeenth century the category of “experimental
divinity” and the role of the “experimental divine” came into more common usage, as did
the investigation into divine operations in the laws of nature called “experimental
philosophy.”38
Use of both “experimental divinity” and “practical divinity” were common in
eighteenth century sources. For example, John Wesley used both to describe his
approach to theology. In a definition of “practical divinity” that brings out its
relationship to the “cure of souls” and to “spiritual direction,” Frank Baker says Wesley
was interested in
learning the secret of the cures wrought by the Great Physician. He sought to
understand the fundamental problems of the human condition, and the finer points
of Christian living – the care of souls – armed with all the theological
sophistication of a specialist in the ways of God with men, and man’s way to God
– practical divinity.39
For the purposes of this dissertation on Anne Dutton, the phrases “practical
divinity”, “experimental divinity” and “spiritual theology” are used synonymously.
These terms emphasize the “praxis-orientation” of Dutton’s theology, which is inherent
in any discussion of her “spirituality.”40 As will become apparent in what follows, when
Dutton delved into theological discourse or controversy, the practice of the Christian life
37
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was at stake. At those times she felt compelled to articulate doctrines foundational to the
Christian spiritual journey. The new birth, justification, the eternal decrees of God, the
nature of faith, and holiness had practical, experiential implications that had to be
discerned and applied. Thus Dutton invariably concluded almost all of her works with
applicatory sections of varying lengths. When Dutton articulated specific doctrines with
a view towards transformation (and not merely as defendable confessional points), she
began elucidating an inceptive spiritual theology. Such a spiritual theology was the result
of both hermeneutics and practical experience. Using both her understanding of the
Bible’s doctrines and her own experimentation (and her Puritan tradition’s
experimentation) with these doctrines, Dutton developed and articulated a working
spiritual theology.
The application and practice of such a spiritual theology of the Christian journey
could thus be called one’s “spirituality.” Thus “spirituality” is the mean between
“spiritual theology” and “spiritual practices,” the fruit of theoria and praxis, the result of
developing both one’s knowledge and being. In this light, the following is a working
definition for spiritual theology:
Spiritual theology is that part of theology that, proceeding from the truths of
divine revelation and the religious experiences of individual persons, defines the
nature of the supernatural life, formulates directives for its growth and
development, and explains the process by which souls advance from the
beginning of the spiritual life to its full perfection.41
When the term “spirituality” is used in this study, it is in light of the scholarship of
Bernard McGinn and Sandra Schneiders. McGinn defines Christian spirituality as
41
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the lived experience of Christian belief in both its general and more specialized
forms…. It is possible to distinguish spirituality from doctrine in that it
concentrates not on faith itself, but on the reaction that faith aroused in religious
consciousness and practice. It can likewise be distinguished from Christian ethics
in that it treats not all human actions in their relation to God, but those acts in
which the relation to God is immediate and explicit.42
Although Dutton never developed a complete spiritual theology, three key aspects
of her spiritual theology can be discerned, and these are presented in chapter three. They
were inherent in the formative events of her life and provided the background for her
spiritual direction to others. In short, they helped shape her personal spirituality and thus
could not help but factor into her spiritual counsel to her correspondents.
Spiritual Direction
The time-honored practice of helping people apply “spiritual theology” and
develop their “spirituality” is “spiritual direction.” The art and science of spiritual
direction has a long history.43 People who have performed this service for others have
appeared in every age and culture. In his magisterial study A History of the Cure of
Souls, John T. McNeill provided the first and best survey and summary of the cura
animarum (“cure of souls”). The healer of the soul is as ancient as the healer of the body
and, as McNeill notes, they were often one and the same in primitive societies. McNeill
42
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shows the continuity of this service, from ancient Egyptian wisdom writings and the
wisdom literature of the Israelites, to the shamans of primitive religions and the wise men
of the classical philosophical schools; from the rabbis of Judaism and the pastors and
priests of Christianity, to the gurus of Hinduism and the sheiks of Sufism. Although
named differently by various cultures and religions, all of these roles require the ability to
give spiritual direction.44
Despite its appearance in many religions, the concept of private spiritual direction
is mostly associated with the Christian tradition. The Christian form of personal spiritual
direction is a narrow expression of the cura animarum or psychagogy (“guidance of the
soul”). Evidence for an emphasis on one-on-one spiritual direction can be found in all
the major phases and branches of Christendom, including early Eastern Orthodox
spirituality, western forms of Christianity that would later coalesce into Roman
Catholicism, and Protestant streams of Christianity such as the Reformed tradition that
shaped the theological and spiritual outlook of Anne Dutton.

Orthodox and Catholic Spiritual Direction
The concept of spiritual direction is thoroughly biblical. According to Kenneth
Leech, one major authority on spiritual direction, the purpose of spiritual direction is “the
process of spiritual maturing,” a process that is firmly rooted in the Scriptures.45 Later
Christian mystical theology would define a “threefold journey” into God (purgation,
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illumination, union), phases of spiritual maturity that “arise out of the very features of the
gospel message – repentance, life in the Spirit, and perfection.”46 But these themes
already appear in the message of Jesus and the epistles of Paul. In a recent published
dissertation Victor Copan has eruditely demonstrated how the apostle Paul functioned as
a spiritual director, with emphasis on Pauline imitation.47 According to George E.
Demacopoulos in Five Models of Spiritual Direction in the Early Church, the early
church fathers borrowed the concept of spiritual director from the ancient philosophical
schools and adapted it to their understanding of the scriptures and the needs of those
under their pastoral supervision.48
Although spiritual direction took place during the first three centuries of the
Christian movement, its most common form exploded onto the scene in the deserts of
Egypt, Palestine, and Syria in the fourth and fifth centuries. 49 The desert fathers and
mothers offered spiritual direction to souls in need of healing. Much of their teaching
came in the form of wise sayings and stories that were collected in the Apophthegmata
Patrum. The students of these wise men and women of the desert were not interested so
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much in a theological axiom or conversation with these saints as a “word” they could
apply to their lives and spiritual practice.50
Much of this desert wisdom was the foundation for early Eastern Orthodox
spirituality in its Oriental, Greek, and later Russian forms. The pneumatikos pater or
“spiritual father” had a high place in early Eastern Orthodoxy. Many saints of this
tradition have written extensively on the role of the spiritual father. Much of their
wisdom was passed down in the Philokalia, a vast collection of spiritual writings that
have been used for spiritual direction for centuries.51 In the Eastern Orthodox tradition,
the spiritual father has three principle features: (1) insight and discernment (diakrisis); (2)
great love and empathy for the sufferings of others; and (3) the ability to transform others
and the world around them by the virtue of their life and love.52
Within Western Christianity, the concept of spiritual direction was to have a
diverse history.53 Thomas Merton noted in Spiritual Direction & Meditation that
spiritual direction is a “monastic concept” and that it was mostly unnecessary until men
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and women withdrew from the Christian community to live in the desert. Up until that
time, ordinary Christians were spiritually nourished and guided formally by bishops and
presbyters and informally by family and friends.54 Merton refers here to a narrower and
more formal understanding of spiritual direction as a one-on-one encounter with another
person for spiritual guidance. Whether the true genesis of a ministry of spiritual direction
was in the deserts or earlier in history, the ministry of spiritual direction has been most
pronounced and precisely defined in monastic literature. Especially influential has been
the Benedictine tradition, which continues the lineage of desert spirituality through John
Cassian’s influence upon St. Benedict.55 Offshoots of Benedictine monasticism, such as
the Cistercians, also contributed to the literature of spiritual direction.56
The mendicant movements of saints Francis of Assisi and Dominic of Osma
strongly emphasized the ministry of spiritual direction and the cure of souls. The
Franciscan St. Bonaventure (1221-1274) in De Triplici Via examined the three-fold
journey to God and the life of prayer. He seemed to suggest that one-to-one spiritual
direction is more appropriate for the early stages of the Christian life. While this work
was mostly written for monks, the Dominicans directed much of their spiritual direction
to the laity, especially through the Third Orders. By the thirteenth century lay members
54
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of the Dominican Third Orders were functioning as spiritual directors.57 Unfortunately at
this same time spiritual direction often became much more authoritarian. The Fourth
Lateran Council of 1215 was partly responsible for the calamity. At this time the
Catholic Church made annual confession and communion obligatory. After this a
plethora of penitential manuals appeared, such as the Manuel des péches, which was
translated into English as Handlyng Synne in 1303. The mendicant orders were both a
blessing and a curse in regard to spiritual direction, for while the council of 1215 allowed
lay people to confess and be directed by a member of a mendicant order rather than his or
her parish priest, the act of confession and the art of spiritual direction became more and
more mechanical and diluted. This would become one aspect of Catholicism that
Protestants would condemn, as would later Roman Catholic authors on spiritual direction.
The fourteenth century saw a rise in the literature concerning spiritual direction,
both on the Continent and in England. The English mystic Walter Hilton (d. 1396)
probably wrote his spiritual classic The Scale of Perfection for spiritual directors, and he
himself served as a spiritual director to many, as his short work The Mixed Life
demonstrates.58 He echoes early monastic spiritual counsel when he emphasizes the
importance of discretion and the need for spiritual direction in the early stages of the
spiritual life. On the continent, spiritual direction was an important aspect of the
Gottesfreunde (“Friends of God”). John Tauler, a luminary member of the “Friends of
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God,” functioned as a spiritual director for Dominican nuns and laity.59 Another spiritual
movement on the continent, the Devotio Moderna and its most popular spiritual text The
Imitation of Christ, urged people: “Find out some wise counselor to advise you, a man of
enlightened conscience, and be prepared to go by his better judgement, instead of trusting
your own calculations.”60
After the Council of Trent (1545-1563) spiritual direction became both more
widespread and more limited. Although after this point the laity had greater access to
spiritual direction, much of the guidance they received was very narrow, devoted to
decisions about religious life or special cases of conscience.61 In reaction to the
Protestant Reformation, spiritual directors became teachers of “safe” spiritual practices
and defenders of Roman Catholic orthodoxy. This new evolution betrayed the traditional
understanding of spiritual direction.
In spite of this new development in the history of spiritual direction in Western
Christianity, several great spiritual directors emerged in the post-Tridentine years: Teresa
of Avila, John of the Cross, Francis de Sales, and Jean-Pierre de Caussade. The spiritual
director occupies a central place in the spiritual teaching of the Carmelite saints Teresa of
Avila (1515-1582) and John of the Cross (1543-1591).62 Both were all too aware of
inadequate and incompetent spiritual directors in their day. Teresa advised going without
59
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a spiritual director if only a bad one was available: “Let seculars give thanks to God that
they can choose their own director, and let them not give up that precious liberty, but
rather remain without one until they find the one whom the Lord will give.”63 She herself
spent years suffering from poor spiritual direction. Nevertheless, she remained
committed to the necessity of spiritual direction, as did her close friend John of the Cross.
Both of them believed that it was crucial to have good spiritual direction at the beginning
stages of contemplative prayer. John of the Cross was specific in his requirements for
spiritual directors: they were to be people of learning, discretion, and experience.64
In his spiritual masterpiece Introduction to the Devout Life, the Frenchman
Francis de Sales (1567-1622) made a clear case for the necessity of spiritual direction.
Considered by some to be one of the first teachers and founders of the modern tradition
of spiritual direction, Francis de Sales favored a model of faithful friendship and was a
preeminent writer of letters of spiritual direction.65 Like John of the Cross, he also
believed the spiritual director must be “full of charity, of knowledge, and of prudence; if
one of these three qualities is wanting in him, there is danger.”66 Another superlative
epistolary director of souls was the Frenchman Jean-Pierre de Caussade (1675-1751),
who is most famous for his spiritual classic Self-Abandonment to Divine Providence. In
this work he reacted against an “over-systematized and regimental style of direction” that
had grown within Roman Catholicism up to his day. In contrast, he urged the simplicity
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of living in the sacrament of the present moment.67 Like the great Carmelite saints who
influenced his own teaching, de Caussade was weary of incompetent spiritual directors
that ruined the souls of simple Christians. He believed if a person received good spiritual
direction at the beginning of the spiritual life, then the Christian would receive interior
direction from the Director of souls, the Holy Spirit.68
This brief survey of Orthodox and Catholic forms of spiritual direction has led to
the eighteenth century. Jean-Pierre de Caussade was a contemporary of Anne Dutton
and, incidentally, both emphasized the need for self-abandonment to God. In fact, the
second part of Dutton’s autobiography could easily be given a title similar to de
Caussade’s work, as it demonstrates how Dutton practiced self-abandonment to the
providences and promises of God in daily life. Both de Caussade and Dutton (as I will
show) were spiritual directors, primarily of the epistolary variety. Yet they were clearly
in two separate streams of Christianity, de Caussade in the stream of Roman Catholic
spirituality and Dutton in the stream of Reformed spirituality. In order to understand the
similarities and differences in each tradition’s approach to spiritual direction, it is
necessary to examine the shape spiritual direction took in Protestantism, especially in the
Reformed tradition of John Calvin, the Puritans, and the Calvinistic Baptists of which
Anne Dutton was a member.

Protestant Spiritual Direction
The Protestant Reformation rebelled against much of the authoritarianism and
legalism of spiritual direction that characterized this practice after the Fourth Lateran
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Council of 1215. By Martin Luther’s day, confession and spiritual direction were
intertwined. The practice of the sacrament of confession was central to the genesis of the
Protestant Reformation. The first two propositions of Martin Luther’s Ninety-Five
Theses addressed the difference between repentance, which should be daily and
continuous, and sacramental penance, which involves confession to a priest and receiving
absolution from him. Thus for the early Protestant Reformers, to rebel against the
Catholic understanding of penance and confession was to rebel against their received
understanding of the nature of spiritual direction, which had become a sad caricature of
its former glory.69
Roman Catholic spiritual directors regretted this calamity as well. Writers such as
Teresa of Avila, John of the Cross, Francis de Sales, and Jean-Pierre de Caussade also
reacted against rote and shallow forms of spiritual direction. However, even though
Protestants and some Roman Catholics countered shallow spiritual direction, at the heart
of the Protestant rejection of a Catholic practice of spiritual direction were deeper
theological problems. Some scholars have suggested Protestants were uncomfortable
with one-on-one spiritual direction because of the danger of sacerdotalism, “the
possibility that the methods or personality of the spiritual director would supplant the role
of Jesus as the prime mediator between God and the individual human being.”70 The
Reformation doctrine of the priesthood of all believers was the theological response to
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this fear of sacerdotalism. Therefore, Protestants tended to encourage mutual or group
guidance, which in the history of Protestantism has taken diverse shapes.71
Nevertheless, there has been in Protestant traditions an emphasis on the personal
spiritual guide.72 In the Lutheran tradition, prime examples of spiritual directors include
Martin Luther, Martin Bucer, and Philipp Jacob Spener.73 Luther’s Table Talk illustrates
his ministry as a spiritual guide to the sick and dying.74 In addition to Table Talk there
are many surviving letters that demonstrate his spiritual advice and consolation. Many
former monks and nuns sought Luther’s advice concerning marriage. Others sought his
counsel concerning persecution, military service, and temptations. McNeill summarizes
Luther’s spiritual direction poignantly:
The attention given by eminent and busy men to the personal problems of others
is often surprising. Luther exhibits human warmth and reality in these matters,
the product of his own vivid experience and emotional force. We are struck by
his deep and unwavering convictions, and by the unprofessional and casual way
in which he applies them in the guidance of souls. He writes not as one conscious
of superior attainment, or as the representative of a priestly caste, but as a sinful
and tempted Christian who is glad to bring such spiritual remedies as he has
learned from Scripture and experience to the aid of those who ask, or need, his
brotherly help.75
Luther’s concern for the cure of souls continued with Martin Bucer. In his On the
True Cure of Souls (1538), Bucer used Ezekiel 34:16 to develop a five-fold rule for all
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Christians (but especially for pastors) that emphasized elements of spiritual direction. In
the next century Philipp Jacob Spener continued the Lutheran tradition’s concern for the
cure of souls. His most popular work, Pia Desideria (1675) stressed the foundational
Protestant principle of the priesthood of all believers. Upon this foundation, Spener
developed his small groups that met for Bible and devotional reading, mutual guidance,
and edification. In The Spiritual Priesthood Briefly Set Forth according to the Word of
God (1677), Spener suggests all Christians have “a triple ministry of sacrifice, prayer and
the Word.”76 For Spener, all Christians are empowered by Christ to guide, teach,
encourage, and intercede for others in spiritual matters. Like many of the spiritual
directors mentioned thus far, Spener also left a considerable quantity of letters conveying
spiritual guidance.
The foundational study on spiritual direction in Protestantism is Jean-Daniel
Benoît’s Direction Spirituelle et Protestantisme.77 All successive studies refer to his
work yet to be translated into English. According to Benoît, because the sixteenth
century was focused mostly on defining the church, its foundations and organization, they
did not have as much time for “le soin des âmes” (the care of souls). Nevertheless,
according to Benoît, some of the great leaders of the Protestant Reformation functioned
as spiritual directors. For example, he singles out John Calvin as “un grand direceur
d’âmes.”78 Benoît had to defend his label for Calvin as a “director of souls” because the
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role of spiritual director has been viewed with suspicion in Protestantism. Benoît
distinguished between the cure of souls and spiritual direction. For him, “la direction
ne’est qu’une forme de cure d’âme” (direction is nothing but a form of the cure of
souls).79 Spiritual direction is a specialized form of cura animarum that requires
continuous interaction and vulnerability, both of which might not happen in a parish
ministry of preaching, teaching, visiting the sick, and other pastoral responsibilities
which, for Benoît, essentially constituted “de cure d’âme” in the Christian tradition.
Especially pertinent to our subject is Benoît’s discussion of the essential
differences between Catholic and Protestant spiritual direction.80 Although his list is
somewhat exaggerated and more relevant to late medieval Catholicism, I list them here
because it does illustrate their general tendencies.
1. Catholic direction is more authoritarian and emphasizes obedience. Protestant
direction is more respectful of the personality, non-authoritarian, and relies
upon persuasion.
2. Discipline is more normal in Catholicism but more exceptional in
Protestantism.
3. Catholic direction is more ecclesiastical while Protestant direction is more
biblical.
4. Catholic direction is more oriented to the sacraments than Protestantism.
5. Catholic direction is more mistrustful of individual inspirations than
Protestant direction.
6. Catholic direction is more optimistic, Protestant direction more pessimistic in
regard to the possibilities of human nature.
7. Catholic direction is more technical (methods, stages of prayer, and phases of
the spiritual journey) while Protestant direction is more free and spontaneous.
In Direction Spirituelle et Protestantisme, Benoît clearly showed the historical
and theological characteristics of a Protestant spiritual direction and argued for a
contemporary revitalization for its role in Protestant life. In addition to this earlier work,
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Benoît furthered his thesis of a distinct Protestant spiritual direction with his book Calvin,
directeur d’ames.81 This book, even more than his earlier publication, is especially
pertinent to the present study because Anne Dutton was a self-proclaimed Calvinist and
appears to follow in the footsteps of her “spiritual father” John Calvin. With the reality
of a Protestant spiritual direction established in his first work, Benoît revealed the
potential characteristics a Reformed spiritual direction by a thorough analysis of the man
who has most shaped Reformed theology. In the first chapter, Benoît boldly stated that
the success of Calvin the Reformer rested in his “concern for souls.”82 According to
Benoît, “it is the care which he took to instruct and edify men’s souls, and direct them in
the ways of a practical Christian life, which is said to have won him the final victory.”83
In studying Calvin as a counselor of souls, Benoît focused mostly on his letters of
correspondence, read in light of Calvin’s masterpiece The Institutes of Christian Religion.
In the Institutes one finds the principles that serve as the foundation for Calvin’s spiritual
direction.84 According to Benoît, Calvin wrote Institutes with a view towards spiritual
direction and to help fearful consciences: “To comfort men’s souls and give them an
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unshakeable assurance and confidence in the midst of life’s struggles and temptations:
this was Calvin’s aim in writing the Institutes as well as in writing his letters of
guidance.”85 Benoît considered Calvin’s letters and Institutes as spiritual direction: “In
reading his letters, you think you are re-reading the Institutes; unless, on reading the
Institutes, you get the impression that you are actually one of Calvin’s correspondents,
and of hearing him speak to you personally and directly, as he was able to do by letter.”86
Consequently, doctrine and its transmission was an essential characteristic of
Calvin’s spiritual direction. However, according to Benoît we cannot accuse Calvin of
intellectualism because of his focus on doctrine: “Doctrine had to be applied to life; to
use a term dear to Calvin, it has to become a doctrine of practice. Calvin emphasises this
again and again in his letters…. The whole of Calvin’s pastoral counseling is no more
than the application of doctrine to our lives.”87 Calvin’s doctrine flowed from his
meditation and understanding of the Scriptures, which naturally carried over into his
spiritual counseling. Benoît demonstrated how Calvin’s spiritual direction was
essentially biblical, an essential characteristic of all Protestant spiritual direction.
McNeill aptly summarized the threefold biblical nature of Calvin’s counseling according
to Benoît:
First, [Calvin] writes in an atmosphere totally impregnated by the Bible, and
assumes an intimate knowledge of it on the part of the receivers of his letters.
Secondly, he continually urges the reading of, and meditation on, the Scriptures.
Thirdly, he dwells upon the doctrinal points of his biblical faith, writing on these
with a certitude that leaves no place for doubt. The only sort of doubt he
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recognizes is hesitation or lack of assurance about one’s own salvation, the
anguish of truth-seekers who have not yet come to the full light.88
The history of seventeenth-century Protestantism reveals that “the Reformation
had not abolished the need for spiritual directors.”89 Many of Calvin’s spiritual
descendants continued his emphasis on spiritual direction, especially his ministry of
epistolary guidance. The rise of epistolary spiritual direction in the seventeenth century
would appear to mirror the increasing individualism of seventeenth century
Protestantism. In Scottish Presbyterianism spiritual letters were a means of spiritual
direction, such as those by John Knox, Samuel Rutherford, and David Dickson, who in
Therapeutica Sacra (1656) referred to the pastor as a “prudent friend” who gently
persuades and guides the soul.90 Puritan pastors and writers tended to focus on the
conscience, including Thomas Cartwright, William Perkins (The Whole Treatise of Cases
on Conscience, 1602), Immanuel Bourne (The Godly Man’s Guide, 1620), and William
Ames (De Conscientia, 1631). The best-known Puritan on this topic was Richard Baxter.
Many later Congregationalists and Baptists would read two of his greatest works, The
Reformed Pastor (1656) and A Christian Directory (1673).
Out of seventeenth-century Puritanism emerged many Congregationalist and
Calvinistic Baptist churches in the eighteenth-century.91 Congregationalist leaders such
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as Isaac Watts (1674 -1748) and Philip Doddridge (1702-1751) are prime examples of
epistolary spiritual directors. Although Watts is mostly known for his poetry and
hymnody, many letters of spiritual guidance are included in his vast published
correspondence. Doddridge, who directed an academy for ministers during his long and
successful pastorate in Northampton, also was a writer of many spiritual letters.
This brief survey of Protestant spiritual direction has led once again to the
eighteenth century. Watts and Doddridge were both contemporaries of Anne Dutton.
There is even evidence of several exchanges of letters between Anne Dutton and Philip
Doddridge in the 1740s.92 Clearly, there was a tradition of Protestant spiritual direction,
and especially a Reformed tradition of spiritual direction, that preceded Anne Dutton. As
we will soon see, she was nourished by much of the Calvinistic and Puritan divinity of
the seventeenth century.
From our short overview it is also apparent that much Protestant spiritual
direction has occurred in epistolary form. Letters are the best place to look for examples
of one-on-one spiritual direction in any religious traditions, since they provide
documentary evidence of the nature and content of the counsel given. Yet this is
especially true in Protestantism.93 Spiritual direction by letter became more prominent
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with the emergence and development of Anglicanism in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. With the Evangelical Revival that flowed from Anglicanism in the eighteenth
century, men such as George Whitefield (1714-1770), William Romaine (1714-1795),
Rowland Hill (1744-1833), and Charles Simeon (1759-1836) became spiritual directors
by means of letter correspondence.94

Laywomen and Spiritual Direction
One more question still needs to be addressed before we can adequately
demonstrate the possibility of a spiritual direction by Anne Dutton: can a laywoman be a
spiritual director? Most of the histories of spiritual direction are overwhelmingly malecentered.95 In following the scholarly works on the subject, the previous brief reflection
on forms of Christian spiritual direction has inevitably focused mostly on male monks,
priests, and pastors. The one exception has been Teresa of Avila, but even John McNeill
failed to mention her in his discussion of spiritual direction in Roman Catholicism.96 The
Dictionnaire de Spiritualité article on spiritual direction is somewhat more favorable
towards women and includes short sections on Catherine of Sienna and Teresa of Avila.
Nevertheless, these women all belonged to monastic orders. What about
laywomen? Is there historical precedent for a laywoman offering some form of spiritual
94
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direction? Several recent authors have addressed the issue of women spiritual directors,
but most pertinent to the present study is the work of Patricia Ranft. As we will see, the
number of female spiritual directors is dependent upon how one defines “spiritual
direction.”
In A Woman's Way: The Forgotten History of Women Spiritual Directors, Ranft
begins with a reflection on the study of women’s history in general over the past
century.97 She discusses three schools of thought, categorized according to three
psychological schools: one that focuses on the role of power in history (much of early
women’s history); a second that focuses on sex (social history) and money (economic
history); and a third that focuses on meaning.98 According to Victor Frankl, originator of
the school of thought known as logotherapy, the drive for power and pleasure are
secondary to the drive for meaning in life.99 Ranft justifies the use of psychological
insights by historians of Western women because of the possibilities such insights offer
for illuminating aspects of history.100 While historians have tended to focus more
recently on two of the three major drives of humanity (power and pleasure), historians
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have been slow to “expand our historical knowledge further by examining the
contributions made by women for whom the driving force in their lives was the will to
meaning.”101 This is the perspective she takes for a venture into the history of women
spiritual directors. Her aim is to focus “on women who found the meaning of life in the
religious and then led others to the same conclusion. We are identifying these women as
spiritual directors, for that indeed was what they were.” Ranft then continues to explain
the relationship between logotheraphy and spiritual direction, along with its pertinence
for the history of civilization:
These women believed that the reason humans were created was to find happiness
in God; God provided the meaning of life, and they tried to direct others to the
same conclusion. Every time a woman helped, advised, guided, inspired by
example, instructed, preached, cajoled, reared, chided, or directed another to reach
the same conclusion, she was in fact offering spiritual direction. She was a
spiritual director…. We must remember that it was the women spiritual directors’
understanding of life – their spirituality – which they were directing others to
accept. They were, in fact, influencing the actions and decisions of others, and
collectively these actions and decisions shaped society. We as historians can no
longer afford to ignore this obviously influential position in society.102
Ranft defends her broad understanding of spiritual direction against those who
would object to its generality. In her opinion, such an objection is based on “a common
but very limited definition of spiritual direction that identifies a ministry as spiritual
direction only if it resembles modern direction. It is a faulty approach, because, as
logotherapists point out, the meaning of life must be specific to the individual.” She goes
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on to state what seems to be the fundamental principle in her work: “Effective spiritual
direction must change its message to be relevant to the needs of the person being
directed…. Spiritual direction is always the act of directing someone to the spiritual, but
the way that person is led changes with each situation.”103
What follows is the most succinct summary of the history of women spiritual
directors available, so I quote it in full so that we might better situate Anne Dutton in this
lineage:
Women directors were present already in Jesus’ ministry and simply directed
others to Jesus himself, the source of all meaning. During the first millennium we
find women directors guided many in unsophisticated, unreflective ways. In the
high Middle Ages women spiritual directors became more self-conscious of their
role and their methods, and by the late Middle Ages spiritual direction was fully
recognized and promoted, particularly by women mystics. It is the early modern
period, however, that popularized spiritual direction among both laity and
religious, and it is during this period that many of the masterpieces of spiritual
direction literature were written. As we approach the modern period we find
spiritual direction present in a multitude of forms. Among new Protestant sects
women spiritual directors adopted many of the elementary ways and methods of
their medieval predecessors, while Roman Catholic women continued to
institutionalize the position within religious orders in the figures of the novice
mistress and the mother superior. Also, the availability of published works during
the modern era provided wider access to spiritual direction and promoted a less
personal method.104
Ranft goes on to say that throughout all these centuries and various methods, one
constant remained: “the spiritual director who guided her directee toward life’s purpose,
happiness in God. Directees were drawn to women directors, because they believed the
women had grasped how to attain the happiness the directees sought.” Because such
women helped others in this most basic human drive, spiritual directors have been “a
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major force in society” and for this reason historians “must begin to identify these women
and analyze the content of their influential messages.”105
Especially pertinent to our study of Anne Dutton as a spiritual director is Ranft’s
chapter, “Spiritual Direction among the Protestants,” and more specifically groups she
considers “radical reformers.” In this motley category she includes Puritans, Quakers,
Shakers, and Methodists. But if we set aside this peculiar categorization, Ranft lifts from
the obscure pages of history illuminating examples of Protestant women spiritual
directors. Among the Puritans she shows Margaret Baxter, wife of Richard Baxter, to be
a fine director of souls. Richard Baxter said of his wife Margaret that she “was better at
resolving a case of conscience than most divines that ever I knew in all my life.”106
Richard Baxter would tell his wife some of his pastoral difficulties concerning
“restitution, some about injuries, some about references, some above vows, some about
marriage, promises, and many such life; and she would lay all the circumstances
presently together, compare them, and give me a more exact resolution than I could
do.”107 Another Puritan example of a woman spiritual director is Jane Ratcliffe. Ranft
notes the work of historian Peter Lake who in an article on Jane Ratcliffe suggests her as
one example who through “complete subjection to, and possession by, her God enabled
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her, if not to resist, then to circumvent, the usual constraints of female existence.”108
What we know of Ratcliffe is from her male pastor John Ley. In Ley’s A Petition of
Piety, he describes Ratcliffe’s life and ministry of spiritual direction and notes that her
spiritual counsel was offered with much “discretion and moderation.”109
Particularly pertinent to the present study are two women associated with
Methodism: Susanna Wesley and Selina Hastings.110 Susanna Wesley, who believed her
chief mission in life was “the spiritual direction of her children,” became John Wesley’s
“chief spiritual director.”111 By 1734 Susanna was giving direction via letters to some of
her children’s friends.112 Her letters to her children reveal that she was clearly aware of
various states of the soul. She placed great emphasis on the reading of good devotional
literature (such as The Life of God in the Soul of Man and Imitation of Christ), on
meditation (at least fifteen minutes of recollection before prayer) and the examination of
one’s conscience (counseling to do this practice three times a day).113
John Wesley turned to other women for spiritual direction in addition to his own
mother. The prime example is one of Anne Dutton’s correspondents, Selina Hastings,
Countess of Huntingdon. Before having his spiritual journal published, John Wesley
108
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submitted it to the Countess for her approval.114 She would later override John Wesley’s
views concerning the use of lay preachers and would exhort him to use more lay
preaching in his groups.115 George Whitefield, the great Calvinist Methodist who was a
friend of Anne Dutton’s, considered Selina Hastings “a mother of Israel,” a phrase later
used by William Savory for Anne Dutton.116
There is much to commend in Ranft’s work, but it also raises some important
questions. In this broad survey of a neglected area of scholarship, Ranft has done a great
service to women’s religious history and, specifically, to the history of female spiritual
direction. Using the insights and research of logotherapy are especially timely and
relevant when applied to the function of spiritual direction. This approach allowed her to
explore the issue of women’s spiritual direction with a fresh perspective, especially since
she originally assumed she would find few representatives of women spiritual directors in
the history of Christianity.117 Yet in order to identify so many women as spiritual
directors, Ranft consciously (and unashamedly) uses a very expansive definition of
spiritual direction. She makes a convincing and valid point that forms of spiritual
direction have changed and expanded throughout the centuries. She has also
convincingly shown that religious and laywomen performed ministries of spiritual
direction throughout the history of Christianity. However, because she casts her net so
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widely, the concept of spiritual direction easily becomes diluted to include anyone who
witnesses for Jesus, which she suggests as a definition for the spiritual director in her
chapter on early Christianity.118

Conclusions
From this brief reflection on the practice of Christian spiritual direction, it is
possible to draw several conclusions that can aid in formulating a working definition of
spiritual direction. First of all, Orthodox, Catholic, and Protestant forms of spiritual
direction have several common emphases. In all these traditions, spiritual direction is for
the purpose of curing and caring for the soul; spiritual direction is meant to provide
meaning in life and tools for living out that meaning; spiritual direction functions in a
relational context that may be parental or egalitarian; and spiritual direction is critical for
early stages of the spiritual journey and during transcendence crises. In addition to these
four emphases, Protestants seem to have always emphasized the primacy of the Bible in
spiritual direction, the possibility of both laymen and laywomen spiritual directors, and
the various forms of spiritual direction, such as the group setting or epistolary
correspondence.119 Secondly, in addition to the historical emphases of spiritual direction,
there is also a core set of traditional qualifications for a person who functions as a
spiritual director. Ideal Orthodox, Catholic, and Protestant spiritual directors are to be
wise and discerning, loving and empathetic, holy and spiritually mature, and learned in
scripture and theology. In light of these historical emphases of spiritual direction and the
118
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traditional ideal qualifications for spiritual directors, it is now possible to propose a
working definition of private spiritual direction.
Private spiritual direction takes place when one who is struggling through a
transcendence crisis receives guidance and direction from another who is
perceived to be holy, wise, loving, experienced, knowledgeable, and sensitive to
the Spirit, with the aim of healing and freeing the soul through a deeper
understanding and surrender to the Divine in daily life.
The goal of any spiritual direction is spiritual formation.120 Conversely, the basis
for any spiritual direction given to another person is inevitably the director’s own
spiritual formation. Integral to this is their process of becoming holy, wise, loving,
experienced, knowledgeable, and sensitive to the Spirit. Because of these realities, if we
are to understand how Anne Dutton perceived herself as and functioned as a spiritual
director, it is necessary to first examine her own spiritual formation and how she
developed and exuded the time-tested qualities of a spiritual director. Following the
purposes that underlie her own spiritual autobiography, the next chapter, which charts the
story of her early life, is told with a view towards why she became a capable and
equipped spiritual director.
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CHAPTER TWO
“From Fears to Faith”:
Anne Dutton’s Early Life and Spirituality

This was a wonderful Effect of omnipotent Power, and irresistible Grace; which
the Power of Unbelief was not able to withstand! Nothing less than the exceeding
Greatness of God’s Power, could have rais’d up my Soul, from those Depths of
unbelieving Fears, to Faith in Jesus!
— Anne Dutton, A Brief Account of the Gracious Dealings of God … Part I

Most of the biographical details of Anne Dutton’s life come from her own hand.
The most important source of information for the story of her life – as a Christian and a
writer – is her autobiography, A Brief Account of the Gracious Dealings of God, with a
Poor, Sinful, Unworthy Creature, in Three Parts.1 The first two parts of her
autobiography were published in 1743, ten years after her first published work and nearly
twenty publications later. In these two parts of her autobiography, Dutton disclosed
several key formative events and experiences that shaped her life and spirituality: her
conversion, experience of settled assurance, theological journey into High Calvinism, two
marriages, theory of suffering, travels to various towns and churches, and finally her own
call to a small community of believers and to the ministry of spiritual writing and
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Anne Dutton, A Brief ACCOUNT of the Gracious Dealings of GOD with a Poor, Sinful,
Unworthy Creature, Relating to The Work of Divine Grace on the Heart, in a saving Conversion to CHRIST,
and to some Establishment in HIM. PART I. By A.D. (London: printed by J. Hart. and sold by J. Lewis and
E. Gardner, 1743), A Brief ACCOUNT of the Gracious Dealings of GOD with a Poor, Sinful, Unworthy
Creature, Relating to A Train of special PROVIDENCES attending Life, by which the Work of Faith was
carried on with Power. Part II. By A.D. (London: printed by J. Hart. and sold by J. Lewis and E. Gardner,
1743), and A Brief ACCOUNT of the Gracious Dealings of GOD with a Poor, Sinful, Unworthy Creature,
Relating to Some particular EXPERIENCES of the LORD’S Goodness, in bringing out several little TRACTS, to
the Furtherance and Joy of Faith. With an APPENDIX, And a LETTER prefix’d on the Lawfulness of a
Woman's Appearing in Print. PART III. By A.D. (London: printed by J. Hart. and sold by J. Lewis, 1750).
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direction. Not only does Dutton weave scripture into the story of her life, she also
typologically interpreted her spiritual journey through the lens of the Jewish journey with
God through exodus, wilderness, Promised Land, exile, and return. In the third and final
part, which she wrote in 1750 at the end of her most prolific decade of writing, Anne
explained why she published the works she did and displayed her controversial method of
discernment. It is a not-so-subtle apologia for her call to a ministry of spiritual writing
and direction, and included an appendix, a postscript, and a letter on the lawfulness of
printing works written by a woman. The first two parts of her autobiography
demonstrated how she was divinely prepared to serve God through a ministry of spiritual
direction. The third part charted the fruit of her ministry (her volumes of letters and
books) and her method of discernment. Therefore, following the purposes that underlie
her own spiritual autobiography, the present chapter charts the unfolding of the first forty
years of her life and shows how she was prepared for a ministry of spiritual direction that
would contribute to the Evangelical Revival. With her autobiography and scattered
references to her in church books, personal correspondence, and other published sources,
we can piece together the general unfolding of her life in light of her ministry of spiritual
direction.

Conversion and Assurance
Anne was born in Northampton, England, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Williams.2
Although there are conflicting records concerning her year of birth, she was most likely
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born in 1692.3 According to her account, she had a religious education. With her parents
Anne regularly attended the Independent church at Castle Hill, Northampton, under the
pastoral supervision of the Rev. John Hunt.4 The young Anne Williams practiced private
prayer, scripture reading, and delighted in the memorization of hymns. Especially
influential in her early years were the hymns of Thomas Shepherd and John Mason,
found in Spiritual songs, or, Songs of praise to Almighty God.5 Thomas Shepherd,
incidentally, was the pastor immediately preceding John Hunt at the Northampton Castle
Hill Church, from 1694-6.6 In contrast to her peers who spent their time in play, she
considered herself a very serious child. Although as a child she often suffered from a
highly sensitive conscience, she would later see her early years as a period of selfrighteousness. When confronted with the great dissonance between her view of herself
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and her actions, she would cast off all pretense, becoming “more airy and proud” and
would please herself “with Creature-Vanities.”7 Her pre-adolescent and pre-conversion
years followed the basic evangelical conversion narrative of the seventeenth century
Puritans, especially as outlined by William Perkins.8
Her conversion began with turmoil. At the age of thirteen, Anne became
cognizant that religion was about the heart, not merely appearances. In this light, her
religious activities no longer gave consolation. Although her thoughts often went to
eternity and the sufficiency, suitability, and ability of Christ to save her, she lacked
assurance of salvation. She could later reflect back on the whole process of conversion
and see how God used several means to prepare her heart: preaching, personal reflection
on scripture, the reading of Christian books, and meditation upon hymns. Using
scriptures from Canticles and the Psalms, she made it clear that her chief desire during
this period was the knowledge of her “interest in Christ.” Although she continued to
reflect on scripture, she vacillated between hope and despair. Unfortunately, she felt
unable to discuss the state of her soul with other Christians, even her father, for fear that
others might think she was only going through an adolescent phase. Several hymns from
Mr. Shepherd’s Penitential Cries resonated deeply with her.9 The ones she records spoke
to her deep thirst for the knowledge of her interest in Christ, so that she could finally say
“my Christ!” The hymns were beautiful poems that articulated the desires of Dutton’s
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heart, songs that expressed the soul’s yearning for communion with God. Plagued with
doubts concerning God’s willingness to save her, Anne felt as if she were drowning
under the weight of all her many sins. She was in immense pain of soul and body.
Ultimately, it was a nearly fatal illness that facilitated her conversion and ushered
her through the first major transcendence crisis of her life.10 At the threshold of death,
with all hope lost and her parents asked to leave the room, Anne “had Faith given me in
that Word, John vi. 37. Him that cometh unto me, I will in no Wise cast out. And oh, the
infinite Grace, and Faithfulness, I saw in it! Now I could believe for myself in the Face of
ten Thousand Discouragements!”11 On her supposed deathbed at the age of thirteen, she
was enabled for the first time to take God at God’s Word and “set to [her] Seal that he is
true.”12 Anne interpreted this as a “wonderful Effect of omnipotent power, and
irresistible Grace” that “rais’d up [her] Soul, from those Depths of unbelieving Fears, to
Faith in Jesus!” 13 The scripture passage that came to her mind – John 6:37 – was for her
a “Word of Free-Grace” spoken by the Almighty Voice of God to her soul. It is probably
no coincidence that the hymns that made the greatest impression upon her during her
illness also reiterated the theme of the desire for God.14 Prior to this conversion
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experience, Dutton believed her soul had been in darkness, but now, “the Day began to
dawn, glorious Light, even the Light of Life sprang in; And Death and Darkness fled
before it!”15 According to Anne, this true act of faith in God’s Word corresponded with a
dawning light in her soul that pierced the darkness her soul had been experiencing.16
Miraculously, God worked wonders with her body as well as her soul. She soon
recovered from her illness by means of a desperate potion remedy. Now, having come
through this transcendence crisis in her life, she felt the joy of God’s salvation and was
quick to praise and thank God for making her a “vessel of mercy” when she deserved to
be a “vessel of wrath.” Hymns continued to play a formative role in her life at this time,
especially verses from Mason’s Hymns.17 A few days later, as part of her praise of God,
Anne recounted that the Holy Spirit led her “to take a survey of Christ, in all the steps of
his humiliation, from his birth to his death.”18 These meditations on the life and death of
Christ led Anne to finally realize that Christ had died for her. This surveying of Christ
and love for what he had done for her led to mourning; the “Fire of divine Love” melted
her soul down and brought her to tears. Her heart was mixed with feelings of love,
bitterness, and joy. She considered this day as one of the greatest days in her life.
15
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According to Anne, “It was the time of my Espousals, and the Day of the Gladness of my
Heart.”19 After this climactic moment, her religious duties became very precious to her.
Hearing the Word preached, reading the Bible, praying, meditating, conversing with
Christians, Sabbath days – all were sources of joy and rest in God. In fact, she
considered this “Soul-rest by Faith” an “Earnest of my eternal Rest in the Bosom of
Christ.”20 Because at this time in her life her sinful nature was “so mightily borne down,
by those full Tides of Love and Life,” Anne thought she might always live in such
assurance and peace. But she soon realized this was not to be.
Even though she began to speak and see in a whole new manner, she quickly
realized she was naïve to imagine she was out of the reach of her spiritual enemies. Anne
was soon bombarded with “vile” and “blasphemous” thoughts. She recounted how
disturbing thoughts “darted into [her] Mind,” catching her completely off-guard.21 These
thoughts would quickly turn into “a violent Temptation” – such as to believe that her
experience of God’s love was simply delusion. Sometimes even scripture “came
thundering” in upon her to confirm these oppressive thoughts. Such thoughts ultimately
led her to feelings of condemnation and doubt. Completely identified with every
“Thought that pass’d thro’ [her] Heart,”22 Anne vacillated between comfort and agony.
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This experience with negative, oppressive thoughts led her to a key spiritual truth
and practice. Upon reflection on the apostle Paul’s experience in Romans 7:15, Anne
came to understand “the Mystery of Sin and Grace, the New and Old Nature, both
dwelling together in [her] poor Soul. And that [she] must expect a Conflict.”23 Based on
this truth, she intuitively began the spiritual practice that the contemplative Christian
tradition calls “watch of the heart.” The desert fathers and mothers sometimes called it
“guard of the heart” and the great desert father Evagrius of Pontus developed it into a fine
art.24 Anne learned it at the tender age of fourteen and used it throughout her life and
ministry.25 Once she became aware of some oppressive “thought,” Anne would “come to
Christ, as a poor Sinner, just as I came at first.” 26 This would become a central aspect of
her counsel in later years: do not do battle with your thoughts but instead “venture on
Christ afresh.”27 Anne continued this spiritual practice in the face of several temptations
and depressions. Dutton exclaimed God delivered her from all of these, with the result
that she “walk’d comfortably on, in the Light of God’s Countenance.”28
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In the year 1707 at the age of fifteen, Anne formally joined the Congregational
Church of Christ in Northampton where she and her parents had been attending under the
ministry of John Hunt. Through Hunt’s ministry Anne’s “new-born Soul [was]
strengthened” through further training in the Scriptures, theology, and hymnody. Castle
Hill was a church where she sought and found “my Beloved, both in his more general,
and special Ordinances.”29 Yet Anne admits she was attached too much to sensible
feelings of God’s presence. Whenever she attempted to test her “Interest in Christ” in the
light of how she was progressing in sanctification, she never could come to a settled
assurance of the state of her soul. In her opinion, this was because she was looking for
the effects of faith when she was actually not exercising genuine faith.30 Writing her
autobiography nearly three decades later, she saw she was merely a new-borne babe who
earnestly desired the “sincere Milk of the Word.” Thus she says she was often “laid to
the Promise-Breast” of Christ, from which she was fed the “milk” or promises she
needed. Through these promises she was enabled to live with “sensible Communion with
[Jesus] daily.”31 At another time when she was feeling distant from Christ, “the Lord
brake in with glorious Light, in that Word, John xiv. I. I will come again, and receive you
to myself, that where I am, there ye may be also.”32 She was greatly comforted with this
promise, so much so that the rest of the evening she “had such Discoveries of his Love to
my Soul…[and] realizing Views, and sweet Fore-Tastes…of the good Land!” This was
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another ecstatic night with Jesus, when her “Communion with Christ began.”33
Nevertheless, in commenting on her own conversion narrative, Anne revealed she was
cognizant that at that time in her life she was exhibiting a lower degree of faith.
But alas, all this while, Babe-like, I rather liv’d upon Promises given in, than upon
CHRIST in them. I knew not how to believe without Sight. So long as God’s Love
flow’d into my Soul, and my Love flow’d out to him again, under the Attraction of
his first Love: Just so long I could believe. But when the sweet Sensation abated,
my Faith began to sink with it. But my kind Lord, always brought me some
Cordial or other, to support me in my fainting Fits. After this Manner I was
carried on for a Year, or little more (as near as I can remember) before the Lord
brought me to some Stability, and Strength of Faith in the Dark.34
At this point in her life Dutton relied completely upon her affections to determine her
status with God. If she sensed God’s love, then she could have faith that God loved her.
If her sense of God’s love for her faltered, so would her faith. While in this phase of her
spiritual journey, Dutton evidenced what she considered a weak degree of faith. As she
noted, Dutton remained in this phase for only a year before experiencing the formative
event that facilitated her ability to live a more “stable” life with God and strengthened her
faith to entrust herself to the divine even in the face of deus abscondus, the absence of
God.
During Hunt’s tenure as pastor of the Castle Hill church in Northampton, while
walking home dissatisfied from a prayer meeting, Anne experienced the formative event
that began to take her through her second great transcendence crisis. Essentially, this was
the event that initiated her into a more stable “walk” with God, one not reliant upon
God’s sensible presence. In short, this was when she was brought to some
“Establishment in CHRIST,” was “sealed with the Holy Spirit of Promise,” and
33

A Brief Account I, 41.

34

Ibid., 41.
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experienced “settled assurance.”35 The information that was “divinely downloaded” into
her consciousness during this event carried her into a “higher life of faith” and served as
the experiential-empirical basis for much of her later spiritual direction.36

Becoming Baptist
Soon after her “sealing” in the Spirit, Anne Williams immersed herself in the
teaching of the Congregationalist and High-Calvinist Joseph Hussey through his book
The Glory of Christ Unveiled.37 According to Anne, it “was abundantly bless’d for my
further Instruction, Confirmation, and Consolation.”38 The formative role Hussey played
in her life at this time is intriguing since her pastor John Hunt was engaged in a
theological debate with him.39 This same work that helped shape Dutton’s spirituality so

35

A Brief Account I, 42. Anne would spend the rest of her life interpreting the phases a soul goes
through in order to arrive at this spiritual experience that gives an individual settled assurance of his or her
interest in Christ. The various degrees of Christians according to Dutton’s spiritual teaching is discussed in
the following chapter.
36

Chapter three demonstrates that the “sealing of the Spirit” was much debated in the seventeenth
century and Dutton’s particular understanding of the experience was greatly influenced by Thomas
Goodwin.
37

Dutton’s own High Calvinism is defined and described in the following two chapters. This
variety of Calvinism was foundational to her spirituality when she was initiated into the Evangelical
Revival.
38

Wonders of Grace, iii.

39

The full title describes the content of the work and clearly states that it was occasioned by the
writings of John Hunt of Northampton. The Glory of Christ Unveiled, The Excellency of Christ Vindicated
in his Person, Love, Righteousness, &c. Being An Explication of The Mystery which was kept secret since
the World began: Wherein the Doctrine of the Holy Trinity is manifested in the Glory-Man, JESUS: And
that Christ’s bearing the Filth of our Sin in his own Sufferings, was a Part of the Atonement he made to
God for the Elect; set forth against the Socinian and Neonomian Triumphs, and against some other
Cowardly Profession. It is likewise demonstrated that an Interest in Christ is built alone upon the Free,
Absolute and Everlasting Love of the Father, Son and Spirit, towards a Remnant in Christ Jesus, against
the Arminians. And therein is some Account given of the Mystery of the Elect and their Union in Christ
Jesus before the Foundation of the World; proving that their Free Grace-Union according to God’s Ancient
Settlements was never, as to the Comprehensive and Supreme Relation of the Elect in Jesus Christ,
destroy’d by their Subordinate Nature-Fall in Adam. To these Things are added a Vindication of the
Excellency of God’s Free Grace against the whole Arminian Scheme. And Lastly, The Spiritual
Operations of the Holy Ghost are vindicated, as the immediate Spring, Life and Source of all Practical
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soon after her sealing experience was explicitly written to contradict some of the
teachings of John Hunt that appeared in his The Saint’s Treasury, or, Christ the most
Excellent (1704).40
But in 1708 John Hunt left the Castle Hill church and was replaced by Rev.
Thomas Tingey. Although Tingey’s ministry was of use to Anne “in some Respects,”
she disagreed with him on several theological points. This is the first of many theological
and ecclesiological controversies Anne would fight, and it would eventually result in her
own removal from Castle Hill to a Northampton Baptist congregation. Although she did
not divulge much information in her autobiography, we are made privy to the fuller
context by means of the College Street Baptist Church Book and Dutton’s 1746 work
Brief Hints Concerning Baptism.41
In February of 1709, the Castle Hill church invited messengers from the church
meeting at “Lady Fermor’s” to participate in Tingey’s ordination. This church was an
open-membership Baptist church under the pastoral supervision of Rev. John Moore.42

Religion. OCCASION’D By divers Notorious Errours in the Writings of Mr. John Hunt of Northampton,
and many other Writers, Preachers and Professours of the Gospel on most sides…By Joseph Hussey, a
Poor Despised Servant of Jesus Christ, and Pastour of the Congregational Church of Christ at Cambridge
(London: printed by J. and D. Bridge and sold by Nathanel Hillier and W. and J. Marshall, 1706).
40

This work appears to be lost. Hussey states there were two titles for the book. On the title page
appeared The Saint’s Treasury: Or, a Discourse concerning the Glory and Excellency of the Person of
Christ while throughout the book it was entitled Christ the most Excellent; or, the Glory of Christ unveil’d.
Hunt’s work was based on Song of Songs 2:1. See Hussey, The Glory of Christ Unveil’d, 2.
41

Brief Hints Concerning Baptism: of the Subject, Mode, and End of this Solemn ORDINANCE. In a
LETTER to a FRIEND. To which is added, A Short ACCOUNT, how the AUTHOR was brought to follow the Lord
in his Ordinance of BAPTISM. In a LETTER to another FRIEND (London: printed by J. Hart; and sold by E.
Gardner, 1746). Unfortunately, the Castle Hill Church Record Book is not readily available. It is still held
at the Castle Hill United Reformed Church (Doddridge Chapel). Presumably, it would expand the issues
surrounding this controversy.
42

At this time in the life of the church, the congregation met at “Lady Fermor’s,” the house of
Lady Mary Fermor who had died in 1670. Although Anglican, Fermor sympathized with non-conformists
and allowed this small group of Dissenters to use her facilities for their church-meeting. The house was
located near what was then called “the Watering Place,” where the Nene and Bridge Street run parallel.
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Although they initially agreed to send messengers to Castle Hill, the Baptist congregation
later discovered that in order to be in communion with Castle Hill several things would
need to be “considered and debated which (for want of time) we could not now possibly
do.”43 Some within Moore’s church were questioning the Castle Hill congregation
concerning several issues: whether they were founded according to Gospel Order, if they
allowed members to attend Anglican services, whether they communed with Presbyterian
churches, and if they followed the gospel teaching on disciplining church members.44

According to one of Anne Dutton’s earliest editors, John Andrew Jones, Rev. Moore was born in 1662 at
Kighly in Yorkshire. He was “awakened and convinced” at sixteen years of age, although he continued for
another nine years “in great distress of soul.” According to Ernest Payne he was “a friend and associate of
the Baptist Evangelists of the North, William Mitchell and David Crosley.” Ernest Payne, College Street
Church, Northampton, 1607-1947 (London: The Kingsgate Press, 1947), 10. Before coming to
Northamptonshire, Moore was a member and “ruler” of a “vigorous church” in the Rossendale Valley. In
1700 he became the pastor of this mixed-communion Baptist church in Northampton. Jones calls him a
“blessed free-grace gospel preacher” and a “well-taught divine.” A volume of his sermons was published
in 1711 titled God’s Matchless Love to a Sinful World. According to David Glass they show
“extraordinary power of analysis and allegorical interpretation.... They are admirable in spirit and
sentiment.” According to Payne, over the course of his ministry 264 members were added to the church.
Moore died January 14, 1726 at the age of sixty-four. His daughter married Rev. John Brine, later pastor of
the Cripplegate Baptist Church in London. For more on Moore and his activities before arriving at
Northampton, see Frederick Overend, History of the Ebenezer Baptist Church, Bacup, 1912; J. Haslam, A
Sketch of the Early Baptists and Yorkshire Baptist History, 1707-1907, (1907), 25-9; David Glass, “Baptist
Beginnings in the West Riding,” in The Baptist Quarterly III (1926-1927): 182; and Frank Beckwith, “John
Moore and ‘The Dying Experience of Alice Rawson,’” Baptist Quarterly IX (1939): 372-78. In 1854 J.A.
Jones, one of Dutton’s nineteenth-century publishers, reissued Moore’s Some Gospel Truths Plainly Stated.
43

See February 20, 1709 entry in the College Street Baptist Church Record Book, Northampton
County Record Office, UK.
44

See March 20, 1709 entry in the College Street Baptist Church Record Book. See also John
Taylor, Historical Collections Relating to Northamptonshire: Family Histories, Pedigrees, Biographies,
Tracts on Witches, Historical Antiquities, Reprints of Rare and Unique Tracts, &c., &c. Third Series
(Northampton: J. Taylor & Son, 1896), 97. See also John Taylor, Bi-Centenary Volume. History of College
Street Church, Northampton, with Biographies of Pastors, Missionaries, and Preachers; and Notes of
Sunday Schools, Branch Churches, and Workers, Illustrated with Portraits and Drawings (Northampton:
Taylor & Son, The Dryden Press, 1897). According to Taylor in Historical Collections Relating to
Northamptonshire, “These two churches did not get on very well together. Members of Castle Hill had
great difficulty in getting their dismission to College-street, if they got it at all.” Taylor, 97. “College
Street” is the name the church would soon assume. Evidently the Rothwell church assisted in the founding
of the Watering Place (College Street) church and the Wellingborough church with which Anne Dutton
would later affiliate. Payne, 5-12. In contrast to Taylor, Payne suggests that the “relationships between the
two companies seem to have been friendly…The question of baptism was not a decisive issue between
them…though there may have been in those at ‘Lady Fermor’s’ rather more who favoured believer’s
baptism than at Castle Hill.” Payne goes on to suggest that the Castle Hill church was probably “more
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The issues remained unsettled for months. Relations became more intense, however,
when several women began desiring a transfer from the Castle Hill Church to the
Watering Place congregation.45 Throughout 1710 letters were exchanged and meetings
held between the pastors of the two churches. While there were not any other transfers
during this time, that changed on Thursday, November 7, 1710. At a church meeting on
this day, Anne Williams and Sarah Spicer were proposed for communion with the
Watering Place congregation. They were examined about the reasons for their leaving
Tingey’s people and the methods they used. Anne and Sarah responded with three areas
of dissatisfaction:
1. With the Ministry under which they were not Edified, but oft much burden’d by
reason of the legal, mixt & low strain there. 2. With their Discipline, especially in
respect to their admission of & dealing with members, & their maintaining a
Clubb, & managing Church Concerns amongst some few of the men in a private
way. 3. With the legalness of the Brethren’s praying.46
Although not recorded in the Church Record Book of College Street Baptist
Church, Anne also had theological issues with the ministry of Tingey that were probably
the result of her evolving High Calvinist views. In Brief Hints Concerning Baptism
(1746), Anne responded to a request to recount how she came to the conviction of

strict in the observance of the church forms of the seventeenth-century Independency,” with some probable
Presbyterian emphasis. Payne, 7-8.
45

The first of many to attempt the move was Mary Sybley in the final months of 1709. At first the
Watering Place encouraged Mary to “keep her place, as to walking with them &c. and in her so doing to
acquaint that people with her dissatisfaction and design, and to desire her dismission that so (if it might be)
she might come off from them regularly and peaceably.” However, according to Mary Sybley, the Castle
Hill church continued to “put her off, refusing to grant her request.” Eventually and apparently reluctantly,
on December 1, 1709 Castle Hill granted her request and sent a letter of dismission to the Watering Place
congregation. She was welcomed into the church by virtue of the church’s letter and her personal
testimony. At that time she also indicated the main reasons for her desire to leave Tingey’s church: both
the doctrine preached and the discipline practiced under Tingey’s ministry at Castle Hill were
unsatisfactory to her. She was officially added to the Watering Place congregation December 28, 1709.
46

College Street Church Record Book, Northampton County Record Office, UK.
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believer’s baptism. She replied that after her conversion at thirteen, God revealed to her
“the Light of the Knowledge of some of his blessed Truths in their Glory and Power.”47
Yet at Castle Hill she found herself needing to be a “Witness…against some Persons I
then walk’d with in Church-Relation, who from the Darkness of their own Minds,
oppos’d the Light of the glorious Gospel, and reproach’d a Few, who from an
experimental Acquaintance with its blessed Truths, were enabled to bear Testimony for
what they had seen and heard.”48 The truths she bore witness to were “the Doctrine of
[God’s] Free-Grace, in the eternal Acts thereof.”49 During the year 1710 there are entries
in the College Street Church Book discussing the eternal decrees of God, specifically
eternal justification. Apparently, in contrast to Castle Hill, many at the Watering Place
congregation held to the doctrine of eternal justification. Thomas Goodwin, the Puritan
divine who greatly influenced the theology and spirituality of Anne, was quoted in the
church book in support of this doctrine.50 At first Anne was able to lay aside her
differences with Tingey, but her increasing dissatisfaction with his theology and her
discontent with his ministry eventually led her to express her views directly to him.
Evidently, Tingey did not take it too kindly. According to Anne, once she took a stand
on the issues, she was met with fierce opposition from most of her church. She expected
to undergo opposition and suffering, but a “mighty Spirit of Prayer was upon me, the
47

Brief Hints Concerning Baptism, 26.

48

Ibid., 26-27.

49

Ibid., 27. As will be shown more fully in the following two chapters, High Calvinism concerns
itself with the eternal decrees and acts of God concerning election, adoption, and justification.
50

College Street Church Record Book. “A man before he is called is justified in Christ but not
with Christ, i.e. it is not actually applied to a man’s person…We are perfectly glorified in Christ now (tho’
not glorified with him) so we were perfectly justified in Christ when he rose & perfectly justified in Christ
from all Eternity, and we are justified with Christ when we believe. So then, there was not only a Decree
of justification but also a real justification.”
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Liberty of GOD’s Bosom was afforded me in the Day of my Distress…So that I could say
with the Apostle, As the Sufferings of Christ abound in us, so our Consolation also
aboundeth by Christ, 2 Cor. i.5.”51
Having discovered for herself that “Two cannot walk together, except they be
agreed,” she discerned it was time for her to remove her communion with the Castle Hill
church to “another, where the Doctrines of Grace were preach’d in their Purity, with
which I walk’d comfortably.”52 It was at this time that she and Sarah Spicer sought
communion with the church under the ministry of Rev. John Moore. At the church
meeting on November 7, 1710, the two women also recounted the events leading to their
present state. They relayed to the Watering Place congregation that they attempted a
peaceful, proper and orderly dismission from Tingey’s congregation several times,
clearly stating the reasons they requested a dismissal from the church. Nevertheless, their
efforts were ignored. One can sense the frustration with Tingey’s church and also the
sympathy for Anne and Sarah in the church record book.53 Eventually, Sarah and Anne
were suspended by the Castle Hill congregation “from all special Communion with them,
for no other Cause (that they know of) but their expressing themselves to be dissatisfied
with & unedified by the Ministry there.”54 Apparently, the two women were ignored
after that time for several weeks, with no attempts made for reconciliation. So on
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A Brief Account II, 4.
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Brief Hints Concerning Baptism, 27. In the context of leaving Castle Hill, she quotes this same
passage from Amos 3:3 in A Brief Account, II, 4.
53

College Street Church Record Book: “that people took no notice of their Letters, so as to give
them any Answer, tho’ they humbly desired again & again that their Case might be consider’d, & a
Dismission be granted to them.”
54

College Street Church Record Book.
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November 7 the Watering Place congregation under the leadership of Rev. John Moore
saw it as their duty “to receive them, approving their Reasons as valid & satisfactory:
Wherefore they were (as Non-Members) now received into Communion with us upon
Profession of Faith.”55
Although Anne had joined a congregation led by the Baptist minister John Moore
and most of its membership were Baptist, she had no intention on becoming one herself.
In her words, she did not yet have “Light into the Ordinance of Believer’s Baptism.”56
She admitted she was concerned about this ordinance after her conversion at the age of
thirteen but, because the Castle Hill church opposed it so much when she was in the
process of joining them two years after her conversion, she “grew careless about it, and
thought it was a Thing controverted, which some good Persons were for, and other
against it; and that as it was not essential to Salvation, [she] might let it alone.”57
A borrowed book began her process of becoming Baptist. After joining her new
church at the Watering Place, she borrowed a book from a friend that discussed the
righteousness of Christ and believer’s baptism. Although she only intended to read the
55

November 7, 1710 entry in College Street Baptist Church Record Book. The case of Sarah
Spicer and Anne Williams also caused the congregation to unanimously decide that anyone from Rev.
Tingey’s church requesting communion with Rev. Moore’s congregation would not be advised to first ask
for their dismission from Castle Hill. A few months later, on Sunday, March 11, 1711, two more women
(Judith Davis and Lydia Ward) asked to join the Watering Place congregation. Upon requesting the
reasons for leaving Mr. Tingey’s congregation, they essentially responded with the same reasons given by
Anne and Sarah the previous November, except that Judith and Lydia also emphasized dissatisfaction “in
some doctrines,” probably the same doctrines alluded to by Anne in Brief Hints Concerning Baptism. See
the March 11, 1711 entry in College Street Baptist Church Record Book. The congregation found the
reasons valid and welcomed the two ladies into actual communion with them upon their profession of faith,
without a letter of dismissal from Tingey’s congregation. It did not take long for Anne Williams to join in
the church’s process of discipline. Later in the year 1711, in late May or early June, Anne was asked to go
along with another woman member of the church to confront Sister Mary Henman. They reported that this
lady was “in a very obstinate spirit” and refused to come to the church meeting to respond to the charges
against her.
56

Brief Hints Concerning Baptism, 27.
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Ibid., 28.
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first part, some words in the preface about the second part of the book caught her
attention. While she could not precisely remember the exact words of the author, he had
suggested “infant-sprinkling” to be an error from Catholicism and anti-Christian, while
believer’s baptism was the pure institution of Christ. Like so often with scripture
passages, this word was “set home with great Power upon my Heart. My Beloved put in
his Hand by the Hole of the Door (by the Grace of Faith) and my Bowels (in Love) were
moved for Him. I was brought to argue: ‘If Believer’s Baptism, is a Truth of Christ, how
can I, how dare I, be so careless about it?”58 This book’s preface moved her to suspend
her prior belief inherited from her family and seriously consider whether believer’s
baptism was one of the “Truths of Christ” that had been so dear to her. She immediately
decided to seek God’s will in the matter through prayer and scripture study. Her method
was to begin in the New Testament and look for baptism. She did not have to go far until
“the Lord shew’d me, both the true Subjects, and the Mode, the Manner of Baptism”
through her reading of Matthew 3.59 In light of her discovery, she underwent believer’s
baptism around the year 1713.
Under Rev. John Moore’s ministry, Anne not only became a Baptist but also
became more established in her faith and theology. Under his guidance, she felt God
leading her “into fat, green Pastures” through his “doctrinal” preaching, with the effect
that the “Sanctuary-Streams ran clearly; and the Sun shone gloriously.”60 She could later
praise Moore for the “Establishment of my Judgment in the Doctrines of the Gospel.”61
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Brief Hints Concerning Baptism, 29.
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Ibid., 30.
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A Brief Account II, 5.
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Anne “comfortably walk’d” with this church for several years and she also “walked” with
this church to its new premises. When Anne joined this church they were still meeting at
Lady Fermor’s near the Watering Place, but Rev. Moore guided them to secure a
permanent residence in College Street. The plans began in 1711 and came to fruition in
1714 when the Watering Place church moved to a small rectangular chapel of stone at
College Street.62

London and the “School” of Skepp
On April 8, 1713, Thomas Cattell gave an account of God’s work in his soul to
the Watering Place congregation. The church was very satisfied with his testimony and
the testimony of others on his behalf. Nevertheless, for some reason he wished to wait
awhile before he was officially admitted a member of the church. This happened several
months later on December 16, 1713.63 The next year, the same year their congregation
moved to its new location on College Street, Thomas Cattell proposed marriage to the
young Anne Williams.64 She was twenty-two years of age when the couple married on
January 4, 1715.65 It is uncertain how old Thomas Cattell was when they married.66
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Payne, 12.
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See College Street Record Book for these dates.
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See also A Brief Account II, 10.
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Northampton All Saints, Early Bishops Transcripts, 1708-1730. In January 1715 “Thomas
Cattle of Harleston and Ann Williams of this parish Married ye 4th day of January.” Therefore, Anne’s first
husband’s name was not “Cole(s)” as was initially suggested by “R.H.” in Notes & Queries 12 S. Sept 2,
1916. Rather, it was Thomas Cattell. “Cattell” is the way Thomas signed his name. When it appears
elsewhere in church books and court records, it has been misspelled. Most later biographers assumed the
correctness of “Cole(s)” as her first husband’s last name, including Wallington, Whitebrook, and most
recently Watson (Selected Spiritual Writings Volume 1, xv-xvi and Volume 3, xvii).
66

His occupation is also uncertain. He was possibly a Glover. John Morton’s The Natural History
of Northampton-shire; with some account of the antiquities (London, 1712) names a Thomas Cattell who
resided in Kettering, and who was a Glover. He also had a son, who was also a Glover and who also
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Apparently for business reasons, the new couple soon left Northampton and the College
Street Baptist Church for London, where Anne began worshipping with the Calvinistic
Baptist church that met on Wood Street at Cripplegate.67 She became a transient member
of the church on October 1st, 1715.68 Cripplegate’s pastor was the Rev. John Skepp, who
had arrived at this church in 1714 only a short time before Anne. Before coming to
Cripplegate, Skepp had been a member of the Cambridge Congregationalist Church of
Joseph Hussey (1659-1726).69 We have already met Hussey as the opponent of Anne’s
former pastor John Hunt. Hussey is usually considered the father of High- or HyperCalvinism, epitomized in his book God’s Operations of Grace, but no Offers of Grace

resided in Kettering. Kettering is not far from Northampton and is in Northamptonshire. The Thomas
Cattell who married Anne Williams joined the Northampton church in 1713. As previously mentioned,
some sources such as Watson, incorrectly suggest her husband’s last name was Cole(s) while others, such
as Haykin, correctly suggest she married a Mr. Cattell. According to the College Street Baptist Church and
Cripplegate Baptist Church records, her husband’s name was some form of “Cattell,” and his full name was
Thomas Cattell. Herbert Norris (Notes and Queries, 12 S Sept 9, 1916:216) suggested she was married
about 1717, but he worked off the assumption she was born “somewhat about the year 1695.” Norris
followed the 1833 “Memoir” (published by John Andrew Jones) that incorrectly suggested she was born in
1695.
67

Cripplegate Baptist Church had been founded by Hanserd Knollys (1599-1691) but at the time
was pastored by John Skepp (d. 1721). Under his ministry the church grew from 179 members in 1714, the
year he came, to 212 in 1721, the year he died. See the Cripplegate Baptist Church Record Book and
Michael Haykin, Evangelical Times (April 2001).
68

Under the date August 18, 1715, the College Street Church Record Book records that a “letter
from Sister Anne Cattell (now residing in London) was read before the Church, wherein she expresseth her
desire of having Occasional Communion with the Church to which Mr. Skepp is Pastor, to which end she
requests a Letter recommendatory to the said Church; Whereupon the Church consented to this her Request
& Ordered a Letter to be writ to that end.” The letter was actually written and sent on August 28. A month
later the Cripplegate Baptist Church Book records that on October 1st, 1715 “Sister Ann Cattel was
admitted to sit down in Transient Communion by Virtue of a Letter desiring the same from the church at
Northampton under the Pastorial Care of our Beloved Br John Moor.” Cripplegate Baptist Church Record
Book, entry for October 1st, 1715. A person was accepted on a transient or temporary basis if they did not
expect to settle at that location. Anne did not plan on remaining in London for long.
69

According to Joseph Ivimey, neither Hussey nor the church consented to this move on Skepp’s
part: “From the account of Mr. Hussey, it should seem that he had pressed himself into the ministry not
only without the consent of the pastor and the church, but in opposition to their united opinions.” History of
the English Baptists: Comprising the Principal Events of the History of Protestant Dissenters, from the
Revolution in 1668 till 1760; And of the London Baptist Churches, during that Period, Vol. III (London:
printed for B.J. Holdsworth, 1823), 363.
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(1707).70 Skepp appears to follow Hussey’s views of evangelism in his own book that
was published posthumously, Divine Energy: or The Efficacious Operations of the Spirit
of God upon the Soul of Man (1722).71 The early Baptist historian Joseph Ivimey blames
Skepp for introducing to the Baptists Hussey’s “non-invitation, non-application
scheme.”72
Already at the age of twenty-two, through the writing of Joseph Hussey and the
ministry of John Skepp, it seems clear Anne had imbibed what would come to be known
as High-Calvinism. We have already seen the strong formative role in her life of
Hussey’s The Glory of Christ Unveil’d. The church she began attending immediately
upon arrival in London was under the pastoral supervision of one of Hussey’s prodigies,
John Skepp. Yet Dutton would use this brand of Calvinism in ways that stretched the
definitions of High or Hyper-Calvinism, especially as it related to her ministry of spiritual
direction.73
Clearly, however, in John Skepp Anne had found a spiritual guide and director.
Like Moore, Skepp helped shape her theologically. Yet Skepp surpassed Moore in his
ability to preach and hold a listener’s attention. He possessed “a peculiar Gift of opening
the Scriptures, one Text by another; which cast a great Light upon the sacred Oracles.”74
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Joseph Ivimey proposes that Hussey wrote this work “expressly against all awakening
applications to the consciences of the unconverted, with the avowed design of securing to the Holy Spirit
the sole glory of converting and sanctifying the souls of the elect.” Ivimey, History of the English Baptists,
Vol. III, 262.
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Michael Haykin, “Anne Dutton and Calvinistic Spirituality in the Eighteenth Century,” The
Banner of Sovereign Grace Truth 10, no. 6 (July/August 2002): 156.
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Ivimey, History of the English Baptists, Vol. III, 267.
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The usage of this label as it applies to Anne Dutton will be addressed in the following two
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While Skepp’s skills in the pulpit helped keep Anne’s attention, his illuminating use of
images captured her heart:
He also delighted to set forth heavenly Things by earthly; his Ministry abounded
with Similies; Which, when aptly appl’d, do much illustrate the Truth, and help
our dark Minds to take it in. Under his Ministry, I was as it were put to School, to
learn again those Truths, in a greater Light and Glory, which I had some blessed
Knowledge of before: And the special Blessing I received under it was, the more
abundant Life and Power of the Truths known.”75
Skepp probably influenced Dutton’s later use of vivid images and metaphors. He
provided rich similes and metaphors that nourished her mind and heart, providing her
with the words and images to articulate her experiences with the Divine. As will become
abundantly clear, Anne was masterful at using rich, evocative imagery. No one could
ever accuse her of being bland or dull in her life or writing.
Since it appeared she and her husband were settling in London, Anne requested
her complete dismissal from the College Street church in Northampton under Rev. Moore
so she could walk in full communion with the Cripplegate community in London under
Rev. Skepp. This full transfer of membership occurred on March 31, 1718, almost twoand-a-half years after her initial acceptance into the community on a transient basis. On
the same day the church excommunicated a Thomas Broadgate, “Mrs. Anne Cattle &
Mrs. Martha Bass Members of the Church of Christ under the Care of Br. Moor of
Northampton, Presented a letter of dismission to this Church, which was read.”76
However, the church had recently ruled that it would not receive any members from an
out-of-county church unless those requesting admission gave an account of God’s grace
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A Brief Account II, 11.
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March 31st, 1718, Cripplegate Baptist Church Record Book, Angus Library, Regents Park
College, UK.
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at work in their souls. According to the church book, this was not as a test for the “truth
of the work of Grace,” per se, but rather for “an information of the method of God’s
Grace with them, in order to drink into one anothers Spirits and Sement as Liveing Stones
in God’s spiritual building.”77 So the church asked the two “to give some account of the
Lords dealin with their Soules,” to which both Anne and Martha eagerly complied.78 The
church was not disappointed: “Mrs. Ann Cattle gave a Large & very Choice account of
the Work of the Spirit of God on her Soule to the great Joy of the Church.”79 This church
record is an early indication that, already at the age of twenty-six, Anne was able to stir
people’s hearts with her narration of God’s grace in her life. It is not too much of a
stretch to think that this “choice account of the Work of the Spirit of God on her soul” is
the foundational conversion narrative for what later appeared at the end of Walking with
God (1734) and later more fully in A Brief Account I (1743). A week later on April 6,
1718, when the church was gathered in the evening for the Lord’s Supper, “Sr. Ann
Cattle & Sr. Martha Bass members of the Baptized Church of Christ at Northampton was
Recieved [sic] into full communion, by dismission to this Church.”80
Unfortunately for Anne, she soon left London with her husband for Warwick, a
town about one-hundred miles northwest of London. Apparently Mr. Cattell hoped he
would have better business opportunities in that town. The move transpired during the
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same year she made a full transfer to Skepp’s church. Although the move was only to be
for a short time and would help them financially, her absence from her new pastor and
church greatly grieved her. Initially she struggled with thoughts that she brought this
change of scenery on herself, that the move to London was a rebuke from God for her
“Unprofitableness.”81 However, through meditation on scripture, Anne came to believe
that this “Providence” was part of God’s “Mercy” to her and not a “Rebuke.” A letter of
reply that she wrote to Rev. John Skepp during her stay in Warwick attests to her vibrant
spirituality and intimate communion with the Divine, in spite of what she heard and
experienced at the church she attended in Warwick. It is uncertain which church she
attended during her brief stay in Warwick, but she clearly had a low opinion of the pastor
and the church members. She suggested that they were a “Company of Professors; (and
it may be some of ’em Believers).”82 She expressed to Skepp her deep gratitude that she
was able to “walk in the comfortable Knowledge of my Interest, when most [at this
church] walk at Uncertainties.”83 Much of the letter was a distillation of her early views
of holiness, perfection in love, and union with God.84 Anne also used a plethora of
images to describe the soul’s experience with the Divine – bridal, ocean, and light
images, all of which will find a common place in her spirituality and in her letters of
spiritual direction. As already indicated, it is highly probable she learned this fine art
from Skepp himself, whom she lauded for his skill with words.
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Because of business reasons, the couple soon moved back to London where Anne
was restored to fellowship with Skepp and his church. Once back in London, Anne had
several heightened spiritual experiences, what she considered to be “rich Fore-Tastes…of
the Glory of Heaven.”85 She recorded two for her readers. The first concerned her
contemplations on the Trinity and how the Spirit spoke to her of his personal love for her
and that he would “perfect what concern’d” her.”86 The second was facilitated by
another severe illness.87 Naturally, in response to her weakened condition, she longed for
her mother to be with her to help her in her distress. Upon this thought entering her
mind, a “Word was brought with great Power.” The text, Isaiah 49:15 which compares
God to a mother, facilitated an experience of being brought “in a Moment, into the
Bosom of GOD…I needed none of the Creatures [her mother] to comfort me; GOD was
my ALL, and infinitely enough!” This experience went even deeper into an ecstatic
vision that lasted for about an hour. Through two passages of Scripture (Isaiah 61:10 and
Revelation 12:1) she saw herself “cloth’d with CHRIST…I saw myself wrap’d round with
the Righteousness of GOD; and splendidly glorious, in the Eyes of flaming Purity, as I
stood in shining Dress!” In this vision, she looked down to see the holiness of Adam in
his innocence and the holiness of the angels as a mere “creature-righteousness” compared
to “this God-like Robe” she wore “as The Bride the Lamb’s Wife! … This Robe of
85
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Righteousness, that gloriously arrayed me in Time, and would be my everlasting Dress
beyond it!” This vision of being clothed in God’s righteousness gave way to another
image, one of being cast in the middle of the mercy of God:
I beheld the Mercy of Jehovah, as a boundless Ocean, and myself in the midst of
it; so that nothing could come at me but what came thro’ a Sea of Mercy. No
Afflictions, Temptations, or Trials of what Kind soever, could touch me, but must
come thro’ this infinite everlasting Mercy, and by it be turn’d into Mercies to me.
I was indeed cast into Mercy’s Ocean, and delightfully div’d into its infinite
Depths…And in a Word, By this Hour’s Communion with GOD, I thought I knew
something what Heaven would be.88
In spite of such communion with the Divine, Anne was quick to say God continued to
“exercise me with a Variety of Trials” and that “Crosses” were mixed with “Comforts.”89
Some of these trials concerned her continual struggle over her “present Unholiness.”
Nevertheless, Anne perceived God quickly comforting her, and believed the divine
suggested that, by virtue of her union with Christ (confirmed previously by her sealing),
God would perfectly conform her to Christ (make her increasingly holy like him).

Anne’s Beloved Husbands
But another trial proved more difficult to overcome. Probably in the early months
of 1719, when she was about twenty-eight years old, Anne’s husband Thomas Cattell
unexpectedly died.90 This was yet another significant transcendence crisis for the young
Anne. Although she does not spend a great amount of ink on this tale, it is worth
reflecting on this experience to ascertain how it transformed her life and spirituality. This
event, like the other minor and major events of Anne’s life, is understood by her to be a
88
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providence of God. She accepted this as fact, although “the Dispensation was very
dark.”91 In this instance God “reason[ed] with [her] troubled Heart, in order to reconcile
it to his Stroke.” Through a Word that came to her mind, God “spoke” to Anne,
suggesting that this “Stroke” was not brought upon her in “Wrath, as a Curse, but in great
Mercy.” This satisfied Anne for the time and comforted her. Despite her emotional state,
she never doubted that “the Mysteries of Providence shall be fully open’d to me, as
having been all subservient, under the Management of infinite Wisdom, to the Glory of
God, and my highest Advantage.”92 For Dutton, God was all-powerful as well as allmerciful. Even in the midst of tragedy, Anne's faith was strong that God could use it for
her ultimate good. While this kind of piety appears simplistic, for Anne it helped reorient and re-prioritize her "attachments."93
This re-formation of priorities is clearly evident in what happened next. With the
death of Mr. Cattell, it was necessary for her to return to the home of her parents in
Northampton. On her return trip there, while she was still understandably “full of
Heaviness” over the loss of her husband, her “dear LORD JESUS, sweetly called [her] to
his Bosom,” beckoning her to “take up thy Delights in me, converse with me as thy living
Husband at God’s right Hand: For behold, I am alive for evermore! Thus, with loving
Kindness, my sweet Lord Jesus, drew me to Himself, as my everlasting ALL.”94 In a
similar way that Anne had been “weaned” from reliance upon her mother during her
illness and ecstatic vision, Anne was being “weaned” from reliance upon people and
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things. She was going back to her parents’ home, but any “Creature-Enjoyments” to be
found there Anne now began to see “as dying Things” and that her ultimate affection and
allegiance must be in “my Beloved!”95 According to Anne, All things would pass away,
except for God her Beloved, who was ever-living. Such ideas nourished her soul and
gave her hope. Through all of these trials, she felt God was doing a purgative work on
her as she “resign’d into the Will of God, under trying Circumstances!”96 She believed
that the best place for God to work on her soul was the situation in which she found
herself: “And I must say, That I could not have been without any of my Afflictions, but
with manifest Loss. Oh the infinite Mercy, Grace, Power and Faithfulness, I have seen
display’d, in supporting me under them, exercising me by them, and delivering me out of
them!”97
Although abandoned to God’s will, to make things worse Anne was not nourished
spiritually during this difficult period. After leaving London, Anne underwent a “sad
alteration” compared to what she experienced under Skepp’s ministry.98 Anne sought
God “in Ordinances, in one Place and another; but alas! I found him not.”99 At first this
seems curious since she had previously been an active member of two Northampton
churches – Castle Hill and College Street (formerly the “Watering Place”). However, the
Rev. Thomas Tingey was still the pastor at Castle Hill, so Anne would not have wished to
return there because of the difficulties she had under Tingey’s ministry. College Street
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appeared the logical choice, which is probably where she attended some of the time. But
she could not find fulfillment even at College Street, probably because the church was in
sharp decline. Although Rev. John Moore was still the pastor at College Street, the
church was suffering because of some of his indiscretions about this time. According to
John Taylor, “Mr. Moore, the cultured, pious Calvinistic minister of College Street, the
pastor quick to note the wandering of any member of his flock, never weary in welldoing, the head of a faithful Christian household, fell.”100 Taylor is very cryptic and does
not go into any more detail as to what kind of “fall” this was. Regardless of the kind of
error or errors, the church was in a very bad condition. Taylor succinctly summarized the
situation:
A time of severe tribulation came upon the little Church. Spiritual life weakened,
members grew indifferent, discipline became lax, the sacred ordinances of the
Church were neglected. The Church state weakened, and in the midst of the
distresses, the repenting pastor died on January 14, 1726 … The Church grew in
numbers and character for the first twenty years of John Moore’s active ministry.
It declined in the last five.101
Even though her spiritual state would remain dubious for a few years, her marital
state soon changed. Anne was not single for long, for about a year after her first
husband’s death, Anne met Benjamin Dutton in Northampton in the final months of
1719. A record of the marriage has not yet been found. However, according to
Benjamin’s spiritual autobiography, Benjamin met Anne some time after his father died.
Benjamin had moved to Northampton to attend the ministry of the Rev. Moore and be
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mentored by him.102 According to Benjamin, his father passed away on August 11, 1719
and “before this Year was fully out. In the Twenty-eighth Year of my Age, the Lord was
graciously pleas’d to give me a very suitable Yokefellow, a Daughter of Abraham indeed,
one of great Faith and Light in the Gospel.”103 While this could mean they actually
married in 1719, Benjamin probably meant he met her before the end of 1719. In March
of 1720 she was still known as Anne Cattle by the Cripplegate church in London.
After meeting in 1719, the couple soon married, probably in the middle months of
1720.104 Benjamin’s own spiritual and theological journey would have a significant
impact upon Anne’s own life and ministry. Therefore, at this time it is necessary to look
into the spiritual and theological formation of Benjamin Dutton. He and Anne would
spend twenty-four years together before he left for America in 1743, never to see home
again. Benjamin died at sea on his return trip home in 1747. Almost all of the
information we have concerning him comes from his spiritual autobiography, The
Superaboundings of the Exceeding Riches of God’s Free-Grace, Towards the Chief of the
102
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Chief of Sinners, published in London in 1743 before his trip to the American colonies.
Like Anne’s autobiography published that same year, Benjamin’s work resembles in title
and content John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners.105 He is generous
with biographical particulars, and transparent concerning his failures – most notably his
alcoholism that plagued him until a few months before his call to the pastoral office of
the Great Gransden church in 1731.
Benjamin was born on February 16, 1691 in Steppingley, Bedfordshire.106 His
father was a Baptist minister, a convert from Roman Catholicism when he was twentyone or twenty-two. For forty years his father was pastor of a dissenting congregation in
Evershalt, just two miles from the place of Benjamin’s hometown. He admired his
father’s example of “secret prayer,” recounting how he would rise early in the mornings
before the rest of the family. Evidently, Benjamin’s father pressed the importance of this
spiritual practice upon Benjamin throughout his life.
Like Anne, Benjamin also struggled early in his childhood with an overly
sensitive conscience, as well as from the sins of pride and vanity. He frequently thought
of death and judgment, which propelled his study and memorization of the Bible and
other religious books. His efforts and talents in this area did not go unnoticed by others;
he was often paid money to recite various works. Pride in his own goodness grew, but he
became bored with this way of life and “hanker’d after Play, and rude Boys
Company.”107 His father caught him one day watching some children play in the yard
105
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next to the church and confronted him with the condition of his heart, quoting Proverbs
31:1 to him: “He that being often Reproved, hardneth his Neck, shall suddenly be
Destroy’d, and that without Remedy.” Benjamin confessed that to the very day of his
writing Superaboundings he had never been able to shake those words out of his mind.
When Benjamin was fourteen he was apprenticed to a draper and clothier at
Newbury. By this time he had completely abandoned any religious pretense:
I pleased myself with foolish Fancies. How brave it would be to appear grand and
take my pleasure, I thought. When I had gotten a Hundred a Year, I would keep
my Gun, and my Dog, and live at my Ease. And by that Time I was Sixteen, or a
little more, I conceived myself to be very Beautiful, and grew to an Extravagancy
of Pride in Apparel. I got me fine Clothes, a fine Watch, and a fine Wig, and
went unbuttoned down to the Waist, as was the Manner of Beauish Persons.108
However, this stage did not last long and he was soon revisited with anxiety over the state
of his soul. When he was about seventeen, Benjamin once again contemplated the
eternality of heaven and hell.109 In the midst of this contemplation, he was led to a
formative reflection on Psalm 51, Isaiah 53:5-6, and Psalm 37:4-6.110 This contemplation
and scripture reflection changed the course of his life. These passages helped facilitate
his conversion and call to ministry, leaving him a different man: “And I had all my Loads
and Burdens taken off me, and was like a Person in another World for several Days. I
scarce knew, several times, where I was, or what I was about.”111 He briefly recounted an
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instance when he was so absorbed in his thoughts of God that he forgot to open all the
shop-windows in his master’s shop. His employer’s grandson, because of this incident,
thought he was in love. Benjamin noted that the boy was correct, but not in the way
assumed. He recounted a powerful story he heard about a minister who “was so fill’d
with God, that he forgot where he was.” The account had been “very sweet to my own
Soul,” and he used it to try to explain something of his own experience of God at this
time in his life.112
After this conversion Benjamin’s life radically changed: he gave up fine food,
drink, possessions, clothes, company, and habitation. It was a complete turn-around from
his previous frivolous days. He would rise early for prayer and retire several times a day
to pray. He eagerly helped people and confronted the evils of others. He worked for his
master as if his work was for eternity, and he sought to make restitution for previous evils
done to others. The whole world appeared new to Benjamin: “Now I beheld God in
every Thing; all his Works, both of Nature, Grace and Glory, appear’d wonderful,
marvelous and astonishing to me. Every Thing that my Mind conceiv’d of, or my Eyes
beheld, fill’d me with Wonder.”113
At this point, Benjamin stated that he wanted to live a single life of simplicity,
study, and ministry. But to do so he needed his father to buy out his remaining time as an
apprentice to the draper and clothier. Ultimately, his father and employer persuaded
Benjamin to remain an apprentice and serve out his time. Nevertheless, he was able to
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receive spiritual nourishment and edification from a small society of young men he had
recently joined in Newbury.114 This small spiritual direction group of about sixteen men
belonged to the Baptist church under the pastoral supervision of Rev. Pierce. In the
summer they would meet from six until eight o’clock in the morning, and in the winter
season from six until eight o’clock at night. They prayed together, read and discussed
questions from the Assembly’s Shorter Catechism, read some of the explanations from
Thomas Vincent’s work on the Catechism, read Matthew Henry’s commentary on the
Pentateuch, and openly shared their temptations, distresses, and consolations. They were
a close-knit group and provided the main reason Benjamin joined Mr. Pierce’s
congregation, even though it was “Baxterian” and not Calvinist. Mr. Pierce eagerly
baptized Benjamin by immersion. Although the congregation’s views of election, God’s
decrees, and providence soon disturbed Benjamin and caused him to briefly question the
doctrines of grace, his doubts did not last long.
Finally, sometime about the year 1709, his father granted his request to buy out
his remaining time as an apprentice, promising him ten to twelve pounds a year after he
died.115 He studied with Isaac Robinson at Chesham, Buckinghamshire.116 After leaving
Chesham, Benjamin continued his studies at Ravenstone-Dale in Westmoreland, at
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London, and at Glasgow.117 By the time he met Anne in 1719, Benjamin had finished his
studies. But he was also a helpless, miserable alcoholic.

Winter-Seasons of the Soul
Both Benjamin and Anne Dutton had significant periods of their lives when they
vacillated between fear and faith. Anne often contrasts these states in her writings, most
notably her autobiography.118 Ultimately, she would equate fear with the sin of unbelief.
But this was something both she and Benjamin learned through their dark nights of the
soul. They used various images for their trial periods: Benjamin mostly talked about it as
his “winter” of the soul while Anne described it as “a sad autumn.”119 The theme of
promises and providences was prominent in Anne’s writings, so she often referred to this
phase the soul goes through in its walk with God as “the Winter-Season with respect to
the Promise.”120 At this point in the narrative of Anne Dutton’s life, it is necessary to tell
Anne’s and Benjamin’s stories together. Seen side-by-side, we get a fuller picture of the
historical circumstances that shaped her practical divinity and ministry of spiritual
direction.
Benjamin recounted how after he left Chesham for Ravenstone-Dale, he began to
experience a “winter” of the soul: “I felt a Coldness seize upon my Spirit, and great
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Darkness overwhelmed me. Now the Lord was withdrawn from me, as to his reviving,
comforting, and strengthening Influences…It was Winter with my Soul.”121 He had
supposed he would go on always enjoying the presence and light of the Lord, but now he
entered a “war” that would last almost two decades of his life.122 Benjamin Dutton used a
typological or tropological interpretation of Deutoronomy 24:5 to describe what was
happening to him.123 This passage related how a newly-married man was not to go out to
war during his first year of marriage. Rather, he was to remain home for a whole year to
enjoy the comfort of his wife and a quiet habitation free from the fatigue and dangers of
battle. But afterwards, he must leave the comforts of home and be exposed to hardships.
“This, no doubt,” suggests Benjamin,
was typical; and may hold forth thus much unto us, that when the Soul is new
Married unto Christ, the Lord is pleased to shed abroad his Love in the Heart by
the Holy Ghost, and to fill it with Joy and Peace in believing … Some of the
exceeding great and precious Promises, some foretastes of Glory, to strengthen,
encourage and comfort it, in its first setting out for Heaven. This is God’s usual
Way at first. He graciously condescends to give the Soul sensible Enjoyments, as
best suiting its Infant-State, and the Day of its Espousals. But ordinarily, after a
little Time, the Lord is pleased to withhold sensible Enjoyments from the Soul,
and to exercise it with various Trials; in order to bring it to trust him in the Dark,
and to believe in Hope, even against Hope, as Abraham did. But in this, as in
other Things, the Lord acts according to his Sovereign good Pleasure, as shall
121
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most conduce to his own Glory, and the Good of his Creature, and to fit it for that
Service which he hath design’d it for.”124
Yet this was a later reflection of Dutton’s. When he first recognized the severity of his
state, he was “ignorant of the Lord’s Way, which often is in the Sea, his Paths in the
mighty Waters, and his Footsteps not known.”125 His ignorance inevitably caused him to
question the work of God in his life. He withdrew into himself, attempted days of fasting
and prayer, and desperately sought God. But as he sought God, he began to see the
depths of his own sin, in particular his “Drinking to Excess.”126 Dutton recorded for his
readers his suicidal thoughts and his outbursts for help in various churches, as well as his
“sealing” times of deliverance. Scripture was his constant companion and, at times when
he felt like he was in hell, God often “broke in” through the Word preached or a promise
“brought to [his] Mind, and opened and apply’d to [his] Soul.”127 He mentioned a
specific formative event that was the beginning of his deliverance, even if it was not the
overcoming of his sickness. After another instance of succumbing to his chief sin, he
withdrew to a field alone. His heart was “hardened,” and he was unable to shed any
tears. In the depths of his misery, however, he was enabled to place his trust in God and
reject fear. At this point Psalm 63:1-2 broke “in Power on my Heart,” with comforting
results:
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I long’d after the Enjoyment of his gracious and comforting Presence, as I had
enjoy’d him heretofore in his Sanctuary, in his House, in his Ordinances, in his
Son. I found my Heart, under the Unction of the Holy Spirit, sweetly widened,
mollified and softned: Some Beginnings of Heaven were brought down into my
Soul.128
Although this was some initial relief, Benjamin still continued through great
periods of darkness. He tried many methods to overcome his alcoholism, but nothing
worked. Even during his training in London he asked people to pray for him, putting
“Bills at several Meetings in London” so that both laity and clergy could intercede on his
behalf.129 In 1719 when his father died, he was still struggling with this wound of
alcoholism. He confessed his shortcomings to his father, who was very compassionate
towards him and believed Benjamin would be delivered after the elderly man’s death.
After his father’s death in 1719, Benjamin left to sit under the ministry of John
Moore at College Street Baptist in Northampton. His father, as promised, ordered in his
will to give five pounds a year for books and clothes. The books helped in his training,
but he no longer had a tutor. Rev. Moore in Northampton took on this role for a while.
In this same year Benjamin met Anne, probably through mutual friends from College
Street meeting. He described her as “a very suitable Yokefellow, a Daughter of Abraham
indeed, one of great Faith and Light in the Gospel.”130 He was stricken with her from the
start – no doubt for her extraordinary beauty, but also because of “her Christian
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Discourse.”131 This led him to believe “that she would make a brave Minister’s Wife.”132
Soon after their marriage, Benjamin joined an unknown church five miles from
Northampton. After the church tested his gifts, they call called him to the work of the
ministry and he began preaching in various places.133
Meanwhile in Northampton, Anne Dutton continued to correspond with her
beloved John Skepp. Regrettably, however, Skepp died while still the pastor at
Cripplegate, December 1, 1721.134 This caused her to lose her fixation on her church in
London and allowed her to look elsewhere for spiritual nurture. Shortly after Skepp’s
death, probably within two years, Anne began to experience a spiritual kinship with a
new preacher from Wellingborough who occasionally preached in Northampton – the
Rev. William Grant. Although she longed for sensible enjoyment of God’s presence
under Grant’s leadership at the church in Wellingborough, her unknown profitable
business and nice house in Northampton made it difficult to leave. However, both
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business and house were soon taken away from the Dutton’s, which freed them to move
to Wellingborough sometime about 1725.135
Anne was happy and content, but not for long. Sadly again for Anne, the couple
moved after only a few months in Wellingborough. Benjamin’s first pastorate took them
about thirty-seven miles northeast towards the North Sea to the town of Whittlesey, in the
Isle of Ely, Cambridgeshire.136 As early as 1725 we have a record of an early sermon of
Benjamin Dutton’s.137 Although it was an extremely productive time of ministry for
Benjamin, this was a time of spiritual exile and ill health for Anne. 138 During this time
she faithfully corresponded with her pastor and spiritual penfriend from Wellingborough,
and journaled what God taught her during this “Providence.” Although a difficult time
spiritually and physically for her, it was nevertheless a productive time from a literary
perspective for it was this sojourn in Whittlesey which provided the historical context for
her first attempts at spiritual writing. Although not published until nearly two decades
later in 1743, Anne wrote Meditations and Observations upon the Eleventh and Twelfth
Verses of the Sixth Chapter of Solomon’s Song and Brief Hints on God’s Fatherly
Chastisements in the mid to late-1720s while in Whittlesey. Anne penned these works so
she could better remember what God was teaching her during this time and as a means of
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spiritual self-direction, “in order to direct my Soul in its Duty of waiting for him.”139 The
works clearly illustrate both her theory of suffering and her spiritual hermeneutics, which
are discussed in the following chapter.
Because the church could not provide sufficient funds for the couple, Benjamin
soon began to serve an additional congregation every other week at Wisbech, a small
town twelve miles from Whittlesey.140 Benjamin served both of these churches for close
to two years. He would have been happy to continue in this way but, because of Anne’s
declining health, it was decided they would move back to Wellingborough.141 The move
took place by the year 1728, and it proved to strengthen her physically and spiritually.
Once back in Wellingborough, Anne moved her membership from the College Street
Baptist Church in London to Rev. Grant’s church in Wellingborough, where she enjoyed
“a full and most delightful Communion with that Company of favoured Saints.”142
Finally, she was able to attend upon “the Ordinances of [God’s] House” under Rev.
Grant’s ministry, where she was “exceedingly favoured with the sweet Enjoyment of
[God’s] Presence,” especially in the Lord’s Supper.143 At this time Anne also began to
contemplate how she could gratefully serve God.144
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Benjamin Dutton quickly found more opportunities to put his ministerial training
to practice. Starting in 1728, Benjamin spent nearly three years traveling eighteen miles
between Wellingborough and Armsby in Leicestershire to assist Rev. Benjamin
Winckles.145 After asking for dismission from his previous Northampton congregation,
he joined this church pastored by the kind Rev. Winckles and assisted him by preaching
in the Wellingborough to Armsby area. Winckles, pastor of the Church of Christ at
Armsby, was one person who had a forgiving spirit, unlike many others who were
appalled at Dutton’s continuing struggle with alcoholism. His demons returned every so
often over the course of his preaching ministry during this time, “falling” every now and
then and causing a spectacle. Because of this many people mercilessly condemned him
and questioned his calling and usefulness.146 Rev. Walter Overstow, an Independent
minister at Oundle, was another kindly, compassionate minister who was concerned for
Benjamin Dutton. In 1728, after witnessing one of Dutton’s episodes, Overstow wrote a
letter stating very strongly his belief that God was at work in Benjamin’s life. In
addition, he cautioned those who acted unmercifully towards Dutton to not be so zealous
that they condemned his person in their efforts to condemn his sin of drunkenness.147
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Overstow also personally encouraged Dutton, saying, “The Trumpets of old were to be
made of beaten Work, to be well hammer’d, that they might sound the better, or sound
well.”148 After watching and caring for him, the Church of Christ at Armsby wrote in a
letter dated February 6, 1731 and addressed to “the Saints and Churches where our
Brother Mr. Benjamin Dutton may be cast,” that they were confident God had granted
him “Repentance and Remission of Sins … and that he has been enabled to walk for a
considerable Time as becometh the Gospel.”149 They were also willing to certify his
usefulness in the work of ministry.

Call to Ministry
The “Winter-Season” of their souls was coming to a close. The first signs of
“Spring-time” were appearing. And the gateway for this new season in their lives was a
small group of Congregationalists living in the little community of Great Gransden,
Huntingdonshire. Even before the Armsby church letter of support, Benjamin Dutton had
heard of this group of believers in Great Gransden who were in need of pulpit supply.
They enjoyed his preaching and desired for him to come as often as he could.150
Sometime in the year 1730 or 1731, Benjamin began preaching at Great Gransden and
also in Croyden, a small town a few miles from Great Gransden.151 According to Anne’s
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account and the Great Gransden Church Record Book, the people at both places made
one church.152 When one of them had a minister they would share him, the minister
preaching in Gransden on one Sunday and at Croyden the next. Since the people in both
towns were in need of a minister, they asked Benjamin to move closer so that he could
more easily minister to them. However, Benjamin Dutton still struggled with his
alcoholism and clouds of doubt concerning Benjamin’s character surrounded his
ministry. But at this time, on the threshold of his new ministry at Great Gransden,
Benjamin felt enabled to come out of the “winter season” of his soul. After inserting the
February 6, 1731 letter from the church at Armsby, Dutton claimed,
The Time of my Deliverance being come, as was said, the Lord drew very near to
my Spirit: Set my Heart against Sin, all Sin, and particularly against that Sin
which had been my great Wound. And I was firmly resolved, by the Lord’s Help,
That I would keep at the greatest Distance from every, even the least, Appearance
of that Evil, in a particular Manner.153
Several scriptures came to his mind that encouraged and strengthened him during
this time.154 Through these scriptures God taught him his duty, “and drew my Heart to
deny myself for Christ,” filling Benjamin,
with the Discoveries of his Love, with Peace of Conscience and Joy in the Holy
Ghost: So that I stood not in need of Wine, or strong Drink. The Lord also, of his
great Goodness, took away my Inclination thereto; so that I had no more
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Inclination to it, or Desire after it, than if I had never tasted any in my whole
Life.155
Now Benjamin was prepared to move, but Anne was not so eager. Although no
longer in “a sad autumn”156 or “the Winter-Season with respect to the Promise”157 that
God would send her to Wellingborough, Anne had yet to experience the complete
fulfillment of God’s promise to her. Initially, Anne thought Great Gransden was too far
away and that her husband could be of use somewhere closer to Wellingborough. Her
reasons, she admits, were selfish—she wanted to continue to worship under the ministry
of Rev. Grant, where her “great Shepherd” had led her “into those green Pastures which
his own Love bestow’d.”158 She suggested she was like Peter who, after Jesus was
transfigured on the mountain, said, “It is good to be here.” Like Peter, she wanted to stay
in her present place and enjoy God’s presence to the utmost.159 But Anne would soon
come to believe God had other plans for her and her husband.
Benjamin believed he was called to the community at Great Gransden, but it took
a profound personal “calling” from God to Anne to convince her to make the move.
Although at first it was yet another “great Trial” for her, it eventually was the dramatic
background for the most complete “holy Resignation” she had ever made in her life, her
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ultimate “act of faith.”160 In fact, the second part of her autobiography climaxes with this
formative event. The entire tract concerns the promises and providences concerning her
being “planted in the House of the LORD.”161 While this phrase applied to many
congregations throughout her lifetime—Castle Hill, College Street, Cripplegate, and
Wellingborough—the definitive fulfillment on this side of eternity was Great Gransden.
She would soon come to believe that everything that transpired over the previous decade
was a great preparation for the work of her life in this small Huntingdonshire town.
Ultimately, Great Gransden was a providentially-timed means of deliverance—for
Benjamin and Anne.
Her personal call from God came one day when Benjamin attempted to persuade
Anne that the struggling church was in great need of a pastor to come to them soon.162
After hearing Benjamin make his case, Anne recounted that her “Heart moved with
Compassion towards [the church].”163 Although emotionally moved, there was still much
unwillingness in her. She believed God then directed her through words from the Bible,
a “Word” that radically altered the rest of her life and inspired her own ministry: “But
that Word came home to my Soul in the great Power of God, John xxi, 15. Lovest thou
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me? – Feed my Lambs.”164 Now, finally, upon a formative reflection of this “Word,” she
could give a complete “holy Resignation.”165
In the former Part of these Words, Lovest thou ME? My Lord open’d a Soulovercoming View of all his own Love manifested to me, and particularly in the
Gift of those precious Enjoyments which I was so loth to leave: And then HE
putting the Question to my Heart, Lovest thou ME? I found my Soul, under the
strong Attraction of his Love, mightily drawn out to love HIM again. I felt my
Bowels move, and all the Love of my Soul, upon the Flow, like a swift Stream,
hasting apace into the Ocean of his Love, from whence it sprang. And then, in
the latter Part of the Words, Feed my Lambs; he put it upon my Love to HIM, just
then set all on a Flame, by the enkindling Fire of his first Love. But oh, how
sweetly and powerfully my dear Lord drew me, to give up all my Enjoyments into
his Glory, and to take that, as my Soul-satisfying Enjoyment! HE woo’d me, won
me, overcame my Heart, in those Moments of his Love-Power; and I as freely
gave up all those precious Privileges, which his boundless Love bestow’d, as ever
I received ’em from him! Oh, the Glory of my LORD! what a ravishing
Preciousness, and transcendent Excellency did I see in it! Now I judged it far
better to glorify him, when call’d to any Piece of Service, than merely to enjoy
him. My Soul being on a Flame of Love to his Glory, I could, with unspeakable
Pleasure, deny spiritual Self, in the Delights of spiritual Sense, (a Thing which
before I had long’d, and pray’d for, but found it hard to come at) and take up my
LORD, his Glory, Honour, and Interest, as my Soul-satisfying ALL!166
A few pages later Anne makes it abundantly clear to her readers how her move to Great
Gransden was vastly different than her previous moves to other towns:
I was not now, driven out from my Inheritance, and oblig’d, in a great Measure
unwillingly, to leave the Glories I enjoy’d there. But I freely went out thence, or
went out free, under an Advance of Glory, into my Lord’s Service…. For tho’ the
Lord remov’d me, HE did not drive me out. No, HE allur’d me thence, and most
joyfully I follow’d HIM, or rather, went with HIM, to another Place. CHRIST and I
changed: I gave HIM my sweet Enjoyments, and HE gave me his glorious Service,
something to do for him. And into my Work, HE put so much Glory, that made it,
in the Scale of my Faith, more weighty than my great Enjoyments! … And indeed
in this Change of Providence, I pass’d on from Glory to Glory, from one Part of
my Inheritance to another, from the Sweet of enjoying CHRIST, to the Honour of
serving HIM: Which the Lord made ineffably sweet to my Soul!167
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There are several themes in these two passages that need to be highlighted, as
they are important for an understanding of her spirituality and spiritual direction ministry.
First of all, Anne used rich, evocative images for God to describe the reciprocal
movements between God and her soul. In response to God’s initiating love, Anne flowed
out of herself into the Ocean of God’s love, which is also the Source of her own love for
God. This love, as a Beloved Lover, “woo’d” her, “overcame” her, and “allur’d” her to
walk with her Beloved to Great Gransden and glorify God through serving him there.
Her suggestive Trinitarian images of God as an Ocean, a Divine Lover, and a Flame that
melts and purifies the soul reoccur throughout her writings, especially when she finds
herself at the limits of ordinary discourse. At those times she turned to metaphorical
language. When at these ecstatic moments, she was often able to freely go out of herself.
This is the paradox of irresistible grace, which applied not only to eternal salvation for
Anne Dutton but also for “time-salvation.” Essentially, all of A Brief Account II is about
“time-salvation” in relation to God’s promises and providences, and the extent to which
she abandoned herself to God in the midst of the dark nights of her soul.168 Here, at the
climax of her book and her life to this point, she freely and wholly resigns her will into
the will of God.
Secondly, there is a peculiar paradox in these two passages concerning the nature
of “pleasure” or “enjoyments.” Dutton is clearly working with a Neoplatonic conception
of the Scale of Being, that there are higher and lower degrees of pleasure just as there are
168
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higher and lower degrees of faith and love (which she made abundantly clear in many of
her other writings).169 In order to illustrate the spiritual theology at work here, she
assumed the persona of the apostle Peter. She often identified herself with Peter, usually
in reference to the transfiguration story and Peter’s words to Jesus that night: “It is good
to be here.”170 Two specific times she used the transfiguration story to portray the state
of her soul, and both instances related to her attachment to Wellingborough – or to be
more specific, the sensible enjoyments of God’s presence she experienced when with the
Wellingborough congregation and Rev. Grant. In a letter to Grant when she was in
“spiritual exile” in Whittlesey and longing to return to Wellingborough, Dutton confessed
to him, “My Heart has often been for making Tabernacles, where I saw Christ’s
Glory.”171 Now, in the context of her call to ministry, she adopted the persona of Peter
again. After receiving the call to “feed his lambs,” Anne recalled how soon after she was
enjoying “God in his House” at Wellingborough,
while I was feasting upon the heavenly Sweets provided there for me, my Lord
put this Question to my Heart, John xxi. 18. Lovest thou me more than these? q.d.
‘Dost thou Love my Glory, Honour and Interest more than these, thy Enjoyments?
Canst thou now leave all, part with the full Board thou now sittest at, and
willingly for my Sake, go serve my People; preferring my Glory in their Supply,
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above thy present Happiness?’ And my Soul, under the sweet Attraction of his
Love, made Answer, with Peter, Yea, Lord, thou knowest that I love thee.172
Anne had to make a choice: between a lesser pleasure of God’s sensible presence at
Wellingborough and a greater pleasure she would experience serving God for God’s
glory. In the end, she freely and willingly chose the latter. According to Anne, this was
the first time in her life she was enabled to deny her “spiritual self” when its “senses”
were experiencing “delights.”173
Finally, what came to matter most to Anne was not her selfish pleasures (even
though they were “spiritual”), but God’s greater glory. Her past “sweet Enjoyments”
were now a lesser “Glory” and a lesser “Inheritance.” From this place of greater seeing
and understanding, Anne exchanged her “sweet Enjoyments” for God’s “glorious
Service, something to do for him.”174 At this point we come to the heights of a Calvinist
mysticism.
The traditional “three-fold journey to God” consisted of purgation, illumination,
and union. Christians as early as Clement of Alexandria and Origen (2nd-3rd centuries)
were using some variation of this schema, but the Christian mystic most responsible for
the traditional understanding of this journey is the Pseudo-Dionysius the Areoapagite (5th
century). During the fifteenth century, the final stage of union with God began to be
“democratized.” According to Peter C. Erb, Martin Luther began to make use of this and,
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in a sense, turned the “three-fold path on its head.”175 For Luther, “the life of faith
begins with union with God in Christ, and thereafter followed the acts of purgation and
illumination.” Jean-Daniel Benoît suggested that John Calvin seriously concerned
himself with an “intimate resemblance [to Jesus Christ] which leads us to produce in
ourselves the main truths of the life of Christ, and to be one with him, to die and to rise
again with him. This is what one might call Calvinist mysticism.”176 In Protestant and
Calvinist mysticism, therefore, the goal is not union with God as in Catholicism and
Eastern Orthodoxy. From a Protestant and Calvinist perspective, the soul is already
united with God upon justification. As a High Calvinist, Anne believed the elect were
united with God in eternity, before the foundation of the world (eternal justification). For
a Calvinist mystic, therefore, the highest rungs of the ladder to God is willing and loving
service, soli Deo gloria.177 In the life of Anne Dutton up to this point, we have seen the
journey of a true Calvinist mystic: from fears to a faith that liberates one for selfless
service. A Brief Account I displayed Dutton’s communion with God through conversion
and assurance. A Brief Account II demonstrated her growing conformity to Christ
through prosperous and afflictive providences, ending with her call to ministry. What
remains to be seen is the fruit of this spiritual journey – her ministry of spiritual
direction.178
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The Fruitful “A.D.”
With some uncertainty and much excitement, Anne and Benjamin Dutton came to
Great Gransden on June 27, 1731. Although Anne Dutton continued for some time with
discouraging thoughts (especially relating to her worthiness, abilities, gender, and
potential usefulness), Anne discerned that this new move involved a call to service to her
specifically, as well as to Benjamin. Robinson is rather disingenuous at this point when
he suggested Anne’s “long debate as to whether she ought to go makes it plain that she
regarded the call as one to herself even more than to her husband,” but it is clear that she
felt a strong call to the church.179 In Benjamin Dutton’s account, he emphasized a later
part of the story that demonstrates her firm commitment to her calling and this new
community. Apparently, Benjamin briefly had second thoughts about the move, but by
this time Anne believed God had called them both to Gransden: “As for my Wife, she
lov’d the People, tho’ she never saw them, and had several Words from the Lord to
encourage her to come. And being desir’d to come first to see the Place, she would not;
believing it to be the Lord’s Mind, that she should come.” Even when a London position
opened up that would compensate two times as much as Gransden, Anne would have
none of it: “But my Wife’s Heart was not at all inclin’d to go thither, but cleave to
Gransden people.”180

conformity to Christ, and empowerment for service. A Brief Account I demonstrates how to enjoy
communion with God. A Brief Account II teaches one how to grow in conformity to Christ. A Brief
Account III demonstrated how Dutton served God and the confirmations she received from God concerning
her writing and publishing ministry.
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A year later on June 2, 1732, under the direction of Benjamin Dutton, the Great
Gransden congregation renewed their church covenant, where they pledged to “walk with
the Lord and with one another.” Benjamin asked for his dismission from the Evershalt
congregation and was received into communion with the Gransden congregation on June
22, 1732. After a minor setback, Benjamin was ordained to the pastoral office of the
church on October 10, 1732 in the presence of messengers from Evershalt and
Kimbelton. Anne was received into full communion by the church on December 3, 1732.
In his letter to the Gransden church, the Rev. William Grant of Wellingborough
recognized that it was “out of Love to the Interest of our Dear Lord amongst you” that
their “well-beloved Sister Anne Dutton” had “desired her Dismission from Us to You.”
Grant praised their new minister’s wife, informing them that Anne’s “Conversation while
with us has been holy in principle and practice: She has been a Useful Servant of the
Church, the time She was amongst us: Receive her in the Lord as becometh Saints: She
hath been A Succourer of many, and of my Self also.”181
Within two years her ability to succor others found expression in print as she
became a published author. By 1740 she had seen the publication of seven of her works
and carried an unpretentious correspondence with individuals across southern England.
During these years from 1733-1740, Anne articulated a spiritual theology based on
contemplative reflection on her transcendence crises in light of the Puritan divinity of her
theological forebears. By the end of this decade in the year 1740 Anne was forty-eight
years old and had come to settled theological positions that had great ramifications for the
spiritual life and her modest ministry of spiritual direction. In the months leading up to
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1740 and as the new decade began, Anne began corresponding with several of the leading
men of the Evangelical Revival. Her initial interactions with these men soon enlarged
her ministry of writing, a ministry that began primarily with poetry, hymnody and
theological discourse but soon was defined by epistolary spiritual counsel and guidance,
seemingly at the urging and insistence of men like George Whitefield and Howell Harris.
The 1740s would prove to be her most prolific and fruitful years. Between 1741 and
1743, in a span of three years, fourteen more of her works were published. By the close
of 1743 she corresponded with individuals, churches and societies on both sides of the
Atlantic and most of her works were being circulated in the colonies. In addition to
financing the publications of his wife’s works before 1743, Benjamin Dutton traveled to
the American colonies to circulate his wife’s writings during his preaching tour there.
After 1743 Dutton’s publications slowed slightly, probably because of Benjamin’s
absence, the difficulties of financing her own works, and the increasing input into
theological squabbles splintering the Evangelical Revival in England and Wales.
Nevertheless, by 1750 she had seen the publication of an additional fourteen of her works
and at the time of her death in 1765 Anne Dutton was probably the most prolific woman
writer in the eighteenth century, Baptist or otherwise.182 Her writing career spanned
slightly over three decades, beginning shortly after her arrival at Great Gransden and
ending with her death in 1765. As far as can be ascertained, her entire writing ministry
took place in the small town of Great Gransden. In Great Gransden, both Anne and
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Benjamin Dutton found deliverance, a home, and a ministry, but afflictions and
controversies continued to be part of their story. While most afflictions and controversies
would come and go, Anne’s anxiety over her vocation, usefulness, and fruitfulness
continued for the rest of her life. In 1743 after witnessing the publication of twenty-one
of her works, she could reflect back on her years of spiritual writing and spiritual
direction with wonder and thanksgiving.
And here [at Great Gransden] has the Lord employ’d me to write many letters to
his dear Children in divers Parts; which thro’ his Blessing upon them, have
refresh’d their Souls. Yea, here has the Lord given me a Heart, and Opportunity,
an outward Call, and inward Inclination, to write and publish many little Tracts:
Which thro’ his gracious Assistance, and kind Providence, have been brought out,
and dispersed abroad in divers Places and Nations. And blessed be his Name, HE
has given me to hear, that he has us’d most of them for the Good of his People….
I will therefore on the one Hand, lament my own Barrenness; and on the other,
rejoyce in the Lord, and bless his Name, for every Kind and Degree of
Fruitfulness, which he hath given me.183

“My Books … My Children”
Anne Dutton was a “fruitful” woman from a literary perspective, but it was a
fruitfulness born out of barrenness. In the above reflection Anne reiterated her sense of
divine vocation to write letters and tracts, which had been dispersed in many places and
nations. Dutton concluded by saying that on the one hand, she would “lament [her]
Barrenness; and on the other, rejoice in the Lord … for every Kind and Degree of
Fruitfulness.”184 Anne Dutton was a prolific, productive, fruitful woman from a literary
perspective, but personally and socially she was a barren women. If she sensed this so
acutely in 1743, this experience would have been only propounded after the death of her
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husband by shipwreck in 1747 on his return trip from the American colonies.185 The final
two decades of her life were thus lived as a childless widow. Her spirituality and
ministry were born out of a sense and fear of barrenness.
Anne was left purposeless in a society where “a woman’s role was predominantly
a domestic one” in which “her marriage and her ability to mother children [were] the two
most important aspects of her life.”186 From the perspective of those in her time period
and culture, Anne was a failure. Through two marriages Anne never bore any children
and she became a widow for the second and final time when Benjamin died at sea. She
experienced great agony as the result of the deaths of her two husbands, agony for her
personal state as well as the state of her beloved church at Great Gransden.
Although Dutton undoubtedly felt great emotional toil due to her childless and
husbandless state, it did liberate her to expend large quantities of time and energy in
writing. This is a meaning she gave to her own barrenness, as evidenced by her comment
at the end of A Brief Account II: “And often have I admired divine Kindness, in that
Freedom from worldly Incumbrances, and Liberty for spiritual Service, which the Lord
hath given me, since I came to G[ransde]n.”187 Although Dutton occasionally referred to
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her “worldly business,” there is no record as to what it was. Regardless of its nature, her
responsibilities allowed for ample writing time. Her purpose and calling became writing
and spiritual direction. Her books became her children, and she painfully labored
through their writing and publication. One passage from A Brief Account III illuminates
this aspect of her spirituality and ministry.188 At the same time, it illustrates her
pervasive “experiential biblicism.”189
On April 29, 1743 Anne Dutton reflected in her journal that she had not
specifically sought God’s direction in the publication of A Brief Account II. While
humbling herself before God for this omission, several scriptures “broke in upon [her]
heart.” These were Isaiah 49:3 and Revelation 12:6, 14. Through the Revelation passage
that speaks of “the Woman [who] fled into the Wilderness,” Anne believed God gave her
“a sweet Hint, Where my poor Books were to be us’d, even in the American Wilderness.”
The “Face of the Serpent” in Revelation had “forc’d [her] out of England,” but God still
had a use for her. Immediately another “Word dropt upon [her] heart, And there will I
nourish thee, Gen. xlv. 11.” Only then did Anne read these scriptures. All of the
foregoing scriptures came into her memory, or “drop’t into” her mind; she did not find
them in the Bible first. After these words “came with power” into her mind, she then
188
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read the scriptures, “especially the Account given of the Woman, the Church, Rev. xii. as
it was then apply’d to my own Person and Case.”190 In the midst of relaying to her
reader how she applied this text to herself, Anne brings to the passage her own struggles
with barrenness, resulting in a creative moment of spiritual self-direction rich with
childbirth imagery.191
Long have I look’d upon my poor Books as my Children, by which I hop’d to
serve and glorify GOD. And having conceiv’d Hopes that the Lord would bring
them out, and use them; when the Time drew nigh, I have cried, travailing in
Birth, and pained to be deliver’d. And when opprest with Fear that they would
not come forth, and so all my Labour be in vain; the Lord has comforted me with
this Word, “Shall I bring to the Birth, and not cause to bring forth? Saith the
LORD.” And when any of them have been brought out, and I have been ready to
think, that one, and another of them would be the last; the Lord hath said unto me,
“Shall I cause to bring forth, and shut the Womb? (Shall I do this, and no more for
thee?) Saith thy GOD.” By which He has sweetly encourag’d me to hope in his
Mercy; and upon me it has been, according as I hoped and trusted in HIM. For
most of my books are now brought forth, and all the rest are coming out. Oh what
a Good, Gracious, Wonder-working, and All-performing GOD, have I!192
With no children of her own, Anne was liberated to focus her attention and energy
on other matters. As a spiritually ambitious woman, she concentrated on things of the
Spirit. But placing so much love, care, and value upon her literary creations was painful
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and laborious, especially when she was “censored” by some she tried to direct and guide.
This was a hard path to follow for Anne Dutton, one in which she would face conflict and
controversy for the rest of her life. She needed continual reassurance that she was being
faithful to what she perceived to be God’s will. Dutton believed she was divinely
directed to write specific treatises and that God used her epistolary counsel as a medium
for divine direction to others. If she wrote a letter, whether short or long, she believed it
was the result of divine prompting; if she believed God was leading her to publish a letter
or treatise, then she also believed God would provide the means for its publication.
Dutton never recorded a time she misinterpreted a divine direction to publish one of her
works.

Lovest thou Me? – Vision or Vocation?
What sustained Anne Dutton and caused her to keep returning to the blank page?
Why did she believe God would lead her to publish certain works and not others?
Ultimately the answer to these questions is found in her personal call to ministry that was
at the same time both a semi-mystical experience and a profound spiritual lesson. She
experienced her call to Great Gransden and to a ministry of spiritual direction after being
faced with the divine question, “Lovest thou Me?” In response, Dutton seems to have
had a visceral experience of what she interpreted as Divine Love - she felt her “Bowels
move, and all the Love of my Soul, upon the Flow, like a swift Stream, hasting apace into
the Ocean of his Love, from whence it sprang.”193 This is the language of communion
and union with God; her love for God was merely flowing back to its Source. Water
imagery flowed into fire imagery - the “enkindling Fire of his first Love” propelled her
193
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holy resignation to “feed” the lambs of Christ. Dutton willingly surrendered herself to
her “Royal Bridegroom” who, in the language of bridal mysticism, “woo’d me, won me,
overcame my Heart, in those Moments of his Love-Power.”194 In this one formative
event a biblical mysticism and a bridal mysticism coalesced to propel Dutton to lovingly
surrender to what she then perceived to be the greater good of serving God by ministering
at Great Gransden alongside Benjamin.
This is an area where Dutton differs from many of the women writers and
preachers who found a voice in the Evangelical Revival. According to D. Bruce
Hindmarsh, during the Evangelical Revival “women discovered the literary space to
express their own concerns in a male-dominated culture,” and this mostly occurred
through conversion narratives. 195 Indeed, for some Methodist women like Margaret
Austin, “the travail of evangelical conversion did not suppress [their] gender, but instead
it drew out [their] experience as a woman and allowed [them] to find solidarity in [their]
suffering with other women.”196 However, the case of Anne Dutton was much different
than women like Austin, Methodist or not. While testifying of her conversion and
establishment in Christ may have initially given Anne Dutton the opportunity to speak of
her faith, she experienced her conversion and “sealing” many years before the great
revivalists that initiated the Evangelical Revival in England and America. There were
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many years separating her “sealing in the Spirit” in 1707 and her first published work in
1734. From her own description in A Brief Account II, it is abundantly clear that
conversion was not the formative event that gave her a writing voice. Rather, it was
divine vocation.
For Anne Dutton, her divine calling to Great Gransden and a ministry of spiritual
writing and direction was yet another semi-mystical experience in a long line of
formative events in her life. In more than one way, Anne Dutton can be compared with
other Christian women mystics. Recently, Hindmarsh has suggested the same
possibility.197 In this light, the work of Grace M. Jantzen is especially illuminating. In
her intriguing study Power, Gender, and Christian Mysticism, Jantzen discusses “the
interconnection of power and gender in the social construction of mysticism.”198 Jantzen
suggests medieval woman visionaries claimed authority based on their direct visions
from God:
By those who accepted it as authentic, the authority claimed by the visionary
could not possibly be gainsaid; and it cut straight across all the usual channels like
education and ecclesiastical position, rendering them totally unnecessary….
Given all the other restrictions on women, along with the expectations of the time,
it is not at all surprising that women might be more open than men to visionary
experiences in the first place, make more of them when they occurred, and use
them as the basis for their authority as teachers of theology and spirituality.
Provided that they and others believed their visions to come from God, no
stronger justification for their teaching role could possibly be required.
Conversely, without such divine validation, who would bother to listen to a
woman?199
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For medieval women mystics, the vision of God - the direct, immediate presence of the
Divine - could potentially lead to an authority they would never be privy to in any other
way. Mysticism became the great equalizer, which also made it dangerous to church
authorities. Yet if such authorities verified and authenticated the woman’s mystical
experience, they succumbed to the insights and directives mediated by the woman mystic.
Thus mysticism became a means of bypassing normal hierarchical channels of authority
by direct appeal to the Divine.
In addition to divine vision substantiating spiritual authority, the use of “selfabasement” by medieval women mystics also ultimately contributed to their spiritual
authority. In response to the monk Guibert of Gemblaux who urged Hildegard to remain
humble regarding her visions, Hildegard used “formulas of humble self-description.”200
These formulas “were part of a necessary self-abasement, a ‘modesty formula’ obligatory
on medieval women writers.”201 However, such self-abasement made it possible for
medieval women mystics to compare themselves to Mary of Nazareth whose humility
and lowliness made her an appropriate beneficiary of divine grace. Jantzen develops this
idea further:
Hildegard’s lowliness as a ‘poor little figure of a woman’ … allows her to be
exalted by the divine gift of the visions to a position of spiritual authority.
Furthermore, if such lowliness is gender-related, then by a paradoxical twist
women are especially privileged, at an advantage as candidates for exaltation. Of
course, this would actually occur only extremely rarely…. Nevertheless,
exceptional women could claim authority and special privilege on the basis of a
vision directly vouchsafed by God.202
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I believe these insights from Jantzen concerning gender, authority, and divine
visions can be applied to Anne Dutton, even though the religio-socio-historical milieu is
vastly different. If we replace “vision of God” with “vocation from God,” Anne Dutton
becomes a prime example of Jantzen’s insights, carried out into the eighteenth century.
For eighteenth-century Calvinist Baptists and the wider Evangelical Revival, a
conversion experience did not catapult one to spiritual authority, even if such an
experience was attended with visions and locutions as in the Cambuslang Revival.203 But
a woman might be able to acquire spiritual authority if she had received a vocation from
God for a particular ministry.204 Maybe – if she were a “rare” and “exceptional” woman,
and if she properly practiced self-abasement.
Anne Dutton fits both conditions: she was perceived as exceptional and she
practiced self-abasement. Admittedly, self-abasement is a particularly poignant part of
the Calvinist tradition. However, as Jantzen notes, “it is of course the case that many a
male spiritual writer also counsels his readers to forget about him; the difference is that a
male writer never does so on the grounds of gender.”205 Consciously or unconsciously,
gendered self-abasement was an aspect of Anne Dutton’s spiritual authority. Her self-
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abasement language with subtle references to the “weakness” of her sex repeatedly
surfaces throughout her large corpus of writings.206
In addition to this practice of self-abasement, Anne was also an exceptional
woman with a strong personality. Most of the exceptional women who came to spiritual
influence and authority during the Evangelical Revival were wealthy and powerful
patrons of religion, such as Ladies Huntingdon, Glenorchy and Maxwell.207 Anne Dutton
was not so fortunate in life as these women. Nevertheless, she managed to find a voice
and a place in the Evangelical Revival during its genesis while these women did not
begin to see their greatest influence until the final years of Anne Dutton’s life.208 All of
these women were able to establish and maintain spiritual authority by staying within the
parameters of social propriety. This is consonant with some research concerning the
“separate spheres” of women and men, one private and the other public.209 While Helen
Jones believes the private-public dichotomy is too inadequate to truly represent the
situations of eighteenth-century women, she suggests the model can help explain what
was occurring at this time. Referring to the Ladies Huntingdon, Glenorchy and Maxwell,
Jones suggests, “These women were pursuing private activities in a public way – using
206
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private spaces, such as their own chapels and homes, for what became public gatherings:
in other words, making the private, public.”210 According to Jones, the reason why these
women were able to “exploit this distinction and thereby gain such substantial religious
authority” was “the force of their personalities…. It is unusual and strong personalities
that, when custom attempts to hem them in, will generally find ways to reassert
themselves. When such personalities are combined with the fervour born of deep
religious beliefs this is even more likely.”211
Anne Dutton was also such a strong personality. Although she lacked the clout
and status of a woman such as Lady Huntingdon, the power of her vocation and the
strength of her personality overcame any insufficiency. Anne was well aware that she
was an exceptional case, stating in A Brief Account III, “[God] shew’d me, how he had
distinguish’d me from most of my Sex: That he not dealt with many, as he had dealt with
me.”212 However, even though she had developed a strong ego and felt divinely called,
Anne carefully situated her ministry of writing and spiritual direction as private teaching
and counsel.

“The Lawfulness of Printing any Thing Written by a Woman”
This was the fundamental thesis in A Letter to such of the Servants of Christ, Who
may have any Scruple about the Lawfulness of Printing any Thing Written by a Woman.
In fact, Anne stated this thesis in sub-title of the letter: “to shew, That Book-Teaching is
210
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private, with Respect to the Church, and permitted to private Christians; yea,
commanded to Those, of either Sex, who are Gifted for, and Inclin’d to engage in this
Service.” Originally published in 1743, Anne appended it to A Brief Account III, which
was published in 1750. A Brief Account III was a not-so-subtle apologia for her ministry
of writing and spiritual direction. Appending the Lawfulness Letter was a perfect
exclamation point to the purpose of the entire project.213 In this short, compact letter
Anne answered the objections of those faithful Christians who sincerely believed her
writing ministry was against the revealed will of God as found in the scriptures. Wisely,
she established common ground with her objectors – both they and she desired God’s
glory and the good of others. The issue, however, was the means by which this was
accomplished; specifically, whether a woman writing about spiritual things was
consistent with biblical principles.
In the first half of the letter she used biblical passages to support her position.
Dutton showed that both 1 Timothy 2:12 and 1 Corinthians 14:34-35 address public
authoritative teaching in a church, not private teaching in the form of printed works.
While printed works were public material on one hand, they were not read in public
church assemblies. Instead, printed works were read privately in homes and should be
viewed as if the author was making a personal visit for the reader’s edification. In fact,
according to Romans 14:19, such edificatory work was commanded of every Christian,
“even those weak ones, of the Female Sex.”214 For this purpose of private instruction and
edification, women could use whatever means at their disposal. As part of the mystical
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body of Christ, women were commanded to be useful so that the whole body might be
built up and edified. Thus they needed a way to communicate how Christ had nourished
them so that others might in turn receive nourishment from Christ. To this end, any
“private” means of communication was acceptable, both the limited, face-to-face
conversation and the more extensive, private conversation through printed works. Dutton
offered Priscilla (Acts 18:26) as a biblical example of a woman involved in personal
instruction of a man. Although Priscilla taught a particular person (Apollos) and not a
multitude of people through a printed piece, both were still examples of private teaching.
If it were public teaching as in preaching, then it would need Christ’s authority. But
according to Anne this was not the purpose of her writings.215
In the final half of the letter, Dutton cautioned her readers to be aware that Satan
uses any means at his disposal to thwart a Christian from being useful in the Lord’s
service. The Devil attempted to thwart Christ’s ministry, his Apostles, and all of Christ’s
ministers down the ages. In fact, Dutton suggested Satan sometimes used other faithful
Christians to do his work, as in the case of Peter (Matthew 16:23) and the disciples when
they grumbled over the woman who anointed Christ (Matthew 26:7). From these
examples, Dutton concluded that all Christians needed to “watch over [their] Spirit, and
against the Suggestions of Satan” lest they unwillingly serve Christ’s enemy.216 Selfperceived strength or weakness made no difference. What matters was the Christ’s call.
In the boldest declaration in this letter, Dutton stated: “If any person is fully persuaded in
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Dutton wrote many letters to churches and societies where she encouraged, taught, and
sometimes corrected. Since these letters were not read privately in a home but publicly in the context of a
church or society meeting, her argument here is not entirely convincing.
216

Lawfulness Letter, 9-10.
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his own Mind, from the Word and Spirit of Christ, that it is his Duty to engage in any
Piece of Service for God; it is sufficient Warrant for him to do so.”217
In conclusion, Dutton suggested the reader imagine that when a book came to
their house, it was Dutton herself that came to visit. Through this visit from a “Babe”
God might give readers “Strength” and “give [them] a Visit Himself, by so weak a Worm,
to [their] strong Consolation.”218 According to Dutton, God could work as easily “by
Worms, as by Angels.”219 In the Christian tradition, there is a proper title for this
personal, private, one-on-one teacher and counselor – spiritual director.
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CHAPTER THREE
“The Mystery of Walking with God”:
Sources of Spirituality: Anne Dutton’s Practical and Experimental Divinity (1733-1741)

As to the main Request of your Letter, I said, Days should speak, and Multitude
of Years should teach that Wisdom, Job 32.7. At least those that are of full Age,
and have their Senses exercis’d, Heb. 5.14. And not such a Babe as I, who have
need that one teach me what be the first Principles of the Mystery of Walking
with God, Ver. 12. Tho’ for the Time indeed, I might have attained a far greater
Proficiency of Knowledge therein: But alas! I am a Child that cannot speak, Jer.
1.6. Look up to Christ therefore as your Prophet, his Spirit will teach you, and
give you Fellowship with the Mystery.
— Anne Dutton, A Discourse upon Walking with God

Having narrated the first four decades of Anne Dutton’s life, we now have
recourse to material for the explication of Dutton’s experimental and practical divinity.
Through the course of narrating these first four decades, we have been introduced to
several prominent aspects of Dutton’s spirituality that impacted her own ministry. The
three discussed in this chapter are Dutton’s (1) developmental Puritan spirituality, (2)
spiritual hermeneutics, (3) and High Calvinism. In order to better understand the
theological and metaphysical framework from which Anne Dutton offered spiritual
direction, it is useful to examine some of her earliest works in light of the aspects of her
story narrated thus far.1 As we do this, we will elucidate what kind of spiritual theology
she evinced, that theoretical-empirical foundation for the spiritual counsel she offered to
her correspondents and directees once she was initiated into the Evangelical Revival in
1

In this study “metaphysical” is not used in its classic theological sense here but rather “it refers to
any set of assumptions that provide a framework for ordering and interpreting human experience.” See
Kenneth L. Parker and Eric J. Carlson, ‘Practical Divinity’: The Works and Life of Revd Richard
Greenham (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate, 1998), 98.
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the late 1730s and early 1740s. The next two chapters are devoted to these ends. The
present chapter is an historical and theological examination of some of Anne Dutton’s
earliest writings, especially with a view towards how they illuminate key aspects of her
spirituality rooted in English Calvinism. As we seek to define Dutton’s practical
teachings concerning the spiritual journey, experiential biblicism, and High Calvinism,
we will also discover how she was initially introduced to the Evangelical Revival and the
kind of “divinity” she offered to those impacted by it.

“Walking with God”: Dutton’s Developmental Puritan Spirituality
All of Dutton’s doctrinal, casuistical, experimental, and practical divinity,
including her understanding of the spiritual journey, was grounded in Puritan divinity;
she never wavered from it. The vast majority of her literary and theological influences
were seventeenth century Puritans or her Puritan-inspired pastors of the early eighteenth
century. Some of the people who were most formative theologically in her life we have
already met and discussed, men such as John Hunt, John Moore, John Skepp, and
William Grant. Moore, Skepp, and Grant especially mediated the High Calvinism of
Joseph Hussey. These men, however, also had drunk deeply from the fountain of older
Puritan divinity, which was also imbibed by Dutton. In her voluminous writings, she
gives us several clues to those people who impacted her the most. As a prolific writer,
she regularly relied on the insights of those she considered her own spiritual directors and
teachers. Presumably, most of her sources came from the Dutton library.
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In 1719 when Benjamin Dutton was twenty-eight years of age, his father Matthew
Dutton died.2 Although Matthew Dutton was well aware of Benjamin’s struggles with
alcohol, he apparently had great faith that God “would employ [him] in the Work of the
Ministry, notwithstanding the former Lets and Hindrances.” With this faith, Matthew
Dutton ordered in his will that five pounds a year should be given to Benjamin for the
acquisition of books and clothes. This money helped Benjamin acquire more books to
add to the small library he would have acquired during his school years. Although it is
uncertain how many books the Duttons brought with them to Great Gransden, by the time
of Anne’s death in 1765 there were 212 volumes. Most of these were old folios and
quartos of Puritan divinity.3 At Anne’s death she bequeathed all of these to the church
for the use of its future ministers. In 1917 most of these were still at the Great Gransden
Baptist Church Library, but over the next couple of decades they were sold to acquire
funds for the church.4
Although the Dutton library is no longer available, through the correspondence in
Notes and Queries in the early twentieth century, we are given some clues as to what
Anne read and which authors most formed her theologically and spiritually. In 1917 an
eyewitness reported that the library still contained 197 of the 212 volumes. The library,
he said, consisted “of the works of Owen, Goodwin, Manton, C. Love, and others, but
2

Superaboundings, 127-128. Although Benjamin never mentions his father’s given name,
according to the John Evans manuscript in the Dr. Williams’s Library, the pastor of Evershalt was Matthew
Dutton. See “The Baptist Interest under George I” in Transactions of the Baptist Historical Society,
Volume II 1910-1911 (London: Baptist Union Publication Department, 1911): 96.
3

For these designations, see “Brief History of the Baptist Chapel, Great Gransden, Hunts”
published in 1922 in celebration of the 250th anniversary of the church. Printed and published by Percy C.
Tomson, Market Square, St. Neots, Hunts.
4

Richard Sewell, interview by author, Little Gransden, UK, October 11, 2008. Richard Sewell is
the church secretary and historian of Great Gransden Baptist Church.
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without a single volume of her own works.”5 In addition to this early twentieth century
witness, Anne Dutton herself occasionally dropped the names of formative authors
throughout her writings. Those men cited most frequently include Thomas Goodwin,
Samuel Rutherford, John Owen, John Bunyan, and George Herbert. Of these men,
Thomas Goodwin appears most repeatedly and seems to have exerted the most influence
on her. This claim of Goodwin’s primacy in her theological formation is based not
merely on how often she cites or alludes to Goodwin, but rather on her incorporation into
her theology Goodwin’s articulation of the “ages of Christianity” and his unique
understanding of the “sealing of the Spirit.” When Anne Dutton was ushered into the
burgeoning Evangelical Revival, this practical, experimental Puritan divinity was the
food that nourished her and that she in turn offered to her correspondents and readers. A
lucid example of this spirituality is Dutton’s early and popular work Walking with God.

The Historical Context of Walking with God
When in 1735 Anne Dutton (using only her initials “A.D.” to signify her
authorship) published A Discourse upon Walking with GOD, she was following in the
footsteps of several Puritan authors.6 This treatise eventually became one of her more
widely circulated pieces, most notably read and commented on by John Wesley and

5

Notes and Queries, 12 S. III. Jan 27, 1917, 78. See also Whitebrook, 14. In one of her letters to
Philip Doddridge in 1749, Dutton also suggests there were within the library items in the original biblical
languages. Anne Dutton to Philip Doddridge, 1749, Dr. Williams’ Library, London. See also Geoffrey F.
Nuttall, The Calendar of the Correspondence of Philip Doddridge DD (1702-1751) Historical Manuscripts
Commission, Joint Publications Series 26 (London: Her Majesty’s Stationary Office, 1979).
6

For Puritan examples, see Robert Bolton, Some Generall Direction for a Comfortable Walking
with God: Delivered in the Lecture at Kettering in Northamptonshire, with enlargement (2nd ed. 1626);
Thomas Goodwin, A Childe of Light Walking in Darknesse (1638); Thomas Gouge, Christian Directions
Shewing how to Walk with God All the Day Long (1661); and Richard Baxter, The Divine Life (1664).
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George Whitefield.7 In this discourse Anne Dutton showed herself to be an astute student
of the scriptures, a capable spiritual theologian, and a wise director of souls. The treatise
was actually a letter to a “Dear and Honour’d Brother” who was ministering “among
[God’s] poor People at N[orthampton]n.”8 Apparently this congregation was in a “low
Estate” and without a pastor. Anne encouraged this man to feed Christ’s “Sheep and
Lambs” and to “do any Service to the dear Flock he has purchased by his Blood.” Based
on the probable year the letter was written and information within the letter’s opening
pages, the recipient was probably Rev. Charles Rodgers of Northampton. Rodgers was
briefly pastor of the College Lane church in this town. After the death of the previous
pastor, John Moore, the church disbanded but after a few years some of the prior
members decided to form a church and called Rodgers to the pastorate. However,
Rogders sought to form a “closed” Baptist church, one that would only admit baptized
believers into church fellowship. He did not approve of the “mixed” state of College
Lane, which was comprised of both baptized believers and those baptized as infants. In
addition to this new trajectory he wished to chart for the church, he also sought to
dispense with public singing. According to Ernest Payne, the church trustees did not
stand for this “breach with the traditions of the place,” causing Rodgers and his
supporters to leave after only a few months of ministry at College Lane.9 As a Strict

7

See Arthur Wallington, “Wesley and Anne Dutton,” Proceedings of the Wesley Historical
Society 11/2 (June 1917): 45; The Works of John Wesley, vol. 19, Journal and Diaries II (1738-1743), ed.
W. Reginal Ward and Richard P. Heitzenrater (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1990), 443; and The Works of
the Reverend George Whitefield, 6 vols. (London: Edward and Charles Dilley, 1771-1772) 1:250; “Letter
267.”
8

Walking with God, 3. In A Brief Account III, Anne says she wrote Walking with God “in Answer
to a Letter from a dear Servant of Christ in the Ministry, who desir’d me to write to him on that Subject.”
See A Brief Account III, 7.
9

Payne, 13.
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Baptist himself, Rodgers joined the Strict Baptists who were already meeting at The
Green and remained with them until around 1736.10 Rodgers was ordained in 1733 as
minister of these Strict Baptists who had seceded from College Lane on the principles of
strict and closed communion. Later that same year on September 5, 1733, Rodgers came
to Great Gransden to help oversee and officiate a service when Anne’s church became a
Strict Baptist congregation through the leadership of her husband.11 Thus the letter
Walking with God was probably written sometime in 1733, or possibly early 1734.
While the date and historical context of the letter are beyond certainty, it is
unquestionable that Rodgers’ solicitation of Dutton’s thoughts concerning how a soul
walks with God was a significant turning point in Anne’s life. Although she had already
penned the various poems comprising Narration of the Wonders of Grace and composed
a number of hymns, this letter on “walking with God” was her first attempt to give a
lengthy treatment of the spiritual journey.12 At first she was extremely hesitant to reply
and intended simply to send a short letter informing her correspondent that “He was
much mistaken in me, that the Subject was much too great and glorious for such a poor
little Worm to say any Thing about it.”13 However, before she gave her intended reply,

10

Ralph F. Chambers, The Strict Baptist Chapels of England, The Chapels of the Industrial
Midlands 4 (London: The Strict Baptist Historical Society, 1963), 82.
11

Geoffrey F. Nuttall, “Northamptonshire and The Modern Question: A Turning-Point in the
Eighteenth Century,” in Studies in English Dissent (Oswestry, UK: Quinta Press), 226; See also New
College, London, Meen MS., fols. 376-7. Charles Rodgers was the brother-in-law of John Brine, who was
present at the ordination of Rodgers in Northampton in 1733 as minister of the Strict Baptists meeting on
The Green. John Brine was married to the daughter of John Moore, the previous pastor of College Lane
Baptist, the church Rodgers had just left because of its commitment to “open communion.” See also
Payne, History of College Street, 31.
12

Although not published until 1734, the poems and hymns that comprised Narration of the
Wonders of Grace had been circulated in various manuscript copies among friends, acquaintances, and
other interested readers during the early 1730s.
13

Walking with God, 7-8.
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Anne experienced a change of mind: “But the Lord gave a Turn to my Mind, by this
Thought: ‘That his Letter was a Call of Providence to engage in the Work.’ And tho’ I
had no Ability for it in myself, yet the LORD encourag’d me from his infinite Allsufficiency.” Through a meditation on several scripture passages (2 Kings 5.7-8,1
Samuel 17.46, and Canticles 6.6), Anne says that she was strengthened “to obey the Call
of his Providence” and during the course of writing was encouraged that “it should be
useful to Souls.”14
For several reasons Walking with God is a foundational work for Anne Dutton.
First, it was the earliest published work written directly in response to solicited counsel.
Second, it was Anne’s earliest and one of the clearest prose treatments of her
understanding of how a person begins and continues the Christian spiritual journey.
Third, the process whereby she perceived divine direction to write and publish this work
was repeated for most of her writings during the rest of her life, a process that was
pregnant with experiential biblicism. This use of the sacred scriptures was a hallmark of
her spirituality and will be the subject of the next section of this chapter.
At the end of Walking with God Anne briefly discussed her own conversion and
establishment in Christ, an account later enlarged in the first part of her spiritual
autobiography, A Brief Account I. In these accounts, as well as in the larger portion of
Walking with God, there are several key concepts that would consume Anne Dutton for
the rest of her life as a spiritual theologian and spiritual director, such as the phasic nature
of the Christian journey, the necessity for the soul to walk in “darkness,” the role of
suffering and affliction in one’s growth in faith and grace, the experience of the sealing of

14

A Brief Account III, 8-9.
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the Spirit, and the correlative experience of Jesus as a Royal Bridegroom. These themes
are interrelated for Anne Dutton, for according to her teaching one cannot progress to
higher phases of the spiritual life unless he or she has been liberated from the need to
sense God’s presence. This can only happen if the soul has grown strong in walking by
faith in the dark and has come to a full assurance that Jesus is “my Beloved.” These
aspects were introduced in the previous chapter, since Dutton wrote her autobiography as
spiritual direction with an imitatio motif, and we will continue to analyze these aspects in
appropriate places throughout the following chapters. Before turning to her initiation into
the Evangelical Revival that will be the subject of the next chapter, it will be helpful to
look at the broad sweep of Walking with God, a text that was critical to her reception into
the Whitefieldian wing of Methodism, in order to discern a skeleton of Dutton’s
developmental model of the spiritual journey which formed the metaphysical foundation
for her ministry of spiritual direction.

The “Ages of Christianity” and Thomas Goodwin
In several of her treatises, Anne Dutton articulated different degrees in the
spiritual journey.15 One of her most explicit treatments where she clearly delineated
these degrees appeared in her treatise Walking with God. While her articulation of the
spiritual pilgrimage was thoroughly biblical it was also filtered through Puritan sources,

15

See especially her poem “On the Special Work of the Holy Spirit in the Hearts of the Elect.”
The first four verses of her Hymn X on “The Work of the Spirit” is also a fine example of the phasic nature
of the Christian’s walk with God: “(1) The Babes in Christ, how safe they are! / Their Life, and Growth’s
secure, / By virtue of the Spirit’s Care, / Who doth with us endure. (2) He takes us by the Arms, and so /
He gently leads us on, / Till he has taught our Souls to go / By Faith, to Christ alone. (3) While we are
weak we go by Sense, / And he doth condescend / To give us some Supports from thence / As a most
tender Friend. (4) Till he doth give us Strength and Skill, / By naked Faith, to go / To th’ Fullness that in
Christ doth dwell, / For Grace and Glory too.” See Wonders of Grace, 86-87.
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most notably Thomas Goodwin.16 Following Goodwin’s A Discourse of the Three
Several Ages Which Christians Do Run Through, In their Course of Faith and Obedience
(1704), Dutton’s foundational text for elucidating different degrees in the Christian
spiritual journey was I John 2:12-14.17 She interpreted this text in two ways. First, it
described “different Persons according to their different Ages in Christianity” and thus
why some vary in “different degrees in their Walking with God.” Secondly, it described
“the same Soul at different times” in life.18 In this scriptural passage the Johannine
author charted a developmental model of spirituality: little children, young men, and
fathers. For Anne, each of these descriptors could also indicate certain phases in the
soul’s journey with God.
The Excellency of [the soul’s] Walk, when a Child, lies in its Love; to aim at a
great deal, when it can do little. When a young Man, in its Strength; to overcome
Opposition. And when a Father, in its Wisdom; to walk with God steadily and
comprehensively. When I was a Child, says the Apostle, I spake as a Child, I
understood as a Child, I thought as a Child: but when I became a Man, I put
away childish things, I Cor. 13.11.19
16

Nowhere does Dutton specifically credit Goodwin as her source. However, Dutton had access
to Goodwin’s Works and, as noted above, cited him frequently. I find it very likely that Goodwin’s Three
Several Ages is behind her own understanding of these three phases, even if she was not directly using it as
a source document at the time of writing Walking with God. Goodwin’s discourse on Three Several Ages
appeared in the fifth and final volume of Goodwin’s Works, published in 1704. See Thomas Goodwin, The
Works of Thomas Goodwin D.D…. The Fifth Volume. In Four Parts (London: Printed for T.G. and sold by
Jonathan Robinson and Thomas Ballard, 1704).
17

Thomas Goodwin, The Works of Thomas Goodwin, D.D. (Edinburgh: James Nichol, 1863),
8:473-518. This paradigm was not unique to Goodwin. These categories of ages or phases were used by
mystics and spiritual theologians throughout Christian history, e.g. the Patristic age: Origen, Gregory of
Nyssa, and Cassian; medieval age: Anselm, Bonaventure, and Aquinas; and the Catholic Reformation:
Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross. See Bruce Demarest, “Reflections on Developmental Spirituality:
Journey Paradigms and Stages,” Journal of Spiritual Formation & Soul Care 1, no. 2 (2008): 154. See also
Réginald Garrigou-Langrange, Three Ages of the Interior Life (St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1947-48).
18

Walking with God, 87.
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Ibid., 87. Goodwin stated that the Apostle John in this first epistle “distributeth those little
children that are Christians into three sorts, expressed by three ages in Christ, and terms the new converted
ones infants or babes; which are but one rank or sort distinguished from fathers and young men. . . . So that
these sorts of ages are three degrees in Christianity, or in Christ, sorted by their stature in Christ. There is a
‘stature in Christ’ spoken of, Eph. iv. 13, and these three are the degrees unto that stature.” Works, 7:476.
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By little children Anne meant those who had been born again. People in this
phase of the spiritual life have two primary characteristics: they have a “holy Fondness”
of the “Father’s Company” but are still very “weak, are but slow in their Pace, and often
fall.” 20 Those in this phase are still very reliant upon consolations from God, or what she
called seeing the “Father’s Smiles.” They began the journey “in abundance of holy
Fondness; tho’ with a great deal of Weakness.”21 If the soul in this phase did not
experience and feel God’s Love, it would be difficult for them to continue walking with
God.22 However, it was much different for those young men who had entered a new
phase in their journey with God. These souls were “nimble in their Course,” had grown
stronger in their faith, and were able to trust in God, “tho’ he should hide himself, and
appear against it as an Enemy…. And it continues to walk with him in the Faith of his
Love, when there are nothing but Frowns upon his Face.”23 This soul had grown into a
“State of Manhood” and could walk “stronger, and further with God ... For it goes from
Strength to Strength, Ps. 84.7.”24 Nevertheless, the soul in this phase that was growing in
strength lacked “that Keenness of Affection, that at first fill’d its heart.”25 Dutton

“These characters . . . are borrowed from, and assimilated unto what is found as an excellency in each of
these ages, in men’s natural life, and not without a great elegancy transferred to the like falling out, in these
ages in Christ.” Works, 4:479. The categorization of Christians according to this developmental approach
is not unique to Goodwin; it is prevalent in Puritan spirituality.
20

Walking with God, 81.
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Goodwin: “Infants, they rejoice in the sight and presence of their fathers and parents, and in
their talking to them; answerable, ‘Babes, you have known the Father.’” Works, 7:479.
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Walking with God, 81, 83.
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compares such a soul to the church of Ephesus in Revelation that had “left [its] first
Love.”26 It appears that in this phase the soul would be continually reminded of several
wonders: (1) that the self-sufficient God desires the love of God’s creatures; (2) that
God’s creatures are ungrateful and set their hearts on lesser things than God; and (3) that
God’s love is everlasting to the loveless, rebellious creatures, despite their ingratitude.27
In turn, the soul would go through cycles where such gracious love “melts the Soul,
humbles it under all its Backslidings; and quickens it to walk with God, in all the Paths of
obedience!”28 Nevertheless, this zealous love would soon fade: “But doth this Fit of
burning Love last? Ah! no; The Affection-part soon chills.”29 In turn, the soul would
become “sensible of its decays in Love” and become ashamed and uncertain “whether it
walks with God at all.”30 The core problem of such a soul is that when it “looks upon it’s
defiled Feet . . . [it] is ready to faint away in Self-loathing.” Since it was without the
ability to always feel God’s presence, the soul in this phase was reliant upon God to visit
it, reminding the soul of God’s love and “the meritorious Blood of Christ its Bath.”
Compared to the other two phases, Anne discussed the phase of young men most
thoroughly. Apparently, this was a pivotal phase in her understanding of the spiritual
journey and one in which many Christians traveled the longest.31 Anne had the least
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Walking with God, 84.
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Ibid., 84-86.
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Ibid., 86.
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Goodwin: “The glory of young men, and men grown up, is their strength: Prov. xx.29, ‘The
glory of young men is their strength,’ wrestlings and victories; answerable to which is, ‘Young men, you
are strong, and have overcome that wicked one.’” Goodwin also devoted much of his attention to this
“age.” While “Chapter I” of Three Ages is devoted to an introduction to the ages of Christians and
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amount to say about fathers. The characteristic most descriptive of those in this phase
was “solid and comprehensive Wisdom.”32 Anne explained that after leaving the phase
of young men, the soul then “walks with [God] in the solid extensive Wisdom of a Father;
being well acquainted with all manner of Ways of Walking with God.”33
When Anne spoke of “Ways of Walking with God” she had specific “ways” in
mind. Throughout Walking with God she discussed “Christ the Great Way” as well as
“lesser paths” or “ways” the soul walked with God in Christ. The lesser ways included
(1) the Way of Faith, or divine revelation; (2) the Way of instituted Worship, both public
and private; (3) the Way of Divine Providence, both prosperous Providences and
afflictive Providences; and finally (4) the Way of Conversation-Holiness. No matter
what “phase” of the spiritual life one found oneself, these were the ways the soul walked
with God, unconsciously or consciously. In other words, a little child, a young man, and
a father would all experience God differently, even though they were walking the same
“paths” with God. However, it was the fathers who had attained the wisdom that comes
from knowing and experiencing the “Mystery of Walking with God.”34 This becomes
even more apparent upon examining the outline of Walking with God and goes to show
how this discourse is a kind of manual to help Christians mature towards the Christian
state of fatherhood.
“Chapter II” is devoted to the communion of babes and fathers with God the Father and Son respectively,
“Chapter III” is devoted entirely to the “character of young men, or middle-aged Christians in Christ.”
Works, 7:500. In this chapter his emphasis is on strength for spiritual warfare against Satan, while Dutton’s
is on strength under seeming opposition from God.
32

Walking with God, 82. Goodwin: “Wisdom and experimental knowledge and remembrance of
things long since past, is that which old men delight in, and is eminent in men wise; answering to which is,
‘Fathers, you have known him who is from the beginning.’” Works, 7:479.
33

Ibid., 87.
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At the beginning of the work Dutton alluded to the three phases of the Christian
spiritual journey. With humility she claimed she was still “a Babe” who still needed to
be taught “the first principles of the Mystery of Walking with God.”35 She also claimed
that “those that are of full Age, and have their senses exercis’d”36 should teach the
Wisdom concerning walking with God. Nevertheless, she counseled Rodgers to look to
Christ as his Prophet, whose Spirit would teach him and give him “Fellowship with the
Mystery.”37 This self-deprecating language aside, Anne clearly functioned here as a
“father” who had acquired personal experience of the “Mystery of Walking with God.”
Using the sermonic literary structure of the day, Dutton articulated her understanding of
what it meant to “walk with God.”38 In the process, she offered spiritual direction by
providing (1) a biblically-inspired metaphysical framework, (2) dispositions most
characteristic to specific phases, and (3) suggestions on how to practically “walk with
God” in ever-increasing freedom and love - all three of which are primary hallmarks of
spiritual theology.39
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Walking with God, 4.
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Before he was aware that the author of the anonymous Letter to the Negroes was Anne Dutton,
Stephen Stein suggested its author was George Whitefield. One reason offered was its “homiletical style”
which was “characteristic of Whitefield.” He also described it as “a sermon in epistolary form, a statement
of Calvinistic theology.” In this light, another potential area of research is Anne Dutton’s use of
contemporary homiletical methods in her discourses and letters. See Stephen Stein, “George Whitefield on
Slavery: Some New Evidence,” in Church History 42, no. 2 (June, 1973): 252.
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The following definition provided by John Coe, which he adapted from Jordan Aumann,
resonates with Dutton’s own aims: “Spiritual Theology is that part of theology that brings together … 1. a
study of the truths of Scripture with 2. a study of the ministry of the Holy Spirit in the experience of human
beings, in order to (a) define the nature of this supernatural life in Christ (derived from the Bible and
theology as the primary data), (b) explain the process of growth by which persons advance from the
beginning of the spiritual life to its full perfection in the next life (derived from the data of the Bible,
theology, and experience) and (c) formulate directives for spiritual growth and development (derived from
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First of all, to walk with God required an agreement between God and the soul.
In other words, the soul must be awakened by God, respond to God’s gracious calling of
the sinner, and experience the new birth. Second, there had to be a way in which both
God and the soul walked. Comprehensively, this was Christ who was not only the “great
Meeting-place” where the soul and God were agreed but also the “great Walking-place,
where every Step of their delightful Solace in and with each other is taken.”40
Distributively, the soul walked with God by means of the above-mentioned “lesser paths”
– faith, instituted worship, divine providence, and holiness.
Third, once there was an “agreement” and a “way,” there then needed to be “a
continued Course, or Series of steps.”41 Anne apparently believed this was a new phase
in walking with God, something that required more effort and strength. Also, in her
description of this phase of “continuing to walk with God,” the images of clouds of
darkness and dark nights of the soul become prevalent. It is within this section that
Dutton discussed the phasic nature of the Christian life as little children, young men, and
fathers. Not surprisingly, it was in this section that she discussed the young men phase at
such length. This important third section appears to outline the way a soul, which finds
itself in the phase of a young man, should walk.
Fourth, walking with God would also entail “Free Communion and mutual
Fellowship” which for Anne meant the “free opening of Hearts,” a phrase Dutton often
repeated in this section. In this phase of walking with God, which appears somewhat
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analogous to the phase of fathers, God would increase the saint’s wisdom and talk to the
soul more directly. Since they were already walking in perfect agreement “in the
sweetest Relations” as Father-child, Bridegroom-bride, and Comforter-comforted, and
were communing with the Father in love, the Son in grace, and the Spirit in consolation,
they were mature enough to receive deeper, experiential wisdom from God: “The Love of
God our Father in Election, of Christ our Husband in Redemption, and of the Holy Ghost
our Comforter in special Vocation, as co-equal Wonders of Grace, are gloriously open’d
to the Saints in their Walk with God.”42 Dutton lauded the “amazing Depths of Wisdom
and Grace” the Three Persons of the Trinity displayed in each Person’s role in the saint’s
salvation.43 In this section Dutton emphasized the “particular Applications” of gracious
love by each Divine Person:
“I have loved Thee, saith the Lord, with an everlasting Love, Jer. 31.3. [I have
loved] thee, saith the Father. And [I have loved] thee, saith the Son. And [I have
loved] thee, saith the Spirit. Ay, [Thee] particularly, personally, and individually,
among the rest of my Chosen. And [Thee] also distinguishingly, from the many
Thousands I pass’d by.” (92)
Although she does not specifically state it in this section, such souls in this phase of their
walk with God where they receive particular applications of God’s love are usually
considered by Dutton to be “sealed” saints. Dutton only spends a few lines on the
personal applications of Father and Son, while discussing more at length the Spirit’s
particular applications to the soul as an “Indweller,” “Sanctifier,” and “Comforter.” This
last duty of the Spirit is especially the result of the Spirit’s sealing. The usual themes of
Calvinism are present in this section of the work, but the emphasis is on a personal
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application and understanding of these mysteries, along with each Divine Person’s role in
the mysteries. This gnosis of the Triune God’s everlasting and eternal love caused the
soul which was now “under the attracting Influence of God’s first Love” to love God
afresh again and to feel even more strongly its own nothingness, ingratitude, and
sinfulness because of “an indwelling Body of Sin and Death.”44 Anne believed a certain
kind of dialogue occurred between the Persons of the Trinity and the believer in this
phase of the Christian life, and she recorded it for her readers. This was a dialogue
wherein the sinner would groan for “Deliverance from the Power and Being, as well as
from the Guilt and Filth of Sin” and to which God would always respond with “I have
surely heard thee” with corresponding “fresh Discoveries” of God’s Love.45
Finally, Anne concluded the main part of Walking with God with a discussion on
how God and the soul must have the same “Intention, Design, or End.”46 For Anne, this
meant the soul had to see that “God’s End in Walking with his People in Christ, and in all
the Ways of Divine Appointment, is ultimately his own Glory; and subordinately their
Good and Salvation. And this also is his Peoples End in walking with him.”47 In all
phases of the spiritual journey, the soul should have this same end and purpose of God’s
glory and their ultimate good upmost in mind. Dutton alluded to eternal security
throughout this section and suggested that one’s certainty of this doctrine evidenced one
lived for the glory of God’s grace. Those who were further along in their walk with God
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“do most regard his Glory as their End,” especially in the midst of discomforts, while
those younger in faith would still struggle to live solely for God’s glory.48
One way Goodwin’s and Dutton’s discourses may be contrasted is that Goodwin
focused on the relationship between the maturity of Christians and their communion with
distinct divine Persons of the Trinity. For example, babes initially have greater
communion with the Father rather than the Son. Dutton, on the other hand, relates the
ages of Christians to sensible presence of God and experiential knowledge of the ways
one walks with God. The theme of “walking with God” is minor in Goodwin’s
discourse.49 Nevertheless, Goodwin’s discourse with its distinctions concerning ages of
Christians and their corresponding communion with specific Persons of the Trinity are
likely implicit in Dutton’s discourse as well. Goodwin intimates that only those
Christians reaching the state of fatherhood commune with Christ the Son in the most
eminent manner. Depending on their “age,” the soul enjoys
a more intimate fellowship, free and open-hearted, and enlarged converse with
some one of these three persons more than they find to be with the other of them;
that is, both on those persons’ part whom they converse with, they find one of
them more accessible, more free and open-hearted towards their souls, more ready
to entertain them, and receive them graciously; and also on their own part, as they
find themselves more disposed, according to their various ages, to treat with one
more than another.50
This same language of “the opening of hearts” we found in the fourth section of Dutton’s
discourse Walking with God. Where Dutton hinted, Goodwin was more specific in
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stating fathers in Christ have a “special acquaintance” with Christ.51 Goodwin recorded
that the Apostle John in this first epistle said to babes,
‘I write to you, for you have known the Father;’ and of fathers singly, ‘I write to
you, because you have known Christ the Son.’ This his attributing it specially to
babes to have known the Father, without mentioning their knowing of Christ,
again in a special manner to fathers to know Christ, omitting the mention of their
knowing the Father, argues that in the course and progress of the communion
which Christians ordinarily do enjoy, it proves usually that babes do specially
know the Father, and fathers Christ the Son; and that, de facto, it had so fallen out
in the apostle’s observation ordinarily. The apostle writes thus out of experience,
and upon a survey of Christians in his days, which were patterns of the like
ordinary dispensations in after ages.”52
In this light, Canticles read spiritually “shews, wherin Christ hath those intercourses with
his spouse, he and she alone.”53 This has ramifications for Dutton’s understanding of the
sealing of the Spirit opening the way for the soul to have a more eminent communion
with Christ the “Beloved,” the “Royal Bridegroom.” Goodwin suggested, however, that
ultimately even this kind of private intercourse between a soul and one person of the
Trinity was an “interim, serve to please, till the fullness of God the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, come together in upon the soul.”54 This was the experience Dutton was at pains to
articulate in the fourth section of her discourse on “the opening of hearts,” but one she
believed she had experienced many times. As we saw in the previous chapter, she
recorded for her readers of A Brief Account I and II several such personal experiences
with all three persons of the Godhead. While these experiences can be described as
mystical, they were always mediated through the Scriptures. Dutton had a unique and
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nuanced understanding of the scriptures as the means of personal inspiration,
illumination, assurance, and direction. As we have seen thus far, her writings (especially
her autobiographical ones) are replete with examples of this spiritual hermeneutic and so
it is necessary to attempt a description of this process and to discern the continuities and
discontinuities within her own tradition. Again, it is important to emphasize this was a
vital component of her personal spirituality that provided the energy and encouragement
for a three-decade ministry of spiritual writing and spiritual direction. In addition, it is
necessary to explicate this aspect of her spirituality for, as we will see in the final chapter,
it was very likely a strong contributing factor to her fading influence among Evangelical
leaders in the mid- to late 1740s.

The “Sealing of the Spirit of Promise” and Thomas Goodwin
The first time we clearly see her spiritual hermeneutics at work and its
relationship to exegesis and experience occurs at the end of Walking with God. Rev.
Rodgers apparently asked Dutton for an account of God’s dealings with her soul. What
she provided in seed form in Walking with God she enlarged in A Brief Account I. In
both places we clearly see the historical and theological context for her second major
transcendence crisis and the ensuing experience of the “sealing of the Spirit” and “settled
assurance.”55 The event transpired while she was still under John Hunt’s ministry as
pastor of the Castle Hill church in Northampton. Discontent after a prayer meeting, Anne
experienced the formative event that ushered her through her second great transcendence
crisis of the deus abscondus, or the hidden God. Prior to this crisis her “walk with God”
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was unsteady and childlike, but this experience of the Spirit’s sealing initiated her into a
more “man-like” and stable “walk with God,” one that could bear the loss of God’s
sensible presence. Dutton began her description of this experience with a theological
summary of its significance and meaning in her own life.
Such was the wonderful Kindness of my God, that after I believed, I was sealed
with the Holy Spirit of Promise. It pleas’d the Lord to take me by the Arms, and
teach me to go in the Way of Faith56, when I had not spiritual Sense. I had been
once, I remember, at a Meeting of Prayer, but not meeting with God in it, I
return’d very sad. And as I was lamenting my Case, that Word was brought to my
Mind, Phil. iv. 4. Rejoyce in the Lord alway: And again I say rejoyce. But my
Heart straightway reply’d, ‘I have not enjoy’d God to Night, and how can I
rejoyce?’ Then the Word brake in again upon my Heart, with such a Ray of
glorious Light, that directed my Soul to the true and proper Object of its Joy, even
the Lord himself. I was pointed hereto, as with a Finger: In the Lord, not in your
Frames. In the Lord, not in what you enjoy from him, but in what you are in him.
And the Lord seal’d my Instruction, and fill’d my Heart brimfull of Joy, in the
Faith of my eternal Interest, and unchangeable Standing in him; and of his being
an infinite Fountain of Blessedness, for me to rejoice in alway; even when the
Streams of Sensible Enjoyments fail’d. Thus the Blessed Spirit took me by the
Arms, and taught me to go.57 And from this Time I began to venture to foot it by
Faith, when I had not the Prop of spiritual Sense to lean on.58
Up until this time, Anne struggled with assurance of faith, whether she had an “interest”
in Christ. Now, however, she was assured of her standing in Christ, regardless of what
she was feeling, regardless if she was without “the streams of sensible enjoyments.”
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Anne would often use water images to talk about her experience of God, and she does so
here where she referred to God as an “infinite Fountain of Blessedness.” Upon her
“sealing” she knew she could rejoice in this Reality always, regardless of her outer
circumstances. For her God was an infinite Source of love, grace, and blessing. She
experientially knew this now, even though she might not sensibly experience the “streams
of sensible enjoyments.” Those streams came from God and were “foretastes” of
communion with God, but they were not the infinite Fountain. Even when she missed the
trickling streams, there was still the faithful Source. Water imagery, along with light
imagery, was a favorite for Anne. She often used such metaphors when attempting to
describe the soul’s relationship with God, especially when the soul experienced “dark”,
“dry”, or “cold” times.
Important aspects of her experimental divinity and spiritual counsel come through
in this account of her transcendence crisis. With her use of “sealing” language in relation
to a post-conversion experience when she was “sealed with the Holy Spirit of Promise,”
Anne can be placed within a stream of Puritan spirituality most notably advocated by the
Puritan divine Thomas Goodwin that advocated a second work of grace in the heart. This
is a key aspect of her practical divinity and spiritual direction that needs careful
clarification.
During the seventeenth century the “sealing of the Spirit” was a common topic of
discussion among such Puritans as Richard Sibbes, John Owen, and Thomas Goodwin.59
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The biblical text that provided the basis for much of the debate was Ephesians 1.13-14.
Goodwin articulated his views on this passage several places, most clearly in his An
Exposition of the First Chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians (1681) and in The Object
and Acts of Justifying Faith (1697).60 In his sermons on Ephesians 1, Goodwin clearly
stated that the sealing of the Spirit was a work distinct from faith and that it occurred
after regeneration. This sealing was not merely the stamping of the image of God upon
the heart, but rather a sealing of believers to assure them of their inheritance.61 He
connected this to an “intuitive” or “immediate” assurance, in contrast to a “discursive”
assurance or an “assurance by sense.” “Discursive” assurance could be achieved when
one attempted to come to assurance by looking for the effects of God’s love within
oneself. This was the initial method that failed for the young Anne Williams. Goodwin
compared “intuitive” assurance to how “the angels are said to know things”:
it is such a knowledge as whereby we know the whole is greater than the part, we
do not stand discoursing. There is light that cometh and overpowereth a man’s
soul, and assureth him that God is his, and he is God’s and that God loveth him
from everlasting.62
As Valdeci da Silva Santou suggested, Goodwin took a position against “the mere use of
rationalism” to acquire assurance of salvation.63 The assurance acquired by a belief in
the efficacy in the blood of Christ for justification or the analysis of one’s graces in
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sanctification could only lead to a lower degree of assurance. Such a faith reliant upon
reasoning powers cast a dimmer light. However, the sealing of the Spirit led to a greater
assurance and “a light beyond the light of ordinary faith.”64
Faith indeed doth give the soul up to Christ, it dependeth upon him, quieteth itself
in the blood of Christ. A man feeleth the load taken off his conscience while he
believeth, and while he washeth himself in that blood, and eyeth that blood; but
this of the seal of the Spirit is more. . . . it is faith elevated and raised up above its
ordinary rate . . . a light beyond the ordinary light of faith.65
The sealing of the Spirit could not occur until after the believer had experienced the Spirit
“as a sanctifier.” Only later, after being in a state of grace and receiving the Spirit as a
sanctifier, could the believer “receive him as a Comforter” through the sealing of the
Spirit.66 Using the language of Paul in 2 Corinthians 1:21, Goodwin suggested this
sealing thereby “confirmeth a man, settleth and established the soul . . . that this salvation
is his.”67 Thus Dutton, following Goodwin’s exegesis, would later equate the sealing of
the Spirit with establishment in Christ and the fullest assurance of one’s salvation
possible on this side of heaven.
According to both Goodwin and later Anne Dutton, it was the office and
responsibility of the Holy Spirit to inwardly apply the truth of revelation to the soul of the
believer throughout his or her life. In this way, the Spirit was the Comforter.68 Anne
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delineated this action of the Spirit even more explicitly in Walking with God where she
expounded more fully on this same formative event of her life. Dutton perceived that the
Holy Spirit, as a Comforter, opened God’s heart to her in the declarations and promises
of grace in particular to her. In turn her heart was opened and “heated with the heavenly
Fire of divine Love” and “receiv’d the same as the melted Wax the Impress of the
Seal…And being thus Seal’d by the Holy Spirit of Promise, my Feet were not only set
upon Christ the Rock, but my Goings also were establish’d, Psal. 40.2.”69 Here Anne
associated the sealing of the Spirit with being established in Christ. Later, she related this
experience to “the rich and full Assurance of my being the Lord’s…Which I was enabled
to take up from the immediate Testimony of the Holy Spirit in the Word of Promise.”70
Thus for Anne Dutton, as well as her Puritan forebear Thomas Goodwin, to be sealed
with the Holy Spirit of Promise was to be established in Christ and to have a full
assurance of salvation.71
With his view on the sealing of the Spirit, Goodwin departed from those Puritans
who believed assurance could be acquired through syllogistic reasoning. The traditional
Puritan means of acquiring assurance was through syllogismus practicus, whereby one
reasoned in the following way: (1) Regenerating faith produces love to God and service
to others; (2) I have love to God and seek to serve others; (3) therefore I am born-again
and a child of God.72 This method had a long tradition going back through Perkins to the
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continental Reformers. In distinction to this traditional approach, Michael Horton has
labeled Goodwin’s approach to assurance a syllogismus mysticus (a direct testimony of
the Spirit).73 Goodwin’s main aim was “to make Christ the direct object of faith and
assurance and to draw believers out of themselves and yet the mystical and subjective
element is never far from view.”74
Goodwin avoided the dangers of Antinomianism and Enthusiasm by connecting
this mystical element to scripture.75 Thomas Goodwin, as Anne Dutton would later,
connected the Word with the sealing of the Spirit. Using the “rule” Dutton herself would
later adopt - “that whatsoever work God doth upon us, he doth unto Christ first” Goodwin searched the Scriptures for evidence of Christ’s sealing of the Spirit and found
it at his baptism where he “heard a voice from heaven, saying, ‘This is my beloved Son,
in whom I am well pleased.’ . . . And as the inward seal of the Spirit to us is an
immediate witness, so was this from heaven to Christ.”76 Using this pattern of Christ’s
life, Goodwin suggested that the Spirit of promise always sealed the believer and granted
full assurance by means of a scriptural promise applied powerfully to the heart:
It is always, I say, by a promise; when he sealeth he bringeth a promise home to
the heart. He is therefore called the Spirit of promise, because he useth a promise
in sealing; as we say of a soldier, he is a man of the sword, because a sword is the
weapon he useth; so he is called the Spirit of promise because he useth a promise.
. . . There is a Spirit lieth hid and dwelleth in the promise to comfort us, if faith
could but draw him down to come into our hearts and set them on.77
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Even Jesus’ sealing at his baptism was, according to Goodwin, sealed by the promise
from Isaiah 42.1, “This is my servant, in whom I delight; my elect, in whom my soul is
well pleased.” Christ’s own sealing was therefore not simply an immediate revelation,
but a “bringing home a truth” into the heart.78 This was the same method whereby God
sealed believers. By calling the sealing of the Spirit an “immediate testimony,” Goodwin
intended that this highest degree of assurance (the Spirit directly applying a promise of
scripture to the heart, thereby joining Word and Spirit) by-passed the use of one’s own
sanctification as any evidence of salvation.79 This sealing was “a light of the Holy
Ghost’s superadded to the light of faith.”80
Goodwin, as Anne Dutton would argue later, demonstrated that the sealing of the
Spirit resulted in greater holiness. Goodwin argued that the original Greek of Ephesians
1.13 should be translated, “sealed with that Spirit of that promise, that holy,” which for
Goodwin logically meant that “when [the Spirit] seleath then he works holiness. . . .
Observe from hence this, that all assurance that is true assurance, and the true seal of the
Holy Ghost, it makes a man holy.”81 While the sealing could only come after a person
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had attained some measure of holiness, once the believer experienced the sealing it would
change the believer and allow for new heights of holiness: “It is a new conversion, it will
make a man differ from himself in what he was before in that manner almost as
conversion doth before he was converted. There is a new edition of all a man’s graces,
when the Holy Ghost cometh as a sealer. . . . My brethren, it is the next thing to heaven,
therefore it must needs make a man heavenly.”82 For these reasons, the sealing of the
Spirit was an experience for which one should strive by patient waiting, faithful service
to God, and humble “walking” with God. Because there was “a promise of the Holy
Ghost to come and fill your hearts with joy unspeakable and glorious, to seal you up to
the day of redemption,” believers were to “sue this promise out, wait for it, rest not in
believing only, rest not in assurance by graces only; there is a further assurance to be
had.”83
In short, for both Goodwin and Anne Dutton, the sealing of the Spirit was a postregeneration, immediate, intuitive assurance that the believer was one of the elect.84 The
believer passively received this knowledge apart from self-examination or introspection.
While holiness was a prerequisite for the experience, one’s inherent holiness was not part
of the equation whereby one was sealed. Nevertheless, the sealing of the Spirit led to
greater holiness and the comfort and joy of a full assurance of faith. By virtue of this
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formative event at the age of fifteen, Anne began learning how to leave the comfort of
relying on past experiences to console her soul - the method of syllogismus practicus.
She now realized that when in the past she looked to prior experiences for comfort, she
was merely trusting in the experience rather than in Christ himself. From this point on,
because of her experience of what she named the sealing action of the Spirit of promise,
Anne interpreted God’s dealing with her differently. From this point on, Anne began to
“foot it by Faith” in the dark. This was made possible by her transition from syllogismus
practicus to syllogismus mysticus. Direct acts of faith in God and God’s promises, rather
than self-absorbed introspection and examination, mediated the comforting, illuminating,
and sanctifying presence of the Spirit. For Anne Dutton, like her spiritual teacher
Thomas Goodwin, the medium for the syllogismus mysticus was always scripture.

The Mystery and Internal Excellency of the Word:
Dutton’s Spiritual Hermeneutics
The biblical text that was “divinely downloaded” into Dutton’s consciousness
during her return from the prayer meeting when she was fifteen carried her into a “higher
life of faith” that served as the experiential-empirical basis for much of her later spiritual
direction. In describing the experience of the Spirit’s sealing, Dutton explained that the
“Word was brought to my Mind” and that it later “brake in again upon my Heart, with
such a Ray of glorious Light.”85 Spiritual exegesis and experience mysteriously and
powerfully merged for her. She felt God personally applying this scripture to her mind
and heart, an experience that would reoccur often in her life. This kind of spiritual
experience and practice was not unique to Dutton; it appears to have been part of the
teaching of those men who helped establish churches such as College Lane and
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Wellingborough, through which Dutton would be immersed in High Calvinistic
spirituality. Before turning to this part of her spiritual and theological ancestry, it is
necessary to explicate further her understanding and use of scripture that defined so much
of her spirituality and ministry.
In Walking with God Dutton attempted to explain this experience and practice to
Rev. Rodgers through the metaphor of “opening of hearts.” At the end of this letter and
later enlarged in A Brief Account I she illustrated one form of this use of scripture through
her experience of the “sealing of the Spirit,” and she continued to model it in A Brief
Account II as she narrated the story of God’s promises and providences concerning her
life. Dutton articulated her personal and highly experiential use of the Scriptures in other
writings as well, such as Meditations and Observations, which was written about a
decade earlier in the early 1720s during her “winter-season of the soul” in Whittlesey. In
this spiritual commentary on Song of Solomon 6.11-12 written to comfort her and other
saints in times of affliction, Dutton used a Christological and mystical hermeneutic.
Starting from the premise that the passage contained the words of Christ the Church’s
Bridegroom, Dutton suggested that the “Garden of Nuts” mentioned in the text referred to
the intimate communion that Christ has with his Church through his “Word.”
By Nuts, The precious Words of God’s Mouth seem to be intimated, upon which
his Children live: And esteem more than their necessary Food, Job xxiii.12.
These may be compar’d unto Nuts, for their Mystery, and internal Excellency.
Nuts are eaten, when divested of the Husk and Shell: So the Words of God’s
Mouth are delightfully fed upon by his People, when he is graciously pleas’d to
open the internal Mystery and Glory of them: Tho’ they are hid from the natural
Man, as the Kernel of a Nut beneath the Husk and Shell. And as the several Parts
of the Word in general, so the Promises in particular, seem to be intended. For
these are hid, not only from the natural Man, but many Times from the Saints
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themselves, in a great measure, both as to their full Intendment, and particular
Manner of Accomplishment.86
Dutton believed there were levels to the scriptures - outer and historical as well as inner
and spiritual levels. What truly nourished the believer were the inner mysteries contained
in the words of promise when personally applied by the Spirit to the believer’s personal
historical situation. Dutton experienced this over and over in her own life and ministry,
and she taught others how to do the same as part of her ministry of spiritual direction.
Because her experiential biblicism is such a foundational aspect of her spirituality, it is
important to situate her biblical hermeneutics and practice of discernment in their larger
historical and theological contexts.

Spiritual Hermeneutics: Exegesis and Experience
As recent scholars in early Jewish and Christian mysticism have lately
demonstrated, rather than working from a false dichotomy between hermeneutics and
religious experience it is more helpful to the historian and more faithful to our subjects
of historical study to see the intersection of these two aspects of their religiosity. As
April DeConick has suggested, modernists often set up such a false dichotomy because
they “have little patience for the so-called ‘supernatural,’ feeling that the ‘supernatural’
can and should be deconstructed in the wake of God’s death.” Unfortunately, such an
approach merely forces “our own demarcation between the natural world and the
‘supernatural’ onto the ancient people we are studying, imposing as well our disposal of
86
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everything ‘supernatural’ onto people who profoundly were invested in their
‘experiences’ of God.”87 Although a historian can never know whether his or her
subject “actually” experienced God, it is nevertheless important for the historian to
“understand and map” his or her subject’s beliefs “that God had been and still could even should - be reached, that the boundaries between earth and heaven could be crossed
by engaging in certain religious activities and behaviors reflected in the stories of their
primordial ancestors and great heroes.”88
If this is true for the study of early Jewish and Christian mysticism, it appears
equally applicable for the study of Anne Dutton. Like the ancient Jewish and Christian
mystics, the sacred texts of scripture were the lens through which Dutton interpreted her
own life story and understood how the historical dimension of her life intersected with
her perception of the vertical dimension of the divine. Her reading, memorization, and
exegesis of scripture supported her belief that the divine could be experienced in the
present, not only in a distant, eschatological future. Dutton, like the mystics before her,
was not content with a single-minded intellectual pursuit of the divine, through
conventional epistemological means such as standard study and exegesis of the
scriptures or through the kind of introspection offered by the syllogismus practicus of
some of her Puritan forebears. DeConick’s conclusion on this point applies to Dutton as
well:
[The early Jewish and Christian mystics] insist that knowledge of the sacred
itself comes only through the direct experience of God, that is, by actually
meeting him face to face. It was this experiential encounter, they thought, that
87
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transformed them, that pulled them beyond the limits of their ordinary human
senses and perceptions. This new godlike perspective, they believed, would lead
to new understandings and revelations, allowing them to reinterpret the
concealed truths and hidden histories locked within their sacred scriptures. So
here lies the intersection between exegesis and experience. It is at this
intersection, this crossroads, that I think we should tarry, rather than running
down either of these roads alone.89
The above pertains to Dutton’s life and spirituality except for the caveat that her
experience of the sacred did not lead to reinterpretations of the canonical scriptures that
resulted in new revelation or new spiritual doctrine, which seems to have been the case
for those mystics of the Christian scriptures such as St. Paul and St. John of Patmos.
Rather, Dutton reinterpreted the Hebrew and Christian scriptures in such a way that they
became personally applicable to the minutest details of her life and “walk with God,”
revealing divine impressions and directives for her daily life.
Dutton’s spiritual hermeneutic as it related to the personal application of
scripture is difficult to define, but of all her biographers D. Bruce Hindmarsh has come
the closest to offering a balanced assessment. In referring to Dutton’s A Brief Account
II, Hindmarsh attempts to capture the interconnection of Dutton’s experience and
exegesis:
All along, she felt that God was making promises to her, and that God was
speaking to her and applying passages of the Bible directly to her situation. In
her use of Scripture, there was a less rational application than there was loving
intuition or sensus allegoricus. Her intimations and sense of special providences
would no doubt have appeared naïve or self-interested to some of her readers,
and at points she seemed to regard herself as a favourite of heaven, but
throughout there was a genuine vein of heightened spirituality that uniquely drew
together her experience as a woman and her sophisticated appreciation of high
Calvinism. If Catherine of Siena was a Third Order Dominican, then Anne
Dutton must be reckoned something of a Third Order Baptist mystic.90
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Hindmarsh’s insight into Dutton’s personal and experiential use of Scripture is a helpful
starting point. Her method was definitely more intuitive than rational, and thus was
consonant with Thomas Goodwin’s own “intuitive” assurance (rather than “discursive”
assurance) that was mediated via the sealing of the Spirit. Dutton’s hermeneutics evinced
the use of several spiritual “senses” of scripture beyond the literal. The whole range of
historical-literal, allegorical-Christological, moral-tropological, and anagogical-mysticalunitive interpretations are evident in Dutton’s writings, especially in her autobiographical
works.91 In the late medieval and early modern period of Christianity, some authors
grouped the final three senses together and called them the spiritual or mystical sense of
Scripture.92 Used in this way, one could describe Dutton’s primary method of scriptural
interpretation and application as sensus mysticus.
In her analysis of early Jewish and Christian mystics, DeConick implies these
ancient visionaries engaged in specific kinds of practices and behaviors, embedded in the
biblical stories themselves, which facilitated the experience and communication with the
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sacred. For Dutton the visionary mystic, the practice that facilitated her communion with
the divine was the memorization of scripture. Once embedded in the palaces of her mind,
Dutton practiced a kind of openness and receptivity to the transcendent, creating a space
for the divine to communicate immediately and directly to her by means of the sacred
scripture she had memorized. Seeing how the common trope was some variation of “the
Word was brought with great Power,” it appears Dutton gleaned the biblical precedent
and teaching concerning this practice from 1 Thessalonians 1.5. She hints at this herself
in one place where she describes the experience in sealing language:
The Word comes unto him, not in Word only, but in Power, in the Holy Ghost, &
in much Assurance, 1 Thess. i.5. The Holy Spirit of Promise, thro’ the Promise,
seals the Believer. Or, sets on the Love of God upon the Heart, so as to make
such Impressions of it there, by the Word inwardly apply’d; which every Way
answer the Expressions of it, in the Word as outwardly reveal’d. So that the very
same Thing, that is written in the Word outwardly, is wrote upon the Heart
inwardly. What the Spirit saith in the Revelation of the Word outwardly, He
saith in the Application of the Word inwardly.93
The Word of God - a specific “word” or promise, some scriptural text - “drop’d” into
her mind (to use another favored image of Dutton’s) or was recalled from the memory
and personally applied to her current situation. Intuitive or spiritual exegesis - the quick,
immediate, interpretation of the “word” as potentially applicable to her present
circumstance - was not enough; it had to be coupled with experience - an energetic,
palpable experience of the Spirit personally applying the spiritually exegeted word to her
life-circumstance.
Essentially, this was Dutton’s practice: scriptural memorization and open
receptivity to potential divine impressions. A study that has demonstrated how this
worked in the Christian tradition with other mystics is “Visionary Experience in Ancient
93
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Judaism and Christianity” by Christopher Rowland, with Patricia Gibbons and Vicente
Dobroruka.94 While many biblical exegetes in the modern period have attempted to
show how St. John’s Apocalypse was crafted as a literary work that intentionally wove
apocalyptic images from the Hebrew Scriptures into its narrative, the authors of this
article demonstrate how the Apocalypse of St. John was in fact a visionary experience
and that the biblical images John used in the vision were the result of a language
reservoir saturated with biblical language. Thus, in his visionary experience, St. John
engaged such biblical imagery at a preconscious, precritical level in the act of
comprehending his visionary experience.95 The authors used the insights of Paul
Ricoeur, in particular his work concerning how the human environment helps shape
one’s structures of meaning and comprehension.96 In testing their theory concerning the
Apocalypse, Gibbons used the seventeenth-century Fifth Monarchist Baptist and
visionary Anna Trapnell as a test case.97 Trapnell, who used much biblical language in
her vision, appeared to draw spontaneously from “the precritical language reservoir
already furnished in [her] cognitive apparatus” which she “engaged on a preconscious
level” in the process of comprehending her visionary experience.98 Using insights from
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this case study, the authors posited that St. John’s use of biblical language in Revelation
was not due to any “conscious authorial inclusion but rather is indicative of the very
process of comprehending a visionary event utilizing John’s existing cognitive apparatus
that itself is saturated in biblical language and categories.”99 Because the faculty of
memory was prized and developed by educated people in the ancient and medieval
periods of history, such a scenario seemed likely.100 The visionary event, therefore, was
not facilitated by any kind of analytical exegesis that sought the historical context and
authorial intent; rather, it was facilitated by “meditative imagination,” an “indirect
relationship with the Scriptures in which the words become the catalyst for the exercise
of imagination as text is taken up and infuses the imagination.”101 This was an activity
of recalling texts from one’s memory, yielding new meanings “by a process of
spontaneous interconnections through recall. Meditation was a regular period of
deliberate thought. . . . The mixing of the verbal and the visual took place as, in the very
process of recollection, what is retrieved is conceived of anew in meditative
imagination.”102
Dutton’s experiential biblicism or spiritual hermeneutics should be seen in this
general light. Although separated by both time and space, Dutton evinced a similar use
of scripture as the ancient, medieval, and early modern people with which the authors of
the article work. Like earlier mystics, Dutton’s “affective experiences” with the divine
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transpired by means of a meditative practice that was the result of “a sophisticated
process of memorization of scriptural texts in which the one meditating was able to
recall and envision.”103 In imitation of Ezekiel (Ezekiel 3) and St. John (Revelation 1)
who digested the scroll passages, Dutton’s meditation opened a “gateway to a network
of allusions and personal context to effect a memory of Scripture that yielded an
elaborate and existentially addressed meditative ‘lectio.’”104 Dutton received insight as
the remembered text became a vehicle for comfort and communication from the divine.
There is no question that such a spiritual practice was highly subjective and
potentially dangerous on many fronts. This was particularly clear in the Cambuslang
revivals of the early 1740s. While there are similarities between the visionary
experiences of St. John or Anna Trapnell and Anne Dutton, Dutton’s spiritual practice is
nearly identical to some of the Cambuslang converts as recorded by William McCulloch,
minister at Cambuslang. Through the preaching of George Whitefield in Scotland in
1741 and McCulloch’s weekly lectures beginning in February 1742, Cambuslang became
the unlikely epicenter of a Scottish Revival that spread to Kilsyth, Muthil, and other parts
of Scotland.105 In the years following the “Cambuslang Wark,” William McCulloch
interviewed and recorded the conversion narratives of over one hundred of the converts,
resulting in two quarto volumes of case histories that are now housed at the library of
New College in Edinburgh. Although neither volume was ever published, the first
volume was prepared for publication and went through an editorial process that marked
103
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certain passages for deletion or corrections.106 Many of these passages concerned the
kind of spiritual hermeneutics Anne Dutton manifested in her life and ministry.
As with the case of Anne Dutton and her Christian upbringing, there was a high
level of biblical literacy in Scotland among those who experienced conversions in and
around Cambuslang and who tended to make use of this kind of spiritual hermeneutics.
Hindmarsh notes that once converted, one result of such biblical literacy was that “when
these subjects turned autobiographers, their conversion narratives were easily woven out
of a skein of Scriptural quotations. Their minds were already well stocked.”107 These
converts, however, used the biblical text differently than their learned ministers. They
did not use “formal reasoning or apply texts to their own lives by any extended
ratiocination.” Rather, in these lay narratives
biblical texts were recalled to mind, often spontaneously, as words of immediate
spiritual power. And typically these texts were short, one or two sentences; they
were not read in biblical context but atomized and made to function as
aphorisms. Such treatment released the texts to function freely and powerfully in
the context of one’s own life.108
At Cambuslang, the primary trope used to signal this experience was “That word came
into my mind with power.” As Hindmarsh notes, “This was not the descriptive word but
the effective word.”109 Dutton appears to have drawn from the same well, for her
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primary trope is essentially the same as the one at Cambuslang, although she had many
variations.110
At Cambuslang as long as this kind of spirituality was used in relation to the
reception and assurance of eternal salvation the leaders of the movement accepted and
encouraged it. Generally speaking, this is how it was mostly used in the case histories
McCulloch recorded. Again, Hindmarsh remarks that one of the defining features of the
Cambuslang revival and narratives were that the converts “so often felt texts penetrating
their hearts with such apparently self-evidencing spiritual power.”111 Upon feeling
personally addressed by a word from God in their experience of salvation, the converts
continually expressed the compulsion to speak to others about their experience: “A new
sense of interiority leads to a new expansiveness and boldness in self-expression . . . the
self has become larger and has been set free from previous constraints.”112 Again, James
Robe and other ministers who supported the Cambuslang Revival encouraged this
spirituality. One person impacted by the revival had overheard James Robe saying,
“That when God was pleased to send in a word with the Power of his Spirit into their
hearts; and to comfort them, they should not doubt and disbelieve.”113
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Dutton offered similar counsel to her readers and directees. However, where the
Cambuslang leaders and Dutton would have parted ways concerned the use of this kind
of spiritual practice outside the realm of eternal salvation. Some Cambuslang converts
took this form of spirituality out of the realm of eternal salvation and into what Dutton
would call “Time-Salvation.” At Cambuslang there were instances of the personal
application of scripture having moved into the realm of a “prophetic” or “charismatic
hermeneutic,” which inevitably caused great concern among the clerics.114 Some
converts such as Alexander Bisland began to apply biblical texts to what they saw
happening at Cambuslang, using a “this is that” hermeneutic adopted from Peter’s use of
the book of Joel in Acts 2.16. Much like Dutton, Bisland would experience “a jumble of
texts impressed upon his mind” and apply them to his present day circumstances.115
Bisland also believed he could discern which biblical locutions were from God and
which were from Satan according to the way they entered his consciousness: divine
words came with “sweetness and love and melting of heart” or deeper consciousness of
his personal sins, while demonic imitations entered “with a fierceness and violence . . .
pressed so furiously upon me.”116 There is even a record of Bisland waking early one
morning with two scriptural texts impressed upon his mind that signaled to him that “the
Lord has been . . . giving some great deliverance to our armies abroad.” To his
confirmation, within the hour they received news that the British had defeated the more
heavily manned French at the Battle of Dettingen.117
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Bisland, like Abraham the friend of God, believed God told him secrets. His
prophetic intuition mediated through biblical locutions was too much for McCulloch and
his associates who edited the Cambuslang manuscripts. Passages like the above were
constantly flagged by the editors for deletion. One of the editors, Thomas Ogilvie,
wrote about the Bisland narrative that displayed prophetic intuition:
I think this Person should be cautioned (as no doubt he has been) about not being
heasty in regarding every Impression on his Mind, or Occasional thoughts, as if
they were all from the Lord’s Spirit. He seems to need Advice much in this way,
though indeed there are many excellent and uncommon things in his Case. The
same Caution has also doubltess been given to others (i. 142).118
In commenting on editorial social control, Hindmarsh concludes: “It was acceptable for
the word to come home with power if it led to ‘conviction and conversion’, but not if
this was in fact mere suggestibility or if it led to grandiose prophecy.”119
There are definite similarities between Bisland’s and Dutton’s spiritual
hermeneutics, although it appears Dutton primarily limited herself to the personal
application of scripture and did not venture into more prophetic realms.120 Dutton’s
experiential biblicism and spiritual hermeneutics employed the sensus mysticus primarily
for her personal comfort, assurance, and direction. Yet she did employ this practice at
times for the sake of others and was often solicited for “words” from God on
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the behalf of the solicitor.121 Nevertheless, because of the perils in such a spiritual
practice and the likelihood that she was a victim of ostracism on account of this kind of
spirituality, Dutton provided guidelines for herself and others as to how to discern
whether a “word” was from God or not. While Bisland had an inceptive, intuitive sense
of discernment (e.g. if “sweet” then from God, if “violent” then from Satan), Dutton
developed her theory into a more defined art and science.

Personal Application of Scripture and the Discernment of Spirits
In A Letter on the Application of Holy Scripture, Dutton responded to her
frequent Scottish correspondent James Erskine who wanted to know her thoughts “about
Words of Scripture being brought into the Mind, with relation to this Query, “How we
may know, whether they are from the Lord, or not?”122 Erskine was a Scottish MP and
he frequently visited Dutton in the early 1740s on his way to parliament in London.
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Erskine was well aware of the awakenings occurring in his homeland in 1742 and would
have easily sensed the similarities in the spiritual hermeneutic used by Cambuslang
converts and Anne Dutton. In this letter written August 11, 1744, Dutton differentiated
various ways scripture could be personally applied: either in regard to general promises
or particular promises. The latter could be further divided to relate to promises
concerning eternal salvation (assurance that the believer is one of the elect) or time
salvation (assurance that the believer will be delivered or cared for in a specific
historical event). Throughout the letter Dutton outlined aspects of her spiritual
hermeneutics and offered her basic principles that governed the personal application of
scripture and the proper effects such “words” would have if they were from God.
Essentially, Dutton’s Letter on the Application of Holy Scripture is a letter of
spiritual counsel concerning what the Christian spiritual tradition has termed the
“discernment of spirits.” According to Ernest Larkin, the discernment of spirits
is a biblical charism (diakrisis pneumaton, 1 Cor. 12.10) and patristic virtue
(Greek diakrisis pneumaton, Latin, discretio spirituum), whose object is to
identify the presence or absence of God in given human activity. The ‘spirits’
are affective movements within the person, and they are evaluated in their
orientation or direction according to the gospel principle, ‘You will know them
by their fruits’ (Matt. 7.16). Discernment of spirits is thus a means to discern the
presence or absence of the Spirit.123
While it has many shades of meaning and use, the discernment of spirits ultimately is a
“hermeneutical capacity, the interpretation of the religious meaning of various
influences that bear upon human awareness and decisions.”124 The biblical injunction
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“to distinguish between spirits” was developed into a high science in ancient
Christianity, beginning with Origen of Alexandria, through desert monks such as
Evagrius of Pontus and John Cassian, on up to Latin, Greek, and Syrian branches of
monasticism.125 In a moderated form it also found its way into Protestantism and into
English Puritanism where it was passed down to Anne Dutton. How much she inherited
and how much she intuited is impossible to ascertain, but she clearly had developed the
“discernment of spirits” into a fine art and science. In light of her spiritual
autobiography, one senses she learned by means of personal experience and selfobservation how to recognize when thoughts came from God, human unbelief, or Satan.
In her case, the “spirits” or “thoughts” with which she most struggled concerned issues
of assurance of God’s electing love (narrated in A Brief Account I) and assurance of
God’s loving presence (narrated in A Brief Account II); both varieties of “assurance”
required the practice of “watch of the heart” and were connected to the personal
application of God’s promises. It is in this latter instance, in relation to God’s promises
and providences, that Dutton learned the lessons during her “winter-season of the soul”
which she applied to herself and her later correspondents when they travelled the same
spiritual terrain. Her insights during this time were published two decades later as
Meditations and Observations (1743) and Brief Hints on God’s Fatherly Chastisements
(1743). In her more mature years, after a decade of functioning as a spiritual guide for
souls on both sides of the Atlantic, Dutton wrote her boldest and most developed theory
of “the discernment of spirits” as it related to the personal application of Holy Scripture
- A Letter on the Application of Holy Scripture.
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In her general answer to Erskine, Dutton gave her primary principle: “This is a
sure Rule, a received Truth: “That which cometh from God, leads to Him.”126 She
elaborated that any profit one might receive from God through the preaching of the
scriptures, the reading of the scriptures, or through inspired recall of the scriptures
(“Words of Scripture brought into the Mind”), suggested divine origination. One could
know the “word” was from God if it drew the person closer to God; this was the very
intention of God’s Word in both its external revelatory and internal applicatory
respects.127 In addition to 1 Thessalonians 1.5, her foundational biblical text supporting
this premise was John 14.26: “But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the
Father will send in my Name, HE shall teach you all Things, & bring all Things to your
Remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you.”128 The two texts are related in that
both speak of the Spirit’s office as “Comforter” and, if used to interpret each other,
suggest that the “Word” which comes in power and assurance is mediated by means of
the Spirit assisting the believer to remember God’s general promises (to all of God’s
children) and particular promises (a general promise powerfully and personally applied
to the believer).129
We have seen this modeled in her spiritual autobiography many times. In A
Brief Account I it was usually in relation to the personal application of words of
scripture that gave her assurance of her eternal salvation, such as when she came to
Christ for salvation, doubted her salvation, learning how to live by faith, struggled with
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unholiness, and experienced the sealing in the Spirit. All of these circumstances
involved moving from a state on anxiety and fear to a state of assurance and comfort by
means of a biblical text recalled from her memory and personally applied. In A Brief
Account II words of promise were no longer applied in relation to her eternal salvation
(since she had already been powerfully “sealed” and no longer doubted her interest in
Christ) but instead concerned “time salvation,” or how God would continue to make her
holy and useful in the historical unfolding of her life. In this respect, we have seen her
apply promises that she interpreted to relate to: future moves (to London,
Wellingborough, and Great Gransden), personal healing in times of sickness, God’s
personal love for her in times when she had a low self-concept, God’s loving presence as
an eternal lover when her husband Thomas Cattel died, marrying Benjamin Dutton,
directing her to pray for someone or for something specific to happen, and not reading a
newspaper to find out if Benjamin had died at sea.130
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Another principle of Dutton’s concerning this practice was “the Spirit of God,
leads the Sons of God, by the Word of God.”131 The importance of this point is
highlighted because of its context, coming at the close of her letter where she exhorted
her reader(s) concerning what they should do in light of the divine desire to personally
apply scriptural promises to them. Immediately prior to offering the above principle,
Dutton offered her theory of “mediate inspiration”:
And tho’ immediate Inspiration of God, such as the Penmen of the Holy
Scriptures had, for the Gift thereof to the Church, is ceased: It not being
necessary, now the whole Revelation of God’s Will, to & concerning his People,
is compleated; And tho’ this Kind of Inspiration, none of the People of God now,
pretend to: Yet, blessed be his Name, That the mediate Inspiration of the Holy
Ghost, or his Light-giving, & Life-breathing Influence, by & thro’ his written
Word, according to his gracious Promise; is well known, & happily experience’d
by those blessed Souls, in whom the promis’d Comforter dwells.132
In Dutton’s belief, the same Spirit who had immediately inspired the authors of the
Bible resided as Comforter and Guide to all believers and would genuinely inspire them
in their experimental “walk with God” by means of the mediated “word.” The Spirit of
God would lead the children of God by means of the Word of God. Once again alluding
to John 14.26, Dutton suggested: “It is [the Spirit] that brings to their Remembrance
whatsoever the Lord hath spoken, & guides their Minds into all Truth: From whence
they are enabled to walk in the Truth, both with respect to Faith & Practice.”133
Although more principles that governed Dutton’s spiritual hermeneutics could be
gleaned from her long letter to Erskine, the above are among the clearest pithy
statements. One final such aphorism will suffice to give a fuller picture of her
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hermeneutics of inspiration before moving to discuss the “effects” one may experience
when discerning whether, according to Dutton’s teaching, a word was divinely and
powerfully applied. The aphorism appeared in her long section where she addressed
common objections from people who were not sure if they had truly been given words
from God. Dutton answered eight concerns: (1) the word did not come with much
power, (2) the degree of power felt soon faded, (3) fear of self-delusion because the
word was already in the memory, (4) the word did not come verbatim as found in the
Bible, (5) continual struggle with sin after receiving the word, (6) the word had not been
fulfilled yet, (7) fear Satan was only fooling them, and (8) fear of self-delusion in the
knowledge that others had sometimes been mistaken about words from God. While she
offered excellent advice concerning all of these concerns, she proffered a concise maxim
in regard to the fourth concern: “As to This, It has been said, ‘That the Sense of
Scripture is Scripture.’ The Holy Ghost, in applying his Word to the Hearts of his
People, doth always give the Sense of it; but doth not always bring the Words verbatim,
or Word for Word, as they are in the Text.”134 Although Dutton believed one needed to
be cautious when receiving something as the Word of God when not “verbally so,” she
suggested there was biblical warrant for such a possibility that the Spirit could apply the
Word to the hearts of the elect even if the Spirit did not “always keep exactly to the very
Words of the Scripture apply’d.”135 The Spirit, Dutton suggested, sometimes altered the
words given in the Old Testament when inspiring the writers of the New Testament.
Nevertheless, the “Sense is the Same.” She offered several examples but her first
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example was the same scripture that served as the basis for Alexander Bisland’s
prophetic hermeneutic: Acts 2 where Peter quoted from Joel. The difference is that in
this case Dutton used the text to demonstrate how Peter did not quote verbatim from
Joel; nevertheless Peter captured the sense of the text. Still using Acts 2 as an example,
she also showed that Peter changed the tense in his quotation from the Psalms, thus
giving precedent for such an alteration by Christians in her day:
And if the Holy Ghost, in applying Scriptures Ministerially by his Servants, to
Persons and Things in the New Testament, doth frequently vary from the Words,
as they are in the Old: Why mayn’t He do so in applying any Scripture to the
Hearts of his People by his own immediate Operation? From the Instances given,
I suppose we have sufficient Warrant to think, that He may & doth. And this the
Experience of the Saints, will witness.136
Not only did Dutton believe the Holy Spirit could vary a text in personally
applying it to a believer, but she also held the position that the Spirit could bring to one’s
remembrance several parts of scriptures and join them in one sentence: “So as that the
Words which are brought to Mind, are not all of them to be found in one Place of
Scripture, but in several; tho’ the Holy Ghost join’d them together, in the Application
thereof unto us.”137 This was a common experience of Dutton’s that is prevalent in her
spiritual autobiography, especially in relation to her personal discernment over publishing
her own writings. Because of both her high view of scripture and its powerful potential
to be used by the Spirit in the believer’s present context, Dutton held the position that
there were various senses or meanings of Scripture, some lower and some higher, that
went beyond the author’s original intention; the sensus mysticus was a legitimate
interpretation and needed practical implementation. Dutton grounded her view in the
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example of Paul who applied Deuteronomy 25.4 (“Thou shalt not muzzle the Mouth of
the Ox that treadeth out the Corn”) to the maintenance of ministers. From such passages
Dutton believed that the “Word of God” was “exceeding full & comprehensive, & admits
of various Senses, to make up its full & complete Sense, or the full Intendment of the
Holy Ghost therein; Some lower, some higher, some earlier, some later, none of them
contradicting each other, but all agreeing in one, in the Unity of the Text, or in its full &
complete Sense.138 A Scripture that was applied in a previous time could be re-applied at
other times as long as the applications were “of a similar Nature.”
Which is the Ground of any Scripture’s being apply’d by the Holy Spirit who
gave it, at one Time, to one Thing or Case, according to the first & immediate
Sense of it; & at another Time, to another Thing or Case, according to a more
remote Sense of it: And in all according to the infinite Depth of Jehovah’s
Wisdom, his manifold Wisdom, in his glorious Word. Which He hath given to his
People, to be the Rule of their Faith and Practice, in all Cases & Things, & at all
Times.139
Dutton synthesized her dialectic of exegesis and experience in her notion that all truth
was “Scripture-Truth.” An experience of a word impressed upon one’s mind should not
be trusted as divine in origin if either the thing suggested or the end to which it was
applied were not “agreeable to the revealed Will of God in the Scriptures.”140 Even with
her high view of experience through the sensus mysticus, it was balanced by an equally
high view of Scripture. All experiences - the recollection of scripture, visions, and
revelations - had to be brought for trial before the received and historical truths of the
Bible, gleaned by means of the sensus litteralis.141
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In her discussion of the different instances when one could apply the rule “the
sense of Scripture is Scripture,” Dutton focused on five potential instances that could
cause a person to pause before believing the “word” came from God: (1) it was not
verbatim from the Bible; (2) it was a jumble of texts strung together; (3) it was originally
spoken to another specific individual; (4) it was originally intended in a different way;
and (5) it was from the apocrypha, some other book, or from no book at all but simply
came into the mind. In relation to all of these concerns, Dutton replied that one need not
fear whether they came from God “if God comes with it into our Souls, & brings us
thereby into Himself, makes us like Him, & engageth us to live to Him.”142 The doubtful
person needed only to observe the effects such words brought with them:
Whenever therefore we find sweet and precious Effects of God’s Word, by
Scriptures that come into our Minds, whether they are brought to us just as they
lie in the Book of God, or not; And whenever we find the like Effects of Truths
suggested to our Thoughts, that are substantially, tho’ not verbally, to be found in
God’s Book: We may be well assur’d, That those Words & Truths were from the
Lord.143
Most of Dutton’s letter to Erskine delineates these effects. Throughout her spiritual
autobiography Dutton would often add to her usual trope one or two of these effects, but
here in this particular letter she attempted a systematic treatment of the primary effects a
biblical locution would have on the receptive soul. Dutton suggested the Bible itself
attested to various effects of God’s word upon an individual soul. From scriptural prooftexts and personal experience, she reasoned that whenever the soul experienced any of
these effects when a Word of Scripture “comes into our Mind on any Account,” then that
soul could be assured the Word was from God. The individual had to match their
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experience against what the Scriptures suggested were the effects of God’s Word, for the
Bible was “the Standard, to which we must bring all our Experiences, & the Rule by
which we must form our Judgment in this Affair.”144 Dutton directed her reader(s) to
first look for the “immediate inward Effects, which are produced thereby in the Heart,
when the Word is apply’d to the Soul. And next, The remote Effects thereof in the Life,
just at those Times, when the Word influenceth the Heart, & according to that Degree of
Influence, which the Holy Ghost is pleas’d to afford thereby.”145 Although both of these
(heart and life) were hinted at in the scriptures concerning particular effects of God’s
word on the soul, she limited herself to the first - “the immediate Effects of the Word in
the Heart . . . as the prime Evidence of its being from the Lord” since the outer effects in
life tended to be more remote.146 This was consonant with her priority of the syllogismus
mysticus over the syllogismus practicus. Dutton offered these particular effects of God’s
personal application of Scripture as an elaboration on her general rule: “That what comes
from GOD, leads to Him.” In her search of the scriptures for “those particular Effects of
God’s Word, on the Souls of his People, in the Hand of the Spirit, which we have an
Account of in the Scripture,” Dutton discovered fourteen primary effects that were
imbedded in Psalm 119: light, quickening, sweetness, joy, peace, hatred of sin, heartmelting, wonder, praise, strength, direction, resolution, freedom, and fruitfulness.
Although not one of the effects listed in Dutton’s lengthy letter, assurance seemed to be
the central effect and primary purpose of biblical locutions in Dutton’s spirituality.
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The Holy Ghost at Times, applys his Word inwardly to the Hearts of his People.
And instructs & comforts them, about Things which are their present Concern, by
Scriptures which in their first & immediate Sense, lower, or higher, referr’d unto
other Things, & extend unto other Times. And most sweetly doth He satisfy them
about Things whereof they are in Doubt, or desire to know; by such Scriptures
that do not immediately refer to their particular Case: While he draws up this or
that Conclusion from a Text, of a similar Nature, with that contained in it, or
draws out some Particular, from the general Sense of it; & assures the Soul, That
thus and thus it is, or shall be, concerning this or that Thing, this or that Person,
himself or others, about which he was concerned. . . . Thus saith the Spirit, in
applying any Text for Instruction & Consolation, that doth not immediately refer
to that Person and Case: ‘Even so, Soul, hath the Lord ordained; As it was with
respect to this or that Person, Thing or Time mention’d in the Text; Even so, it is,
or shall be, with respect to thee or others, & to this or that Thing or Time, about
which thou art concerned.’ -- And thus by divers Texts, brought into the Mind
thus diversly, doth the Lord instruct & encourage, comfort & strengthen his
People.”147
This highly subjective and pre-critical use of Scripture inevitably led people to
wonder if they poorly applied promises that they found in the scriptures, especially in
light of the human proclivity to equate human desire with God’s will. While granting
that Christians could be wrong about the application of scriptures in some instances,
Dutton countered that these mistakes only related to “outward & temporal Blessings, or
to the Manner, Degree of Time, of the Bestowment of spiritual, & eternal Blessings; &
not to the spiritual & eternal State of their Souls.”148 Using this distinction between
spiritual/eternal blessings (which were outward and temporal and thus related to timesalvation) and the spiritual/eternal state of one’s soul (which concerned eternal salvation),
Dutton could counsel that any person who came to Jesus for the whole of their eternal
salvation would never be in danger of misapplying God’s promises since the
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responsibility of the Spirit was to comfort believers.149 Therefore mistakes could only
take place in the realm of time-salvation, or in regard to how promises concerning
outward and temporal eternal blessings manifested in time and space. These mistakes
were particularly trying when believers were in the midst of “afflictive Providences.”
When believers were “exercis’d with a Disappointment, with respect to any particular
Expectation, from a partial Mistake,” Dutton counseled they should beware of saying
God had abandoned and forgotten them; instead, they should believe God would fulfill
God’s promises according to God’s sovereign wisdom with the aim of God’s glory and
their ultimate good.150 When God “crosseth one of their particular Expectations about
the Fulfillment of the Promise,” Dutton counseled faith in God’s goodness and concern
for their happiness. Yet she also offered some advice she learned during her “winterseason of the soul” that she narrated in A Brief Account II:
And since the Lord, in his infinite Wisdom & Goodness, hath various Ways &
Times of fulfilling his Promises: It is safest for us, to prevent partial Mistakes,
when any Promise is apply’d to our Hearts to comfort us on any Account, to
receive it in Faith, as containing a general Supply of our Wants; & leave the
particular Ways & Times of its Fulfilment, entirely to the Lord.151
This was the essential advice Dutton gave to her readers in 1743 at the end of A
Brief Account II. She closed that work with four counsels: (1) seek God in the difficulties
themselves; (2) do not limit God as to the exact time or way God’s promises are fulfilled,
but rather “believe, when we can’t see; to adore, where we can’t comprehend”; (3) wait
patiently for God to fulfill Gods’ promises, even when “many Deaths pass over them, for
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God often uses such “afflictive Providences” to develop them spiritually; and (4)
compare the lesser glory of their deliverances in time to their complete, eternal
deliverance to come.152 She also reiterated this advice at the end of A Brief Account III:
Let the dear Saints be cautious, when God applies Promises to comfort them in
their Distresses, which foretel their Deliverances…. ’Tis true, our good God, doth
many Times perform his Promise, answer our Faith and Hope, and abundantly
satisfy our Desires, by granting us the very Things, in those very Ways, that we
request and expect…. But as he doth not always do thus; it is safest to wait for the
Explication of the Promise, in Providence, before we draw any positive
Conclusions, as to the particular Manner and Time of its Accomplishment.153
These were lessons Dutton learned in the daily grind of living out her belief and
experience of a “supernatural” and vertical dimension to life, a dimension that was
relational, benevolent, and sovereign. Her practical suggestions came at the end of two
works (A Brief Account I and II) that clearly exhibited her spiritual hermeneutics and
commitment to the sensus mysticus, so the practical nature of these directives seems to be
an attempt to balance elements of her own life and spirituality that was narrated so
transparently. Ultimately for Dutton what mattered was that her readers and directees
come to greater and greater trust and abandonment to this God, even in the midst of the
darkest dispensations, for God was their ultimate destination and end.
Such an idea (and a God) was hard to experience and feel for oneself; assurance
of this idea (and God) was all too often ephemeral. From personal experience, Dutton
knew the debilitating effects of doubt and unbelief. The drive for assurance was certainly
a main part of Dutton’s story; she yearned for assurance of electing love for the eternal
salvation of her soul throughout A Brief Account I and she agonized over the absence of
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God’s comforting assurance at many points during A Brief Account II when she craved
for the fulfillment of what she perceived to be divine promises concerning her “timesalvation.” This drive for assurance in both the eternal and historical dimensions
continued to find a place in her life even after her move to Great Gransden, with the
added element of her need for assurance concerning the writing and publication of letters
and tracts.
Moving out of the realm of “providences” and “promises” and back to clear
examples of Dutton’s subjective experiential biblicism, we see her undying desire for
assurance concerning her writing and publishing career. Both before writing a letter or
tract and before publishing it, Dutton would seek “words” from God that would direct her
as to the proper course of action. This kind of spiritual practice appears a plethora of
times throughout A Brief Account III and its Appendix, but Anne also modeled this
practice in her prefatory letter to Erskine that found its way into the final publication of A
Letter on the Application of Holy Scripture. In this preface Dutton laid out how she was
encouraged to respond to his difficult query for direction on how to know if the scripture
one recalled was from God. In the following passage, by virtue of the several dispersed
texts she recalled from her memory, Dutton demonstrated her extensive biblical literacy
and also indicated her high view of scripture that, at the same time, left room for the
Spirit to adapt the literal words of the Bible and personally apply them outside the
parameters of the verse’s historical context:
I receiv’d Encouragement from [God] to write, from the following Words: In as
much as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my Brethren, ye have done
it unto Me, Matth. xxv. 40.... Then this Word dropt in, Ye have not chosen Me,
but I have chosen You, and ordained you, that you should go and bring forth
Fruit, and that your Fruit should remain, Joh. xv. 16. By which I received
Intimation, That Christ had chosen me to this Service, that I should go about it,
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and bring forth some Fruit by it. And this Word also, further encourag’d me,
Herein is my Father glorify’d, that ye bear much Fruit, Ver. 8.” Hence my Duty
to engage in this Work, and my Fruitfulness therein, was further hinted; and my
Heart was drawn thereto by this Motive, That God would be glorified thereby.
Then this Word came in, farther to excite me to this Duty, Ye know the House of
Stephanus, that it is the First-fruits of Achaia, and that they have addicted
themselves to the Ministry of the Saints, 1 Cor. xvi.15. And then that, The Lord
loved the People; all his Saints are in thy Hand: And they sat down at they Feet;
every one shall receive of thy Words, Deut. xxxiii. 2,3. From whence I had a
sweet Intimation, That the Lord would be with me in this Service, and his Saints
should receive of His Words thereby. But still I wanted something farther to
confirm me. And then that Word was brought, Go with them, doubting Nothing:
for I have sent them, Acts x.20. To me it came in the Singular, Go with Him,
doubting Nothing: For I have sent him. By which the Lord fully satisfy’d me of
my Duty, to write somewhat in Answer to the Query which his dear Servant put to
me; and that it was He had sent him to me for this Purpose. -- “O Lord, go with
they feeble Worm, and put Thy Words in my Mouth, that thy Servant, thy Saints,
may receive them, and be saved from all their perplexing Fears!”154
This passage provides an excellent example of Dutton’s use of scripture for personal
discernment in relation to writing and publishing. Like Abraham the friend of God who
sought God’s will concerning Lot and the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, Dutton
sought further confirmation of God’s will concerning writing what would be a
controversial letter. With her commitment to the intersection of exegesis and experience
in the sensus mysticus, Dutton found the direction she sought with the aid of the palaces
of memory within her mind, palaces that were adorned with biblical language and
images. From a language reservoir saturated with scripture, Dutton experienced God
applying specific “words” of scripture to her immediate needs. The integration of
spiritual exegesis and experience is predicated on her belief that there are a variety of
ways whereby the Spirit can “particularly” apply promises. The most conventional
medium was the preached word, and so Puritan and Dissenting preachers would devote
entire sections of their sermons to personal application. Dutton modeled this practice
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herself in many of her letters and tracts. But Dutton believed, experienced, and taught the
possibility of a more immediate, intuitive, and mystical means of the Spirit’s particular
application of God’s promises, made possible through the recollection and meditation of
scripture.

“Fellowship with Gospel-mysteries”
Anne Dutton’s Puritan spirituality would find a welcome place in the Calvinistic
wing of the Evangelical Revival. But the fact remains that there were various shades of
Puritan, Calvinistic divinity prevalent in her day. How can the historian best describe
Dutton’s Calvinism, which was foundational to her personal spirituality and her ministry
of spiritual direction? The approach taken here is to briefly examine those writings of
Dutton’s that were published prior to her usefulness in the Evangelical Revival. Pivotal
to such an exploration is Dutton’s earliest work, which also happens to be the means
whereby she was first able to make contact with a leader of the Evangelical Revival.

The Wonders of Grace
When Dutton did begin lending her support to the Evangelical Revival, she was
already a seasoned Christian and published author, even before the movement’s
inception. Two works, A Narration of the Wonders of Grace (1734) and A Discourse on
Walking with God (1735), were published before Howell Harris, George Whitefield, or
John and Charles Wesley experienced their conversions. Dutton’s own conversion was
nurtured in a Dissenting context, not in the Anglicanism of these men, and it is plausible
Dutton considered the mass conversions ushered by them as simply the result of good
Puritan divinity finally reaching people on the margins or outside of the established
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Church. Yet all of the Evangelical leaders had precarious relationships with Dissenters,
at times more cordial than others, and, ultimately, Dutton’s Dissenter status may have
caused her decline in influence in the final years of her ministry and life.155 But that is a
story for the final chapter.
Many people initially knew Anne Dutton as a poet and hymnist because of her
first published work, Wonders of Grace, which appeared in two editions in 1734.156 All
of her published poetry and hymnody comes from the earliest period of her writing
career. Her series of poems published in 1734 went through several editions. A POEM on
the Special Work of the Spirit in the Hearts of the Elect, originally published in 1734 as
part of Wonders of Grace, was attached a decade later to her popular discourse on
justification.157 The same happened with her hymns originally attached to the 1734
editions of Wonders of Grace; they were appended a decade later to the second edition of
one of her other popular works on the new birth, which also went through several
155
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editions.158 Anne Dutton appended two poems to the first edition of her 1740 work New
Birth, which were later also appended to the 1743 second edition of Justification. These
poems were On Salvation in Christ, by Free-Grace, for the Chief of Sinners and On a
Believer’s Safety and Duty.159 After the poems republished in 1743, we do not find
anything like the profusion of poetry and hymnody in this early period.160
In 1734 Anne Dutton immediately received negative feedback concerning her
writing. In her preface to Wonders of Grace, she recorded that she expected this to
happen.161 Probably because of the opposition she faced, most likely because of her
gender as well as her theology, Dutton thought it best to remove her name from the title
pages of her writings. In the first edition of Wonders of Grace, her name appeared on the
title page and at the end of the preface. However, the second edition of Wonders of
Grace, published the same year, removed her name from the cover and preface, although
her initials were added at the end of the preface. Dutton would never place her name on
the title page of any of her works again. At most, she would place her initials. Her most
common signature was “One who has tasted that the Lord is gracious.”162
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A Discourse Concerning the New Birth: To which are Added, Sixty-Four Hymns, 1743 edition.
Both Justification and New Birth went through several editions. Ultimately, they were mistakenly or
possibly purposively attributed to a Thomas Dutton. Another hymn, “Hark! Sinners, from the Ends of th’
Earth,” was appended to Some Thoughts about Faith in CHRIST. Whether it be requir’d of all Men under
the Gospel? To prove that it is. Being an Answer to the chief Objections advanc’d against it: With brief
hints of the great Ends of GOD in this Requirement. Wrote for the Perusal of a Friend and now Humbly
offer’d to the Consideration of All (London: printed for E. Gardner, 1742). In the 1743 edition of New
Birth, Anne took out one hymn “God Is My Portion” and added four new ones.
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Dutton continued to write poetry and hymns.
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“I expect that I shall meet with reproaches, and that the Truths herein contained will meet with
opposition, not only from common professors, but, perhaps, from some of the saints themselves.” See
Wonders of Grace, v.
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This was by far her most-used pseudonym. The following pseudonyms were each only used
once: One That is Less Than the Least of Them All, and Unworthy to be of Their Happy Number (Letter to
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Dutton based her poetry and hymnody on a strong supralapsarian Calvinist
foundation. This expression of Calvinism formed the framework for her spirituality and
her soon-to-blossom ministry of direction. Dutton inherited this theological system from
three of her own spiritual teachers, Joseph Hussey, John Moore her Northampton pastor,
and John Skepp, one of Hussey’s former students and her pastor during her sojourn in
London.163 Soon after her “sealing in the Spirit” in 1707, Dutton read Joseph Hussey’s
The Glory of Christ, which probably helped facilitate her move to John Moore’s church,
College Lane Baptist in Northampton. Apparently at least Moore taught Thomas
Goodwin’s doctrine of the sealing of the Spirit and articulated a “hard, clear, Calvinistic
doctrine.” 164 Anne was greatly strengthened and confirmed in the doctrines of
supralapsarian Calvinism while under Moore’s pastorate, which began for her when she
joined the church in 1710. Yet two or three years earlier she was exposed to Hussey’s
The Glory of Christ. From the way she discussed the impact of this work on her, Hussey
assumedly was the source most responsible for shaping Anne in the direction of what has

all the Saints on the Duty of Love; 1742), a Friend and Servant of Theirs in England (Letter to the Negroes;
1742); By a Sinner sav’d to be an Heir of Heaven, that deserves to be a Firebrand of Hell (Meditations and
Observations; 1743), A friend in England (A Letter to Philadelphia; 1743), ONE who is Less than the Least
of all Saints (Thoughts on the Lord’s Supper; 1748), one who has found Grace in the Sight of the LORD: To
be Received by Him to the Glory of GOD (A Letter on the Willingness of Christ; 1754), A Well-Wisher to the
Souls of Men (Five Letters of Advice; 1754), A Friend in the Country (Mr. Sanddeman Refuted; 1761), and
One that believes, that Jesus Christ, is the Son of God (A Letter Against Sabellianism; 1764).
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Anne Dutton never knew Hussey personally. He served as an important teacher through his
literary work.
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In his 918 page tome, Hussey rarely mentions “the sealing of the Spirit” in the highly nuanced
sense as found in Dutton’s writings, even in her earliest work Wonders of Grace. However, Hussey does
use sealing language in various places. For Moore’s Calvinism, see Beckwith, “John Moore and ‘The
Dying Experience of Alice Rawson,’” 372-78.
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been called High Calvinism by some and Hyper-Calvinism by others.165 According to
Dutton’s account,
the Providence of God cast Mr. Hussey’s Book, The Glory of Christ Unveil’d, into
my Hands, which was abundantly bless’d for my further Instruction, Confirmation
and Consolation. I may say, concerning the Doctrines of the Gospel, which are
there open’d in such a glorious Light, as the Apostle did to the believing
Thessalonians, For our Gospel came not unto you in Word only, but also in
Power, and in the Holy Ghost, and in much Assurance. By means of which I was
made to drink deeper into the Freeness, Fulness, Eternity, and Unchangeableness
of God’s Love, under the Spirit’s Witness of personal Interest. But, oh! the
ravishing Joys my Soul felt, while swimming in Love’s Ocean; in diving into its
unfathomable Depths. I have often thought, that as the natural Man is utterly a
Stranger to that spiritual Joy, which filleth the Hearts of the New-born, so
likewise Believers themselves, while under a prevailing Spirit of Bondage, are
greatly Strangers to that glorious Joy which fills the Hearts of Sealed Saints. Oh!
how sweet is Gospel-Liberty? And, how doth it constrain to holiness?166
The “Doctrines of the Gospel” to which Anne alluded to are the supralapsarian Calvinist
teachings concerning the eternal decrees of God in regard to the election, adoption,
inheritance, and justification of the elect saints before time. Using the scholarship of Curt
D. Daniel, in High Calvinists in Action Ian Shaw aptly summarized supralapsarianism:
the belief that God’s decree of election and reprobation came before the decree to
permit the sin and the Fall. Hence the order of the decrees of supralapsarianism
is: (1) the glory of God (2) the election of some and the rejection of others, to
glorify God (3) the permission of the Fall of the elect and the reprobate (4) the
decree to send Christ to make atonement for the elect (5) the decree to send the
Holy Spirit to give faith to the elect (6) the decree to create the elect and the
reprobate.167
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These terms are defined over the course of chapters three and four. By the end of chapter five
we will be in a place to situate Dutton’s Calvinist theology.
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Ian J. Shaw, High Calvinists in Action: Calvinism and the City in Manchester and London
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 11. See also Curt D. Daniel, “Hyper Calvinism and John
Gill” (University of Edinburgh PhD thesis, 1983. Two other Calvinist schemes were sublapsarianism and
infralapsarianism. The two were similar in that they both placed the decree of election after the decrees of
creation and permission for the Fall, in contrast to supralapsarianism. However, they differed in that
sublapsarianism placed the decree of election before the decree of atonement, allowing for limited
atonement, while infralapsarianism placed the decree of election after the atonement, thus allowing for
universal atonement. See Shaw, 12 and Daniel, 177-85.
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These doctrines were applied to Dutton personally with “Power, and in the Holy Ghost,
and in much Assurance.” As demonstrated earlier in this chapter, the same scripture
passage to which she alluded to here was a foundational text for her experiential
biblicism and spiritual hermeneutics. In this place it applies to the doctrines of grace
concerning her eternal salvation. The above passage also intimates that these doctrines
comprised the theological foundation for her experimental and practical divinity
concerning the experience of the sealing of the Holy Spirit, assurance of salvation and
personal interest in Christ’s redemptive work, degrees of Christians (new-born versus
sealed saints), the way to move from the experience of bondage to the experience of
freedom, and the necessity for growth in holiness. All of these aspects of her spirituality
were germane to her ministry of spiritual direction. This passage foreshadowed elements
of her developmental approach to spirituality concerning the “degrees of walking with
God.” In the present passage there are three clear stages: (1) “the natural man” who is a
“stranger” to “spiritual Joy,”(2) the “New-born” believer who possesses this spiritual joy
but is still under “a prevailing Spirit of Bondage” and a “Stranger” to the “glorious Joy”
of (3) “Sealed Saints” who experience “Gospel-Liberty” and strive after holiness. Dutton
continued in her preface to clarify her meaning in the above passage, explaining that
believers who were not yet “sealed saints” tended to be “Servants” who were “too
mercenary” in their obedience, “too lifeless, and formal,” working from a “Principle of
Fear.” On the other hand, the “ingenuous Son serves his Father out of a Principle of
Love and Gratitude, as having settled an Inheritance upon him, even whilst he knows his
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Relation cannot be broken.”168 This describes the experience of the “sealed saint,” of
which Dutton considered herself to be of their number.
Dutton suggested that because of this experience she was able to see “a Variety of
Wonders,” which led her to compose the hymn-poems of praise that comprise Wonders of
Grace. Emphatically, Dutton stated that one of these “wonders” was not a knowledge of
the pre-existence of the human soul of Christ, even though “some good Men may have
fallen in with it, that are sound in the Doctrine of the sacred Trinity in Unity; yet ‘tis to be
fear’d, that the most of them which hold it are not so.”169 Although at first this seems
curious, this particular doctrine plagued some adherents to the supralpasarian scheme, as
well as others who were more moderate in their Calvinism.170 A century after Dutton
wrote these words in Wonders of Grace, the issue was still debated and championed by
J.A. Jones, the later biographer and publisher of Dutton’s work Wonders of Grace. He
conveniently removed this particular paragraph in his “revised” version.171
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Wonders of Grace, iv.
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Some of the Calvinists were puzzled over the doctrine of the Trinity and made modifications to
traditional and orthodox understandings. Thomas Ridgley, London Congregationalist minister, in his
lectures on the Larger Catechism found two orthodox positions untenable: “the eternal generation of the
Son” and “the procession of the Holy Ghost.” He believed them to be “absurd and unscriptural phrases”
and that “the Second Person of the Trinity” was the “Son of God by virtue of His office as Mediator and
not through eternal generation by the Father.” But he did not deny the equality of the Son with the Father.
See Toon, The Emergence of Hyper Calvinism, 43. Closer to Dutton, Joseph Hussey in The Glory of Christ
Unveil’d (1706) believed that “the human nature of Jesus Christ existed in heaven from the agreement of
the covenant of grace by the Trinity” and he based his views on Proverbs 8.22ff which, to him, suggested
the Second Person of the Trinity was the “God-Man possessing the human nature before the creation of the
world.” Isaac Watts in 1725 stated his belief “that a human soul was joined to the Second Person of the
Trinity in heaven before the creation of the world” and that “the human race, in its creation, was modelled
by God on this archetype, the God-Man, the Mediator, Who became ‘the first-born of all creation’ (Col.
1.15).” From Mary, the God-Man received human flesh. This Christology was also in Watts’s The Glory
of Christ as God-Man (1746). Ibid. See also “Chapter Four” in Toon, The Emergence of Hyper Calvinism.
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For the role of J.A. Jones in the debate in the nineteenth century and the other controversialists,
see Peter Toon, “The Growth of Supralapsarian Christology” in Evangelical Quarterly 39 no. 1 (Jan 1967):
27.
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The “Wonders of Grace” that Dutton poetically narrated concerned “the Doctrines
of Grace, shining gloriously into my Soul, with particular Application.”172 In other
words, the supralapsarian scheme applied to her personally. Dutton made a subtle yet
real identification between settled assurance and the personal application of the doctrines
of grace in their supralapsarian form. The doctrinal “mysteries” of High Calvinism were
foundational to Dutton’s spirituality and ministry, for a personal realization and divine
application of these mysteries consumed Dutton both privately in her own spiritual
growth and publicly in her ministry of spiritual direction. Much of her teaching on how
to “experience” such mysteries came as a result of her own personal experiences
mediated by formative texts and persons. Ultimately, these aspects of her spirituality
would become controversial and divisive doctrines in both Wesleyan and Whitefieldian
Methodism, but this would not fully come to the fore until the early and mid-1740s,
respectively.
Northamptonshire and High Calvinism
The roots of this theology go deep into the lineage and geographical locale that
spiritually and theologically formed Dutton. Northamptonshire was a bastion of High
Calvinism because of the efforts of Richard Davis (d. 1714). Originally from Wales,
after his schoolmaster days in London he became minister of a Congregational church in
1689 in Rothwell, Northamptonshire, near Kettering. It was the beginning of a
controversial career. Davis was accused by Dissenters of teaching doctrinal
antinomianism, critiqued for his revivalistic methods and use of lay preachers, and
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A Brief Account III, 7.
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reviled for his insistence on the congregational way of church government rather than any
form of presbyterianism.173 Davis and his associates were responsible for the genesis of
many churches, including three that impacted the life of Dutton: Wellingborough (West
End), Northamptonshire where William Grant would later minister; Kimbelton,
Huntingdonshire whose congregation sent messengers to Benjamin’s ordination at Great
Gransden in 1732; and The Watering Place (later College Lane) in Northampton, where
John Moore would minister and nurture Dutton in her faith.174 In October 1697 Davis
was at the foundation of The Watering Place congregation in Northampton, a second
dissenting church in addition to the one meeting at Castle Hill.175 It was a strategic
moment, for the Castle Hill church was presently without a minister. At the time The
Watering Place was called a “Congregational Church of Christ,” although it later became
Baptist. Davis and members from the Wellingborough congregation were present at John
Moore’s ordination in 1700. Moore held Baptist sentiments but, as we saw in the
previous chapter, he did not want to impose his views on baptism onto any of the
members.176 Rather, these congregants wanted to be more congregational than Castle
Hill, as we saw in the conflict between the two churches around the time Dutton made
her pilgrimage to the new church at The Watering Place.
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See “Davi(e)s, Richard” in The Dictionary of Welsh Biography Down to 1940, 161-62.
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See Nuttall, “Northamptonshire and The Modern Question,” 210 and Toon, Emergence of
Hyper Calvinism, 94-95. Davis and his associates established six churches: Wellingborough (1691),
Thorpe Waterville (1694), and Ringstead (1714) in Northamptonshire, Needingworth (1693) and
Kimbolton (1693) in Huntingdonshire, and Guyhurn in Cambridgeshire.
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Swan Press, 1947).
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Davis was a strict congregationalist and rigid High Calvinist, yet with great
evangelical fervor.177 He and his friends would ride on horseback across the country, an
obvious precursor image of itinerating evangelists, three decades before his fellow
Welshman Howell Harris, George Whitefield, and John Wesley began their ministries.
Like these men he was no stranger to controversy, but for Davis it was the charge of
doctrinal antinomianism that most stands out. Through his High Calvinism with
doctrinal antinomian tendencies, Davis would influence the very churches that nurtured
Dutton in her formative years and beyond. For those desiring the fuller story of his
influence and the controversy surrounding him, Geoffrey Nuttall and Roger Hayden
provide good introductions.178 What primarily concerns us at this point is the theology of
the eternal decrees of God.
Doctrinal antinomianism was a logical growth of Calvinism that went beyond the
theology of Theodore Beza and William Perkins within some English circles through the
influence of Tobias Crisp, John Saltmarsh, and John Eaton.179 According to Toon, this
“most serious perversion of Puritan orthodoxy” was most popular between 1640 and
1660 among some Puritans. It was condemned at the Westminster Assembly, although it
gained popularity among some Nonconformists after 1690. The system was different
than “practical antinomianism,” evident at Munster among Anabaptists in 1534, but it
177

Toon, Emergence of Hyper Calvinism, 52.
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In addition to Nuttall see Roger Hayden, Continuity and Change: Evangelical Calvinism
among eighteenth-century Baptist ministers trained at Bristol Academy, 1690-1791 (Baptist Historical
Society; Nigel Lynn, 2006).
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See David D. Hall, ed., The Antinomian Controversy, 1636-38: A Documentary History
(Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1968), 1-32. Saltmarsh was at one time chaplain to Oliver
Cromwell. See L.F. Solt, “John Saltmarsh. New Model Army Chaplain,” Journal of Ecclesiastical History
II. (1951). Eaton was Vicar of Wickham Market, Suffolk and died in 1641. Crisp was Vicar of Brinkworth
in Wiltshire and died in 1642.
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was described as “doctrinal antinomianism” because of “the possible tendency to cause
people who hold it to neglect the practical duties of religion.”180 These men taught a free
grace that could lead to a neglect of the biblical teaching that Christians have daily duties
towards God (prayer, humility because of sin, trust in God) and others (love and
compassion). According to Toon, they had two favorite doctrines. The first was eternal
justification, “by which they meant that God not only elected the Church to salvation but
actually justified the elect before they were born. As a development of this they taught
that justification in time was merely the realisation that eternal justification was theirs
already.”181 The second concerned assurance, that “the only sure way for a Christian to
know he was elect was the voice of the Spirit within his soul saying, ‘You are elect’.”182
In 1690 the Crispian Controversy erupted over the republication of Crisp’s
sermons in Christ alone exalted, being the compleat works of Tobias Crisp, D.D.
Richard Baxter (d. 1691) opposed all forms of doctrinal antinomianism and resented both
its republication and the London ministers who certified that the eight new sermons in the
collection were authentic.183 Davis, as an advocate of Crisp and his doctrines, came
under fire in 1692 for his theology as well as his practical evangelistic methods and
church polity. One of those objecting to Davis’s theology and methods was a younger
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Joseph Hussey, who fourteen years later would do an about-face and express remorse for
having earlier attacked Davis and his views.184
Central to this system based on supralapsarian Calvinism were the doctrines of
eternal union, eternal adoption, and eternal justification. Roger Hayden has aptly defined
each and their interrelationship:
The first blessing of God’s grace for the elect is ‘election-union’. This means that
the elect are loved by the Trinity of the Godhead with an eternal love. They are
joined eternally to Christ’s corporate body in a conjugal union and there is also a
federal or legal union between Christ and the elect on the basis of covenant grace.
To be thus joined with Christ involved an eternal adoption. Hyper-Calvinists
claimed this was an open manifestation in time, of the eternal adoption of each
elect person by God the Father in eternity. Active justification took place as an
immanent act of God. The elect are eternally justified because of the certain
nature of God’s decrees of election and salvation.185
The Crispian doctrine of justification took place in three stages. First, the elect were
justified from eternity in God’s mind based on the certainty of Christ’s death for the elect.
Second, the elect were virtually justified by means of Christ’s resurrection. Third, the
elect individual experienced justification by faith in assurance that he or she had always
been justified in the eternal mind of God.186 According to men such as Crisp and Davis,
this understanding most glorified God’s free grace. As Toon demonstrates, the High
Calvinist doctrine of justification, although similar to the Crispian doctrine of
justification, was “more carefully explained. The High Calvinists looked upon
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This after Hussey’s move from Presbyterianism to Congregationalism and his corollary move
towards High Calvinism, in The glory of Christ unveil’d (1706, 918 pp).
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justification as a forensic act of God. To the elect believer God reckoned the active
obedience of Christ as the ground of his acceptance before divine justice, and the passive
obedience of Christ as the ground of His forgiveness.”187

Anne Dutton’s High Calvinism
Dutton adhered to these moderated Crispian doctrines concerning the eternal
decrees of God. When it came to justification by faith, Dutton would have agreed with
Crispian Isaac Chauncy that faith “is no other than a Spiritual Organ in a quickened
Sinner, freely given to him and wrought by the Holy Spirit in and through Jesus Christ,
whereby he Sees, Tastes, and Feelingly lays hold on Jesus Christ, and his Righteousness
for Justification.”188 In other words, faith was given and created in the believer because
they were eternally chosen, adopted, and justified by God in eternity. Dutton also would
have agreed that full assurance was the gift of the Spirit. Like fellow High Calvinists
John Gill and John Brine, Dutton worked out of a theological framework that held to the
following doctrines concerning humanity, sin, and salvation: the active obedience of
Christ to all of God’s laws and the passive obedience of Christ to God by his willingness
to suffer God’s wrath on behalf of the elect189; limited atonement and satisfaction by
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See Isaac Chauncy, The Doctrine according to Godliness, 232. Toon shows the philosophical
background to this three-fold justification of the elect as the application of Ramism to the doctrine of
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This is predominant in Dutton’s Justification (1740). However, in this discourse on
justification, she played down the doctrine of eternal justification and focused solely on justification as a
transient act in time, even though she clearly stated it was also an immanent, eternal act of God’s will, “that
always abideth the same in his divine Mind, from Eternity, to Eternity.” Yet she only devoted a short
paragraph to the doctrine, which was mostly taken up with 2 Corinthians 5.19. See Justification, 82. By
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Christ as the sinner’s surety; actual justification and adoption as merely subjective
realizations of eternal acts of God190; regeneration as a sovereign act of God in time
whereby the sinner is passive, resulting in spiritual warfare between the old and new
natures191; and sanctification as the continual fight against the being and principle of sin
still abiding in the believer.192
A year before Dutton’s first interaction with any of the future leaders of the
Evangelical Revival, Dutton published in 1737 the first of several theological discourses
that further developed her understanding of the Christian life from the supralapsarian
Calvinist perspective. All of Dutton’s theological discourses were written during a threeyear span between 1737-1739 when she articulated her basic theological views
concerning adoption, conversion, justification, and the nature of faith from a
supralapsarian Calvinist framework.193 A Discourse Concerning God’s Act of Adoption

not elaborating on this doctrine, Dutton was on safer ground. In the matter of eternal justification, the
Westminster Confession of Faith clearly stated, in direct contradiction to eternal justification, that the elect
were not justified until the Spirit applied Christ to them “in due time.” (See Chapter XI, Section iv.) In this
light, men such as Isaac Chauncy and Richard Davis would have fallen into the category of false teachers.
A type of virtual justification, whereby the elect are justified in the resurrection of Christ, can be found in
the works of Thomas Goodwin, such as in Christ set forth, in Works, 4:35-39 (Section iii, Chapter V). See
Toon, 65.
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Dutton would spend much time clearly articulating this final doctrine in her controversies with
John Wesley (early 1740s) and William Cudworth (mid-1740s). See Toon, Emergence of Hyper
Calvinism, 119-139 for his summary of these High Calvinist doctrines. Where Dutton departed from
Calvinists such as Gill and Brine appear to relate to her teachings concerning conversion, assurance, and
the free offer of the gospel. This latter difference is discussed in the following chapter.
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This does not mean she stopped writing theology. Much of her controversial literature
concerns aspects of Calvinist theology, especially exemplified in her letters to Wesley. However, the
works addressed in this section are more general in nature and not written in the midst of theological
controversy with specific individuals or groups, although Whitefield’s preaching and writing concerning
the new birth are undoubtedly in the background. We have already mentioned two of these, New Birth and
Justification. Both were written in 1739 and not published until a year later in 1740. See A Brief Account
III, 12. Both works also went through several editions and had numerous poems and hymns appended to
them.
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(1737), which included two discourses on the theme of adoption, specifically addressed
eternal adoption and its ramifications for the elect.194
In the first part of Adoption Anne was mostly interested in eternal adoption as an
immanent act from eternity, not a transient act in time, since the immanent act is the
foundation for the transient act. Dutton considered this teaching as inherently leading to
“Holiness, in Heart, Lip, and Life.”195 It was her “blessed Experience” that the “Displays
of God’s everlasting Love, in electing, adopting, and Settlement-Grace under the Holy
Ghost’s Witness of my particular Interest herein, have always been attended with strong
influential Drawings of my Soul unto God in Christ, and to an holy, humble, thankful
Walk before him.”196 In Duttton’s understanding, adoption was “a gracious, immanent,
eternal Act of God’s Sovereign Will: Whereby he has taken a certain Number of Persons
from among Mankind, as consider’d in the pure Mass, into a Supernatural, and CovenantRelation of Children to himself, by Christ Jesus, to the Praise of the Glory of Grace.”197
This has several consequences, which Anne developed. If adoption was an eternal act of
God before time and the foundation of the world, then the elect were God’s children in
the eternal mind of God. They became heirs and their inheritance was settled before the
world began. Their election assured their adoption and hence blessing as sons and
daughters, which they became immediately, even before the eternal decree to allow the
Fall, even before the eternal decree that Christ should die for the elect. And because they
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were children in the eternal Mind of God, the Spirit was sent into their hearts to give
them faith and allow them to say “Abba.” Indeed, they were children of God even before
their regeneration in time: “And God’s Time-Act of Adoption, is but as it were a Copy
taken from the Original of his eternal Act.”198 Dutton clearly echoed the doctrines of
Crisp and Davis that were viciously labeled doctrinal antinomianism by their detractors.
Interestingly, however, she also clearly wedded these doctrines to Goodwin’s sealing in
the Spirit, which would have tempered the potentially extreme ramifications of the
doctrines of eternal union, adoption, and justification, such as the conclusion that “free
grace is the teacher of good works” and therefore the law is unnecessary.199
In her second discourse on adoption, Anne continued to declare what she had
“seen” and “heard” under the “Light and Teachings of the Spirit” - namely, “the free,
absolute, and irreversible Nature of the eternal Settlement of the Inheritance, upon the
Sons of God, in Christ their Head, above the Consideration of the Fall.”200 She attempted
to demonstrate that the inheritance God’s children receive is God himself: “The Saints
swim in this Ocean; and find it to be an immense Sea of Life, Love, Joy, and Glory: The
Depths of which are unfathomable; its Breadths immeasurable; its Lengths eternal; and
its Heights infinite.”201 She continued with a Neoplatonic understanding of God’s
incommunicable and communicable attributes, reminiscent of the distinction Eastern
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Orthodox theologian Gregory Palamas made centuries earlier between God’s essence and
energies.202
And what he is in his incommunicable Attributes, he is For us: And what he is in
his communicable Attributes he is both For us and To us. And, as I humbly
conceive, we may safely retain the Distinction of communicable, and
incommunicable Attributes in the Divine Being: Because some of the Divine
Perfections casting the Rays of their Glory thro’ Christ upon the Creature,
transform it into the same Image, 2 Cor. 3:18. And others there are which the
Creature can bear no Resemblance of. ‘Tis true, indeed, that even God’s
communicable Attributes are, in some Sense, incommunicable; that is, as to the
Infiniteness of ‘em as they are in God: So that God is gracious, and glorious, he
doth not communicate infinitely; because the Creatures is not capable of it, and so
he doth not deify that Creature; but the greatest Perfection of its Grace and Glory,
is still limited and finite, answerable to its Creature-Being. And yet there is a real,
tho’ not an infinite Communication, in these as well as other his communicable
Attributes. So as that, it is still the Fulness of God, in Nature, Grace, and Glory,
that is the infinite Ocean that filleth all in all, Eph. 3.19. and 1.23. in all sorts of
Creatures, according to their distinct Natures, and different Ends.203
Although the inheritance belongs to the child of God from eternity, they experientially
and initially begin to possess God as their inheritance when God creates faith in their
hearts. In Anne’s understanding, God is always communicating God’s self to God’s
children, yet God’s children can become more or less sensible to God’s communications.
Her teaching on the “sealing of the Spirit” seems to come to bear here again.
And as the Holy Spirit, at first, gives us a real Possession of our Inheritance by
Faith, so also after that we have believed, he further Seals us up unto the Day of
Redemption, Eph. 1.13 by which he gives us a more sensible Possession of it.
And this he doth as he is the Comforter, by giving us the fullest Assurance of the
Inheritance, and sweetest Communion with all the Fulness of God as our own; to
the filling us with those unspeakable Joys, which are the First-fruits of Glory.
Yea, further, The Person of the Spirit himself, as the Spirit of Grace and
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Sanctification, the Spirit of Liberty and Consolation, Light, Life, and Glory, is
given unto us as the earnest of our Inheritance, Eph. 1.14.204
According to Dutton it is the Holy Spirit’s “office” or duty to assure the believer of his or
her possession of God. This initially happens when one believes, yet there are further
degrees of assurance that have corresponding degrees of sensible comfort from the Spirit
and sensible communion with God. A sealing of the Spirit itself was a sign that God was
the believer’s inheritance. From this metaphysical foundation, Dutton offered spiritual
direction to those afflicted saints struggling for assurance of their interest in Christ. In
light of these doctrines as delineated in Adoption, in the rest of the tract Anne offered
general spiritual direction, exhorting her readers to admire God’s parental kindness, adore
God’s love, endeavor not to set their hearts on “Creature-Enjoyments” but rather “labour
to enjoy God in ‘em, and glorify him for them,” and walk humbly before the God who
was their eternal inheritance, until they “enter upon the compleat Possession of his own
great SELF, Rom. 8.23. Rev. 21.7 glorify him perfectly, and enjoy him fully.”205

Anne Dutton the Dissenter
After the publication of Adoption, we see the first example of Anne Dutton on the
defense. In the future her apologetics would inevitably concern theological issues, but
this time it concerned both theology and polity. Written sometime between 1738-1739,
but not published until 1740, A Sight of Christ, Absolutely Necessary for All True
Christians, and Gospel Ministers. By A. D. is one of Dutton’s most rare pieces.206 Dutton
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addressed the confusion in her town concerning what she meant by “seeing Christ.” In a
conversation she had with someone from Great Gransden, she was misunderstood to
mean that she had seen Christ’s face with her bodily eyes. This apparently fostered some
town gossip and ridicule of Christians who used this kind of language. To rectify the
misunderstanding she wrote Sight of Christ, reiterating throughout the tract that she
meant “an Internal Revelation of Christ, by the Spirit of God, and a Spiritual Discerning
of his Glory, or a Discerning thereof by Faith,” and that these were “absolutely necessary
for all true Christians, and Gospel Ministers, in order to make them such.”207 Dutton was
clearly within the tradition of Richard Davis and her Calvinistic Dissenter forebears.
In the final sections of the tract, Dutton displayed a negative view of “university
learning” and the Established Church. She ended her treatise defending dissenting
ministers and churches, showing that dissenting ministers were not “false prophets,”
dissenters and those worshipping with them were not “Idolaters,” dissenting churches
emphasized both an internal and external call to ministry, and attending dissenting
churches did not mean one was “drawing back to Perdition.”208 Anne emphasized that
the real issue was the doctrine of justification by faith. According to Anne, the passage in
Hebrews used against her and her church meant, “if any Man draw back from the
Doctrine of Justification by Faith in Christ alone, and so draw back from Christ, (in
whom alone God is well pleased) and from his Gospel, which proclaims this glad
Tidings: My Soul (says God) shall have no Pleasure in him.”209 Anne went on to suggest
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that “a Drawing back from faith of Christ; and not a Drawing back from any Place of
Worship,” was the intent of the passage. Like “the Apostle” and the recipients of his
letter, those attending Great Gransden were “not of them that draw back unto Perdition;
but of them that believe, to the Saving of the Soul” because they and churches like them
“cleave to the Doctrine of Faith” and so they should not be accused of the sin of
perdition, simply because dissenting ministers “are most us’d of God for their Souls
Edification, and Enlightening of their Minds in the Knowledge of Christ.”210 Anne then
closed her argument with recourse to a doctrine of soul freedom: “Especially, since their
Souls are their own, and if they lose them, it is they only must sustain that irreparable
Loss.”211
Given the harsh language against the Established Church, this tract is more easily
situated in her pre-Evangelical Revival years. Although in contact with Howell Harris by
the time of her writing this tract, she was as yet only peripherally concerned about his
ministry. She had not yet corresponded with John Wesley, George Whitefield, and
probably neither William Seward. The tract reflects a time before ministers, laymen, and
the learned of the Established Church became evangelists and exhorters for the new-birth,
especially before the people of Great Gransden caught wind of the Revival. Yet even
with her harsh language against the Church of England, the Methodist leaders would have
agreed with much that she wrote about Anglicanism. For her, as well as for them, the
preeminent issues were a true, internal knowledge of Christ, the doctrine of justification
by faith, and the experience of the new birth. These were the teachings of her Dissenting
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upbringing in Northamptonshire, as well as the teachings of her Strict Baptist husband
and their Great Gransden church in Huntingdonshire. In light of the realization of their
common emphases, and probably also Anne’s discernment of Christ’s approaching
millenial kingdom as a result of the work of Whitefield and his associates, the Duttons
would soon join forces with those Calvinistic Methodists preaching an internal revelation
of Christ and the necessity of a new birth.212 But what she brought with her was a
philosophical framework of High Calvinist doctrines concerning the eternal decrees of
God, moderated by a metaphysical understanding of the Spirit’s work adapted from the
practical divinity of Thomas Goodwin. Indeed, Dutton’s A POEM on the Special Work of
the Spirit in the Hearts of the Elect and A Discourse upon Walking with GOD are
accessible distillations of Goodwin’s practical divinity.

Conclusion
This chapter has mapped foundational aspects of Anne Dutton’s experimental and
practical divinity. By means of her spiritual hermeneutics and commitment to the sensus
mysticus, Anne Williams (Dutton) experienced the “sealing of the Spirit” as Puritan
divine Thomas Goodwin taught it. Using this same approach to scripture, Dutton
experienced the personal application of divine promises as interpreted through the
framework of High Calvinism. Dutton’s spirituality was grounded in the High Calvinism
inherited from Joseph Hussey, John Moore, and John Skepp, and the latter two along
with William Grant probably did much to further her “schooling” in this understanding of
scripture. In Dutton’s spiritual hermeneutics and her use of a sensus mysticus, experience
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and exegesis were interconnected by her mental ability to recall scripture. This particular
practice necessitated a receptive disposition on her part to the mystical, visionary, or
revelatory possibilities of the scriptures. Dutton encouraged others to use this same kind
of practice, at least to the degree of their capability. Yet even if they did not have
Dutton’s breadth of biblical literacy, the practice was still possible through recourse to
the preached and read “Word.” Whether the “Word” was heard, read, or recalled, this
visionary practice necessitated a commitment to the sensus mysticus beyond the sensus
litteralis, for it could point to “another level of reality, whereby new dimensions of
meaning may be opened up. Understanding, therefore, evokes a perception that pierces
beyond the letter. This is the moment of apocalypse when the veil is removed and
repentance and epistemological renewal coincide.”213 Dutton was an heir of the
visionary/apocalyptic/mystical tradition of such men as Ezekiel and St. Paul. All of them
pointed their readers to the hidden potentials of the biblical words and images; yet they
also taught that Spirit must energize those words. The Spirit could pierce through the
letter, and the Spirit could also pierce through the “clouds” veiling God’s presence. Once
there was a commitment to sensus mysticus, one simply needed the openness to receive
divine impressions and the faith to claim them irrespective of one’s feelings and doubts.
Scripture for Anne Dutton was the primary means for spiritual self-direction. But
her method was different than the kind of spiritual self-direction practiced by the desert
213
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fathers and mothers. While their “desert hermeneutic” eschewed speculation, as did
Dutton’s, their “practical orientation to Scripture” focused on the ethical demands of the
scriptures. According to Douglas Burton-Christie, “their primary responsibility regarding
Scripture was to do something with the texts.”214 In contrast, according to Dutton one’s
primary responsibility was to believe or have faith that the promises of scripture
personally apply. Unbelief, along with Satan, would always be the primary obstacle for
the believer. Dutton’s ministry of spiritual direction centered mostly on helping a
believer progress to the next “phase” of spiritual maturity. Thus, recognizing the three
ages or degrees of the Christian life (“little children”, “young men”, and “fathers”) is
essential for a clear understanding of Anne Dutton’s practical and experimental divinity.
These degrees or phases provided a framework for Anne’s reflection on her own
transcendence crisis at the age of fifteen and they also served as a framework out of
which she could offer spiritual direction to her readers. As we have already seen, a
debilitating obstacle to growth was the loss of God’s sensible presence, an experience
that could completely incapacitate an emotionally afflicted saint and destroy any sense of
assurance of God’s love for him or her. The loss of God’s sensible presence could occur
in relationship to both “eternal salvation” and “time salvation.” In either case, the
remedy was faith:
And thus our God continually walks with us; tho’ at times he covers
himself with such thick Darkness that vails the Glory of his Face from our
Sight, Ps. 97.2. Faith, indeed, can pierce the Cloud; and see him
continually with us, holding us by his right Hand, that we shall not be
moved. Ps. 73. 23. But alas! it’s oft impenetrable to spiritual Sense.215
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In addressing both realms of experience - eternal and time salvation - Anne Dutton used
the metaphors of winter, cloud, darkness, and night to define the potential meanings
behind such episodes of God’s absence. For the spectrum of the experience of eternal
salvation, modeled by Dutton herself in A Brief Account I, Dutton offered subtle yet
substantial clarifications between different degrees of faith and degrees of assurance in
order to articulate the soul’s growth. For the spectrum of the experience of time
salvations, once again modeled by Dutton in A Brief Account II, Dutton explicated the
relationship between divine promises and afflictive providences, and the necessity of
fresh acts of faith. Dutton continued to use this same spiritual hermeneutic for divine
direction concerning her writing and publishing life in A Brief Account III and the
accompanying Appendix.
From the narrative of her early life in chapter two and the articulation of central
aspects of her spirituality in the present chapter, Dutton clearly exuded the time-tested,
ideal characteristics of a spiritual director. In light of the spiritual life outlined in Puritan
sources, Dutton would have been perceived as quite experienced and holy. She was
clearly an adept student of the Bible and Christian theology, especially in its Puritan and
High Calvinist expressions. By the beginning of her ministry at Great Gransden she was
already perceived as a source of wisdom and counsel who was sensitive to the Spirit. In
short, men and women, “babes” and “fathers” in Christ, family and friends, laity and
ministers, were all approaching Dutton for spiritual guidance, encouragement, and
direction in the 1730s.
At the end of this decade when Dutton was initiated into the Evangelical Revival,
these were the foundational sources of her spirituality: a theological-philosophical
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foundation of High Calvinism; a developmental, metaphysical model of spiritual growth;
a commitment to the syllogismus mysticus over the syllogismus practicus that found clear
theological and metaphysical expression in the experience of the “sealing of the Spirit of
promise”; and a spiritual hermeneutic that integrated spiritual exegesis and experience via
a commitment to the sensus mysticus. These were part and parcel to Dutton’s life and
spirituality, and from these wells she offered spiritual direction - first to family, friends,
and church members, but soon to other Baptists, Congregationalists, and Methodists
touched by the evangelistic efforts of Howell Harris, John Wesley, and George
Whitefield. We now turn to how she was initiated into the spiritual fervor and revival of
the late 1730s and early 1740s that transformed her ministry from a provincial
phenomenon to a transatlantic one.
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CHAPTER FOUR
“The Master’s Work”:
Anne Dutton’s Early Correspondence and Introduction to the Evangelical Revival

Wherefore, my dear Brethren, feed, and watch over the precious Souls
which your Lord has given you as a Reward of your Ministerial Labours, and
encourage them to stand fast in the Lord. Confirm the Souls of the Disciples: Tell
them, that through much Tribulation we must enter the Kingdom. And shew them
the Crown to encourage them to take up the Cross.
I know, my honour’d Brethren, that you do and will put the dear Sheep
and Lambs, under your Care, in Remembrance of these Things: And in so doing
you shall be good Ministers of Jesus Christ: And when the chief Shepherd shall
appear you shall receive a Crown of Glory that fadeth not away. The Good Will
of Him that dwelt in the Bush be with you. I remember you before the Lord.
— Anne Dutton, The Christian History (London, 1744)1

In the late 1730s Anne Dutton’s spiritual direction ministry expanded through her
contacts with the Calvinist wing of Methodism. Anne began her ministry of writing with
the use of poetry and discourse, but the epistolary genre eventually became her primary
modus operandi through which she offered counsel and direction to other Calvinists,
whether Anglican, Dissenter or Baptist. While Dutton’s initial correspondents were
family and friends spanning southern England, one of Dutton’s earliest Methodist
correspondents was William Seward.2 A close friend, financial supporter, and publicist
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Anne Dutton, Letters on Spiritual Subjects, and Divers Occasions; Sent to RELATIONS and
FRIENDS. By One who has tasted that the LORD is Gracious (London: Printed; and Sold by John Oswald,
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became the first proto-martyr for Methodism on October 22, 1740, after suffering from head injuries from
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for George Whitefield, Seward was corresponding with Dutton by the early months of
1739, possibly earlier. While returning to England onboard the George, Seward recorded
in his journal on June 6, 1739 that he had written a letter to “that choice Servant of
CHRIST, Mrs. Ann Dutton, of Great Gransden in Huntingdonshire, to whom [he]
mentioned [his] Doubts and Fears, in order to receive Comfort from her precious
Answers.”3 Seward continued to record his thoughts, indicating how much he feared he
was “a Weakling in Grace” and scared “of always continuing an Infant in Grace.” When
he compared his experiences to those of other New England Christians, he feared he had
little or no true faith at all. Dutton would often receive these kinds of queries from
correspondents. Seward used language especially suitable to Dutton’s theological
framework, and Dutton could have addressed his concerns. However, Seward recorded
that as soon as he had finished his letter to Dutton, he “providentially read one [he] had
from her in May, 1739, full of such Comforts and direct Answers to what [he] had been
writing, that it filled [his] Eyes with Tears of Joy.”4
Unfortunately, there are no extant records of the Dutton-Seward correspondence.
However, there are ample records of Dutton’s correspondence with other leaders of the
Evangelical Revival. Before addressing Anne Dutton’s first contributions to the
an angry mob. It was understood between Seward and Whitefield that Seward would help bear the
financial burden of the Orphan-House. Unfortunately for Whitefield, Seward’s untimely death left
Whitefield with much debt since Seward had not yet left provision for Whitefield in his will. See The
Works of John Wesley, vol. 19, Journal and Diaries II (1738-43), ed. W. Reginald Ward and Richard P.
Heitzenrater (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1990, 31. Hereafter JWJ. See also Arnold Dallimore, George
Whitefield: The Life and Times of the Great Evangelist of the 18th Century Revival (London: Banner of
Truth, 1970), 1, 585. No letter from Anne Dutton to William Seward was included in Letters I. Although
one cannot say with absolute certainty because of the difficulty of identifying her recipients, it also does not
appear that Anne included any letters to Seward in her other many Letter-Books.
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Calvinistic Methodism in the London Weekly Papers (chapter five) and her many
correspondents to whom she offered spiritual direction (chapter six), the present chapter
demonstrates how Anne Dutton connected with the leaders of the Evangelical Revival,
assesses her relationship with each through 1743, and offers a reflection on the
characteristics of Dutton’s spiritual direction from her correspondence with these
evangelical leaders. In order of her acquaintance with each figure, attention is given to
Dutton’s relationships with Howell Harris, John Wesley, and George Whitefield.
A structural analysis of Dutton’s spiritual letters to these men reveals seven basic
aspects that facilitated her spiritual guidance: appreciation, cooperation, self-deprecation,
explanation, recollection, inspiration, and benediction. Most of Dutton’s letters begin
with words of appreciation (e.g. for receiving a letter, encouragement, blessing, or book
from her correspondent), and in the case of Harris and Whitefield she usually speaks
about their mutual and cooperative labors for the gospel. Dutton often asks for their
prayers (for her to increase in faith, love, courage, and strength) and blessings upon her
labors and ministry, as she does for them. Invariably there is some form of selfdeprecation in most letters, where Dutton reflects on the effects of sin in her life or on her
fear that God would not use her anymore. Nevertheless, such humility was usually a
means whereby she suggested to her recipient a spiritual practice for handling sins,
reminded him of a common belief, or in the case of Wesley corrected him concerning a
theological issue. Lengthy sections of explanation appear in her letters to Wesley, as she
carefully attempted to articulate her theological views and spiritual experiences.
Dutton’s spiritual direction typically came from recollection and inspiration,
though sometimes from self-deprecation or explanation. These are not direct means of
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counsel but rather indirect. In fact, this is one primary way her “spiritual direction” to
evangelical leaders differs from the counsel given to other Calvinistic ministers and laity.
When using recollection to counsel Whitefield, Dutton reminded him of specific truths
(e.g. practical and personal application of the doctrines of grace, the role of suffering in
the Christian life, and heavenly service) and recent ministry successes. Dutton attempted
to inspire Harris and Whitefield by infusing them with confidence, intention,
steadfastness, and courage, boldly urging them to greater service and devotion to Christ
and the gospel. Finally, Dutton offered words of benediction and blessing upon them and
their ministries. These benedictions served as reminders and inspirations.
In some ways, these aspects represent the structural elements comprising the body
of her typical letters. However, not every letter to these men contains each element; a
combination of these is found in almost all of her letters to the three evangelical leaders,
especially Harris and Whitefield. The correspondence between Dutton and Wesley was
always tenuous at best. Because of their very different theological worldviews, dialogue
was difficult, and much of their correspondence was critical in tone and corrective in
content. Thus, only in a very general sense could one identify Dutton’s letters to Wesley
as spiritual direction. Nevertheless, even in her correspondence with Wesley, Dutton
assumed the role of spiritual director, using variously persuasive, corrective, or
exhortatory approaches.
No one has yet attempted to reconstruct her correspondence with Howell Harris or
George Whitefield. While a reconstruction of her correspondence with John Wesley has
been attempted, my own builds upon earlier works but also departs from earlier
assumptions and conclusions. In order to offer a partial reconstruction of her
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relationships with these men before 1744, I quote from the rare letters to and from
Dutton. I will allude to the seven central (structural) elements that comprise many of
these spiritual letters while devoting the final section of the chapter to the elements of
self-deprecation, recollection and inspiration as vehicles whereby Dutton offered spiritual
counsel. In sum, this chapter will identify when Anne Dutton began corresponding with
each of these men and trace this correspondence through the early years of the
Evangelical Revival; why she began corresponding with and counseling these leaders;
how she typically attempted to guide and counsel them (by elucidating the central
elements of Dutton’s spiritual guidance); and what she typically exhorted them to
believe, do, or remember.

Howell Harris and Dutton’s Welsh Connection
In the Trevecka Letters associated with Howell Harris, seventeen letters mention,
discuss, address, or are written by Anne Dutton in the years 1738 to 1747.5 There is a
reference to Dutton for each of these years, except 1739 and 1744. The first two were
written by one of Harris’s close female friends, and they introduced Dutton and her
writings to Harris. By November 11, 1740, Anne Dutton had become one of Harris’s
many regular female correspondents.6 Within the collection are eight letters from Dutton
to Harris. Several other letters address the selling and distribution of her letters and
books in Wales. Harris copied at most two of his many letters to Dutton, one being a
5
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letter written in 1743 in which he praised her writing abilities and solicited a work that
urged Christians to holiness.7 This particular letter was also published in the London
Weekly Papers and the Boston Christian History.8 In addition to the Trevecka Letters,
many of her letters to Harris appear in her various Letter-Books, particular Letters II
(1743) and Letters III (1745).

“A Talent of Writing for Him”
The earliest evidence we have of Dutton’s introduction to one of the great
evangelists is a letter from Mrs. Judith Godwin to Howell Harris, dated November 24,
1738.9 On this date Godwin wrote to Harris that she had “found another Book of Mrs.
Dutton, which I have sent with her [Hymns].”10 While this last word is difficult to
decipher, it appears Godwin sent a book along with a collection of Dutton’s hymns. The
“Hymns” to which she refers were probably Dutton’s first published work, Wonders of
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Grace, which included sixty-one hymns and appeared in two editions in 1734.11 The first
part of this work was a series of lengthy “Poems” detailing the work of grace from a
supralapsarian perspective. On November 8, 1739, Harris journaled that he was reading
Dutton’s “Poems,” probably referring to this first part of Wonders of Grace.12 The other
book Godwin sent along with Wonders of Grace was likely one of Dutton’s other
published books, e.g. Walking with God (1735) or Adoption (1737).13 By this time Anne
Dutton had already penned the works that would be most widely read.14 The works
written and published between the years 1734-1740, before she became a noteworthy
figure in the Evangelical Revival, were the only to see multiple editions during and after
her life, largely because they most clearly reflected the High Calvinist theology congenial
to her later Strict Baptist admirers. Regardless of the book(s) Harris perused, each one
was created out of the foundational aspects of Dutton’s spirituality. 15
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Bedford, and Northampton. His family was from Northamptonshire. Later in life he also immersed
himself in the spirituality of William Law, Jacob Boehme, John Englebrecht, John Tauler, and John of the
Cross and became a primary translator of their works. See Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, s.v.
“Okely, Francis.” See “Letter 209,” Mrs. J. Godwin to Howell Harris, January 17, 1740, Trevecka Letters,
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Reading these works of Dutton’s prompted Harris to write to her on December 15,
1739; Dutton responded on February 4, 1740.16 Dutton’s letter to Harris is the earliest
extant record of her interaction with one of the great evangelists of the Revival and the
letter provides early clues to how the two initially related to one another.17 Dutton
rejoiced to hear of the work in Wales and all God had been doing through him. She was
also glad that “the Lord was pleas’d to make any Thing of [hers] sweet to [him],” while
reminding him that all the “sweetness” came from God, “in whom all Sweetness is.” The
work to which she referred was probably the “Poems” (Narration) that Harris had been
reading the previous month.
In addition to her pious sentiments concerning God’s use of her writings, Dutton
discloses that in his previous letter Harris had narrated his “first Quickning & afterPreservation.” It is noteworthy that one of the first great leaders of the Evangelical
Revival narrated his own conversion experience and state of his soul to Anne Dutton.
The narration of the state of one’s soul to a leader of the Revival, such as Whitefield,
Harris, or John Cennick, was common in the early years of the movement. If Harris did
The National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK. See also Calendar of the Trevecka Letters, 32. In
Godwin’s letter to Harris, she also mentions that Charles Delamotte had been bewildered by Moravians and
the doctrine of perfection. It’s possible that the Moravian issue was the impetus for Dutton beginning a
correspondence with Wesley. See Calendar of the Trevecka Letters, 31-33. See “Letter 209” (Godwin to
Harris) and “Letter 215” (Dutton to Harris). See also the following section of this chapter that discusses the
correspondence between Dutton and Wesley.
16

“Letter 215,” Anne Dutton to Howell Harris, February 4, 1740, Trevecka Letters, The National
Library of Wales Aberystwyth, UK.
17

The letter reveals that Anne Dutton was on familiar terms with Moravian bookseller James
Hutton (1715-1795). Because Anne was not certain how to send her letter to Harris, Benjamin Dutton took
the letter to London and left it with Hutton so that Hutton could get her letter to Harris. In 1736 Hutton
opened a small bookshop at the Bible and Sun in Little Wild Street, London. Awakened the previous year
by the Wesleys, Hutton soon became a primary bookseller for both the Wesleys and Whitefield. However,
Hutton soon came under Moravian influence and is considered to be “the real founder of the Moravian
Church in England.” See JWJ, 130. Hutton published Whitefield’s first journals (1738; 1739) but after the
outbreak of the Free Grace controversy in 1740 Hutton refused to publish Whitefield’s works because of
Whitefield’s Calvinist theology. See also Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, s.v. “Hutton, James.”
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relate his own Christian experience to Dutton, this suggests deference on the part of
Harris to the older Anne Dutton and his willingness to submit himself to her spiritual
counsel.
In a subtle effort to both praise God and instruct her recipient, much of Dutton’s
letter is an ode to the experience of Free Grace and how it compels one to serve God.
There’s no Scantiness in God’s Free Grace. It is Like Himself, Immeasurable, &
Inexhaustible! Like Himself, did I say? Aye, it Is Himself. What is God’s Free
Grace, in the Salvation of a Sinner, but the God of all Grace, Letting out Himself
upon it, unto all Salvation & Glory, according to the Counsel of his Will, thro’ all
those Ways & Means, which he hath ordained! And so long as he is, the LORD,
the LORD God, Merciful & Gracious, Long-Suffering & Abundant in Goodness
& Truth: all those Many Thousands he keeps Mercy for, can never want supplies
of all Grace, unto all Glory. Grace, in the Stream, must needs be Constant, Rich,
& Abundant: Since Grace, in the Fountain, in the Ocean, always Abides the
Same, in its Exuberant Fulness, its Immense Glory! And all Jehovah’s Grace, is
Treasur’d up in Christ, yet Thence it may Flow to Us, thro’ Time, & to Eternity.
For it pleased the Father, that in Him Should all Fulness Dwell: That of his
Fulness, we might receive, & Grace for Grace. Let us, then, the Beloved of the
Lord, Drink, yea, drink Abundantly: For we can never Drink the Goodness Dry:
nor Sink Infinite Fulness, one Hair’s breadth!
The theme of God’s Free Grace narrated in her previous works continued to be a major
theme in her early relationship with Howell Harris. We see here also the same lofty,
mystical, metaphorical, aquatic language so often found in Dutton’s spiritual writings. In
this letter, Dutton wished to communicate that the same grace of God that worked in and
through her was also apparently at work in and through Harris. Her letter called him to
remembrance and inspired him to service. She rejoiced to hear of his “Abundant &
Extensive Labours, in the Gospel of Christ, according to His Working, which worketh in
You Mightily: and of the Glorious Success, with which your Labours have been
Crown’d. Go on Couragiously [sic].” In this light she implored him to take refuge in
God in the midst of all his difficulties for “The Eternal God is Your Refuge, &
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Underneath are the Everlasting Arms.” Dutton reminded him that he served the best of
masters and labored in the best work, that his reward would be inconceivably rich and
glorious, and that he should keep his aim on the glory with which Christ would soon
crown him.
Dutton closed her letter with several directives that echoed various New
Testament imperatives.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Be Faithful to your Light: Shun not Declaring the whole Counsel of God: That
you may Glorify Him, who hath put you in Trust with the Gospel, & be clear from
the Blood of all Men.
Take up the Cross: and Christ will Give you the Crown.
Deny your Self, and let Christ be your All.
Seek His Glory: and He’ll Provide for Yours.
Count it your Gain, to Lose for Christ: Your Honour to be Reproach’d for his
Name’s Sake; and your Happiness to Follow him, thro’ Sufferings, up to Glory.
Think Nothing too much to Do, or Suffer for Him, who Liv’d, & Dy’d, Lives, &
will Die no more for you.
Work while it’s Day: what you do now, in the Service of Christ, is done for
Eternity. You’ll shortly Rest from your Labours, & your Works shall Follow you.
Not One of your Services for Christ, shall be Lost, but All of ‘em be Found unto
Praise, Honour, Glory at His Appearing.
Therefore Give all Diligence, to Shew your Self Wise, & Faithful, in Feeding
your Lord’s Household; for when he Cometh, he’ll Make you Sit Down to Meat,
& come forth & serve you: Because his Grace is Infinite, his Love Boundless, and
his Faithfulness cannot Fail.
Finally, my Brother, be strong in the Lord, & in the Power of His Might.

In using these imperatives, drawn mostly from Pauline sources and crafted into short
aphorisms, Anne assumed the role of a wise, spiritual friend encouraging one who was in
the midst of the gospel ministry. These aphorisms also serve as a summary of Dutton’s
essential spiritual counsel to Harris and Whitefield, the primary content of her words of
inspiration and recollection.
In the margin of her letter, Anne responded to Harris’s apparent request for her to
write to John Wesley. She agreed with Harris that John Wesley was “a Glorious Saint”
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and confessed that she loved and honored him as a servant of Christ. Like Harris, Anne
believed John Wesley would one day “see, That Personal Election, Particular
Redemption, Special Vocation, Final Perseverance, were glorious Doctrines of that
Grace, which bringeth Salvation.” She was confident that God would reveal what she
considered to be the truth of these doctrines to Wesley and to his friends who opposed the
doctrines of grace. Nevertheless, at the time of her writing this letter, Anne did not think
she was to have any future role in convincing them of their veracity. Personal
correspondence with Wesleyan Methodists seemed to be out of the question; prayer
seemed more appropriate:
But as to my Writing to ‘em, I fear it would be fruitless. Mr. Wesley, & some of
his Friends at London, already know my Judgment. As for my Praying for ‘em, I
do, & I hope I shall, That God would Lead them into all Truth, and bring ‘em
thro’ the Gates of his Free Grace, till they find ‘em Rising waters: even a River to
Swim in yet cannot be Pass’d over.
This brief note suggests that Dutton had already corresponded with John Wesley and
perhaps some of his other associates. A few months prior to Harris and Dutton’s mutual
correspondence, John Wesley recorded on October 25, 1739 that he had sent a letter to
Dutton.18 Although we do not have a record of her response, based on the evidence
provided above she appears to have replied to him and discussed her theological views.
Yet by February 1740, Dutton believed their correspondence had ended. However, Anne
would soon change her mind.
This initial exchange of letters between Dutton and Harris also reveals Harris’s
respect for Dutton. First of all, Harris took time to thank Dutton for the influence her
writings had on him. He seems to have perceived her to be a wise, experienced, and

18

See JWJ, 413.
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articulate interpreter of the Christian life. While this can only be inferred from the
present letter, his respect for Dutton becomes apparent in a lengthy epistle sent to her in
1743.19 Secondly, Harris attempted to use Dutton as a potential ecumenical “bridge”
between Calvinist and Arminian evangelicals, a constant project of Harris’s that would
never come to fruition. Apparently, Dutton was an individual Harris sought to help him
build unity among theologically disparate groups for the good of the larger movement.
Dutton struggled in this role and, as Harris would conclude within the decade, Dutton had
a knack for attracting theological controversy.
The next two letters in the Trevecka collection reveal that Howell Harris became
a small hub for the selling of Anne Dutton’s works. This would be a role he would
assume, enthusiastically at first and later reluctantly, until their parting of ways near the
end of the 1740s. In a letter from Francis Pugh to Harris dated January 10, 1741, we
discover that Benjamin Dutton had travelled to Harris’s home in Trevecka.20 Apparently
in the early months of 1741, Benjamin Dutton briefly itinerated in the west, including
Bristol, England and Builth, Wales. During part of this time Francis Pugh (1720-1811)
traveled with Benjamin Dutton, visiting Marmaduke Gwynne (1694?-1769) in Garth.21
Before Dutton and Pugh parted, Benjamin left “some of his Books” for Pugh to sell.
19

“Letter 888,” Howell Harris to Anne Dutton, June 4, 1743, Trevecka Letters, The National
Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK; Account of Progress, iii. iii., 29; and Prince, The Christian History,
1744, 62-4.
20

“Letter 305,” Francis Pugh to Howell Harris, January 10, 1741, Trevecka Letters, The National
Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK. In his diary, Harris recorded that on January 9, 1741, he “Met Bro.
Dutton with some choice Books and Elegies on Bro. Seward.” See Beynon, Howell Harris’s Visits to
Pembrokeshire, 326.
21

Pugh was a friend of Harris and served as a go-between during his courtship with his eventual
wife, Anne Williams of Skrene. He became a Methodist, moved to London, but in 1746 became a
Moravian. Gwynne was also an early friend of Howell Harris and later the Wesleys. His daughter Sarah
married Charles Wesley in 1749. See Dictionary of Welsh Biography, s.vv. “Gwynne family, of Garth,”
“Pugh, Francis.”
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However, since Benjamin Dutton did not write or publish anything until 1743, these
books were quite likely Anne Dutton’s. Apparently Pugh believed his life was threatened
if he sold any of the books, so he quickly traveled to Trevecka for refuge. On February
16, while in Carmarthenshire Harris wrote to an anonymous recipient, possibly
concerning these same books and additional writings Benjamin Dutton must have directly
delivered to Harris when he met him at Trevecka.22 Harris desired the anonymous
recipient to give the bearer of the letter, Francis Pugh,
2 of each of the 3 sorts of Books Brother Dutton left there with you and pack
them up. Direct one of each of them to William Evans of Nantmel in Radnorshire
and one of Each of them the other 3 to Benjamin Cadman of Llandinam in
Montgomryshire. Send them all … with their price all of them on the top to Wm.
Evans and he will send here as directed to Benjamin Cadman.
Later in the letter, Harris expressed his wish for the recipient to “immediately send 6 of
each of the Books […] to me directed at Mr. Sparks in Haverfordwest.”23 Harris desired
Francis Pugh to collect Dutton’s books and deliver them to the afore-mentioned men as
well as to Harris himself.24
When Benjamin Dutton travelled to Trevecka to see Howell Harris it is possible
he delivered a letter from Anne as well as some of her books. Such a letter could be
“Letter XIV” in Letters II. If not the same letter, it nevertheless comes from the earliest
months of their correspondence and reflects the early stages of their relationship.
Although it does not appear in the Trevecka Letters, with this particular letter Dutton
22

“Letter 315,” Howell Harris to anon., February 16, 1741, The National Library of Wales,
Aberystwyth, UK.
23

Haverfordwest, Dyfed, is in the farthest western reaches of Wales near St. Bride’s Bay.

24

William Evans (1716-1770) was a Welsh Independent minister and a moderate Calvinist. See
Dictionary of Welsh Biography, s.v. “Evans, William. Benjamin Cadman was a Montgomeryshire
exhorter, excommunicated in 1742. See Selected Trevecka Letters (1742-1747), ed. Gomer Morgan
Roberts (Caernarvon: The Calvinistic Methodist Historical Society, 1956), 61.
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clearly sent several “little Pieces” in which she “aim’d at the Glory of God and the Good
of Souls” as her witness for the gospel of Christ “in your part of his Earth.”25 Dutton
refers here to Wales, where Harris lived and began his itinerant gospel ministry. Dutton
asked for his prayers and blessing upon her work, for she believed God had encouraged
her to publish each of them. The “3 sorts of Books” Benjamin Dutton left were probably
three of her writings that were all published in 1740: A Discourse Concerning the New
Birth, A Discourse Concerning Justification, and her first Letter-Book called Letters on
Spiritual Subjects, and Divers Occasions; Sent to RELATIONS and FRIENDS.26
In her letter Dutton exclaimed Free Grace and the various ways she believed God
had to “go out of his Way as it were, his ordinary Ways of Grace, to use me.” In large
part this served the purpose to demonstrate how God can use anybody and, if God could
even use her despite her “Vileness, Provocations, and Unfitness for his Service,” how
much more God would continue to use Harris.27 Dutton counseled Harris that whenever
he considered himself to be the “chief of Sinners,” he (as well as Dutton) should “get by
Faith, into JESUS’ Wounds; and there let us take our Fill of all the Grace we want: For the
Fulness of the GODHEAD is in Him, to supply, satisfy and solace us, from henceforth,
even forever!”28 She also reminded Harris that their work was to go on believing and
loving Jesus, “endeavouring to advance his Honour and Interest in the Earth, and to win
Souls to fall in Love with CHRIST, and their own Salvation in him.” Dutton considered

25

“Letter XIV,” Letters II.

26

Another possibility is her other work published in 1740, A Sight of Christ Necessary (1740).
However, the other three would have been more congenial to the aims of the Evangelical Revival.
27

“Letter XIV,” Letters II, 51.

28

Ibid., 52.
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Harris to be especially blessed in that this was his work “in an eminent Manner” and in
this work she believed him to have been “eminently own’d of GOD.”29 Therefore, he
should not fear any opposition because the “LORD, your Master, is your Strength for your
Work; to assist you in, and succeed your Labours, and to defend you from all Harms.”
Dutton closed her letter by connecting Jesus’ beatitude concerning persecution (Matthew
5.10) with the apostle Paul’s teaching to the Romans (8.17) concerning suffering and
glorification. Dutton wished to inspire Harris into the realization that states of beatitude
were the result of bearing witness for the truth.30
The next extant letter from Anne Dutton to Howell Harris demonstrates their
cordial and beneficial relationship.31 Harris had previously sent Dutton a number of
letters, and in this letter dated October 15, 1742 she expressed her sincere gratitude for
him and his letters.32 She was also grateful for his acceptance of her “weak Labours, &
readiness to help me serve my Dear Lord Jesus, in disposing of some of my poor

29

“Letter XIV,” Letters II, 53.

30

Ibid., 54.
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The letter appears in the Trevecka Letters collection, in An Account of the Progress of the
Gospel, and in Dutton’s Letters II. See “Letter 693,” Anne Dutton to Howell Harris, October 15, 1742,
Trevecka Letters, The National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK; “Letter XXXIX,” Letters II; and
Account of Progress, ii. i., 61-7. Oddly, it reappears later in “Letter XX,” Letters IV (1746). The copy
appearing in Letters II has been edited to exclude various snippets of information important for the
historian, but the copy appearing in the Trevecka Letters is complete. The copy in Account of Progress
edits out some details, but not as much as Dutton did in Letters II.
32

In his transcription of Harris’s entry for October 7, 1742, Tom Beynon records that Harris
“Wrote to Mr. Dutton to 9.” See Howell Harris, Reformer and Soldier, 1714-1773, ed. Tom Beynon
(Caernarvon: Calvinistic Methodist Historical Society, 1958), 28. Given that Anne’s letter of reply was
dated October 15, I think it likely that Harris actually wrote to Anne Dutton, not Benjamin Dutton, on the
morning of October 7. It has been well-documented that Tom Beynon’s editorial efforts are questionable in
various places. Nuttall remarked that “Beynon’s editing of the Journals leaves the serious student with a
good deal of work on his hands.” See Nuttall, Howell Harris, 1714-1773: The Last Enthusiast (Cardiff:
University of Wales Press, 1965), 4 and Tudur, Howell Harris: From Conversion to Separation, 17351750, 1.
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Books.”33 She had apparently been hesitant to send her books to him, but Harris gladly
received them and communicated to her the benefit he derived from them personally.
By way of personal testimony, Dutton counseled Harris. In much of the letter
Dutton bemoans her sinfulness and her tendency to “Dejection of Spirit” and “Unbelief,”
especially concerning her fear that God would not continue to use her ministry of writing
and counseling.34 Testifying of her own experiences, Dutton disclosed her own practical
teaching on how to move through the experience of “Dejection of Spirit.” Instead of
“staying at Home in Self-Wretchedness,” Dutton counseled one should go out
to Christ and to God in Him… Happy should we be, if upon every Conviction of
our own Emptiness & Vileness, we pass’d the next Moment out of ourselves, into
CHRIST, and there clos’d with the glorious Remedy provided for our miserable
helpless Souls! Oh what a God-honouring, Soul-nourishing, & comforting Life,
is a Life of Faith on the Son of God! All Glory be to God’s Free-Grace. This, in
the main, is the Life which I now live in the Flesh!
This is an example of her spiritual counsel by way of personal testimony that flowed
from her self-deprecation.35
Dutton then transitioned to a final word of exhortation after exclaiming her joy
that God still used him, strengthened him, and gave him courage in God’s service.
Dutton exhorted him to go on in God’s strength knowing that his service was
Acceptable to your great Master, Profitable to his Dear Children, and Delightful
to your own Soul. Your Work is Honourable & Sweet; and your Reward will be
33

“Letter 693,” Trevecka Letters.
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This letter is one example where Dutton later made editorial decisions to remove historical
markers and potentially offensive language. In the original manuscript letter and in the copy appearing in
Account of Progress, Dutton stated that unbelief was “the Womb from whence all our Sin springs.” In the
copy that appeared in Letters II Dutton edited this to say that unbelief was “the Source from whence all Sin
springs.” See “Letter 693,” The National Library of Wales, UK; Account of Progress, ii. i. 63; and “Letter
XXXIX,” Letters II, 224.
35

Despite this spiritual practice, Dutton confessed to Harris that she still struggled with the
temptation to believe that God would no longer use her in God’s service. Nevertheless, she believed God’s
“Free Grace” would complete her salvation.
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Great & Glorious. Oh Labour hard for CHRIST, according to his Working, in
your little Inch of Time: an Eternity of Rest awaits you in His, & in his Father’s
Bosom!
Dutton concluded by expressing her desire to continue as co-laborers in the
gospel. She hoped Harris would visit her and Benjamin at Great Gransden “if [their]
Master’s Work permit it.” She also asked him to pray for her books that had recently
been sent to America and thanked him for the money he paid for the bound books he had
taken. In light of his acceptance of her previous works, Dutton informed Harris in the
postscript that she had sent two more of her works to John Lewis for Harris to sell while
he was in London: six copies of Dutton’s Letter to Wesley and six of her Letter to the
Saints. Harris quickly replied to this letter from Anne Dutton, although there is no extant
copy of this letter.36

Soliciting and Distributing Dutton’s Works
The next letters reviewed here were written over a two-month period in the
middle of 1743.37 Their importance lay in their ability to illustrate Harris’s respect for
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See “Letter 708,” Howell Harris to Marmaduke Gwynne, October 21, 1742, Trevecka Letters,
The National Library of Walkes, Aberystwyth, UK. At the end of this letter to Gwynne, Harris lists several
people to whom he wrote that day. At the end of the list Harris recorded, “Wrote before to Mrs. Dutton.”
Four of Dutton’s works were published in 1742. Dutton sent to Harris the first two: A Letter to all the
Saints on the General Duty of Love: Humbly Presented, by One That is Less Than the Least of Them All,
and Unworthy to be of Their Happy Number (London: printed by John Hart and sold by Samuel Mason,
1742; printed by John Hart and sold by J. Lewis and E. Gardner, 1743) and A Letter to the Reverend Mr.
John Wesley. In Vindication of the Doctrines of Absolute, Unconditional Election, Particular Redemption,
Special Vocation, and Final Perseverance. Occasioned Chiefly by Some Things in His Dialogue between a
Predestinarian and His Friend; and In His Hymns on God’s Everlasting Love (London: printed by John
Hart and sold by Samuel Mason, 1742).
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There is possibly one other letter during this period written by Howell Harris to Anne Dutton.
See “Letter 864,” Howell Harris to One in Temptation, May 9, 1743, The National Library of Wales, UK.
The handwriting is extremely difficult to decipher. There does not appear to be a reference to Dutton
within the letter. Nevertheless, it has been suggested the “One in Temptation” was Anne Dutton. See
Calendar, 137. Harris tells the recipient he had not forgotten her and expressed hope for her spiritual
progress and his affection for her. The letter does mention God’s command to feed God’s lambs: “He
commands us to feed his lambs, and will he himself be unmindful of them!”
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Dutton and occasional reliance upon her for spiritual edification, both for him personally
and for the “lambs” at the London Tabernacle for whom he was partially responsible.
These letters also mark what could have been the high-point in their mutually beneficial
relationship.
Harris wrote his letter to Dutton on June 4, 1743, and he began the letter with an
update.38 The previous week he had received a box from London that contained “6 of
[her] Letter Books at 1s. 6d & 12 of your 1d. Letters” as well as a letter that Dutton wrote
on November 11.39 Evidently Dutton had sent the box to London and it arrived shortly
after Harris departed from London for Wales. He promised to “make a Return of the
Money” as soon as he had the opportunity.
After addressing book distribution and financial matters, Harris praised Dutton for
the grace of God upon her and her writings:
Blessed be the rich Fountain of Free-Grace, I have the Heart given me to rejoice
in, and be thankful for all the Gifts and Graces, as also for every Drop that ever
flow’d on any of our miserable Race, from that sacred Spring. May you live long
to set forth with your Pen as publick as possible, the Glory of that Grace: And I
know as my MASTER will constrain you, you won’t forget me.40
In contrast to the grace of God he had seen in Dutton, Harris fumed over Christians who
did not exhibit the effects of grace in their lives and who were not growing in faith and
holiness. While confessing he was personally cognizant of the effects of the nature of sin
38

Dutton received her copy that month, but the letter also found a larger reading later that year in
An Account of the Progress of the Gospel and in 1745 in the Boston Christian History. See “Letter 888,”
Howell Harris to Anne Dutton, June 4, 1743, Trevecka Letters, The National Library of Wales,
Aberystwyth, UK; Account of Progress, iii. iii. 29; and The Christian History, Containing ACCOUNTS of
the Revival and Propagation of RELIGION in Great-Britain & America. For the Year 1744, ed. Thomas
Prince, Jr. (Boston, 1745), 62.
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See “Letter 888,” Trevecka Letters. This information did not appear in the copies included in
Account of Progress or the Boston Christian History. It is only found in the manuscript letter in the
Trevecka Letters.
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Account of Progress, iii. iii. 29.
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in his own life, Harris expressed he had little patience for those who had not shown any
signs of spiritual growth. His mind fixated on the biblical injunction of Jesus that one
could tell the nature of a tree by its fruits, and thus came to the conclusion “of the
Necessity of insisting on all Divine Tempers, and universal Holiness, as inseparable
Fruits of the good Tree, which can bear no other.” Although he believed there was
another “Root, which produces other Fruit” within the Christian (i.e. the sin nature),
Harris insisted that “The good Tree cannot bear evil Fruit, and the Bond-woman and her
Children must be cast out. Sin must be subdu’d and brought under Dominion, that
JESUS may reign, and have the Use of all the Talents.” True faith would purify the heart
of self-love, bigotry, and love of the world and produce godliness and compassion for
humanity and love for the saints.
While Harris’s rant seems out of place and unrelated to Dutton, towards the close
of the letter, he revealed a hidden purpose in sharing his frustrations with her.
Essentially, he wished for her to write something directed towards the kinds of people for
which Harris was concerned.
And as our Lord has entrusted you with a Talent of Writing for Him, that this (if
the Spirit strikes in with it on your Soul) may have a Share in your Heart-Prayers;
and if He pleases, in the Papers; and if it were in my Power, none shou’d be more
ready to spread such Papers abroad, to try (if possible through Grace) to have
Christians consistent with themselves in Principle and Practice.
Harris had personally experienced Dutton’s ability with words and the spiritual force
behind them. He believed her to have been gifted in spiritual writing and wished for her
to use her gift to address a growing concern of his. By this time in the movement of the
Evangelical Revival, divisions were growing within the leadership, and “backsliding”
was occurring among the lay people who had been converted by these leaders. Harris
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himself could preach this message at the London Tabernacle and elsewhere, but he
wanted a talented writer to address a larger audience. For this end he turned to Anne
Dutton.
On July 13, 1743 Anne Dutton replied to Harris’s letter, accepting Harris’s charge
to write something and sending it to him along with a letter she addressed to him.41 She
believed it was a privilege to write something “to excite Christians, to Walk like Christ:
That true Christianity might again flourish among the Professors of our holy Religion.”
Because of its length, she knew the work would be too long to have a place in the London
Weekly Papers, so she left the piece with Harris to do with it what he and their mutual
friends considered best. As Dutton assumed, her piece was never published in the
London Weekly Papers. However, this particular spiritual work was soon appended to
The Hurt that Sin Doth to Believers and entitled “A Word of Intreaty to All Those that
Name the Name of Christ, to depart from Iniquity.”
In this short piece Dutton alluded to some of the same biblical passages Harris
suggested in his letter to her, and also used the imagery of “walking with Christ,”
referenced in her reply to Harris. In her letter Dutton prepared Harris for her alternative
approach and handling of the wayward Christians Harris so zealously castigated in his
appeal to Dutton. Essentially, in contrast to Harris’s wishes, she refused to write as
sharply against the so-called Christians. Her rationale was that both foolish and wise
“virgins” were “sleeping,” and therefore “there needs a great Deal of spiritual Wisdom, to
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See “Letter 921,” Anne Dutton to Howell Harris, July 13, 1743, The National Library of Wales,
Aberystwyth, UK. The only copy of this letter is found in the Trevecka Letters. It never appeared in the
London Weekly Papers or in one of Dutton’s Letter-Books. It is an important letter, however, revealing a
key characteristic of her spiritual direction.
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Cry aloud against Sin without wounding the Faith of God’s dear Children, as to their
Interest in Christ and his Salvation.”
Dutton, in her usual fashion, had a great concern for weak and wounded
Christians. She seemed to instinctively worry that a strong judgment of “Hypocrites that
at this Day are sadly under the Prevalency of Sin” could lead to the wounding of “some
of God’s Hidden Ones, that he would have Comforted and Helped.”
At the same time, Dutton was cognizant that there was a great need to reveal to
true Christians their sins and how it was their duty to become Christ-like. Dutton
believed that if either of these poles were neglected – “comforting the Saints, and
strengthening their Faith” and “warning them against Sin, and exciting them to Holiness”
– then she and Harris were neglecting their “Duty of Love which we owe them.”
In fact, Dutton believed comforting and strengthening was the basis for warning
and reproving. This insight is crucial to her ministry, one gleaned from her personal
experiences. When a person sinned, Dutton reasoned, Satan tempted that individual to
“Unbelief, to question their Interest in Christ; and thereby drives them into more
Ungodliness.” In contrast, Dutton suggested that when God reproved God’s children for
their sins, “He first Commends what is Good in them, and then shews them what is Evil.”
Dutton believed this to have been the pattern the apostle Paul set in his letter to the
“Asiatick Churches,” which she wished to follow. Repentance, according to Dutton, was
grounded in one’s relationship with God and should flow from faith and love, not fear.
And when He calls upon his sinful People to Return to him, He put them in Mind
of their Relation, to Move them. “Turn, O backsliding Children, saith the LORD,
for I am Married unto you.” And we know by experience, that GospelRepentance, flows from Faith and Love. And to this End, the Faith and Love of
poor Backsliders must be strengthened, or they will not Return unto the Lord.
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In light of these beliefs, Dutton first attempted to heal a person’s soul and
strengthen a person’s faith to lead them to obedience and holiness. This was why in the
work she sent to Harris she had not “us’d that sharpness, which might be expected.” Lest
Harris be quick to dismiss her writing, she grounded its authority in what she believed to
be God’s immediate encouragement. Using her spiritual hermeneutic, she believed God
directly helped and strengthened her for the work, even though it came from “the Mouth
of a Babe.” Dutton continued with self-deprecation, suggesting that although she was
aware of her own sin and uncleanness, she nevertheless felt divinely empowered and
encouraged to freely engage in this work “by some sweet Words of his Grace,” a
reference to her spiritual hermeneutics and practice of discernment. Highlighting this
divine blessing and empowerment for her writing established her spiritual authority and
validated her diversion from Harris’s original intentions. Dutton closed her letter by
affirming Harris’s “Zeal for the Glory of Christ, and the Service of Souls,” even though
her own zeal and service manifested differently and consisted of an alternative emphasis
on spiritual healing and encouragement rather than the prophetic denunciation of
hypocrisy.42
Three months after Dutton’s letter to Harris, on October 26, 1743, John Lewis
wrote to Harris discussing Anne Dutton’s writings.43 The specific work under discussion
was probably her recently written “Word of Inreaty.” After recounting a recent spiritual
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In a postscript to this letter Anne greeted Harris on behalf of her husband and informed him that
she wrote a letter to Harris and his Welsh associates a month previously. She thought it best to convey her
letter to them by way of the London Weekly Papers, but there is no record that such a letter was ever
included in the Papers. However, in Letters II (1743) there is a letter addressed “To Mr. H[owe]ll H[arri]s,
Mr. R[owlan]d, and the rest of the Brethren that help with them and labour in the Gospel of Christ, in
Wales.” See “Letter VII,” in Letters II (1743).
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“Letter 1017,” John Lewis to Howell Harris, October 26, 1743, Trevecka Letters, The National
Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK.
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experience, Lewis informed Harris that he also lately received “a sweet encouraging
Letter” from “dear Sister Dutton … which did encourage my Soul to get fresh Strength of
the Lord.” He closed his letter with the following information:
According to your Order, I have sent you 200 of Sister Dutton’s Penny Letters,
for which I charge one Penny a piece: and moreover I have sent you another
Hundred gratis, for you to give among the poor Brethren. Because you
recommended it in the Tabernacle, and because I thought it very good, and useful,
and such a great Quantity of Reading for a Penny; I did venture to print 1000: But
indeed I have sold but very few; and if Bro. Cennick, or some body does not
recommend it afresh, I am likely to lose by it.
Howell Harris was actively pursuing the publication and distribution of Anne Dutton’s
letters. Harris requested that Lewis send two-hundred of her penny Letters to him in
Wales so that he could distribute them to his Welsh exhorters and Welsh Calvinistic
communities. Lewis included an additional one-hundred for the Welsh poor for free
distribution. How many would have been able to read these letters written in English is
impossible to determine. Harris had also strongly recommended “Word of Intreaty” to
Lewis for its selling and distribution at the London Tabernacle. Unfortunately for Lewis
(and Dutton) her letters did not sell well at the Tabernacle. By the end of 1743, there
were mixed views of Dutton within that community. We will have recourse to examine
her counsel to the London Tabernacle in chapter six. But at this point, the difficulty
Lewis had in selling her works there is important to note. This became a trend that
continued in both London and in Wales. Howell Harris always had difficulty selling or
distributing printed English works in Wales because of the language barrier. Wales was
the only major hub of evangelistic activity not distributing its own evangelical magazine,
and this was due to the obstacle of translating letters and works from English to Welsh
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and the illiteracy and poverty rates of the Welsh people.44 This still did not preclude
Harris from attempting to sell and distribute English works such as the London Weekly
Papers and the writings of Whitefield and Dutton.45
Dutton took advantage of Harris’s willingness to assist her and at times, as we
have already seen, sent him books without his solicitation. Prior to 1744 he seemed to
have encouraged this practice. But on December 15, 1743, Dutton made one of her
boldest moves in hopes of acquiring a larger reading audience in Wales.46 Ultimately, the
attempt failed and placed Harris in a financial bind. This letter signals a turning point in
Dutton’s relationship with Harris. By the time she penned this letter, nearly half of a year
had passed, and she evidently had not heard whether Harris had received “A Word of
Intreaty.” She informed him that she had by that time appended the piece to her work
The Hurth that Sin Doth and was “bold, encourag’d by your brave Spirit for Christ, to
send you, once more, some Books.” Possibly a little worried that she had not heard from
him yet, she added that the books she sent would perhaps be the last one’s he would ever
receive from her. Dutton asked him to spread her works among his fellow Welshmen as
a service to her and God.
Having heard of his ill health, Dutton encouraged him that God would surely
spare him so as to be a further blessing to the Church for they all still needed his
presence. Dutton believed Harris was “ripening” so quickly that God would “gather
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Harris immediately responded to Lewis’s request for payment three days later on October 29,
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[him] soon.” Reminding him of the rewards awaiting him at Christ’s appearing, Dutton
encouraged Harris to “go on still, to love and serve JESUS, to do and suffer for Him, till
Time is done, and blest Eternity comes on. And then you shall serve Him perfectly and
for Ever, without any Interruption, or Cessation, among the flaming Glories of the upper
World!”
Dutton then transitioned to focus on herself and her shortcomings. She wished
Harris would pray that God would “baptize [her] with Fire” for she acutely sensed her
feeble love for Christ and lack of “conformity” to him. Using the familial language that
characterizes both her spirituality and spiritual letters of direction, Dutton praised God’s
Free-Grace at work in her:
Oh wretched Sinner that I am! I am no more worthy to be put among the
Children. And yet Free Grace, has given me the Relation of a Child, tho’ I
deserve not a name among the least and last in my Father’s House. I am glad my
Heavenly Father, my Elder Brother, my glorious Sanctifier and Comforter, from
an Infinity of Grace, know how to bear with, and cure me; to heal all my
Diseases, and to beautify me with those Graces, which I see upon others of the
Family…. I cast my Soul, my needy Soul, upon this Grace. I know it will work
Wonders; and I wait for its glorious Influences, to change me more and more, into
the Love-Image of JESUS, the glorious First-born of the Family.
She closed the main body of her letter asking Harris to pray that Christ would quickly
make her like him and make her love him, her “glorious Lover!”
In concluding, Dutton transitioned from spirituality to economics. Referencing
his previous letter, in which he informed Dutton he had received six copies of her LetterBooks and twelve of her Penny Letter, she listed the books she sent along with her letter
as well as the cost of each (£sd).
6 Letter-books bound 12 Penny Letter
7 Brief Account 1st part
7 Brief Account 2nd part

-

-
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0
0
0
0

9
1
3
7

0
0
6
0

7 Gentleman’s Letter
7 Meditations
7 Chastisements
7 Letter to those that love Christ
1 Hurt of Sin -

-

0
0
0
0
0

7
3
2
1
0

0
6
4
9
6

Anne Dutton had hoped to send more copies of Hurt of Sin, to which she had appended
the work Harris solicited from her, but she noted that the rest of Hurt of Sin were
accidently sent to America. The “Letter-book” to which she referred was probably her
second Letter-Book published in 1743, Letters II. While this “Letter-book” could also
have been Letters I (1740), every other work in this list was published in 1743. In Letters
II, Dutton inserted several of her letters written to Howell Harris and George Whitefield.
Brief Account I and Brief Account II, the first two parts of her autobiography, provided
the main source for the narrative of her life up to her move to Great Gransden; the third
and final part was published in 1750 as a defense of her writing ministry. Gentleman’s
Letter was the first of three volumes of letters written to James Erskine, an “Honourable
Gentleman,” with whom she corresponded intensely during the early 1740s; the other two
parts were published in 1749 and 1761.47 Dutton penned Meditations & Observations
and Chastisements two decades previously while in Whittlesey during the “winterseason” of her soul. At the end of Meditations & Observations she appended four brief
works, the first two of which were first published in the London Weekly Papers in
1742.48 Chastisements was appended to her popular work Walking with God in 1743, but
whether she sent Chastisements as a stand-alone piece or appended to Walking with God
is uncertain. The remaining work in this list is A Letter to all Those that Love Christ in
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Her correspondence with Erskine is examined in chapter six.

48

These two works are examined in chapter five.
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Philadelphia (1743).49 Dutton asked Harris to dispose of all these books and letters and
to keep “a seventh Part of the Money for [his] Trouble. Defray all Charges out of the
rest, and remit what remains unto Brother [John] Lewis” for Dutton when Harris had
opportunity.50
The information gleaned from this letter, along with the information from Lewis’
letter to Harris, shows that at least until 1743 Harris helped disseminate Dutton’s writings
in his Welsh Calvinistic Methodist communities. Correspondence between Dutton and
Harris in 1745-1747 reveals that Dutton’s works did not sell very well in Wales, probably
because of the language barrier. In a letter to John Syms (August 29, 1744), Harris
complained that although he had been recommending English books sent from London to
the Welsh people, “the Country is so Clogg’d with Books everywhere & especially as
they are so large & the people so poor & so welchly for the general, that I question above
half of the whole that is come. . . . I have carry’d ‘em about with me everywhere, but cant
put them off.”51 Because they were so poor and “welchly,” Harris sent many of the
books back to Dutton.52
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A Letter to all Those that Love CHRIST in Philadelphia: To excite them to adhere to, and appear
for, the Truths of the Gospel. By a friend in England (London: printed by J. Hart and sold by J. Lewis and
E. Gardner, 1743). The only extant copy is at the Thomas J. Garland Library at Tusculum College,
Greeneville, TN.
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With the addition of these books, Harris possessed most of Dutton’s works
published at that time. Harris had received copies of her earliest work(s) in the late
1730s. In 1742 Dutton sent to Harris Letter to Wesley and Letter to all the Saints to
Harris. In 1743, ten of Dutton’s works were published and sold by John Lewis. Eight of
them appear in the above list and cost of books, which leaves two works she apparently
did not send to Harris.
The first work Dutton did not send to him was A Letter to Such of the Servants of
Christ, Who may have any Scruple about the Lawfulness of Printing any Thing Written by
a Woman.53 While her Lawfulness Letter could have been the above-mentioned Penny
Letter, Harris’s solicited “Word of Intreaty” is more likely. Regardless, Harris would not
have taken issue with anything Dutton wrote in her Lawfulness Letter where she
defended her ministry of spiritual writing and direction.
However, Harris may not have been as enthusiastic with the second work she
neglected to send to Harris, Letters to the Reverend Mr. John Westley [sic]: Against
Perfection: as not attainable in this Life.54 Throughout the 1740s, Harris continually
sought to unify the disparate Methodist factions: Whitefieldian, Moravian, and Wesleyan.
Though Harris and Dutton disagreed with Wesley on the same issues, Harris may have
not appreciated the differences within the Methodist movement publicly displayed so
acutely. Dutton, however, never shied away from advocating what she viewed as the
truth. By this time in 1743 Dutton had corresponded with John Wesley, resulting in two
53

A Letter to such of the Servants of Christ, Who may have any Scruple about the Lawfulness of
Printing any Thing Written by a Woman: To Shew, that Book-Teaching is Private, with Respect to the
Church, and Permitted to Private Christians; Yea, Commanded to those, of either Sex, Who are Gifted for,
and Inclin'd to Engage in this Service (London: Printed by J. Hart and sold by J. Lewis, 1743).
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publications. One of them addressed the Calvinist doctrines of grace, and the other
questioned the beliefs and practices of the Moravians. Within three years, she would
publish another short work devoted to some of the “mistakes” of the Moravians.55 In
order to understand the beginning of Dutton’s theological controversies (which
contributed to her later lack of “usefulness” to the Calvinist Methodist leaders), it is
necessary to examine Dutton’s correspondence with the Arminian Methodist leader John
Wesley.

John Wesley and Dutton’s Early Theological Controversies
Anne Dutton’s strong Calvinistic spirituality was the basis for her first and final
clashes with John Wesley. He was aware of Dutton’s theological views in 1739, and
Harris might have had a hand in prodding Dutton to renew a correspondence with Wesley
in the early months of 1740. Dutton likely was the one who reinitiated the
correspondence. From her earliest extant letter to Harris, it appears Dutton
communicated to Wesley her views concerning the doctrines of grace and, probably after
receiving his letter of October 25, 1739, assumed any further correspondence with him or
his Arminian associates would be fruitless.
While Calvinism was the initial theme in their first and final letters, the bulk of
their correspondence concerned Moravianism, sinless perfection, and Christian
experience. When Dutton reinitiated her correspondence with Wesley, the triggering
issue was the evolving controversy between Wesley and the Moravians on the doctrine of
55

See A Postscript to A Letter on the Duty and Privilege of a Believer, To live by Faith, and to
Improve his Faith unto Holiness. Directed to the Society at the Tabernacle in London . . . To which is
added, A Caution Against Error, when it Springs up together with Truth: in a Letter to a Friend: As Also,
Some of the Mistakes of the Moravian Brethren: in a Letter to another Friend: with postscripts to the letters
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sinless perfection. In 1743 Anne Dutton published Letters to the Reverend Mr. John
Westley: Against Perfection: As not attainable in this Life. Wesleyan scholar Frank
Baker postulated the four letters within this publication were Dutton’s contributions to
the correspondence between Dutton and Wesley. Baker attempted an initial
reconstruction of their two-year correspondence in The Works of John Wesley, and JoAnn
Ford Watson added additional pieces to this reconstruction in her first volume comprised
of selections from Anne Dutton’s spiritual letters. The following reconstruction departs
from previous postulations in two ways by arguing that Wesley did not initiate contact
with Dutton and Dutton’s Perfection Letters to Wesley are not chronologically arranged.
In their reconstructions, both Baker and Watson assume Wesley addressed Dutton
first. This is unlikely for two reasons. First, Harris urged Dutton to restart her
correspondence with Wesley. Even though she was initially hesitant, Dutton probably
changed her mind later in light of events within Methodism. Second, Dutton had a
history of writing unsolicited letters to men and women in regard to certain issues.56
Baker and Watson also assume Dutton’s letters as found in Perfection Letters to
Wesley are in chronological order, although in his reconstruction Baker never accorded a
specific place for Dutton’s “Letter II” in Perfection Letters to Wesley. In addition, Baker
assumes Dutton’s first letter to Wesley was not part of Perfection Letters to Wesley.
While this may be true, her first letter to Wesley possibly was “Letter III” in Perfection
Letters to Wesley. Whether or not “Letter III” was Dutton’s first letter to Wesley, “Letter
III” is probably the earliest letter in the collection Perfection Letters to Wesley. “Letter I”
is the longest and most critical letter of the collection, and seems to reflect a later stage of
56
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the interpretation of their relationship.
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their correspondence. More than “Letter III” or “Letter IV,” this letter specifically
addressed Wesley’s doctrine of sinless perfection. Thus, “Letter I” was probably placed
first in the collection because, of all the letters in Perfection Letters to Wesley, this letter
most clearly and succinctly refuted the doctrine of sinless perfection. “Letter I” therefore
has a topical, rather than chronological, primacy. Based on the internal evidence of the
letters, in addition to Wesley’s journal and diary, the following reconstruction is based on
the premise that the chronological order of Perfection Letters to Wesley is: “Letter III”,
“Letter IV”, “Letter I”, and “Letter II.”

Dutton’s “Letter III” to Wesley
The first definitive record of the Wesley-Dutton correspondence comes from an
entry in Wesley’s diary indicating he had written a letter to Dutton on October 25,
1739.57 Baker postulates that Anne Dutton’s first extant reply was written June 1740; the
letter sparked a critical but friendly correspondence between the two that ended for
Wesley on February 28, 1741 and for Dutton a year later.58 Baker suggested Dutton
wrote her first letter to Wesley in the middle of June 1740. Rather, it was the first letter
in her renewed correspondence with Wesley. Nevertheless, this letter is most likely lost.
Wesley responded to Dutton’s letter on June 25, 1740. In the week prior to writing his
letter to Dutton, Wesley was in the initial stages of the Moravian crisis at Fetter Lane.59
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In February 1742, Dutton Vindication Letter to Wesley was published and advertised in the
London Weekly Papers. Dutton recorded in her journal that she did not send it to Wesley but instead sent it
to the printers for a larger readership.
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Beginning on Sunday June 22, Wesley “devoted his early morning Bible expositions to
expounding the basic Christian teaching as he understood it, in opposition to the quietist
practices which seemed to be infecting many of those at Fetter Lane, chiefly under the
influence of the Moravians.”60 On June 25, Wesley spoke of ordinances as a means of
grace, an issue about which he wrote to Dutton in a letter written the same day and to
which she responded in Perfection Letters to Wesley, “Letter III.” Thus Dutton’s letter
written in July 1740 to Wesley was plausibly “Letter III,” in which she addressed
Wesley’s queries to her concerning three specific Moravian doctrines:
•
•
•

“That there are no Degrees in Faith, that weak Faith is no Faith, that there is
no Faith at all, in one that has any Doubt or Fear, or that is not, the full Sense,
a New Creature.”61
“That ‘till a Man has such a Faith (i.e. full Assurance of Faith) he ought not to
use the Ordinances, not to read the Scripture, not to pray, and not to
communicate.
That one that has such a Faith, (i.e. a weak Faith) may use the Ordinances, but
is not obliged, or commanded so to do.”62

On Sunday, July 20, in the presence of Dutton’s friend William Seward and after
the love feast at Fetter Lane, Wesley read a paper addressing the same issues he discussed
with Dutton in his letter of June 25.63
•
•

60

That there is no such thing as weak faith; that there is no justifying faith where
there is ever any doubt or fear, or where there is not, in the full, proper sense,
a new, a clean heart.
That a man ought not to use those ordinances of God which our Church terms
‘means of grace’, before he has such a faith as excludes all doubt and fear, and
implies a new, a clean heart.
JWJ, 153.
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• You have often affirmed that ‘to search the Scriptures’, to pray, or to
communicate, before we have this faith, is to seek salvation by works, and that
till these works are laid aside no man can receive faith.
After reading these statements and categorically denouncing them, he bemoaned the fact
that he had repeatedly warned them of these doctrines to no avail. He concluded: “But as
I find you more and more confirmed in the error of your ways, nothing now remains but
that I should give you up to God. You that are of the same judgment, follow me.”64 He
immediately withdrew as did nearly twenty others. From this point on there were clear
Moravian and Methodist branches of the Evangelical Revival. Possibly Dutton’s letter to
Wesley served as confirmation in this theological feud with his old friends.
This early exchange of letters was cordial and possibly beneficial to Wesley.
Dutton affirmed the “good Work” in which he was presently engaged “in contending
against” the Moravian doctrines. This may have been a key reason in her renewed
correspondence with Wesley; in the Moravian crisis Dutton rightly believed she and
Wesley had a common ground on which to build a dialogue.
However, there were perhaps some ideas in Dutton’s letter that rankled Wesley.
He was probably not content with her understanding of degrees of faith, “Full Assurance
or a Full Assurance of Interest in Christ’s Great Salvation,” and “Sealings by the Holy
Spirit of Promise.”65 She emphasized that a believer’s “first Actings of Faith” was rather
“an Assurance of the saving Object,” not an assurance that they were actually saved.
This was not “a Bare Assurance that Christ is the Saviour,” or merely an historical faith.
Rather, such an assurance was “an Assurance that Christ is the Saviour, that strongly, and
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sweetly draws the Soul into an Approbation of HIM, and a cleaving unto HIM alone, as
such, even when it doth not know whether he will save it, or not.”66 This “act of faith”
was true faith, according to Dutton. Essentially, the Moravians were mistaken because
they equated faith with full assurance, which excluded “first Actings of Faith.” She then
articulated a core teaching of her spirituality:
Indeed, it is the Duty of a Believer, to take God at his Word, as to his eternal
Salvation, in his believing on the Name of his Son Jesus Christ, and so to take up
the Assurance thereof; and thereby, to set to his Seal that God is true. But such is
the Weakness of Faith at first, that without there by auxiliary Supplies, as I may
say, of Help from above, by Influxes of divine Favour, Love and Grace upon the
Soul, it is not able to do this. And God herein, acts entirely as a Sovereign, both
as to the Degrees of his manifestative Favour, beaming forth upon the Soul, and
as to the Time of its Manifestation. And hence it is, That some Souls have
Assurance of Faith immediately as it were, or the Assurance of their own Interest,
immediately upon their Believing; and others wait longer for it. And hence also,
arises those different Degrees of Assurance, which are in different Souls, and in
the same Soul, at different Times. That may properly be call’d Assurance of
Faith, which rises so high, as a comfortable Persuasion of the Soul’s Interest in
Christ, so as to prevail above Doubting, as well as That which excludes it: Only
the latter is more full, or, properly, full Assurance. God calls us to believe first;
and then after we have believed, he seals us: as, Eph. i. 13.... And according to the
Degree of the Spirit’s sealing, so is the Degree of a Believer’s Assurance.67
Dutton simply followed the Puritan divine Thomas Goodwin in his understanding
of the “ages” of Christianity and the sealing of the Spirit.68 Many of the essential
elements of Dutton’s spirituality, specifically relating to degrees of faith, degrees of
assurance, and the role of the sealing of the Spirit, are reflected both in this passage and
in the writings of Goodwin’s we have briefly surveyed. In Walking with God, Dutton
articulated her understanding of these elements more fully, and would base much of her
66
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ministry of spiritual direction upon these foundational concepts, although it seems she
continued to refine her understanding of assurance.69 Her language is especially
interesting: “Degrees of Assurance” is reminiscent and almost identical to her degrees of
“walking with God” extracted earlier from the same-titled work.70 She would continue in
this letter to address the growth of those “weak in Faith,” while at the same time casually
debunking Wesley’s doctrine of Christian perfection, noting that no one “can arrive to a
Fulness [sic] of Stature, a Perfection of Manhood in Christ, in this Life: That being a
Glory reserved for us till the Life to come.”71 There was a fundamental difference of
opinion on these issues between Dutton and Wesley that struck at the heart of their
personal experiences and experimental divinity.

Dutton’s “Letter IV” to Wesley
What may have initially been a casual query on the part of Wesley concerning a
Christian group he perceived to be doctrinally opposed to both himself and Dutton
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quickly became another attack on his system. In turn, Wesley possibly attempted to
question Dutton’s spirituality (and thus her experience), beginning with his next letter to
Dutton.72 Wesley asked four specific questions concerning Dutton’s personal Christian
experience, concerning whether (1) she felt “Christ living in [her] Heart”; (2) “That he
hath revealed the Father to [her]”; (3) “That the Father, Son and Spirit dwell in [her]
heart”; and (4) that she was “as sure by immediate, inward Knowledge, that the Threeone GOD dwelleth in [her], as that [her] Soul inhabiteth [her] Body.”73 She replied in the
affirmative to all four. The evidence she provided Wesley was not based on any sensible
experience of God, but rather, ironically, her belief that Christ had “given [her] to see and
feel [her] own Deadness towards God, as related to, and a Descendent from the first
Adam.” This led to a “continual Need ... of the quickning Influences of the second
Adam.” Dutton articulated a spirituality of radical reliance upon the divine, where the
proof of divine indwelling was the continual feeling of both the need for grace and the
exercise of grace within oneself. She continued with the usual Calvinistic emphasis of
human depravity and her need for the sovereign grace of God that, thankfully, was
eternally fixed upon her in Christ; therefore nothing could separate her from God.
Dutton probably sent Wesley one of her books at this time as well; she frequently
did this with correspondents. Wesley noted in his diary for December 4, 1740 that he
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“read Mrs Dutton’s book.”74 In all likelihood he read Walking with God (1735), New
Birth, or Justification, since both of these were published in 1740.75 At the end of
Walking with God she gave a fuller account of her conversion and establishment in
Christ, which would have given Wesley a fuller picture of her personal Christian
experience.
If Walking with God was the book Wesley read and critiqued, he most likely
would not have missed the clear indication that signs of a person’s “fatherhood” in the
faith consisted of experiential realization of the doctrines of grace: God’s election,
redemption, and special vocation, as well as the perpetual and increasing experience of
indwelling sin. By the time of his correspondence with Dutton, Wesley rejected
Calvinism and taught what Dutton and Whitefield considered to be “sinless perfection.”
Wesley logically would have rejected Dutton’s teaching. From his theological
perspective, experiential belief in the doctrines of grace and indwelling sin would have
been signs of a confused and weak Christian and most definitely not a “father” in the
faith. Given Dutton’s metaphysical framework, the further she corresponded with
Wesley, the more concerned she became for him personally over his rejection of election
and his curious teaching of “sinless perfection.”

Dutton’s “Letter I” to Wesley
Whether or not Dutton personally sent one of her books to Wesley, he apparently
was dissatisfied with the answers she sent to him and the contents of her book he read in
early December. In his next letter, dated December 23, 1740, Wesley probably criticized
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Dutton’s book, critiqued her Christian experience, and asserted sinless perfection and his
experience of it. The events surrounding his letter to Dutton provide essential
background to the Dutton-Wesley debate.
Wesley was likely feeling under attack from various places during this time.
From the months of September through November his friend George Whitefield sent
several letters to the Wesleys about sinless perfection and election.76 The week prior to
Wesley’s writing Dutton, he was also plagued with the Calvinist rift in the Kingswood
society that centered around John Cennick, another correspondent of Dutton’s. Charles
Wesley had written to his brother John informing him of the state of the Kingswood
society. John Wesley returned there to preach the week of Sunday, December 14.
Cennick returned from a trip to Wiltshire on that Tuesday, and when greeting him,
Wesley found Cennick to be “quite cold, so that a stranger would have judged he had
scarce ever seen me before.” On that Saturday, December 20, Cennick finally told John
Wesley he could not agree with him about election.77
This downward spiral of events concerning the conflicts over sinless perfection
and Calvinism is the best context in which to situate Dutton’s “Letter I” in Perfection
Letters to Wesley. Embattled in these issues, he may have projected some of his
emotions on Dutton in his letter. While waiting for her reply, Wesley read her first
published volume of spiritual letters, Letters I (1740), on January 4, 1741.78 But he did
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not have to wait at length for Dutton’s response. According to Baker’s reconstruction,
her next letter was penned in January and probably received by Wesley in February 1741.
She probably sent “Letter I” in Perfection Letters to Wesley. This is the longest and most
critical letter of the collection, and seems to clearly reflect a later stage of their
correspondence. More than “Letter III” or “Letter IV,” this letter specifically refutes
Wesley’s doctrine of sinless perfection.79
Extracting from Wesley’s letter to her, Dutton extracted from Wesley’s own letter
to refute him. Wesley asserted he was “Free, not only from Fears and Doubts, but from
Deadness, Dulness and Heaviness, Wandrings in Prayer, and from every Motion and
Affection which is contrary to the Law of Love.” This, to Dutton, was a claim of
“absolute Perfection ... a full and absolute Conformity” to God’s Law.80 She thought his
experience strange and contrary to the description of saints in the scriptures, “that where
the Light of the Knowledge of the Glory of God in the Face of Jesus Christ, shines in any
Heart, that Soul should not discover its own Darkness.” This, at least, was her own
experience at which she hinted in her earlier letter (and possibly Walking with God).
Darkness, for Dutton, always remained for “every Saint, while in this mortal State.” She
was amazed, and obviously concerned, that Wesley could not discern the darkness within
him.
Wesley interpreted her experience and rhetoric as evidencing she was “not one of
those who have crucify’d the Flesh, with its Affections and Lusts.” She directly extracted
79
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this phrase from Wesley’s letter, and then used it to show that if she had not “crucified
the flesh,” Wesley was telling Dutton she was not a Christian at all since, as she
interpreted scripture, all Christians had crucified the flesh. Alluding to her “sealing” in
the Spirit, she affirmed that she most definitely had “an eternal Interest in Jesus.... The
Holy Spirit of God has witness’d to my Soul, my eternal Safety in fleeing for Refuge, as a
miserable undone Sinner, unto Christ the great Saviour. He has born his Testimony, and
enabled me to receive it, That my Beloved is mine, and I am his.”81 Although incomplete
and imperfect in her self, Dutton could still see herself “mystically complete in Christ”
and would “erelong, by a Communication out of His Fulness, be personally complete.”82
Dutton used Wesley’s critique of her faith against him, suggesting that the nature of
crucifixion implies slow, not immediate death.
And tho’ they which are Christ’s, have Crucify’d the Flesh with its Affections and
Lusts: yet is not the Flesh, its Affections and Lusts dead presently. The Death of
the Cross, you know, was a lingering Death: and it was a long Time ere the
crucify’d Malefactor was dead: and so long as there was Life, there woul’d be
Motion, and perhaps violent Struggles too. And thus it is with Sin. It is crucify’d
in us, but not dead in us. And so long as it hath Life, it will have Motion, and at
Times, violent Struggles too.83
Dutton suggested that if sin abides in the believer while in the body, Wesley could
not “be free from Deadness, Dulness, Heaviness, and Wandrings in Prayer; and from
every Motion and Affection which is contrary to the Law of Love,” as he stated in his
letter, which she quoted again a second time.84 Dutton urged him to discern and watch
his thoughts more closely and pray that the Spirit would convince him of his sin more
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fully. She was concerned he was sorely deceived to deny “that actual Sin” did not attend
Christians in their “closest Walk with God.”85

Dutton’s “Letter II” to Wesley
Wesley wrote one more letter to Dutton on February 28, 1741, to which she
replied in March or April with “Letter II” in Letters to Wesley. Wesley attempted to
assure Dutton of his respect for her and his unwillingness to argue.86 Dutton quickly
replied to Wesley, since his previous letter appears to be fresh on her mind and she even
incorporated into the letter what she originally intended to be a postscript to her previous
letter, “Letter I.” Although she thanked him for his respect for her and acknowledged his
unwillingness to argue, she continued to refute Christian perfection and suggested the
reason he held to this doctrine was his possible misunderstanding of the new-birth.87
The fundamental problem, according to Dutton, was the Wesleyan
misinterpretation of the new-birth. She suggested this misunderstanding misled him and
his associates with respect to sinless perfection in this life. She returned to Adamic
typology and postulated that Wesely’s mistake was the result of considering the new birth
as an allusion to the perfect holiness Adam had when God created him, whereas she
considered the new birth (or birth in grace) to be an allusion to one’s first birth (or birth
in nature). From her perspective, this meant the soul born into the world of grace is given
all the faculties and powers necessary for living in that world (spiritual seeing, hearing,
85
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smelling, tasting, and feeling), just as a child born into the world of nature is given all the
necessary faculties and powers for operating in that world. In order for a soul to enjoy
the world of grace, that soul must be born into such a world. In addition, just as a child
born into nature has “a Perfection of Parts” but still lacks a “Perfection of Degrees” (its
ability to use all its parts and faculties), so the soul born into the world of grace is also
without “the perfect Use and Exercise of its spiritual Senses, and that full Measure of
Stature which is appointed for it” even though it has “spiritual Senses, and a Perfection of
Parts, with respect to Grace and Holiness.”88 Thus with this metaphor, Anne
demonstrated that the child of grace, analogous to the child of nature, “grows up from
one Degree of Grace unto another, until Grace is perfected in Glory.”89
Wesley apparently ignored Dutton’s letter; there is no record of him ever writing
to Dutton again. Undoubtedly, he would not have appreciated Dutton teaching him the
meaning of the new birth. A few months later Dutton felt the need to thoroughly address
Wesley personally concerning the Calvinist doctrines of grace. This work was published
as A Letter to the Reverend Mr. John Wesley. In Vindication of the Doctrines of
Absolute, Unconditional Election, Particular Redemption, Special Vocation, and Final
Perseverance.90 As its subtitle suggests, Dutton penned the work in response to the
Wesleyan works DIALOGUE between a Predestinarian and His Friend (1741) and HYMNS
on God’s Everlasting Love (1742). However, Dutton never sent the letter to Wesley
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because, in her words, she was “enlarg’d beyond my Expectation, as I wrote much more
than I at first purpos’d, and as I had some Doubt, whether he would have Patience to read
it, and thence, some Fear, that It might be of little Use.”91 Instead she sent the piece
directly to the printer and effectively ended their correspondence with each other during
these years.92 Dutton’s Vindication Letter to Wesley was published February 1742 and
advertised in The Weekly History that month.
Along with her understanding of regeneration and staunch Calvinism, Dutton’s
letters to Wesley present several core aspects of Dutton’s spirituality that have been
analyzed, e.g. acts of faith, degrees of faith, degrees of assurance, the phasic nature of the
Christian life, the sealing of the Spirit, and growth in holiness. In addition to her
spirituality, these letters also illuminate some of the historical and theological struggles in
which Wesley was involved, especially in relationship to the Moravians and George
Whitefield. Particularly during the final months of 1740 and the first months of 1741, the
relationship between the Wesleys and Whitefield was fragile. John Wesley was attacked
at home from the Moravians and the movements of John Cennick and Joseph
Humphreys, both having defected to Whitefieldian Calvinism. Whitefield was on the
other side of the Atlantic, largely successful and in the midst of a great revival, yet
believing he had been betrayed by his close friends the Wesleys over the “Free Grace”
controversy. Consequently, he worried what awaited him when he returned to England.
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In this unpredictable time, Whitefield needed friends, allies, and helpers. He found all of
these in an enthusiastic Anne Dutton.

George Whitefield and Dutton’s Epistolary Enlargement
Anne Dutton managed to sustain a correspondence with each of the major leaders
of the British Evangelical Revival. Although Dutton was initially hesitant to correspond
with Wesley because of their differing theological outlooks, at the suggestion of Howell
Harris and because of her own need to defend the theological tenets she held dear, Dutton
carried a correspondence with Wesley over the course of twelve months from 1740 to
1741. During this time that Dutton carried a correspondence with both Wesley and
Harris, she also began a correspondence with George Whitefield. Among the three key
leaders of the Evangelical Revival, George Whitefield’s patronage was most vital for
enlarging her ministry of spiritual direction and writing.
Whitefield’s Works contain many letters addressed to a “Mrs. D.,” but only five
are clearly written to Anne Dutton. All of his definitive letters to Dutton referred to her
as “My dear Sister” or “My very dear Sister.”93 The first four letters closed with some
variation of “Your affectionate friend, brother, and servant in Christ” while the last
closed with “Ever yours, in yours and mine.”94 There are at least ten other letters
addressed to a “Mrs. D.” that appear in Whitefield’s Works after these five addressed to
93
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Dutton. While some of these may have been addressed to Dutton, most if not all of them
were probably not addressed to her. Their tone is much different from the authenticated
letters to Anne Dutton. In the indisputable letters to her, Whitefield never referred to her
as “dear Madam” as he does in nine of the questionable letters; the tenth letter is
addressed to “dear Friend,” but appears to be addressed to the same lady as the ninth
letter. After Whitefield’s last authentic letter to Anne Dutton (in his Works) written in
October 1742, the next letter to a “Mrs. D.” was written nine months later on July 9,
1743. There is a drastic change of tone and language between these two letters. In
addition, there are certain historical markers within these letters that do not seem to
match historical markers in the extant letters of Dutton to Whitefield. Excluding the
letters to a “Mrs. D” that were written in 1743 or 1744 is significant because some of
those letters not examined here have been used to suggest a growing impatience towards
Dutton on the part of Whitefield.95 For the purposes of this chapter, only Whitefield’s
undisputed letters to Dutton are used, those letters written between November 10, 1739
and October 13, 1742 while he was on his way to or residing in the United Kingdom.
While we only have five indubitable letters from Whitefield to Dutton, there are
ten letters from Dutton to Whitefield that appear in her Letter-Books (Letters II & III)
and the London Weekly Papers (1741-1744). Some of these letters are in both the LetterBooks and the Papers. An additional letter was printed in Philadelphia in 1743, possibly
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without her knowledge for she never refers to the letter nor lists it as one of her works.
There are other letters written to a “Rev. W.” which appear in later Letter-Books, such as
Letters VII (1749) and Letters VIII (1750), but whether they were written to Whitefield or
another minister is difficult to ascertain. For the purposes of this chapter, the only letters
examined are those written to Whitefield from February 1741 to August 1744, which
includes all of her letters to Whitefield appearing in Letters II and Letters III. Whitefield
returned to England in March 1741 and remained in the United Kingdom, with
excursions into Scotland and Wales, until leaving in August 1744 on his third trip to
America. This is the pivotal period of time in the building of their relationship and their
usefulness to one another.

A Mutually Beneficial Relationship
In a letter written to Whitefield on January 22, 1743, Anne Dutton reminded him
of the origin of their correspondence. Once Dutton became aware of the excitement
surrounding Whitefield in 1739, she read his first Journals (1738; 1739), after which she
“could not bear to think that such a dear Servant should be raised up, and such a great
Work done in the World by him, without signifying [her] Heart-Union with the one, and
[her] Joy in the other.”96 Reflecting on the fruit of their correspondence over the course
of three years, she could say that she had “learnt by Experience that God has blessed me
since my Acquaintance with you.”97
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This mutually beneficial relationship started equivocally before evolving into the
blessed experience Dutton thought it to be in 1743. Whitefield’s first recorded letter to
Anne Dutton evinces a lack of enthusiasm on his part to correspond with her. The letter
was written while onboard the Elizabeth but not dated until November 10, 1739, after he
arrived in Philadelphia in late October. Whitefield began the letter rather ambiguously:
“I owe you several letters, I will pay you one now; have patience with me and I will pay
you all.”98 The remainder of the letter is filled with pious words dealing with suffering,
temptation, and his great sense of sinfulness. He closed the brief letter with a generic
request for prayer. However, by the time of his next surviving letter to Dutton, penned
fifteen months later in February 1741 on his second return trip to England while on board
the Minerva, Whitefield’s relationship with Dutton had changed. This evolution in their
relationship was facilitated by Whitefield’s embrace of Calvinism and the correlating
breach in his relationship with John Wesley over the doctrines of grace and Christian
perfection. Probably without Whitefield’s knowledge, Dutton had corresponded with
Wesley during the time that Whitefield was in America, addressing some of the same
concerns that Whitefield had about his Arminian friend.
In order to get a better picture of Whitefield’s predicament and Dutton’s resulting
usefulness to Whitefield, a closer look is needed at Whitefield’s Calvinism and his
relationship with the Wesleys shortly before his return trip to England after his
exceptionally successful second American tour. During this second trip to America,
Whitefield became more decidedly Calvinist than when he left John Wesley and England.
Wesley preached his sermon Free Grace in April 1739 and published the sermon after
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Whitefield embarked for America in August 1739.99 Wesley sent a copy to Charleston
for Whitefield and, even though the sermon did not specifically attack him, Whitefield
was nevertheless saddened by his friend’s decision to oppose the doctrines Whitefield
considered biblical.100 The next year Charles Wesley published his famous Hymns and
Sacred Poems to which John prefixed a preface strenuously affirming the doctrine of
Christian perfection, yet another doctrine separating Whitefield and the Wesleys. In
addition, some of the hymns of Charles Wesley posited universal redemption. These
publications and turns of events led Whitefield to write from Bethesda on December 24,
1740 his Answer to Wesley’s Sermon on Free Grace.
Before the Wesleys ever saw Whitefield’s Answer, a private letter from
Whitefield to John Wesley dated from Boston, September 25, 1740, was leaked and
published ahead of Whitefield’s arrival back in England.101 The letter was reprinted as a
broadsheet and appeared in The Perfectionist Examin’d (1741) by William Fleetwood.102
In the letter Whitefield rebutted Wesley’s doctrine of “a sinless perfection in this life
attainable” and claimed he had fallen into such “absurdities” because he would not “own
election; and you will not own election because you cannot believe the doctrine of
reprobation.”103 He also alluded to Wesley’s sermon Free Grace and that the sermon
successfully “set the nation a-disputing.” Whitefield also chided him for “casting lots” to
99
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decide whether he should publish the sermon or not. Understandably, Wesley was
agitated by the publication of this letter and its dissemination among Methodists “both at
the door and in the Foundery itself.” Working from the assumption that Whitefield knew
nothing of the publication of the letter, on February 1, 1741, Wesley “related (after
preaching) the naked fact to the congregation, and told them, ‘I will do just what I believe
Mr. Whitefield would, were he here himself.’ Upon which I tore it in pieces before them
all. Everyone who had received it did the same. So that in two minutes there was not a
whole copy left. Ah poor Ahithophel!”104
Meanwhile, Whitefield was onboard the Minerva on his way back to England;
letter-writing occupied much of his time. On February 1, 1741, Whitefield wrote to John
and Charles Wesley grieving their decision to print John’s sermon Free Grace with
Charles’s hymn affixed to the sermon. Whitefield’s duty, he claimed, was to “preach the
gospel of Christ, and that I cannot now do without speaking of election.”105 He informed
them that he had already written a reply to their work, which was being published in
Charleston, Boston, and London as soon as he arrived in England.106
Later in February, while still onboard the Minerva, Whitefield wrote his second
extant letter to Anne Dutton, dated February 20, 1741. There is a marked difference
between this one and his first reply. In this letter to Dutton, Whitefield apologized for not
writing her more often and hoped his letter to her would “provoke [her] to send [him] a
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letter immediately after [his] arrival [in England].”107 He informed her that Bethesda, his
Orphan house in Georgia, was established in the doctrines of grace and that her name was
“precious among them.” Whitefield then solicited her assistance and encouraged her
ministry: “I wish you would send them [those at Bethesda] a long letter. Your book on
walking with God has been blessed to one Mr. B[arber], and others in South Carolina. It
hath also been serviceable to a dear friend now with me, as also to myself.”108 Whitefield
considered her a reliable and trustworthy friend: “Help me by your prayers. It is an ease
thus to unbosom one’s self to a friend, and an instance of my confidence in you.” Along
with the letter Whitefield included another letter “from one of the children which God has
given me: He will rejoice to receive a line from you.” He concluded by informing her of
his intention to visit her, which he did a few months later.109
From this letter we can ascertain Dutton and Whitefield had developed a mutually
beneficial relationship. As Stephen Stein observed, “This was a relationship of mutual
convenience: Dutton driven by a desire to write and to serve, Whitefield in need of able
assistance.”110 In the midst of his theological squabbles with the Wesleys, Whitefield
needed good, reliable Calvinist friends, and he also needed to recruit other Calvinists to
assist him in the edification and encouragement of his family at Bethesda and others in
the colonies. As early as 1740 Dutton’s books, most notably Walking with God (1735),
with its puritan, practical divinity, were finding a welcome place among Whitefield’s
friends and converts in the colonies. Whitefield’s traveling companion who also
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benefited from Dutton’s Walking with God may very well have been the young “negro
boy” who travelled back to London with him.111 Within two years Dutton would write
and publish a letter to the group of slaves converted at Jonathan Bryan’s plantation in
South Carolina.112 These contacts would become the first of many of Anne’s colonial
correspondents who yearned for counsel and direction from a decidedly Calvinist
perspective.
As Tyerman suggested in his late nineteenth century work The Life of the Rev.
George Whitefield, although still Anglican, Whitefield was, for all practical purposes, a
Calvinist Dissenter at this point.113 When his Arminian friends distanced themselves
from him, Calvinist Dissenters built the London Tabernacle in Moorfields close to
Wesley’s Foundery. They initiated and funded its construction, and Whitefield became
its chief minister, without the aid of episcopal benedictions on the part of the Church of
England. This is yet another example of Whitefield’s breach with the Anglican
community, but it only continued the trend he developed in America where the vast
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majority of his friends and associates were Protestant Dissenters.114 That Whitefield
solicited Anne Dutton’s service at this point in his ministry is no coincidence.
On April 12, 1741, Whitefield collected money for his Orphan house at the new
London Tabernacle at the Moorfields.115 This fund-raising practice continued what he
began in the American colonies. A few months after his arrival in England in March
1741, Whitefield traveled to preach in the provinces and raise funds for his Orphan
House. His trip began at the end of June 1741, and on July 6 he was in Great Gransden in
Huntingdonshire, fulfilling his promise to visit Anne Dutton. His prior preaching
engagement was at Bedford on July 1; after his stay in Great Gransden, he traveled to
Burwell in Cambridgeshire and then to the counties of Suffolk and Essex before going
back to the Tabernacle in London.116 Although not a financially successful detour (the
church only raised six pounds, nine shillings, and two pence, less than almost all of the
other churches visited on this trip), it nevertheless provided opportunity for an important
personal contact with the Duttons and one that confirmed for Anne her value to
Whitefield and his desire to enlarge her ministry.
Because of his ecumenism, Whitefield could travel among these various
Protestant Dissenting churches. While his friends the Wesleys balked at identifying with
Dissenters, Whitefield welcomed the opportunity to come among any denomination that
114
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embraced him and the gospel he preached. In a letter to Joseph Humphreys, one week
after visiting Dutton, Whitefield confessed his ecumenical desires: “I have no freedom,
but in going about to all denominations. I cannot join with any one, so as to be fixed in
any particular place. Every one has his proper gift. Field-preaching is my place.”117
While Whitefield was eager to use his own gifts in ministry, he was also
dedicated to help Dutton use her gifts of ministry. Whitefield clearly discerned her gifts
for counsel and encouragement, and was motivated to offer her opportunities to exercise
these gifts among his coworkers and converts. A few days after his letter to Humphreys,
and a week after he had seen her in person, he wrote his third surviving letter to Dutton.
He communicated his joy over seeing her and conversing with her at Great Gransden.118
In addition to telling her of the “wonderful things from abroad,” he also informed her
“how desirous my family is of corresponding with you. Pray write to my dear little
orphans, boys and girls. God, I hear, hath been working powerfully upon their hearts.”
Whitefield also wanted her to write several specific people: “to Mr. J[onathan] B[ryan],
a converted planter; to Mrs. B[ryan], his kinswoman, who has lately received the
assurance of faith; to Mr. [Issac] C[hanler], a dear Baptist minister; to Mrs. S-----, who is
carried on the wings of faith and love; and to my dear Mr. [James] H[abersham], who is
Superintendant of the Orphan-house affairs.”119
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Whitefield was cognizant of the epistolary task, but he perceived he was in a
position both to help himself, by knowing a trusted friend who could encourage and
counsel his American associates, and help Dutton, by giving her opportunities to fulfill
her sense of calling: “You will excuse this freedom,” remarked Whitefield, “I am willing
your usefulness should be as extensive as may be. May the Lord bless you ever, more
and more.” In his letter a few days later to Jonathan Barber, the spiritual director of
Bethesda who was by then a correspondent of Dutton’s, Whitefield informed Barber that
he had recently seen Dutton and that her “conversation is as weighty as her letters.”
Whitefield had sent to Dutton a letter from Barber and told Barber that he would “receive
more from her, I hope, before it be long.”120
One last attestation to Whitefield’s deep respect for Dutton’s spiritual maturity
can be seen in his letter to Captain William Grant, another individual associated with
Bethesda and who by this time was also probably a correspondent of Dutton’s. In a reply
to a letter from Grant dated July 25, 1741, only a day after his letter to Barber, Whitefield
gently chided Grant over his literary style. Evidently, Whitefield suspected Grant was
attempting to copy Dutton’s style of writing while lacking her spiritual depth: “Your kind
letter I have just been reading over a second time. It gave me comfort; but the high style
extorted a smile or two from me. I believe you have been reading over Mrs. D[utton]’s
letters. You wanted to imitate her way of writing, but fail for want of her experience. It
is a good thing not to go out of our depth.”121
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From the brief extracts of these letters from Whitefield to Dutton and members of
his beloved Bethesda, Dutton apparently exuded a spiritual authority at Whitefield’s
Orphan house. Key members of the community deeply respected her and had been
corresponding with her for the past year. Whitefield was eager for the spiritual counsel
and encouragement to continue, especially during his absence from Bethesda and his
inability to write as frequently as he would have liked. There is no doubt that Bethesda, a
small orphanage located a few miles south of Savannah, GA, served as the first major
field for Dutton’s transatlantic ministry of spiritual direction. Although Dutton had an
established ministry of epistolary spiritual direction for at least five years before 1740,
Bethesda was on the transcontinental map because of Whitefield and the press it received
in John Lewis’s The Christian Amusement (London Weekly Papers), the first evangelical
magazine that charted the progress of the gospel among Whitefield and his associates.122
After his visit to Great Gransden, Whitefield wanted to enlarge Dutton’s field even more;
a month later she appeared for the first time in the London Weekly Papers, edited by John
Lewis.

The Dutton-Whitefield Correspondence, 1741-1744
A closer look at Dutton’s letters to Whitefield will elucidate the kind of counsel
she offered the evangelist. Although difficult to offer a chronological assessment of their
correspondence between 1741 and 1744, the copies of Dutton’s letters to Whitefield
appearing in the London Weekly Papers fortunately bore the composition date. For those
only appearing in the Letter-Books, we are left to educated guesswork.
her. See Edward J. Cashin, Beloved Bethesda: A History of George Whitefield’s Home for Boys, 17402000 (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 2001), 49.
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During 1741-44, Dutton and Whitefield corresponded extensively with each
other. Unfortunately, most did not survive. Two surviving letters reveal there was some
tension within the relationship for a short period of time when Whitefield received some
news that questioned Benjamin Dutton’s integrity. Not many details are given, but in all
likelihood the controversy revolved around the funds Benjamin Dutton had been raising
for building the chapel in Great Gransden. Benjamin directly responded to the questions
concerning his integrity in this matter in Superaboundings.123 Anne was able to quickly
clear her husband’s name to Whitefield’s satisfaction in a letter sent in August or
September of 1741. Fearing Anne was offended with him, Whitefield quickly responded
to her letter the night he received it in Aberdeen, Scotland on October 9, 1741. He
beseeched her to reply once she heard he had returned to England. When Whitefield
returned to England in November 1741, a letter from Anne Dutton was probably waiting
for him.
The next extant letter to Whitefield from Dutton was likely her letter published in
Philadelphia in 1743. At the time of writing, Whitefield was in Bristol and dealing with
the controversy concerning sinless perfection.124 In her letter, Dutton encouraged him in
his efforts to combat the doctrine, exhorting Whitefield to do his utmost “to disentangle
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the insnared in Bristol.”125 Displaying her theological acumen, Dutton suggested it was
absurd that Christians could “imagine that the Being of Sin is taken out of their
Nature!”126 Staying true to her Puritan practical divinity, Dutton thought that “the
Change of the Soul into the Image of God, is imperfect, with respect to Degrees, and a
progressive Work while in this Life: It is from Glory to Glory.”127 According to Dutton,
the doctrine of the attainability of sinless perfection in this life thwarted the design of the
gospel with respect to saints on earth. In her thinking, the apostles used the doctrines of
grace in their epistles to spur saints to holiness and duty. So if sinless perfection were
possible, Dutton quipped that Christians may as well “throw away our Bibles” and forego
the use of ordinances. In her view, the Christian would already be prepared for
heaven.128 This suggests her underlying presupposition that life with its obstacles was a
training ground and preparation for transformation in holiness and Christ-likeness to
make one “meet” for God’s presence in the afterlife.
Records of the Dutton-Whitefield correspondence for the next several months did
not survive, but there is evidence that Dutton sent several letters to Whitefield during the
time he was in Scotland for the second time from June to October 1742. Some of the
letters in Dutton’s Letter-Books bearing no dates probably were penned during this time.
One such letter reveals Dutton’s typical way of addressing and encouraging
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Whitefield.129 After gently chiding Whitefield that it seemed “an Age since I heard from
you” and wondering if he had forgotten her, she stated her confidence that Whitefield still
loved her in Christ as “a Fellow-Member with you, of the Body, of which [Christ] is the
Head.”
In this subtle reminder of their familial relationship and cooperation in the gospel,
Dutton sought to inspire Whitefield by suggesting that although heaven was in sight it
was also “Heaven to work for CHRIST, as well as rest with Him.” There were “ineffable
Sweets” in serving Christ, which was a form of heaven on earth. Dutton here alluded to
the pinnacle of a Calvinist mysticism that held service for the glory of God as an
experience of heaven and union with Christ. Dutton contemplated how great the
“immediate Vision of GOD and the LAMB” would be when self-denial for the sake of
Christ on earth already had “a peculiar Sweetness in it.”130 Dutton suggested that the
more a Christian enjoyed service to Christ while alive, the greater that one would enjoy
Christ in the life to come.
To inspire his devotion, Dutton reminded Whitefield of their common Calvinism,
that Jesus as Son of God loved him “infinitely and unchangeably, and will love you
eternally” and “gave himself for you … to you, and lives to serve you at his Father’s
Right-Hand.” In such a Calvinistic scheme, and in light of the suggestions she made in
her previous letter about the purpose of the doctrines of grace in holiness and duty,
Dutton proposed that such a view of Christ’s love for Whitefield should cause him to
give his whole self to Christ in loving service. She exhorted Whitefield to do what few
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people would have considered the great evangelist needed: “[S]uffer me to say, love
JESUS. Oh my Brother, little do you think how kindly he will take it, and how much he
will make of it. Did you know how much your Service glads CHRIST’s Heart now, your
Soul would be refresh’d as with new Wine, and nimbly would you spring thro’ your
Work, as a Giant to run a Race.”131 In closing, Dutton encouraged Whitefield that if he
followed her advice, he would most assuredly be welcomed into Christ’s kingdom as a
faithful servant, and “what the Greatness of that Glory will be, is yet to be reveal’d.”
The next two extant letters we possess probably crossed each other on their way
to their destined recipients. Whitefield must have eventually replied to Dutton in late
August or early September; her next reply came on September 29, 1742. Copies of
Dutton’s letter appear in both Letters III and in the London Weekly Papers.132 Dutton
thanked him for his letter and comforted him that although she longed to hear from him,
she knew his work made it difficult to write to her. Much of the letter discussed their
common desire for the union and communion of saints, both now and in eternity. His
kindness in remembering her was an expression of the love Christians should show to one
another, Dutton quipped. She used apocalyptic and bridal-mystical language to
communicate her yearning for the coming of Christ when “They all are one, in one they
all agree: ONE is their ALL, which makes all one to be.” She reminded Whitefield that
this was his true aim, that for which he labored – “to make ready a People prepared for
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the Lord… to espouse many unto one Husband … as a chaste Virgin unto Christ.” In the
meantime, as they awaited the “Bridegroom’s coming,” Dutton inspired Whitefield to
“labour hard in the Lord’s Work” and to do all he could “according to his Working, to get
the Bride ready for the Marriage-Glory with her Royal Bridegroom.” Dutton again urged
the great evangelist Whitefield to evangelize boldly:
Oh dear Man of God! The Attendance you give to this Work, and the Diligence
you shew in it, doth as it were forbid me to press you forward, to be a winged
Flame, fly! But CHRIST flies, and YOU must fly. The winged Flame of his Love,
brings him sweetly, swiftly, gloriously to save his Bride! Enkindled then with
this Fire of GOD, this Flame of JEHOVAH, fly after him; the LORD is gone out
before you; wing the Way; run through Opposition; lick up the Waters of
Affliction, and always abound in the Work of the LORD; forasmuch as you know
that your Labour is not in vain in the LORD.133
Dutton implored Whitefield to even greater service than he had exhibited and to
be encouraged that God chose him before the foundation of the world both for eternal life
and to be a mouthpiece for the gospel in their present time. Relying on her
supralapsarian Calvinist framework, Dutton reminded Whitefield that God “loved you
Anciently, Freely, Richly, and will love you Eternally!” and that Whitefield should trace
his blessings to their the Divine Source: “For God’s Dispensations of Grace in Time,
towards the Heirs of Salvation, are but the Transcript of His Eternal Decrees, the
opening, or unfolding of His manifest Wisdom and Grace, in the Eternal Council of His
Will concerning them.”134
Dutton concluded the letter by reminding him that those who were “highly
favoured” should expect strong opposition, yet none of his enemies would be a match for
divine omnipotence. In true Calvinist fashion, opposition was seen by Dutton as a mere
133
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foil to illustrate divine glory and power. On the personal, horizontal level of Christian
practice, Dutton counseled Whitefield to see his “close trials” as the necessary corollary
of his “glorious consolations” for they were “needful and advantageous” to “poize”
Whitefield. While many Calvinistic Methodists in these early years of the Revival may
have wanted to keep Whitefield on a pedestal, Dutton reminded him of the potential trials
and obstacles in the near future that could threaten to derail him spiritually and cause him
to forfeit his service to God and influence over others.135
The last letter in Whitefield’s Works undeniably addressed to Dutton was written
from Edinburgh on October 13, 1742.136 Whitefield greatly appreciated the letters Dutton
sent him, which “increased [his] love, which [he] had before to the writer of them.” After
informing her of his preaching in Scotland, Whitefield updated her on his orphanage and
the money he had raised for it. He apparently sent an account of his “poor orphans” with
the letter so that she could better “continue writing to, and praying for my dear family.”
This account was A Continuation of the Account of the Orphan-House in Georgia, from
January 1740/1 to June 1742. Whitefield asked Mr. R., “an humble walker with God,” to
send the work to Dutton along with a letter from him for her.137 Whitefield informed
Dutton that she would also receive a letter from Mr. [J.] T[rail], a bookseller whom
Whitefield believed to be a true Christian, and who also happened to be the primary
Scottish bookseller of the Orphanage account Whitefield sent her. Whitefield closed by
ensuring Dutton he was attempting to widen her influence: “Pray answer [them]. I would
135
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have your correspondence enlarged, and therefore I set other people writing to you,
though I cannot write so much myself.”138 Thus at the end of 1742 Whitefield was
proactively expanding Dutton’s ministry of epistolary spiritual direction, connecting her
with men and women who could benefit from a correspondence with her. Faced with the
reality of his own incapability to correspond and counsel a growing number of men,
women, and children clamoring for his spiritual wisdom, Whitefield viewed Dutton as a
worthy substitute.
Although not extant within Whitefield’s next letter to Dutton, December 7, 1742,
he apparently reiterated his same intention and hope to amplify her epistolary ministry of
spiritual direction. In her reply, December 30, 1742, Dutton extracted Whitefield’s words
to her: “I think our dear Lord will employ you more and more.”139 Dutton expressed her
appreciation that Whitefield prayed for blessings upon her and her “weak Endeavours,”
yet she confessed to him that she harbored fears that God would not continue to use her.
Dutton quickly, however, turned to encouraging Whitefield in his “abundant Usefulness”
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to God.140 Dutton was confident that even when attacked by “Sin, Satan, and the World,”
Christ would uphold and strengthen him.141 Dutton encouraged Whitefield to continue in
the “Great MASTER’s Work, in His great Strength,” with the confidence that she would
continue to “bear you on my Heart before the Lord.” She directed him to remember his
preciousness to God, suggesting that his name was dear to Christ and that no one could
touch him without affronting God. In the midst of persecution, she inspired him to show
the meekness and gentility of Christ. At the time of writing, Whitefield had hoped to
embark for America and had expressed this to Dutton, who in turn gave him her blessing,
entrusting him to God and the “Master’s Work.” She called him to remembrance and
thanksgiving for what she believed God had done for him while in England and Scotland,
and exhorted him to proclaim the gospel to the lost and confirm the souls of those
converted on his previous trips to the colonies, with a view of the “Multitude of precious
Souls,” he would soon joyfully “present as a chaste Virgin to CHRIST!”142
During 1743, the Dutton-Whitefield correspondence continued, though at times
broken when one or the other was prevented from writing. Dutton became somewhat
frustrated that Whitefield did not respond to her letters for long periods of time, but that
did not stop her from sending a stream of encouraging notes his way. The first letter
Dutton sent in 1743, January 22, was in reply to his letter she received the previous
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night.143 Dutton expressed her gratitude for the manifestations of Whitefield’s kindness
to her, taking a position of self-deprecating humility that God would allow “such a poor
Sinner to be so near” Whitefield and to have “a Place in the Regards of one of his dearest
Favourites!” Of course, Dutton solely attributed her beneficial relationship with
Whitefield to “Free Grace” and therefore praised God that she had ever become
acquainted with Whitefield. Whitefield had told her that “He has blessed you, yea, and
you shall be blessed.”144 In response, she then recalled to him why she first began a
correspondence with him:
When I first heard of you, and read your first Journals, my Heart was knit to you;
and I could not bear to think that such a dear Servant should be raised up, and
such a great Work done in the World by him, without signifying my Heart-Union
with the one, and my Joy in the other. ‘Twas Love to Christ, his Cause, and
Servants, that put me upon writing to you, Sir, at first. -- This was the Mean that
kind Providence made use of to begin our Correspondence, which, blessed be
God, has hitherto been continued. And I have learnt by Experience that God has
blessed me since my Acquaintance with you.145
Over the previous three years Whitefield repeatedly sought to expand Dutton’s
ministry. Dutton was cognizant that he was the primary reason her ministry of spiritual
writing and guidance had multiplied. However, once again evincing her self-deprecation,
Dutton was tempted to doubt that God would use her even as Whitefield was still
working to broaden her ministry. However, with the use of her spiritual hermeneutic and
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experiential biblicism, Dutton believed God “confirm’d it by several precious Promises,
which dropp’d from his Lilly-Lips, like sweet-smelling Myrrh.”146 In light of the work of
Jantzen, Dutton’s use of self-deprecation here is in alignment with ancient and medieval
Christian female mystics who acquired spiritual authority via their self-deprecation and
visionary mysticism. Out of her self-deprecation Dutton believed she received a divine
direction and assurance of her ministry. Whether conscious or not, sharing both her
feelings of self-deprecation and divine assurance functioned as a subtle reminder of the
authenticity of her ministry of writing and direction.
After sharing with Whitefield the state of her soul – how she longed to “be
baptized with Fire, that I may love CHRIST greatly in every little Attempt to serve him” –
Dutton encouraged him that God was directing all that happened to him (both his joys
and trials) so as to conform him to the image of Christ. She was especially glad to see
that Whitefield not only believed in the benefit of trials but could also “experience the
great Advantage of a Variety of Trials: That you have not only the Joy of Faith, but of
spiritual Sense also herein.”147 Using the example of Christ who did not seek his own
glory, Dutton affirmed Whitefield’s attempt to deflect the praise of others, yet she
cautioned him not to deny the honor God was giving to him in his ministry. Dutton
counseled him to keep seeking the “Master’s Glory; and He will take Care” of
Whitefield’s. Dutton believed God was glorifying Whitefield in their present and would
reward him greatly in the world to come.
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In the conclusion of the letter Dutton recognized Whitefield’s desire to return to
America, which he had communicated to her in his previous letter. She affirmed his
humility and encouraged him that he would be able to discern God’s intentions for him in
the matter. Whitefield would not leave for America until August 1744, later than
expected.
This letter reflects the close relationship between Dutton and Whitefield as well as
Whitefield’s continuing reliance upon Dutton for encouragement, edification, spiritual
writing and direction. He had blessed her ministry, wishing for even greater blessings
upon her ministry in the near future, and she in turn attempted to strengthen him in the
midst of his joys and sorrows and inspire him with their common Calvinistic vision of
loving, selfless service to the glory of God.
The next three letters discussed are difficult to place chronologically. The first
one was a brief letter written in reply to another affirming letter from Whitefield while he
was in the United Kingdom, written sometime between August 1742 and March 1744.148
The other two letters were probably written in the middle months of 1743, when Dutton
had not heard from Whitefield for a while.149
In the first letter, Dutton replied to one from Whitefield that “brought God to [her]
Soul.” She continued to express the “Heart-Union” she felt with Whitefield, language
used in previous correspondence. Dutton thanked Whitefield for the many expressions of
his increasing love, praising him as “a blessed Instrument of much Good … to [her] poor
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Soul!” Whenever this letter was written, Whitefield continued to widen Dutton’s
ministry and encourage her endeavors.
Dutton then abruptly transitioned from praising Whitefield to warning him.
Recognizing his spiritual fervor that was apparent in his previous letter, she used the
vivid geographical metaphors of mountains and valleys as images for spiritual states. If
he was “on the Mount” in his last letter, Dutton warned that he should not be surprised if
God, “your wise and gracious Leader, should again bring you into the Valley.” In
Dutton’s theory of suffering and the spiritual life, God “prepares us by great Comforts,
for great Trials: And by sore Trials, for strong Consolations. Which Way soever he
deals with us, it is in infinite Love and Wisdom.”150 Using this same spirituality,
Whitefield seems to have communicated to her his belief that he would experience an
approaching trial of some kind. Dutton affirmed his attempt to “flow sweetly into the
Will of GOD” with “joyful Acquiescence,” the soul gesture she would elsewhere
designate “holy resignation.” Dutton believed she could recognize God at work in his
heart, drawing Whitefield to a greater devotion.
Dutton then used the mythological story of Abraham and Isaac to remind him of
God’s mysterious but predictable ways with believers who are increasing in love for God:
“He delights to try it [their love for God]. And try us he will in our Isaacs, in that which
is most near and dear to us. And if thus the Lord should try you, my dear Brother, give
him Leave to do what He pleaseth. Call nothing your own, but GOD’s Great SELF! Have
no Will but His; and then your Will cannot be crost.”151 Dutton encouraged Whitefield
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that if he could manage this soul gesture of holy resignation he would be called a “Friend
of God” as Abraham was when he surrendered his son Isaac to be sacrificed.
Dutton had tested in daily life this spirituality she had imbibed from her own
Puritan and Baptist tradition. Dutton faced her own mortality and that of her closest
relatives in her early life, nearly dying as an adolescent, constantly battling poor health,
and losing her first husband to death in her early twenties. While impossible to know
where to place this letter in their years of correspondence (except for within the window
of time between 1742 and 1744), it is worth noting that Whitefield’s four month-old son
died on February 8, 1744. Death was a close companion for people in the eighteenth
century, and Dutton and Whitefield offered ways of viewing life in the grander scheme of
the biblical story of salvation.
The next two letters written to Whitefield reflect Dutton’s concern for
Whitefield’s lack of correspondence with her. Although they appear consecutively in
Letters III, Dutton was never bound to chronological order when compiling her LetterBooks. The main connecting aspect of these letters is Dutton’s longing to receive a letter
from Whitefield. From internal evidence, Whitefield had recently visited Wales and
Gloucester and he currently was located in London. Thus a date of May-June 1743,
August-September 1743, or the early months of 1744 seems likely; during these times
Whitefield was residing in London after having visited Wales and Gloucester.

stories in Genesis are myths in the sense that they express not merely an historical event but also an eternal
idea. On the other hand, typological symbols are analogies applied to space and refer to prototypes above
and their manifestations below. Dutton “properly” used this story as myth, suggesting that it not only
happened in some moment in history but that it must also happen in an individual’s personal history, e.g
Whitefield’s. This has sometimes been called the tropological use of Holy Scripture. For more on these
uses of symbolism see Valentin Tomberg, Meditations on the Tarot: A Journey into Christian Hermeticism,
trans. Robert Powell (New York: Tarcher/Putnam, 2002), 13-15, 44.
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Although not hearing from Whitefield, Dutton assured him that she still prayed
for him, regardless of his prayers for her. Assuming the role of an Aaron to his Moses,
she suggested that in addition to her prayers for him she did all she could do to “hold up
[his] Hands in [his] great MASTER’s Work.”152 One way she consistently did this was “to
stir up [his] pure Mind by way of Remembrance.”153 In this letter, Dutton posited that the
afterlife for the Christian would be both a “Day” and a “Night.” She encouraged
Whitefield that his “eternal Rest” approached, when he would forever be with God and
serve God. She wanted him to remember that the celestial delights and visions of God
awaited him in the age to come when there would no longer be separation from God.
However, at the same time, the entrance to such a life required death to the terrestrial
world, and thus would usher in a time when Christians could no longer serve God on
earth. Therefore, the knowledge of the “eternal DAY” should cause him to treasure the
remaining time he had to serve God on earth before the “Night of Death.”
During the small interval between the “eternal Day” and “Night of Death,” Dutton
exhorted him to win still more souls for Christ, “many Thousands and Tens of
Thousands, to be the Bride the LAMB’s Wife, and your Companions in the heavenly
World, before you leave this earthly Globe.”154 Dutton suggested that Whitefield’s
continuing effort to evangelize until the day of his death would authenticate his ministry.
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Dutton closed this letter expressing her joy concerning the news from Jonathan
Barber that Whitefield’s Bethesda family had been recently “visited” by God.155 Dutton
sustained a significant correspondence with key members of Bethesda. She apparently
felt it her duty to regularly pray for the community as well as correspond with them
concerning spiritual matters.
In the next letter, Dutton expressed her desire to receive a line from Whitefield,
and Dutton revealed that she recently received some books from Whitefield. One of
these must have been his book of sermons published in Edinburgh by John Traill and in
London by Samuel Mason.156 Evidently, although he was presently in England,
Whitefield did not send a letter with these books; Dutton longed to hear from him and to
know of his “State.” Assuming Whitefield was experiencing various physical and
spiritual trials, she wanted to strengthen his faith with a meditation on the incarnation of
Christ and the various trials he faced in his human condition. Her basic premise was that
all of the “difficulties, Discouragements and Oppositions” Christians encountered “in the
Course of our walking with GOD, and working for CHRIST” were necessary if they were
to be “crown’d as Overcomers” in the life to come. Dutton painted a picture of Christ as
not only a Savior but also a “Brother, that hath a Brother’s Heart towards us.”
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Dutton’s understanding of the incarnation and its implications for human
suffering reached further than mere human sympathy, even if the sympathy was Jesus’s.
Dutton strengthened Whitefield by teaching that through the incarnation “the infinite
Bowels of the Son of God” were “clothed with the Compassions of our Nature” so that
believers could be able to experience through Christ’s humanity “an inexhaustible,
eternal Flow, of kindly Sympathy with us, and Salvation to us.”157 According to Dutton,
the incarnate Christ experienced all the trials any believer might face and thereby had
taken away “the Curse of them, sanctify’d them to us” and was therefore prepared to
comfort and save believers in the midst of trials. Thus, Christ’s own humanity and
suffering became a channel for divine grace, always present for the Christian who would
abandon him- or herself to God.
In light of this high Christology and theory of suffering and sanctification, Dutton
exhorted Whitefield to continue to serve God “in the Way of our Duty,” assured that
Christ would always strengthen both of them for their work, pity them for the weaknesses
therein, forgive them for any sin exhibited in their labors, accept their imperfect services,
and present their works to their common “Father” in Christ’s own perfections. In Christ,
Dutton suggested that both the works of Whitefield and Dutton would be blessed for the
good of people on earth and to “crown” these souls in eternity.
The next letter examined can be situated chronologically and was written to
Whitefield as well as his “Fellow-labourers and Assistants” at the London Tabernacle on
February 18, 1743. The letter only appears in one of the 1744 editions of the London
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Weekly Papers.158 In this short letter, Dutton encouraged and inspired Whitefield and his
associates. Because of the great love God had shown them, Dutton exhorted them to be
good soldiers of Christ: to march under “the Banner of IMMANUEL’s Love,” to be
valiant for “the Truth and Cause of your ROYAL MASTER,” and not to fear any of their
physical or spiritual enemies because “God is in the Midst of you.”159 Using apocalyptic
imagery, Dutton suggested none of their enemies could dethrone Christ, who sat at God’s
right-hand and would overcome all his and their enemies. Concluding in an apostolic
mode, Dutton exhorted her readers to “feed, and watch” over the Christian believers
under their pastoral ministries, reminding them “through much Tribulation we must enter
the Kingdom. And shew them the Crown to encourage them to take up the Cross.”160
Along with the plethora of aphorisms Dutton added at the end of her first letter to Harris,
the final section of this letter to Whitefield and his London Tabernacle associates (which
appear as the epigraph to this chapter), serves as a succinct summary and example of her
spiritual counsel to Harris, Whitefield, and other ministers.
In the last letter examined, Dutton addressed the recent attack on Whitefield’s life.
Although no date was given, internal evidence suggests it was written in early July 1744,
shortly after Whitefield was assaulted in Plymouth, Devon.161 The attack occurred in late
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June 1744; in August he embarked for America. Whitefield’s letter to Dutton was
written from Bideford, Devon, where he preached in late June after the attack.
Whitefield apparently narrated this event to Dutton in his letter from Bideford. Two of
the “Mrs. D.” letters written by Whitefield recounted this very incident, but because those
letters were written from Plymouth after his visit to Bideford, I have assumed they were
not written to Anne Dutton but to another “Mrs. D.”162
In Dutton’s reply to Whitefield she thanked him for his letter written from
Bideford and alluded to the “cruel Assault” in which his life was in danger. Her
emphasis, however, centered on Whitefield’s evangelizing work in England and how
even the attack on his life was “over-rul’d for the Furtherance of the Gospel.”163 Because
his life was “in the Lord’s Hand” and none of his enemies could take it from him until
God decided to “love [his] Spirit Home into his own Bosom,” Dutton exhorted
Whitefield to appreciatively abandon himself to God, even to the extent of martyrdom.
Dutton reminded Whitefield of certain spiritual principles regarding afflictions and
sufferings. “Afflictions,” suggested Dutton, “and the Gospel, are inseparable. Not a Soul
that knows, and bears Witness to the Gospel, in the Life and Spirit of it, but must endure
Afflictions, in a Degree proportionable to his Appearance for Christ, and Labours in his
Gospel.”164 According to Dutton afflictions were a necessary part of the Christian
spiritual journey, but in light of the reward awaiting them because of their gospel work on
that Dutton inserted it at the end, almost as a bookend to this Letter-Book solely devoted to her
correspondence with Methodists on both sides of the Atlantic.
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earth, they could, with the apostle Paul, consider that their present sufferings were not
comparable to the glory they would experience after death. Even more, Dutton counseled
Whitefield to see his present afflictions as “Part of your Reward, of that Reward which
our Lord gives you, in forsaking all, to serve him and his. They are your Glory now, and
resplendently will appear to be so, in the Day of CHRIST.”165 From this perspective,
Dutton exhorted him to labor and suffer for Christ, his “great Pattern,” and “ for the Joy
that is set before you, endure the Cross, until you are crown’d in Glory with him.”166
After this final letter to Whitefield in Letters III (1745), there are no more extant
letters written to Whitefield until possibly the letters written to a “Mr. W.” that appear in
Letters VII (1749) and Letters VIII (1750).167 Some were likely written to Whitefield, but
it is difficult to say definitively.
What was the quality of the Dutton-Whitefield relationship at the time of
Whitefield’s departure for America in August 1744? Was Whitefield still as keen to
enlarge Dutton’s epistolary ministry of spiritual direction and encouragement when he
left England, not to return until 1748? The terse letters to a “Mrs. D.” appearing in
Whitefield’s Works in 1743 and 1744 were unlikely addressed to Anne Dutton, yet it is
difficult to conclusively affirm this. Even if one did accept these letters as addressed to
Dutton, they do not diminish the fact that Whitefield still believed Dutton to be useful in
1744. Two indications confirm this hypothesis, related to Dutton’s continuing presence
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in the London Weekly Papers, the evangelical magazine Dutton contributed to throughout
the 1740s.168
On May 30, 1743, George Whitefield presided over the monthly Letter-Day held
at the London Tabernacle. At this time several letters were read, one of which was a
letter from Anne Dutton. In the words of the editor of the magazine (presumably John
Lewis), Dutton congratulated Whitefield “on the great Success the Lord had lately given
him; of his wise Providence in keeping him in this Land so long for the good of many
Souls; strengthened his hands to go on, for the Lord would be with him, and give great
Success, and crown him with many more Victories.”169 Whenever presiding over the
Letter-Day, Whitefield was responsible for choosing which letters to read for the benefit
and edification of the society’s members. The fact that he chose a letter from Anne
Dutton suggests he still found Dutton to be useful and relevant for both the London
Tabernacle and the wider readership of the London Weekly Papers.
This leads to the second indication that Whitefield still valued Dutton in 1744. In
the London Weekly Papers from late 1743 to the first half of 1744, while Whitefield was
still in England, there are several letters from Dutton included in the evangelical
magazine.170 Because of his sponsorship of this publication, Whitefield exercised great
power over what was incorporated into the magazine, especially when he was residing in
London where the Weekly Papers were published. In these final months leading to
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Whitefield’s departure for America, Whitefield included within his evangelical magazine
letters from Anne Dutton, an illuminating indicator of Dutton’s useful ministry at that
time.

Characteristics of Dutton’s Spiritual Direction as Found in the
Letters to Evangelical Leaders
Anne Dutton, a middle-aged, Baptist pastor’s wife, living in the small village of
Great Gransden, Huntingdonshire, managed to carry a correspondence with each of the
three great leaders of the Evangelical Revival during its most critical years. While many
women corresponded with these men, in contradistinction to most, Dutton was respected
as a woman of theological and spiritual maturity. Indeed, given the age difference
between Dutton and each of these men, the men possibly viewed her as a maternal figure
or at least as an elder sister. All three men clearly respected Dutton’s spirituality and
literary influence; by 1741 each of they had read at least one of her many works. Howell
Harris believed God had gifted Dutton with a talent for spiritual writing; therefore he
solicited spiritual works from her and requested copies of her works for his fellow Welsh
and English Calvinist Methodists. John Wesley treated Dutton as a spiritual equal and
respectfully responded to her as a woman with theological acumen. George Whitefield
believed both Dutton’s conversation and her letters were of great spiritual depth, and thus
he sought to enlarge her ministry of spiritual direction by connecting her with others.

Summary of Historical and Spiritual-Theological Factors
In this chapter, various historical reasons were offered for Dutton’s initial
correspondence with each evangelist. The close friend of Howell Harris, Judith Godwin,
was an essential figure who provided Harris with some of Dutton’s early works and likely
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prodded him to strike up a correspondence with Dutton. Unlike the other two
evangelists, Harris was the one who initiated their relationship in December 1739.
Before Harris wrote his first letter to Anne Dutton, she initiated a correspondence with
Wesley in 1739 that was short-lived but was reinitiated with the encouragement of
Howell Harris after Dutton and Harris began their correspondence at the beginning of
1740. This renewal of the Dutton-Wesley correspondence was also brief, lasting from
1740 to 1741, concluding with her lengthy Vindication Letter to Wesley that defended the
Calvinist doctrines of grace. Finally, after reading Whitefield’s journals in 1739, Dutton
commenced a correspondence with Whitefield. Although ambivalent at first, upon his
trip back to England from America in 1741, Whitefield eagerly sought Dutton’s help and
introduced her to various men and women in the transatlantic Evangelical Revival.
There were less tangible reasons for her early, active presence in the Revival: her
call to ministry, her Calvinist spirituality, and her familial understanding of the Church.
First, Dutton experienced a call to ministry involving spiritual writing and epistolary
spiritual guidance, grounded in her contemplative, experiential biblicism, which was a
hallmark of her spirituality. Second, she was a theologically astute and articulate
interpreter of evangelical Calvinism (grounded in High Calvinism) much favored by
Harris and Whitefield. Dutton only influenced the Calvinist wing of the Revival; while
respecting the Wesleyan and Moravian wings of the movement, she viewed them as
theologically inadequate and spiritually dangerous to believers. Dutton’s practical and
experimental Puritan divinity attracted Harris and Whitefield, and they used her services
in Wales, England, Scotland, and the American colonies.
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Third, Dutton’s model of spiritual direction was grounded in an egalitarian
interpretation of the biblical image of the Church as the family of God. This was a key
theological factor in her boldness to write so candidly to these three great evangelists. In
the history of the practice of spiritual direction, there have been various models, e.g.
master-disciple, parent-child, and soul friend-soul friend. Dutton primarily functioned
out of a sibling-sibling model. In addition to the common practice of calling these men
“Brother” and their corresponding practice of referring to her as “Sister,” Dutton
explicitly alluded to this foundational concept in her letters to Harris and Whitefield,
while serving as an implicit factor in Dutton’s correspondence with Wesley. For
example, in one of her letters to Harris, Dutton used familial language in reference to her
inter-relationships with the Triune God and other Christians. As a child of God through
“Free Grace,” Dutton longed to be healed by her “Heavenly Father,” her “Elder Brother,”
and her “Sanctifier and Comforter” so that she might exude the virtues she saw
manifested in other members of “the Family.” In the meantime, she would wait for God
to transform her into the “Love-Image of JESUS, the glorious First-born of the
Family.”171 In a letter to Whitefield, Dutton counseled him to remember that Christ was
his “Brother” who understood all of Whitefield’s trials and could have compassion upon
him with a “Brother’s Heart.”172 Such a familial model also led her to initiate a
correspondence with those with which she disagreed, such as John Wesley (concerning
doctrine) and James Robe of Kilsyth, Scotland (concerning practice). Believing Wesley
was a fellow-member in the universal “family of God,” Dutton believed she should
171
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correct Wesley of his mistaken views. Seeking to correct a revival practice used by
Robe, Dutton wrote to him as a “fellow Citizen” in “another room” of “the Household of
God” in order to have a little “Paper Converse” with him concerning “our Lord’s Family
Affairs.”173 The familial basis of her spiritual direction ministry served as a theological
reason why she freely corresponded with evangelical leaders such as Harris, Whitefield,
Wesley, and Robe and, in the cases of Wesley, Whitefield, and Robe, why she believed it
appropriate even to initiate the correspondence. In the household of God there was only
one “Father” – God; all believers therefore were equal brothers and sisters. Dutton took
this theology seriously, and it was an impetus for her spiritual guidance to these men. As
a correspondent of these men, Dutton related as an elder sibling, encouraging her
“favored” brothers in the work their common “Father” had given them to do.

Summary of Spiritual Themes
In her letters to Harris, Wesley, and Whitefield, Dutton used four primary means
to offer guidance: correction, self-deprecation, recollection, and inspiration. Correction
was primarily limited to Wesley; the exception being Dutton’s subtle correction of
Harris’s zeal. Her letters to Wesley reveal her efforts to correct Wesley’s theology
concerning many key elements in her practical and experimental divinity, e.g. the degrees
of faith and assurance and the impossibility of sinless perfection in this life. The final
three elements were reserved for her letters to Harris and Whitefield. Dutton’s use of
self-deprecation reinforced her common, Calvinistic spirituality with Harris and
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Whitefield. Her confessions of uselessness, unworthiness, and failures often flowed into
odes to “Free Grace” that served to remind and inspire them. In addition, in light of the
work of Jantzen, at times her self-deprecatory words became venues to subtly remind
Harris or Whitefield of her divine calling, especially when such self-debasement
appeared in the context of divine reassurances she believed she received, reassurances
that she also (in addition to self-deprecation) communicated to Harris or Whitefield.
Dutton’s primary means of spiritual guidance was recollection and inspiration. In
these early years of the Evangelical Revival, Dutton repeatedly reminded Harris and
Whitefield of a cluster of themes in order to encourage them in their ministries. Briefly,
Dutton repeatedly emphasized God’s “Free Grace” to each evangelist. This was the
foundation for all of her writing, which served as a unifying bond between her, Harris,
and Whitefield, and as an insurmountable obstacle between her and Wesley. In her
spiritual counsel, Dutton repeatedly used the doctrines of grace as a means to incite her
correspondent to greater holiness and service. Dutton never tired of communicating her
certainty of God’s eternal and loving election of Harris and Whitefield, and she used this
doctrine to strengthen their personal faith. Grounding her spiritual teachings in the
Calvinist doctrines of the total depravity of humanity and the final perseverance of the
saints, Dutton repeatedly reminded Harris and Whitefield that life was a training ground
and a means for transformation into the image of Christ. Therefore they should expect
affliction, resign themselves into the loving will of God, and begin to see their
desolations not only as corollaries to their consolations but as the means whereby they
would experience God’s grace, love, and blessing in solidarity with the incarnate Christ.
Drawing from her own experience and tradition, Dutton reminded Harris and Whitefield
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that faithful service to God was the highest expression of love. Often using
eschatological and bridal-mystical language, Dutton urged them to greater service during
the remainder of their short lives, to love Christ even more than they presently did,
knowing that God was presently glorifying them in all their efforts and would reward
them richly in the age to come. If they embraced the cross, God would crown them; if
they suffered for Christ, God would glorify them; if they witnessed for the gospel, God
would fill them with present and eternal beatitude.

Spiritual Direction as Spiritual Confirmation
None of this was new teaching for these men; Harris and Whitefield taught much
of the same, as did Wesley but with an Arminian foundation rather than Calvinist.
Instead of new teachings or practices for specific “soul diseases,” Dutton’s spiritual
guidance to (especially) Harris and Whitefield amounted to encouraging them to
remember and do the things they were presumably already doing. Therefore two
questions must be asked: First, did Anne Dutton really offer spiritual direction to Harris,
Wesley, and Whitefield? And second, did they consider her to be a spiritual director for
them?
To the first question, one can only answer in the affirmative if using a very
general definition of “spiritual direction.” Some of Dutton’s counsel was indirect, such
as her subtle ways of offering guidance through personally confessing her own struggles
with depression and unbelief. Although subtle, this method offered a means through
which Dutton could legitimately counsel, while maintaining a self-deprecatory context.
Dutton could confess her specific sins, but also describe and indirectly prescribe a
practice which helped one handle afflictive emotions. Dutton’s letters to Wesley were
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directive in a negative sense, situated in the midst of their debates over theological and
spiritual issues. Dutton did not simply seek to counsel Wesley; she sought to correct
him. While there are elements of spiritual counsel, such as Dutton’s exhortations for
Wesley to “watch the thoughts of his heart” for sin, even this comes as an effort to reveal
that he had not reached a state of sinless perfection. In contrast, most of Dutton’s counsel
to Harris and Whitefield was direct in a positive way. Rarely did she seek to correct their
theology or practice; rather, she reminded them of the practical applications of their
common Calvinistic spirituality, inspired them to greater feats of service, and directed
their thoughts toward God and the heavenly rewards awaiting them.
Nevertheless, even the counsel Dutton offered Harris and Whitefield through
recollection and inspiration stretches the definition of “private spiritual direction”
determined in chapter one.
Private spiritual direction takes place when one who is struggling through a
transcendence crisis receives guidance and direction from another who is
perceived to be holy, wise, loving, experienced, knowledgeable, and sensitive to
the Spirit, with the aim of healing and freeing the soul through a deeper
understanding and surrender to the Divine in daily life.
From Dutton’s letters examined in this chapter, at least Harris and Whitefield consistently
responded to Dutton as one who exuded the traditional characteristics of a spiritual
director. Her counsel also was given privately as a letter with the intention to liberate
these men to a “holy resignation” in the midst of their daily lives and ministries.
However, unlike many of her correspondents, Harris, Wesley, or Whitefield never
solicited Dutton’s advice while they were in spiritual crises. In the case of Whitefield,
she often desired to know of his “state,” and he probably shared this with her often, but
we have no indication that he or Harris ever entreated her for spiritual advice; Wesley
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unlikely did either. Although they did not ask for spiritual guidance, Dutton offered what
might be relevant to their general situations. When she could do so, Dutton read between
the lines of their letters and offered appropriate counsel. Nevertheless, Harris and
Whitefield did not view her as a spiritual director to them, although they did encourage
her ministry of spiritual writing and counsel to others.
Dutton’s letters to these men could best be described as spiritual confirmation.
This process occurred mostly through her use of self-deprecation, recollection, and
inspiration. At its root, confirmation (con-firmare) means to “strengthen together,” to
“make firm” and “establish.” Essentially, confirmation is the capacity to offer to another
“expressions of assurance and encouragement as they attempt to affirm themselves before
God and their family members, friends, and co-workers.” 174 Dutton’s use of selfdeprecation, recollection, and inspiration was towards this end: to establish Harris and
Whitefield in their common, Calvinistic spirituality, strengthen them to “affirm their own
value and dignity,” encourage them in their spiritual and vocational progress, and call
them to “appreciatively abandon” themselves to God in Christ as they sought to win and
establish other souls. Thus Dutton’s spiritual counsel was established in a context of
spiritual confirmation.
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Formation Anthropology in Service of Formation Theology,” in Epiphany Certification Program
(Pittsburgh: Epiphany Association, 2002), 25.
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CHAPTER FIVE
“From a Friend in the Country”:
Anne Dutton’s Early Contributions to the London Weekly Papers

I believe [Benjamin Dutton’s] Wife is as eminent a Saint, and as useful a Member
(in her Sphere) in the Church-Militant, as any our Lord has. Her Works shall
witness. Her Letters have been sweetly bless’d to my poor Soul.... She always
industriously conceals her Name -- but whenever [I place] any of her Letters into
my Papers you’ll find them [usually] tituled: The Copy of a Letter from a Friend
in the Cou[ntry.] This Title I keep to her Letters only, that the Brethren [may]
know whose they are __ for ... she is so useful.
— In a Letter from John Lewis to Thomas Prince, Sr. (August 20, 1743)

The primary leaders of the Evangelical Revival used traditional promotions such
as published treatises, hymns, and sermons; they innovatively also published personal
journals, narratives, and conversion stories, including the journals of John Wesley and
George Whitefield and Anne Dutton’s three-part autobiography. In addition to traditional
and experimental forms, by 1741 Calvinist Methodists Whitefield and Harris supported a
new form of media previously unused in evangelicalism: periodical literature. Although
there was no evangelical periodical literature prior to the 1740s, by the end of the
century, every major evangelical denomination made use of this readable, immediate,
flexible medium for the latest and greatest evangelical news.1 During the 1740s,
England, Scotland, and the American colonies produced evangelical magazines, but only
the “mother” magazine published in London survived more than two years. While Anne
Dutton contributed to these other magazines as well, the London Weekly Papers
surpassed the others in importance and longevity. Much of the material used within these
1

Durden, “Transatlantic Communications and Literature,” 187.
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other magazines was republications of the London Weekly Papers or other sources, such
as James Robe’s A Faithful Narrative that appeared in the Boston Christian History.2 In
fact, all of Dutton’s contributions to these magazines were republications of those found
in the London Weekly Papers and Robe’s Narrative. A study of the earliest evangelical
magazine reveals significant contributions by Anne Dutton, both in quantity and quality,
including some of her earliest spiritual counsel that was intentionally directed to larger
audiences. The present chapter examines Dutton’s contributions to the first evangelical
magazine in its first four years of existence and elucidates the characteristics of Dutton’s
spiritual direction.

John Lewis and Dutton’s Presence in the London Weekly Papers
Although primarily responsible for the first evangelical magazine, not much is
known of the printer and publisher John Lewis (d. 1755).3 Drawing from his letters to
Howell Harris, he was a native of Radnor, Wales and the brother of Thomas Lewis (fl.
1731-49), a Methodist exhorter. John Lewis was in London by 1728 and around 1740
came into notoriety as a publisher to Methodist societies. Lewis attended the London
Tabernacle, Moorfields, and published the first evangelical magazine from his office in

2

James Robe, A Faithful Narrative of the Extraordinary Work of the Spirit of God, at Kilsyth, and
Other Congregations in the Neighborhood, near Glasgow (London: S. Mason, 1742). See also James
Robe, Narratives of the Extraordinary Work of the Spirit of God, at Cambuslang, Kilsyth, &c. Begun 1742.
Written by Mr. James Robe, and Others. With Attestations by Ministers, Preachers, &c. (Glasgow: printed
by David Nivem, 1790).
3

For what little more information there is on John Lewis, see The Dictionary of Welsh Biography
Down to 1940, Under the Auspices of the Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion, ed. John Edward Lloyd
and R.T. Jenkins (London: B.H. Blackwell, Ltd., 1959), 555; the articles by M.H. Jones in Cylchgrawn
Cymdeithas Hanes y Methodistiaid Calfinaidd Cymru, or The Journal of the Calvinistic Methodist
Historical Society, ii-vi, x-xi passim; and the articles by Roland Austin in Proceedings of the Wesley
Historical Society (June 1917): 239-243. Lewis’s wife and children became Moravians in the early 1740s
and it appears he began attending the Fetter Lane Society with them by 1745. See Calendar of the
Trevecka Letters, 214-15 (no. 1330, John Lewis to Howell Harris, 15 June 1745).
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Bartholomew Close. Between 1740 and 1748 he published a weekly paper of four pages
each for the members of Whitefield’s Calvinistic societies throughout England and
Wales. His paper also had a transatlantic audience and sparked the creation of other
evangelical magazines such as Boston’s The Christian History (1743-45) and the Scottish
magazines The Glasgow Weekly History (1742) and The Christian Monthly History
(1743-46).4
Lewis published his weekly paper under various titles: The Christian Amusement
(1740-41), The Weekly History (1741-42), An Account of the Progress of the Gospel
(1743), and The Christian History (1744-48). Regardless of the name change, each
manifestation of the magazine had the same purpose and focus: “to unify, strengthen, and
enhance the Calvinistic branch of the Methodist Revival, and this was done by presenting
the labours of George Whitefield and his assistants, viz., Howell Harris, John Cennick,
Joseph Humphreys, Thomas Adams, and others, as recorded in their letters to one another
or to the printer during that period.”5 The first manifestation of the magazine was The
Christian Amusement, but when Whitefield and William Seward began sponsoring and
funding the magazine, the title was changed to The Weekly History.6 The second volume

4

All of these works included republications of some of Dutton’s pieces originally appearing in the
London Weekly Papers. Thomas Prince, Jr. included lengthy extracts from Robe’s Narrative, and Robe
included in his Narrative at least two letters written to him from Anne Dutton. See The Christian History
(Boston, 1743-44), 35-38; 344-348. William McCulloch inserted Dutton’s “Causes of Sinful Anger” in
The Weekly History (Glasgow, 1742), xxxiv. It originally appeared in the London Weekly History on July
31, 1742. See The Weekly History, lxix.
5

M.H. Jones, “An Account of the Progress of the Gospel,” The Journal of the Calvinistic
Methodist Historical Society (1919), 126. In the last number of The Weekly History (number 84, November
13, 1742) we learn that at least by that date the magazine was delivered to the Tabernacle and people’s
houses. Future copies were sold at the price of one penny. See Roland Austin, “The Weekly History,”
Proceedings of the Wesley Historical Society (June 1917): 41.
6

The Moravian James Hutton stopped printing for Whitefield as a result of the Free Grace
controversy between John Wesley and Whitefield and the latter’s Calvinistic emphasis. John Lewis’s
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sponsored by Whitefield, An Account of the Progress of the Gospel, carried in its title
Volume II, indicating The Weekly History was the first volume endorsed by Whitefield
and his associates.7
Lewis informed his readership on May 30, 1741 that he did not purpose “to put
things of my own Head, but to submit (as a Professor ought) to my spiritual Directors.”
At the time, Whitefield was his primary spiritual director, soon supplemented by that of
Anne Dutton.8 Dutton and Lewis carried an extensive correspondence that began
sometime before August 1741. Many of her letters of spiritual counsel to Lewis can be
found in her Letter-Books. Anne Dutton does not appear to have been a contributor to
The Christian Amusement, but in The Weekly History, Lewis advertised Dutton’s works,
including letters and short pieces of her spiritual direction. This suggests they were not
yet in contact with one another during the publication of The Christian Amusement and
that her developing service to Whitefield was the primary reason for her sudden
appearance in the magazine under its new sponsorship. Lewis included letters and works
of Dutton’s throughout The Weekly History, An Account of the Progress of the Gospel,
and also The Christian History. What follows is an examination of those items Lewis
included in The Weekly History and An Account of the Progress of the Gospel during the

business benefited from this feud. See M.H. Jones, “John Lewis, the Printer of ‘The Weekly History’,” The
Journal of the Calvinistic Methodist Historical Society, 4 (1919): 87 and The Trevecka Letters, 276-77.
7

M.H. Jones, “An Account of the Progress of the Gospel,” The Journal of the Calvinistic
Methodist Historical Society (1919): 126.
8

For the claim of Whitefield as Lewis’s primary spiritual director, see Roland Austin, “The
Weekly History,” Proceedings of the Wesley Historical Society (June 1917): 40. See also W.H., iv, 4.
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years 1741-43 and their function in contrast to the majority of the material included in his
magazine.9
From 1741-43, there are no direct references to Anne Dutton.10 Unlike Lewis’s
handling of most contributors to the evangelical magazine, Dutton’s name was always
concealed during the early years of the Evangelical Revival, presumably because of her
gesture of humility and self-abasement. Her gender and the spiritual authority in her
writing were possible additional reasons. Nevertheless, there are clues of her authorship.
The greatest key to unlocking the mystery of Dutton’s authorship of certain pieces
in the London Weekly Papers is a manuscript letter from John Lewis to Thomas Prince,
Sr. (1687-1758).11 In late August 1743, Benjamin Dutton sailed for America to
evangelize and sell his wife’s books. Upon arriving, he sought Thomas Prince, Sr. and
delivered a letter to him from his wife’s primary bookseller, John Lewis. Prince desired a
correspondence with Lewis and had previously sent a copy of a work by Jonathan
Edwards and copies of the Boston evangelical magazine The Christian History, edited by
his son, Thomas Prince, Jr. Lewis was humbled that the great minister wanted a
9

The volumes that comprise An Account of the Progress of the Gospel are very rare. M.H. Jones
lists fifty-three anonymous letters that appeared over the course of all three volumes that comprised An
Account. My research has led me to confirm that Anne Dutton is the author of many of these anonymous
letters; the evidence is provided in this chapter. See Jones, “An Account,” 127. A copy of Account of
Progress can be found at the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK. For this project The Christian
History is not examined in its entirety. In 1744 Anne Dutton did not appear as often in the Weekly Papers
and I was also not able to procure the volumes of The Christian History covering 1745-1746 and 1748. In
addition, the intent of this project is to examine Dutton’s contributions as a spiritual director in the earliest
years of the Revival; thus I have attempted to limit the time frame to 1739-1744 for chapters four, five, and
six.
10

This will change in later years. For example, in Lewis’s The Christian History for 1747 he
identified letters from her as “From Mrs. A-n D-tt-n.” See Lewis, The Christian History (1747), 158 and
184. These two letters were addressed to Herbert Jenkins and John Stevens, respectively.
11

Thomas Prince, Sr. was the minster at Old South Church in Boston, MA. He was greatly
respected by people on both sides of the Atlantic. During the “Great Awakening” Prince supported George
Whitefield and was considered to be a moderate New Light. See American National Biography, s.v.
“Prince, Thomas.”
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correspondence with him, but regretted he did not have much new material to send to him
besides his weekly papers. The rest of the letter was devoted to introducing Benjamin
Dutton and, more specifically, his wife Anne and her writings:
The Bearer hereof is Mr. Benjamin Dutton, a faithful Minister of Jesus Christ and
an hearty Friend to his Cause; and as such I (tho’ a Stranger, in the Name of your
Great Master) humbly beg you woul’d receive him. -- I believe his Wife is as
eminent a Saint, and as useful a Member (in her Sphere) in the Church-Militant,
as any our Lord has. Her Works shall witness. Her Letters have been sweetly
bless’d to my poor Soul.... She always industriously conceals her Name -- but
whenever [I place] any of her Letters into my Papers you’ll find them [usually]
tituled: The Copy of a Letter from a Friend in the Cou[ntry.] This Title I keep to
her Letters only, that the Brethren [may] know whose they are __ for ... she is so
useful....12
This passage reveals Lewis’s deep respect for Dutton’s spirituality and ability to
edify. Specifically, Lewis identifies four things pertinent to her ministry of spiritual
direction: Dutton’s holiness, usefulness, industriousness, and identity. Lewis believed
Dutton to be an “eminent” saint who showed her usefulness to the Church (and him)
through her works and letters. Lewis esteemed Dutton’s ability to work within the sphere
of domesticity, designated by her social-historical-religious gender traditions, while
anonymously contributing her writing. Finally, Lewis revealed that Anne Dutton was the
contributor of the “From a Friend in the Country” pieces within his evangelical magazine.
Extracts from Dutton’s writing, over the course of the publication of The Weekly History
and An Account of the Progress of the Gospel, reveal her growing influence as a spiritual
writer and counselor.

12

John Lewis to Thomas Prince, Sr., August 20, 1743, Davis MSS, Massachusetts Historical
Society. Unfortunately, a portion of this letter has been cut off, with the result that it is difficult to
determine the meaning of the rest of the letter. Yet Lewis appears to continue to praise Anne’s writings
and theology, partly as “a Testimony” of “that Servant (the Bearer).” Lewis seems to suggest Prince, Sr.
should help Benjamin who is a stranger in a new land.
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The Weekly History, 1741-42
In The Weekly History, John Lewis included seven pieces identified as coming
from a “Friend in the Country.” Although in August 1743 he informed Thomas Prince,
Sr. that this person was Anne Dutton, the first two letters that Lewis entitled from a
“Friend in the Country” may not have come from her. The final five that appeared in The
Weekly History are indisputably Dutton’s. The third, fourth, and sixth pieces written by a
“Friend in the Country” can be found in other of Dutton’s works. In addition to these
indisputable five works, Dutton may also have contributed: a letter Lewis said came from
one “out of the Country,” a letter on religious disputes, and a hymn that appeared in the
last number of The Weekly History.13 Anne Dutton contributed all of these except the
first two letters Lewis identified as coming from a “Friend in the Country.”
Anne Dutton could not have authored the second letter. In the fifty-seventh issue
of The Weekly History, John Lewis inserted a “Copy of a Letter from a Friend in the
Country,” April 26, 1742. This was the second letter in The Weekly History to bear this
title. Although the tone and vocabulary of the letter resemble Dutton’s, some historical
markers in the text preclude the letter from belonging to her. The writer refers to a
previous issue (“your 13th sheet of Weekly History”) which a correspondent suggested
that Christians communicate “some of their Experiences” with each other via Lewis.
Before the author related her spiritual experience, she asked for Lewis’s help to acquaint
her with George Whitefield, “whom tho’ unknown by Face I ardently Love. I wrote to
him for that End almost a Year ago when I heard he was at Gloucester, but have received

13

See W.H., xxvii, iil-il, lxxxiv respectively.
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no Answer.”14 By April 1742, Whitefield had already visited Anne, and the two were
already correspondents. His first encouraging letter to Dutton was written on February
20, 1741, and Whitefield visited Dutton at her home on July 6, 1741. In addition, several
of Whitefield’s letters to Dutton written prior to April 1742 are found within Whitefield’s
Works. If the date is correct, this particular “Friend in the Country” cannot be Anne
Dutton.15 Apparently, John Lewis did not consistently identify only Anne Dutton as his
“Friend in the Country” until July 1742.16
Dutton’s authorship of the first letter to appear in The Weekly History, entitled
“From a Friend in the Country,” is uncertain. The letter is congruent with Dutton’s
thoughts and views but probably not penned by her. The first letter “from a Friend in the
Country” included in Lewis’s magazine appeared in the August 22, 1741 edition, a little
less than two months after Whitefield’s visit to Dutton at Great Gransden.17 Since the
May 1742 letter from a “Friend in the Country” cannot be from Anne Dutton, this letter,
written nearly a year previously, is particularly suspect. The author informed Lewis he or
she had lately been in Wales since Howell Harris had been at London. Anne’s husband

14

Although I do not think Anne Dutton wrote this letter, I do think a woman probably wrote it in
light of the tone and language.
15

The date appears to be correct. The author noted that she wrote to Whitefiefld a year previously
when he was in Gloucester. Whitefield arrived back in England from America in March, 1741. The author
continued to say that she had heard Whitefield was presently in London. In April 1742 Whitefield was
indeed in London. Given that Whiteifeld was in London in April 1742 and that Whitefield was still in
America April 1740, the letter could not have been written in April 1741 instead of April 1742. Only an
April 1741 date could fit the chronology of Dutton’s interaction with Whitefield and that is impossible
given the internal evidence of this letter.
16

The first indisputable letter from Anne Dutton that is identified as coming from a “Friend in the
Country” appeared in the July 24, 1742 edition, W.H., lxviii. This particular letter is indisputable for
reasons given below.
17

W.H., xx. This was four months after Whitefield became its sponsor for the April 11, 1741

edition.
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Benjamin was at Trevecka in Wales in January 1741, and Anne may have accompanied
him on a later trip to Wales.18 Nevertheless, given Dutton’s proclivities for illness and
disinclinations to travel, she was probably not the author. However, Dutton’s tone,
language, and views are consonant with this author’s. In sum, while Dutton’s sentiments
are congruent with this particular author, her authorship for the piece is uncertain.

Dutton’s Evangelical Christianity
This section examines the first (possible) contributions of Anne Dutton to the
London Weekly Papers, and ends with June 12, 1742, when Lewis advertised a second
work of Dutton’s in The Weekly History. Each of Dutton’s works which Lewis
advertised are examined in the context of other likely pieces from Anne Dutton that were
contributed to The Weekly History. These first contributions by Dutton and those Lewis
advertised clearly demonstrate Dutton’s evangelicalism and commitment to the
Evangelical Revival.
While in Wales the author of the first letter “From a Friend in the Country”
recounted that he or she had witnessed “melancholy Proof of what [Howell Harris] has
often mention’d, and you lately complain’d of to me; (to wit) the Spirit and Behaviour of

18

“Letter 305,” Francis Pugh to Howell Harris, January 10, 1741, Trevecka Letters, The National
Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK. Pugh asked Howell Harris to come home to Trevecka the following
Sunday because Benjamin Dutton would be waiting for him. Pugh had gone to Garth with Dutton where
Marmaduke Gwynne was happy to see Benjamin. They went on to Builth where Dutton expounded and,
before leaving for Bristol the following day, left some of Anne’s books with Pugh to sell. If Anne is not
the author, the author could be the same “Brother” from Leominster who contributed “An Awful Warning
and a Solemn Call to Self-Examination, Repentance, and Reformation” in W.H., xxxvi-xxxvii and “Advice
to Junior Ministers” in W.H., xliii. He also could be the one responsible for contributing two other pieces
that I have chosen to attribute to Anne Dutton that appeared in W.H., xlviii-xlix. There are similarities
between the Dutton and the Leominster “Brother” in both style and content. These will be addressed
below.
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some careless Dissenters, respecting the Methodist Brethren.”19 The author was
frustrated with “those notional Christians” who spoke well of someone as long as they
talked and acted like them, but
if you are for more strict Walking with God than is common; if you step a little
out of the beaten Track; if you press inward vital Godliness; and stand up for
every little punctilio (as they call it) in Holiness; you are too rigid, you are illnatur’d, you want Charity, you are an Enthusiast: which term I’ve lately heard
used concerning Brother Whitefield, by a First-rate Professor of Truth, and a very
hot Contender for Gospel-Doctrine.
In contrast to some other Calvinistic dissenters, by August 1741, Dutton
embraced the Evangelical Revival and her friend Whitefield. By this time, Dutton had
been corresponding with Harris and Whitefield for over a year, and Whitefield had
visited Dutton in her home only two months previously. Although the “First-rate
Professor of Truth” cannot be ascertained, it very well could have been a minister such as
John Brine or John Gill, fellow High Calvinistic Baptists groomed in the same
Northamptonshire Calvinistic spirituality as Dutton. There were also plenty of Welsh
Dissenters and Baptists who were “thorns in the flesh” for Harris. Even though the
author was a Dissenter, he or she bemoaned the “Dissenting Interest” as “little else ... but
an empty Name, and a Party Spirit.” Mourning the divisive behavior of fellow Dissenters
and longing for unity and charity, the author wrote:
Upon every Occasion, you hear them cry out against too near a Coalition with our
Brethren of the Establishment; lest the Dissenting Interest shou’d suffer thereby:
When alas! what’s any Interest worth, separately consider’d from that of our dear
Lord? which (‘tis plain beyond all Contradiction) among us (the Dissenters,) hath
been long losing ground, and is so daily.... Should not all our Lord’s Sheep be
one? should a Party Spirit be industriously kept up? by this the Devil has

19

W.H., xx. “An Extract of a Letter from a Friend in the Country, to John Lewis ... Dated, Aug.

12, 1741.”
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established Bigotry; and that infallibly eats the Vitals of Gospel Love and
Christian Charity.20
When compared to the bigotry and divisiveness of fellow Dissenters, in the pages of The
Weekly History this author saw “cordial Affection” between Calvinist Christians who
were “on different Sides the Question! with what Joy do those Fathers in Christ mention
the Names of both Whitefield and Tennent, as both happy Instruments of Building the
Lord’s spiritual House, with the greatest Unanimity and Love, tho’ in private Opinion
differing much.”21 The author and his or her congregation rejoiced to hear of the
“Efficacy of converting Grace in America!”
Whether penned by Dutton or another, the above sentiments echo her thoughts
and views at the time. The evangelistic efforts of fellow Calvinists Harris and Whitefield
had facilitated a change in Anne and Benjamin Dutton concerning church polity. Only
eight years earlier, the Great Gransden church was established on Strict Baptist
principles, but by now they were moving away from such strict principles and practices.
The church’s Record Book evidences their transition from such strict principles and
practices. From October 1733 until the end of March 1738, there was a steady stream of
new members who underwent believer’s baptism, but no new members added or new
baptisms until January 26, 1741, when a man and three women spoke of their conversion
experience, were baptized, and received into the church; however a fourth woman was
received without baptism, “The Church having agreed to admit such into their
Communion that could not see into that ordinance, on Account of the sinfulness of their
Number; & of the Uneasiness of some of the Brethren with respect to strict Communion.
20

W.H., xx.

21

Ibid. The author alluded to the 16th and 17th numbers of The Weekly History.
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And the Lord made it a Day of Gladness.”22 By this time, Anne Dutton was in the thick
of her ministry to Methodists, and Whitefield was on the cusp of enlarging her ministry in
America; five months later the Anglican Whitefield would preach in the pulpit of the
Great Gransden “Strict” Baptist Church. Times were changing for the small community
and their leaders Benajmin and Anne. Even though in the “country,” the Duttons and
their congregation were influenced by the fervor and spread of the Evangelical Revival
that in its Whitefieldian wing sought an ecumenical spirit. From information supplied by
Howell Harris, Whitefield complained by letter (dated May 27, 1742) to a minister at
Leominster of this sectarian zeal and narrowness among some ministers in Wales.23
Although written a year after the piece under discussion, it captures Whitefield’s
ecumenical perspective at this time and probably reflects Dutton’s sentiments as an
associate of Whitefield: “I hope you will be kept free, and not fall into disputing about
baptism, or other non-essentials; for, I am persuaded, unless we all are content to preach
Christ, and to keep off from disputable things, wherein we differ, God will not bless us
long.”24 In light of her later Brief Hints on Baptism (1746) and the action of the Great
Gransden Baptist Church at the end of this decade in 1749, her opinions shifted again to
reflect a greater belief in the importance of believer’s baptism. As early as 1741, Dutton
had transitioned to believer’s baptism as a non-essential, contributed to her usefulness as
a spiritual advisor to Whitefield’s associates, friends, and converts.
22

January 26, 1741, Great Gransden Church Record Book, Huntingdon County Record Office,

UK.
23

This could be the same Leominster “Brother” who contributed other pieces in Weekly History
and who is another possible author of the present piece under discussion that I have attributed to Anne
Dutton.
24

See Tyerman, Life of Whitefield 1:560-61. In this letter Whitefield complained of the sectarian
zeal and narrowness among some in Wales.
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Lewis’s next possible extract from Dutton’s writings may confirm this evolution
in her thinking concerning believer’s baptism as non-essential. A few months after the
first appearance of a “Friend in the Country” article in The Weekly History, Lewis
included a “Letter out of the Country” in the October 10, 1741 edition that may have
come from Dutton. This was another brief letter, along with a short piece of spiritual
exhortation entitled, “A few Thoughts concerning Bigotry, as Destructive of true
CHRISTIANITY.”25 This extract continued the theme of bigotry from the earlier extract
inserted into The Weekly History.
By Bigotry I mean such a Fondness of Man’s own Opinion in Things not essential
to Christianity, as leads him to despise and pass hard Censures upon those that are
of a different Opinion; when a Man can’t have good Thoughts of other Persons,
nor speak well of them, nor wish well to them, unless they be of his Opinion or of
his Party.26
The author probably refers here to such “non-essential” church-ordinances as baptism
and the conflict between Dissenters and those members of the Established Church. In
this exhortation, the author aimed to persuade “all into whose Hands these Lines may
fall” to despise bigotry, “that odious Temper, whereby silly Mortals set up themselves as
Standards to all Mankind, magisterially condemning, and even ready to unchristianize
every body that differs from them, tho’ it is but in Circumstances of Things not essential
to Christianity.” The author counseled his or her readers to love all “in whom we can see
the Image of God” regardless of their denominational affiliation: “If I love a Person
merely because he is of my Opinion or Party, this is self Love: but if I love a Person
purely because he loves God, and is like to God, tho’ he may differ from me in lesser
25

W.H., xxvii. Lewis received the letter, dated September 8, 1741, several weeks earlier, but
could not insert it until he had finished John Cennick’s report on his ministry.
26

Ibid.
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Things, this is to love God (I John v. 1, 2).”27 Instead of denominational differences, the
author urged unity and oneness around what he or she considered to be true Christianity,
which would have been the Calvinist Christianity demonstrated by Whitefield and his
friends.
To conclude, Let all the Children of God join in Prayer for the Destruction of
Bigotry and Party-Zeal, and the Revival of true Christianity; that Professors of all
Denominations may agree in loving God, and hating every thing that’s displeasing
to him. O! let us all be one in God and for God. Amen.28
If Dutton penned this piece, she would have had to de-emphasize her “lesser” belief in
believer’s baptism and her party label as a Dissenter for the furtherance of “higher” goals:
love to all genuine Christians and the furtherance of the gospel of God’s grace. While
Dutton extended fellowship to those who were not Calvinistic, such as Wesleyan
Methodists and the Moravians, she would soon come to the conviction that certain
aspects of their theology were unbiblical and spiritually deadly.29
In the last half of the year 1741 there were only these two extracts in The Weekly
History possibly written by Anne Dutton: a “Friend in the Country” and the “Letter out of
the Country.” However, with the advent of 1742, Lewis advertised Anne Dutton’s books
and included short pieces of her spiritual counsel that would appear in 1743 in her known
27

W.H., xxvii. For Dutton, the Fall of humanity in Adam eradicated the image of God in humans.
However, for those new-born in Christ the second Adam, the image of God is re-formed in their hearts.
Therefore, Dutton believed only Christians bear the image of God. For example, the Great Gransden
Baptist Church Articles of Faith states: “We Believe, that all Men, as consider’d in Adam, being in their
Nature-State, are dead in Sin; and deservedly under the Wrath of God; having utterly lost God’s holy
Image, and any free-Will to do that which is spiritually and truly good. And in this condition remain, until
they are quickened by the effectual Workings, and Operations of the Holy Spirit, in their hearts.”
September 5, 1733, Great Gransden Church Record Book, Huntingdon County Record Office, UK.
28

Ibid..
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In the London Weekly Papers from 1741-43, Dutton emphasized unity and Calvinist
Christianity. Later in the Papers and her writings, Dutton began emphasizing to a greater degree doctrinal
purity and the dangers of Moravian and Wesleyan tendencies as the Whitefieldian wing of the Revival
suffered from splinter groups.
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published works. The first to be advertised was a controversial piece directed at John
Wesley. In the February 6, 1742 edition of The Weekly History, Lewis advertised A
Letter to Rev. J. Wesley in Vindication of the Doctrines of Absolute, Unconditional
Election, Particular Redemption, Special Vocation, and Final Perseverance.30 Although
unusual for Dutton to write so strongly against Wesley given her (possible) previous
entries on unity and charity, this work was published and advertised after the Free-Grace
controversy that separated Whitefield and the Wesleys and after her own letters to
Wesley about sinless perfection that even then hinted at the contentious issue of
Calvinism. Her Vindication Letter to Wesley was Dutton’s contribution to the
controversy, and in this letter she defended and supported Whitefield and his branch of
Calvinistic Methodism. The doctrines of grace, so central to Dutton’s understanding of
the truthfulness and power of the gospel, were for her essential to Christianity. Calvinist
Christianity was “true Christianity,” and was by no means in the category of “nonessentials,” demonstrative of the limits of her inclusiveness and ecumenism. From this
point, Dutton primarily limited her realm of influence and writing to Calvinist Christians,
regardless of their denominational affiliation. Common theological presuppositions with
her correspondents greatly facilitated the offering of spiritual direction.
Lewis also advertised Dutton’s elaborations upon items sent to Lewis and which
he inserted into The Weekly History. The second Dutton work Lewis advertised, A Letter
to all the Saints, on the General Duty of Love, appeared in the March 13, 1742 edition,
30

W.H., xliv. See A Letter to Rev. J. Wesley in Vindication of the Doctrines of Absolute,
Unconditional Election, Particular Redemption, Special Vocation, and Final Perseverance. Occasioned
chiefly by some things in his Dialogue between a Predestinarian and his Friend, and in his Hymns on
God’s Everlasting Love (London, Printed by John Hart: And Sold by S. Mason, Bookseller, over-against
Love-Lane, in Woodstreet, 1742). For a rhetorical analysis of this letter to Wesley, see Joilynn KaregaMason, “Anne Dutton: Eighteenth-century Calvinist Theologian” (master’s thesis, University of Louisville,
2008), 26-44.
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and advertised again the following week.31 Dutton evidently continued to contemplate
the issue of bigotry and charity and developed this theme of love towards all the saints
more fully. Within a month of the October 10, 1741 letter to Lewis on this topic, Dutton
began writing A Letter to All the Saints on the General Duty of Love. In her journal,
November 16, 1741, she recorded her internal battle to finish the work. Struggling with
her “Thoughts” again, she came to the firm conclusion that she would “write it as a Rule
to myself, as well as others. And as to teach others, and not do the same Things myself, is
an aggravated Sin; so I desire to watch, and that hereby I may be the more quickned [sic]
to the Obedience of Love. And besides, it is the Will of my Lord, that I should write it;
and Necessity is laid upon me so to do.”32
This trend of elaborating on previous entries continued on June 12, 1742, when
Lewis advertised Some Thoughts about Faith in Christ: Whether it be required of all Men
under the Gospel, anonymously authored.33 This work may have also been related to the
entry in the paper that appeared three months earlier. In the March 6, 1742 edition,
someone sent a letter to John Lewis, requesting him to insert the letter into the Weekly
Papers. The author, who may have been Dutton, addressed a friend who had asked him
or her about the controversy concerning faith as a duty of believers as well as
31

W.H., il, March 13, 1742 edition. A Letter to all the Saints, on the general Duty of Love:
Humbly presented by one that is less than the least of them all, and unworthy to be of their happy Number.
And one who was Author of a late Letter to the Rev. Mr. Wesley. Beloved let us love one another, for Love
is of God; and every one that loveth is born of God, and knoweth God, 1 John iv. 7 (London, Printed by J.
Hart: And Sold by S. Mason, Bookseller, over against Love-Lane, Woodstreet, 1742). See also W.H., l,
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W.H., lxii. Some Thoughts about Faith in CHRIST. Whether it be requir’d of all Men under the
Gospel? To prove that it is. Being an Answer to the chief Objections advanc’d against it: With brief hints
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unbelievers.34 Although the letter was entitled “The Copy of a Letter to a Friend,
concerning Disputes in Religion,” this author (presumably Dutton) sidestepped the
question:
Our Friends here are Strangers to the Controversy you mention, and I shall
endeavour to keep them so, because I think such fruitless Disputes are artfully
introduced by the Devil, tempting us hereby to mis-spend our precious Time and
Talents to cause Divisions, alienate Affections, to obstruct vital Religion, and a
close walking with God?35
In this piece Dutton again conveyed her weariness concerning disputes, as in the
previous entries in The Weekly History on this topic that we have examined. However,
instead of addressing “The Modern Question,” Dutton recommended “a more proper and
necessary Subject for Conversation and serious Consideration,” which she entitled “The
Criterion of Christianity,” in light of what she discerned to be the approaching
“Midnight-Cry” of Matthew 25:6.36 The lengthy piece was meant to be a simple aid for

34

The author did not directly state this, but it is implied. The author stated that it was the “Duty
and Privilege” of Christ’s “Sheep” to believe savingly, and that they were empowered to do so while
Satan’s “Goats” are condemned, “not because they did not perform Impossibilities, but . . . [because] they
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The “Modern Question” controversy began with the publication of Matthias Maurice’s A
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below. See G.F. Nuttall, “Northamptonshire and The Modern Question,” Journal of Theological Studies,
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the Evangelical Revival or its leaders; it was mostly a High Calvinist Dissenter issue that concerned the
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This is another reason why I believe Dutton is the probable author of this piece.
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self-examination to determine if one was “ready” to “hear the Midnight-Cry” and “stand
in that Day, when thousands fall.”37
Dutton posited two choices: truth or falsehood, wise or foolish virgins, real or
nominal Christians, will of God or will of the devil, children of God or children of the
devil. There were seven points of reflection contrasting the will of God and the devil to
determine whether one was a child of God or Satan, a wise or foolish virgin: (1) salvation
through new birth rather than works; (2) holiness in all thoughts, words, and ways; (3)
loving and forgiving others, including enemies; (4) seeking truth in all things and
avoiding sins of the tongue against others; (5) redeeming one’s time on earth through
glorifying God, ministering to others, and thinking much of heaven; (6) when offended,
putting on meekness and love rather than anger and wrath; and (7) exuding self-lessness
rather than seeking self-glory in all its manifestations. After each point of reflection
Anne included a question for reflection, such as “Am I doing the Will of God, or the Will
of the Devil? Am I going to Heaven or Hell? and “What is my Practice? Shall I stand or
fall in the Judgement?” These questions are “so awful and necessary,” and thus more
pertinent, than “fruitless Disputes and unprofitable Conversation” concerning the socalled Modern Question.
If Dutton did write this piece, it is her earliest approach to spiritual exhortation to
appear in Lewis’s paper. While this format bears a slight resemblance to her indisputable
writings that appear in the sixty-eighth and sixty-ninth issues of The Weekly History, this
specific format is never used again in the evangelical magazines, nor does it appear in
any of her letters of spiritual direction in this kind of format. Perhaps Dutton was testing
genres most appropriate to her audience. Regardless her rationale, the logic that one who
37

W.H., xlviii, xlix.
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was born of God loved other saints and walked in holiness was central to this piece of
spiritual direction. Dutton’s work, A Letter to all the Saints, on the general Duty of Love,
was advertised at the end of the forty-ninth issue of The Weekly History, which contained
the final half of “The Criterion of Christianity.” The title page of the letter bore the verse
from 1 John: “Beloved let us love one another, for Love is of God; and every one that
loveth is born of God, and knoweth God, 1 John iv.7.” If she was not the author (and
someone like the Leominster “Brother” authored this piece instead), it may be that Anne
Dutton was intentionally writing in response to themes appearing in the London Weekly
Papers.
One could categorize Anne Dutton as a radical evangelical. In contrast to the
older typology of Old Lights and New Lights of the “Great Awakening,” Thomas Kidd
proffered the use of a continuum with three basic points: anti-revivalists dismissed the
Evangelical Revival as mere “enthusiasm”; moderate evangelicals initially supported the
movement but grew concerned with some of its “chaotic, leveling extremes”; and radical
evangelicals fully embraced the Spirit’s activities “even if social conventions had to be
sacrificed.”38 Such a typological emphasis on the role of the Spirit in public revivals and
personal experience transcends the quadrilateral proposed by David Bebbington of
conversionism (believing lives need changing), activism (expressing Gospel in effort),
biblicism (emphasis on the Bible), and crucicentrism (sacrificial view of the cross of
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Thomas S. Kidd, The Great Awakening: The Roots of Evangelical Christianity in Colonial
America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007), xiv. In this work Kidd limits himself mostly to New
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Christ).39 Dutton clearly fits Bebbington’s marks of an evangelical and we could easily
label Dutton’s epistolary spiritual direction as her way of being “active.” Yet Kidd’s
typology embraces Bebbington’s model while pinpointing the issues that divided
Protestant Christians, all of whom would fit Bebbington’s quadrilateral but separate from
each other on the public and private manifestations of the Spirit. Dutton’s radical
evangelical Christianity transcended her dissenting and Baptist tradition. She was clearly
pro-revivalistic methods, defending Whitefield and Harris. In light of this new
movement of the Spirit, Dutton desired to focus on essential issues, rather than the
Dissenting interest or even believer’s baptism. Dutton emphasized love and charity while
denouncing the bigotry she observed by anti-revivalists. Finally, Dutton exuded her
radical evangelicalism by tackling the High Calvinist problem of the “Modern Question.”

Dutton’s Evangelical Calvinism
While Dutton’s Christianity was clearly “evangelical” there is no doubt it was
inherently “Calvinistic.” Anyone who had been familiar with Dutton’s corpus of writings
leading to her introduction to the Revival would have known her position. If anyone had
doubts, it was made explicit in her work (advertised in The Weekly History on February
6, 1742) vindicating the doctrines of grace against the Wesleyan Arminian position.
However, Dutton was yet to articulate a clear theological position reconciling her High
Calvinist spirituality with the revivalistic principles and methods of the Evangelical
Revival. As a Northamptonshire Calvinistic Baptist, Dutton must have felt compelled to
39

D.W. Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A History from the 1730s to the 1980s
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address the so-called “Modern Question.” Although in March of 1742 Dutton may have
avoided the debate, she continued to contemplate the controversy and her thoughts
eventually found their way into print. Lewis advertised the fruit of her reflection, Some
Thoughts about Faith in Christ, in the June 12, 1742 issue of The Weekly History.40 The
work was published only three months after the “Disputes in Religion” excerpt that
spanned numbers forty-eight and forty-nine, which had focused on the “Criterion of
Christianity” rather than the Modern Question. In this ninety-six page work, Dutton
specifically addressed the “Controversy of late, Whether the Gospel of Christ requires of
every man where it comes, Faith in him as the great Saviour? And so, whether it is the
Duty of every Man to believe in Christ for his own Salvation? My Thoughts also,” Anne
confessed, “have been pretty much exercis’d about it.”41 As one who had imbibed the
High Calvinism of Joseph Hussey, John Moore, and John Skepp, one would expect
Dutton to answer in the negative, that faith in Jesus was not a duty upon unbelievers.
However, she firmly answered in the affirmative. From the literature on the Modern
Question and the varieties of Calvinism in the eighteenth-century, Dutton’s position
would appear to be an anomaly. Dutton was clearly a High Calvinist, and from her later
writings it does not appear she changed her views about supralapsarianism or the eternal
decrees of God. Yet Dutton is an example of a High Calvinist Baptist who threw her
entire self in with the leaders of the Calvinistic wing of the Evangelical Revival,
wholeheartedly supporting the methods of Whitefield and his associates. In this light, it
40
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is startling that she has been partially blamed for the propagation of Hyper Calvinism
during the eighteenth-century by such writers as Geoffrey Nuttall and Peter Toon. In
order to clarify Dutton’s stance on the issue and to substantiate her bold move to support
the Revival (in contrast to the High Calvinist luminaries John Gill and John Brine), we
must continue the history of High Calvinism that began in chapter three, following it as it
influenced Dutton and the Modern Question controversy in the 1730s when she began
writing and into the early 1740s when she wrote her response to the controversy.
Benjamin Dutton was set apart for the pastoral office on October 10, 1732, in the
presence of messengers from both Evershalt and Kimbolton. Evershalt was Dutton’s
former church where his father ministered while Kimbolton was presently under the
pastoral supervision of Lewis Wayman (pastor,1717-1764). Wayman was a student of
Richard Davis and had been a member of the Rothwell church under Davis’s leadership.
He was greatly nurtured by the High Calvinism of Rothwell, “which showed some
sympathy towards the doctrinal antinomianism of Tobias Crisp.”42 Toon suggests it was
in Rothwell where Wayman was introduced to the writings of John Owen and Thomas
Goodwin, although Wayman reflected greater admiration for Goodwin than Owen from a
reading of his two tracts. Wayman also made references to Joseph Hussey in his works,
and his writings were part of the genesis of the “Modern Question” controversy.
The publication of a tract written by the man who took the mantle of Richard
Davis at Rothwell, Matthias Maurice, sparked the controversy.43 In July 1737 the
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Northamptonshire Congregationalist Maurice wrote A Modern Question Modestly
Answer’d (1737, pp. 32), which addressed whether unbelievers were duty-bound to
believe the Gospel. He sent copies of the work to various men; one of which was Lewis
Wayman. Staunchly within the Davis tradition as minister of Kimbolton, Wayman
protested against the tract with his 1738 work A Further Enquiry after Truth, Wherein Is
Shewn, What Faith is Required of Unregenerate Persons; What the Faith of God’s Elect
Is, Which Is a Blessing of the Covenant of Grace: Occasion’d by a Pamphlet, Entitled, A
Modern Question Modstly Answer’d (pp. xxi+108). Wayman’s treatise stated that the
question was not modern at all but had been answered three decades earlier by Joseph
Hussey in 1707 in God’s Operations of Grace: But No Offers of His Grace (pp. 457).
Maurice died in 1738, but his posthumously published reply to Wayman appeared in
1739, The Modern Question Affirm’d and Prov’d: That the Eternal God Does by His
Word Make It the Duty of Poor Unconverted Sinners, Who Hear the Gospel Preach’d or
Publish’d, to Believe in Jesus Christ (pp. vi+116). Nuttall suggested that from this point
on Rothwell had abandoned High Calvinism, a momentous occasion since it was the
bulwark and radiating center of High Calvinism during the days of Davis.44 Wayman
replied in 1739 with Defence of The Further Enquiry After Truth (1739, pp. iv+80),
which only added Considerations on The Modern Question Affirm’d &c. to the longer
section Against the Exceptions and Misrepresentation of Dr. Taylor. Abraham Taylor in
1739 had published Address to Young students in Divinity, By Way of Caution Against
Some Paradoxes, Which Lead to Doctrinal Antinomianism (pp. vi+7), in which he sided
with Maurice and was negative in some of his statements about Hussey, the writer who
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according to Wayman had “answered” the so-called “Modern Question.” Joining the
controversy in 1739 was London High Calvinist John Gill, another Northamptonshire
man, who replied with The Necessity of Good Works unto Salvation Considered:
Occasion’d by Some Reflections and Misrepresentations of Mr. (alias Dr.) Abraham
Taylor in a Pamphlet of His Lately Published, Called, An Address to Young Students
(1739, pp. 40). Gill and Taylor, both London ministers, had previously been at odds on
the issue of Arminianism, and Gill had disputed with Maurice over the issue of believer’s
baptism. Gill fondly recalled the memory of Richard Davis, who had been concerned for
Gill’s personal and spiritual welfare when Gill was a youth.45
Three years after Gill’s tract, Taylor replied with The Modern Question
Concerning Repentance and Faith, and this same year Anne Dutton entered the fray,
taking sides with Maurice and Taylor rather than Gill or Wayman, the pastor of
Kimbolton who helped set apart her husband as a Strict Baptist minister. 46 Both Taylor
and Dutton made anonymous contributions. A year later their stance appeared contrary to
that of John Brine, who replied to Taylor’s 1742 tract with A Refutation of Arminian
Principles, delivered in a Pamphlet, Intitled, The Modern Question Concerning
Repentance and Faith, Examined with Candour (1743, pp. 46). From 1730 to 1765,
Brine was the minster at Dutton’s former London church, the Baptist church meeting at
Curriers’ Hall, Cripplegate, where her beloved John Skepp ministered until his untimely
45
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death in 1721. John Gill performed Brine’s funeral service in 1765; twenty years earlier
Gill buried Brine’s first wife, the daughter of John Moore (who served as Dutton’s
former Northampton Baptist minister). In 1713 Brine contributed five pounds towards
Moore’s new meeting-house in College Lane during the same time Dutton attended.47
Both Gill and Brine were inspired by John Skepp, who helped ordain Gill; upon Skepp’s
death in 1721, Gill purchased most of his library.48
Dutton, Brine, and Gill invariably knew one another and walked in the same
circles; however, by 1742-43 Dutton’s circle of influence had extended beyond the
insular world of High Calvinist Baptist life to include a wider field of ministry in a time
of ecumenical possibilities because of the work of Whitefield and his associates. Dutton
had seen great wonders again in the “Master’s Work” being performed by the great
evangelists, and squabbles over whether to offer the gospel to all or only the elect must
have seemed quaint and parochial to her. Nevertheless, she took the issue seriously and
responded thoughtfully.
The controversy did not end after Dutton’s or Brine’s works. A decade later Gill
republished “the fateful sermons by Tobias Crisp: Arma Virumque Cano, Troiae qui
Primus ab Oris.49 Gill seemed to have continued within the Crispian tradition, even if he
had modified the tradition at different points. According to Nuttall, it was through the
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alliance and influence of Gill and Brine that “long kept the Baptist churches true [to High
Calvinism].”50
However, in a lengthy footnote, Nuttall offered another strong authority:
“Considerable influence must also be attributed to the voluminous writings … of Anne
Dutton … who a century ago was still ‘celebrated’ … and whose career presents a perfect
paradigm of one aspect of this paper.”51 Nuttall intends to point to Dutton’s intricate web
of Northamptonshire and London relationships with key figures in the history of the
controversy. Dutton was a native of Northampton who first attended the Castle Hill
church but moved to The Watering Place where John Moore ministered. She then moved
to London and resided under Skepp’s ministry, before later returning to
Northamptonshire and joining the Wellingborough (West End) church under William
Grant’s ministry. The Duttons were instrumental in transforming the Great Gransden
Church of Christ into at Strict Baptist Church, at which ceremony Charles Rodgers was
one of the preachers, who at the time was the minister at the Strict Baptist Church on the
Green at Northampton.52 Dutton clearly held to the supralapsarian teachings concerning
the eternal decrees of God, which are fundamental to High Calvinism. Dutton later
developed a ministry as a kind of “networking specialist,” matching good Strict Baptists
with needy Strict Baptist Churches, such as was the case in 1759 when she found a
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minister for the Stone Yard Baptist Church, meeting at St. Andrews Street, Cambridge.53
That minister was Robert Robinson, who would not keep to Strict Baptist principles, nor
to a scheme of High Calvinism.
This narrative leads back to the thorny issues of (1) defining Dutton’s Calvinism
in light of the various shades of Calvinism prevalent in her day during the Modern
Question controversy and (2) judging the issue of her role in keeping Baptists under the
influence of High Calvinism. Nuttall has implicated Dutton as propagating High
Calvinist doctrines and influencing other eighteenth-century Baptists in this direction.
But he has not been the only one to suggest this interpretation. Peter Toon posited
several factors for a transition from High to Hyper-Calvinism, such as: historical events
that pushed Dissenters to extreme, defensive theological positions; the age’s emphasis on
reason in religious faith; the tendencies of some of the personalities to extreme vacillation
on theological positions; and the “average intelligence” of many of the men.54 While the
reprinting of their works was a significant factor in the propagation of Hyper Calvinist
ideas, Toon also suggested Anne Dutton as a factor for its continuing propagation in the
eighteenth century. In addition to the plethora of editions of the “Hyper-Calvinist” works
of Hussey, Skepp, Bentley, Wayman, Gill, and Brine, Toon lists Dutton’s “chief literary
production, which went through at least six editions and which reflected the
supralapsarian Hyper-Calvinism of Hussey and Skepp,” A Narration of the Wonders of
Grace.
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But is this a fair assessment? This is the only work of Dutton’s he lists, and
Wonders of Grace was her first published work (1734). While clearly supralapsarian in
its framework, Wonders of Grace did not reflect a “Hyper-Calvinism” that rejected any
notion of duty-faith or the free offer of the gospel. These issues were not even on the
radar in 1734; Matthias Maurice’s tract, A Modern Question Modestly Answer’d, was not
published until three years later in 1737.
Over the past several decades there has been a debate concerning the usefulness
of the term Hyper-Calvinism to describe a shade of Calvinist theology and practice in the
eighteenth-century. Nuttall preferred the term High-Calvinism as opposed to HyperCalvinism, because the former was in use in Fuller’s age and Nuttall believed it to be
“less prejudiced and question-begging.”55 At the turn of the nineteenth century, Andrew
Fuller articulated three categories of Calvinists: High, Moderate, and Strict. According to
Fuller, a High Calvinist was “more Calvinistic than Calvin himself; in other words,
bordering on Antinomianism.” A Moderate Calvinist was “half Arminian, or, as they are
called with us, Baxterians.” A Strict Calvinist was “one that really holds the system of
Calvin.”56
Using Fuller’s typology, which fits Dutton most accurately? Moderate Calvinists
maintained a Calvinistic scheme while rejecting limited atonement, a scheme which
allowed the preacher or evangelist to honestly declare God’s love for all. Dutton was
thus clearly not a Moderate Calvinist. Sometimes Andrew Fuller called Strict Calvinists
“Evangelical” Calvinists, since they held to Calvin’s limited atonement while also
55
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believing that the preaching of the gospel was the means whereby God’s decree of
election was applied; they believed the gospel should be freely offered to all and that all
people were required to believe (duty-faith). Perseverance was assured because of the
decree of election, but personal holiness was required, for which the law provided a rule
of life to guide the believer in sanctification. Essentially, this came to be known as “fivepoint” Calvinism. Church historian Curt Daniel held the position that the defining
features of “Strict Calvinism” were the beliefs in particular atonement and the free offer
of the gospel. However, he called this “High Calvinism.”57 Dutton was clearly a “fivepoint” Calvinist who also demonstrated her belief that the gospel should be freely offered
to all and that it was a person’s duty to believe. So it appears she could be called an
Evangelical Calvinist.
However, Dutton also leans toward the category of Fuller’s third classification:
“High Calvinism,” or what some have called “Hyper-Calvinism.” Going beyond the
“Five Points” of Calvinism, those in this category pushed salvation back into the eternal
decrees of God, holding to versions of eternal justification, adoption, and sanctification.
The elect were passive in regeneration, and assurance came through “a felt experience
that the believer is eternally elected by God.”58 As Fuller suggested, there was a
tendency towards doctrinal antinomianism, although it never took practical forms.
While this initial description of High Calvinism according to Fuller applies to
Dutton, other essential elements of his experience with this shade of Calvinism do not. In
57
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his memoir on his father, Andrew Gunton Fuller recorded that his father Andrew Fuller
wrote of the systems of doctrine that he experienced in his youth as being “in the high
Calvinistic, or hyper-Calvinistic strain, admitting nothing spiritually good to be the duty
of the unregenerate, and nothing to be addressed to them in a way of exhortation,
excepting what related to external obedience.... Nothing was said to them from the pulpit
in the way of warning them to flee from the wrath to come, or inviting them to apply to
Christ for salvation.”59 If we take this definition of High/Hyper Calvinism, then Dutton
could not be considered such a Calvinist.
In Jarvis’s article on the myth of High Calvinism, he followed this practice of the
younger Fuller and uses the terms High and Hyper-Calvinism interchangeably: “Attempts
to use the latter term to define a form of high-Calvinism that includes antinomianism do
not convince.”60 Following the scholarship of O.C. Robison and W.R. Ward, Jarvis
demonstrated the subtleties between a Strict or Evangelical Calvinism and High
Calvinism.61 He concluded that
the true difference between a high-Calvinist and an evangelical Calvinist may be
one of comparative response rather than doctrine. Both can believe in a particular
or limited atonement, and both can believe that only the activity of God can lead a
man or woman to faith, but where the high-Calvinist might conclude that nothing
is expected of them the other evangelical Calvinists will conclude that everything
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is demanded of them regardless of any response perceived.... we are attempting
here to distinguish shades of grey not primary colours.62
Jarvis as Robison before him contrasted the activity of the Methodists, who were calling
thousands to repentance at the end of their sermons, with High-Calvinists such as John
Gill who sat in their studies refusing to follow Methodist methods, “although an
evangelical Calvinist like George Whitefield could do so.”63 But the fact remains that
there was more difference than mere praxis. Evangelical and High or Hyper-Calvinists
worked from a different theoria as well.
In the eighteenth-century there were apparently various “shadings” between the
Calvinistic positions. As Ian Shaw admits, “Not all supralapsarians have been high
Calvinists; some are found among the evangelical Calvinists. Some Calvinists appear to
have shifted their emphasis during the course of their lifetime. This can make exact
definitions problematic.”64 In light of the convoluted scholarship on the issue, Anne
Dutton shared both High and Evangelical Calvinist characteristics. She defies easy
categorization and illustrates the subtleties of High Calvinism in the eighteenth century.
Dutton was a Strict Baptist minister’s wife in the 1730s when the “Modern Question”
erupted. She was nurtured in High Calvinist congregations shaped by Crispian doctrines
and the ministry of Richard Davis, and she was theologically formed by the two great
62
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articulators of what has been called Hyper-Calvinism: Joseph Hussey and John Skepp.
She had poetically stated her supralapsarian views in Wonders of Grace and articulately
restated them clearly in Adoption (1737) and to a lesser extent in Justification (1740).
But in the early 1740s Dutton, the Strict and High Baptist, found herself in the midst of
the great Evangelical Revival that called all sinners to repentance. Once the “Modern
Question” hit her community around 1740-41, she had been in contact with Howell
Harris for a year or two, had begun an epistolary ministry of spiritual encouragement and
counsel to Methodists like William Seward, appeared to carry some spiritual authority at
Whitefield’s Orphan house in Georgia, and had been visited by the great itinerant George
Whitefield a few months prior to her writing Some Thoughts about Faith in Christ.
Dutton is an intriguing study of one individual who struggled to come to grips with what
appeared to some as competing theoria and praxis: the belief in the eternal decrees of
salvation for only the elect and the practice of offering salvation to all people cognizant
that some would be condemned. Although many people chose to emphasize one to the
rejection of the other, Dutton managed to hold both together.
Dutton developed a hybrid of High and Evangelical Calvinism that allowed her to
remain firmly rooted in supralapsarian Calvinistic theology and remain a presence in the
Revival as a spiritual director. She never departed from this theological framework,
although it was never again stated as explicitly as in some of her earliest works, e.g.
Wonders of Grace and Adoption.65 With her affirmation of the necessity of duty-faith,
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In 1748 Dutton wrote An Appendix to a Pamphlet, entitled, Some Thoughts about Faith in
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Dutton clearly showed her separation from other dissenting Calvinistic Baptists such as
London Particular Baptist pastors John Gill and John Brine. Clearly in her theological
presuppositions, Dutton was a High Calvinist. But Toon suggested the two doctrines
separating Hyper Calvinists from High Calvinists is the doctrine of “no offers of grace”
and the corollary teaching that faith is not the duty of all sinners who hear the gospel. In
this light, Dutton cannot be considered a Hyper Calvinist. Such a rejection of these
teachings seems to place her more firmly in practice as an Evangelical Calvinist. In sum,
Dutton’s Calvinism was a philosophically defensible hybrid of High Calvinist theology
(theoria) and Evangelical Calvinist practice (praxis).
In light of this conclusion, Dutton should not directly bear any blame for a
propagation of High or Hyper-Calvinistic praxis as Nuttall and Toon have suggested.
Because she managed to hold this High Calvinist theoria and Evangelical Calvinist
praxis together, without infuriating either camps, she was able to establish an influential
place not only in the early years of the Evangelical Revival but also in Strict Baptist
circles once her influence in Methodism waned in the late 1740s. Her admirers of the
late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries resurrected her works, modifying them for their
purposes, while Evangelical Methodism largely forgot Dutton and her works. Only her
earliest works published prior to 1740 saw multiple publications (Wonders of Grace,
Walking with God, Justification, New Birth, and carefully selected spiritual letters written

of this hypothesis appears in the third part of her spiritual autobiography, where she reflected on the writing
of this tract. Dutton perceived that God encouraged her to publish the work by bringing to her mind John
17.7-8 and 2 Cor. 9.10. Placing herself in the place of Jesus in this text, she perceived that “I, his poor
Worm, after the Example of my great Lord, should be faithful in declaring to my Brethren, the Things
which he had given unto me; and that thro’ his Blessing theron, they might know the Things (and this of the
Command of Faith given to all Men in the Gospel, as being one of those) that the Father gave to Christ. . . .
That as the Lord had ministred to me some farther Light into this his Truth, I ought to sow it, in its
Publication, that thro’ his Blessing thereon, there might be a farther increase of Light among his People.”
See A Brief Account III, 131-32.
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throughout her life), for these works by Dutton were most useful to the Strict Baptists that
still benefited from her spirituality and spiritual direction.66

Dutton’s Common Counsel
Thus far Dutton’s Christian spirituality as it appeared in her earliest contributions
to the London Weekly Papers has been clarified. Whether through selected letters,
general counsel, or advertised works, Dutton’s spirituality was clearly both Calvinistic
and evangelical. The remaining items that appeared in The Weekly History were
clustered more closely together over a four-month period: the first two appeared in backto-back weeks in July, and the final two appeared in back-to-back weeks in November as
part of the final two issues of The Weekly History. In slight contrast to the previous
works Lewis included, these pieces were more hortatory in nature and were examples of
her practical and experimental divinity intentionally written for a more general and larger
audience. Rather than private spiritual direction, much of what follows could be
considered general or “common” spiritual direction.67
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In the July 24, 1742 issue of Weekly History, John Lewis inserted another letter
“From a Friend in the Country” that was directed to him personally.68 In the letter, Anne
asked Lewis to insert “the following Lines . . . in some of your Papers, if you think
proper. Which I hope mayn’t be altogether Useless to them that Love the LORD, and
hate Evil.”69 The lines inserted were Dutton’s Motives offer’d to the Consideration of a
Believer, to deter him from SIN, which was appended in 1743 to Meditations and
Observations upon the Eleventh and Twelfth Verses of the Sixth Chapter of Solomon’s
Song.70 In this short exhortation, Dutton offered four points of meditation to deter a
believer from sinning. First, one should realize that every time a believer sinned, he or
she acted contrary to the design of Triune God in their salvation. Second, that by
yielding to sin, the believer preferred the laws of Satan to the laws of Christ. Third, that
each sin was a step back towards slavery from which the Triune God had freed them.
Finally, that every fresh act of sin weakened the soul and made it more incapable of
resistance: “As every Act of Grace, immediately tends to the Increase of that Grace
which is acted; so every Act of Sin, strengthens the Habit of Sin.... Every yielding to a
Temptation, by an Act of Sin, whether more inward, or outward, is as it were an Opening
the Floodgates, to let in a mighty Torrent of Corruption to overflow the Soul.”71 This
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basic principle reflected the practicality of much of her spiritual counsel: acts of faith and
grace lead to habits of faith and grace, just as acts of sin lead to habits of sin. The inner
war was difficult; while progress in grace was slow and incremental, one act of sin in
yielding to temptation could easily overpower the soul and seemingly cancel whatever
progress in grace had been made. Therefore, vigilance and watchfulness were necessary.
This counsel concerning watchfulness and spiritual warfare appeared frequently in her
letters of spiritual direction.
The very next issue of The Weekly History, July 31, 1742, Lewis essentially
devoted entirely to Anne Dutton.72 He included more “Pieces” that “came from the same
Friend in the Country as wrote the Motives offer’d to the Consideration of a Believer, &c.
in last Week’s Paper.” First, he included a work that emphasized the need for
“watchfulness,” specifically in regard to anger: “CAUSES of sinful ANGER: To be
watch’d against, by all that are Christ’s, who would Crucify the Flesh, with the
Affections thereof.” This small piece was also later appended to Meditations and
Observations (1743). Second, he included an additional letter of Dutton’s, “An Extract
of a Letter from a Friend,” in which she used a spiritual interpretation of Esther 1 to
metaphorically discuss the “Royal Wine” of God’s Love and the various and diverse
“Drinking Vessels” that display “God’s distinguishing Love towards the Church in
general, and towards every saved Soul in particular.”73 Immediately after this letter
Lewis inserted a third work of Dutton’s, An HYMN Compos’d upon copying out
something for the Press, which was also later prefixed to her second volume of letters
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published in 1743 (Letters II).74 Following these works of Dutton’s, there was only small
space for a short letter from Joseph Humphreys to John Cennick, dated July 24, 1742.
In the first work, Dutton offered five causes of anger for which the Christian must
“watch”: confidence in creatures, inordinate self-love, overvaluing one’s own wisdom,
pride, and unbelief. First, confidence in creatures leads to anger when these creatures fail
us. Therefore, a Christian had to practice detachment from creatures. Second, inordinate
self-love leads to anger when others do not behave towards us according to our own
estimation of ourselves. Anne suggested that a means to “keep our Spirits quiet, and to
curb those angry Resentments which are apt to arise in our Minds, when we think
Persons do not esteem, or love us as they ought,” was to have “always a deep Sense of
our own Littleness, and Unworthiness of any Favour, either from God or Man, by Reason
of Sin.” Everything a Christian possessed, according to Dutton, was a free gift to
undeserving sinners. Therefore, there were no grounds for anger. Third, overvaluing
one’s own wisdom leads to anger when others “cross” one’s projects: “An high Conceit
of our own Wisdom and a sinful Affectation of being Sovereign Dictators, oft go together.
And when these bear Rule, we like not to have our own Projects cross’d, and can hardly
bear that others should slight ours, and prefer their own without being Angry.”75 The
remedy was to “labour after an humbling Sense of our own Folly, and Liableness to be
mistaken: And to keep up a due Estimation of others, as better than ourselves.” Fourth,
pride or stoutness of heart leads to anger when others cross our will. The remedy for this
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cause was to “remember the infinite Forbearance of God towards us, when we so often
break his Law, and act contrary to his Will.”76 Like Christ, Christians were to “bear the
Contradictions of Creatures like ourselves.” The final cause of sinful anger, and the root
cause of all sin and doubt, was unbelief, “or the not eyeing of GOD by Faith, [as the
supreme Agent,] in all the Afflictions which befall us thro’ the Instrumentality of
Creatures; is another Cause of sinful Anger.”77
Dutton emphasized God as the supreme and sovereign agent in all afflictions.
From such a perspective, anger towards the instrument of the affliction demonstrated a
believer’s shortsightedness: “When we look to no higher Cause of our Affliction, than the
Creature that offends us; we are presently apt to be Angry, and to quarrel with the Stone
that hits us, while we look not at the Hand which casts it.” The person, event, or thing to
which one reacts in anger was only the means whereby the believer is tested and tried.
Dutton elaborated more on her teaching:
If we would not be sinfully Angry with offending Creatures; let us cast our Eye
upwards to the Hand of GOD therein. . . . And then we shall be Quiet, and see little
Reason to be Angry with the most provoking Creature. All Creatures are unto us,
either, what God makes ’em, or suffers them to be. There is not a Drop of
Comfort [we enjoy] in any Creature, but GOD’s Hand puts it there for us. The
God of all Comfort, is the Fountain that supplys all the little Streams we meet
with in the Creatures. If Creatures are Comforts unto us, it is GOD that makes
them so. And if they are Crosses, it is the LORD that suffers them so to be: and
effectually over-rules every kind, and degree of Trial we meet with in them, for
wise and holy Ends: Even his own Glory, and the Good of his dear Children. If
we would not be Angry then with offending Creatures; let us look away from
Them, to the over-ruling Hand of our Wise and Gracious God and Father therein.
A believing Converse with the Heart and Hand of God, in every Cross we meet
with from the Creature; would make us to endure it patiently, joyfully and
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fruitfully; to the Glory of God, and our own Advantage, both present and
eternal.78
Dutton closed by contrasting the practices of Peter and Jesus when each was faced
with trying circumstances. She suggested believers often had “hasty Spirits” like Peter,
who looked “at the Instruments, is angry, and draws his Sword.” In contrast, believers
were to follow Jesus who “look’d at his Father’s Hand in all that was done by those
wicked Instruments, and sweetly Submits to his Will; The Cup (says he) which my Father
hath given me, shall I not drink it? John 18. 11.” Thus, in imitation of Christ, Dutton
exhorted: “Let us Learn in This to follow our great Pattern; and we shall experience a
like Effect. Let us learn of JESUS, who was meek and lowly in Heart: and we shall find
Rest unto our Souls. Mat. xi. 29.” Imitating Christ’s response to affliction and suffering
would be another common theme in her spiritual counsel.
In the November 6, 1742 issue, Lewis included another “Letter from a Friend in
the Country, to the Printer of this Paper.” The letter, written on October 15, 1742, was
Dutton’s reply to a letter from Lewis.79 She rejoiced that God used her words to
strengthen his faith, and she was thankful God used her “weak Attempts to serve him and
his People.” She then added she was glad that Christ’s “glorious Kingdom comes, that he
has begun to shake the Nations.” Moreover, Christians needed to be ready for what
approached: “There’s no Time for us to sleep now. The Bridegroom cometh! Oh let us
arise, and trim our Lamps, lest he find us unprepared! Surely that great and wonderful
Work which Christ is doing in the World, at this Time, calls aloud upon us, Christians, to
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arise out of our carnal Security ... and as Children of Light to stand prepar’d for the Glory
of the approaching Day.”80
After this millennial theme, echoing her radical evangelicalism, Anne transitioned
to more spiritual exhortation that demonstrated her the role of a spiritual director. She
included her oft-used principle, that it was “Christian-like, Believer-like, to be Nothing in
ourselves, and ALL in CHRIST, who is our ALL!” Dutton recognized, however, that this
required a higher or stronger kind of faith if one was not to fall prey to the spiritual
disease of “Dejection,” a soul disease to which she was susceptible and to which many of
her correspondents fell victim:
Oh it requires much of the Wisdom and Strength of Faith, to look well into our
own Vileness and Emptiness, without unbelieving Dejection; and to feel and see
ourselves full and glorious, by our LORD’s Beams and Streams, without SelfExaltation! Oh how apt are we to look upon ourselves in a separate View from
Christ! To look upon our Wants in a separate View from his Fulness; and to look
upon Supplies in a separate View from the glorious Fountain whence they
proceed: And so on the one Hand, to sink into Discouragement; and on the other,
to make Idols of our Lord’s fair Jewels!81
Dutton sought to help Lewis guard his heart against two extremes: self-dejection and selfexaltation. Navigating the dual truth that one was “empty” yet simultaneously “full” in
Christ was difficult practice. The reality of the former led to depression and
discouragement while the latter led to pride and idolatry. Without attention to Christ and
contemplating oneself as “in Christ,” Dutton taught that the believer would inevitably fall
victim to one of these soul diseases.82 Lewis evidently did not consider himself as having
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arrived at such faith of his union with Christ, which probably sparked her initial reply.
She closed her letter of spiritual direction with encouragement, wishing that he would be
able to experience Christ personally speaking to him the words from Canticles: “Thou art
All-Fair my Love, there is no Spot in thee! And they again will reply, Thou art Fair my
Beloved; Fairer than the Children of Men, Fairer than Angelick Glories, Immensely Fair,
and Altogether Lovely!”83 Dutton hoped Lewis would be granted communion with Jesus
by faith, an interest in Christ’s love, and daily fellowship with him. But this would
require him to be strengthened to put away dejecting unbelief and graced with the faith to
feel in his heart, “None but CHRIST! None but CHRIST! He is ALL, and in ALL! The
LORD, and Our LORD! and unto Him be all the GLORY!”84
The November 13, 1742 edition included a poem, entitled “A CALL to the
Sleeping Virgins. Which was read in the Society at the Tabernacle, on Monday,
November 8, 1742.”85 Anne possibly sent in this poem with her letter of October 15,
which Lewis included in the November 6 issue. The theme of sleeping virgins and the
midnight cry were reminiscent of that letter to Lewis: “What think ye, Virgins, of the
Midnight-Cry? / Don’t it begin to Sound, The Bridegroom’s nigh!” The rest of the
language is consistent with Dutton’s outlook and attested to the work of the Whitefieldian
Methodists and the transatlantic nature of the Revival. In Letters II, published in 1743,
Anne included the above letter to Lewis, which included similar themes concerning the
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“Bridegroom” coming and “sleeping virgins.” Also in Letters II, she included a letter she
wrote to Whitefield wherein she used the same images. Given the date of the publication
of Letters II, the letter to Whitefield was likely written in the final months of 1742, within
the same general time period the hymn was published in The Weekly History.86 In her
letter to Whitefield, she pondered whether the “Out-pouring of the Spirit, upon you and
your dear Brethren, by which you are enabled so earnestly to call to the sleeping Virgins,
to arise out of their carnal Security; may be the Beginning of the Midnight-cry.”87 In
Dutton’s usual way, even this hymn is hortatory in nature. In the final third of the hymnpoem, the hymnist exhorted those Christians still cautious or critical of the Revival:
“Wake drowsy Virgins: Is’t not Time to rise? / No longer Sleep, lest CHRIST should you
surprize. / Don’t say, We look’d for CHRIST another Way, / For th’ Midnight-Cry by
other Men than They.”88
Whether or not Anne Dutton penned this hymn, Lewis used it as an exclamation
point for his first volume sponsored by Whitefield and his associates. If Anne Dutton
penned it, this hymn is the first clear example of Dutton consciously creating a work
directed to members of the London Tabernacle. Moreover, it would also be an early
example of one of her writings being read to the London Tabernacle and subsequently
published in the London Weekly Papers. While it is uncertain whether the previous
pieces were read to the society meeting at the London Tabernacle, Lewis is clear that this
specific hymn-poem was part of their worship on Monday, November 8, 1742.
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An Account of the Progress of the Gospel, 1742-43
We will never know how many people actually read or listened to a reading from
the London Weekly Papers, thus we can never know the extent of Dutton’s influence by
means of this periodical. Nevertheless, Lewis left traces as to some of the venues in
which the Papers were used. Some ministers such as Rev. John Harrison of Weatherford
read the paper to their congregations.89 Howell Harris sent copies to three of the most
influential Welsh exhorters – Daniel Rowland, Howell Davies, and Griffith Jones –
through whom the London Weekly Papers found Welsh readers and listeners.90 The
wealthier literate could afford to subscribe to the magazine, but Lewis wanted to make
sure that the literate poor could also read the Papers. In an advertisement at the end of
the issue that included the final installment of Dutton’s “Criterion of Christianity” and
that also advertised her A Letter to all the Saints, on the General Duty of Love, Lewis
suggested that anyone who could “neither afford to buy [The Weekly History], nor have
an Opportunity of borrowing them, shall be welcome to repair to the Printer’s House, to
read ’em gratis; and hopes their Labour will not be in vain.”91 Thus the literate poor had
free access to the Weekly Papers in Lewis’s London shop, and the illiterate poor had
access to them in various congregations and Methodist societies. The London Weekly
Papers were also read in the colonies where Whitefield had strong supporters. Those at
Bethesda and Charleston received copies, and Lewis sent copies to Thomas Prince, Sr. of
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Boston via Benjamin Dutton. This shows both the scope of the readership of the London
Weekly Papers as well as the pieces of Dutton’s included within them.
By autumn of 1742, when the title was changed from The Weekly History to An
Account of the Progress of the Gospel, the momentum of the Calvinist Methodist
movement had significantly slowed. The great awakenings in Scotland (e.g. Cambuslang
and Kilsyth) and in the American colonies had passed. International perspective
narrowed to parochial concerns of maintenance and organization. As Susan Durden has
suggested, the transition in the movement was mirrored in the London Weekly Papers
with its growing concentration on Wales and England.92 Howell Harris was particularly
influential as Whitefield was away from England; Harris’s organization skills helped
maintain both the London Tabernacle and the London Weekly Papers. From this point,
there were very few poems and hymns inserted into the Weekly Papers; none of Dutton’s
poetry or hymnody is ever included again. Gone also are the topical exhortations that
appeared in The Weekly History, a number of which were penned by Dutton. Starting
with An Account of the Progress of the Gospel in 1743 (Volume II), Harris and Lewis
began limiting literary pieces almost entirely to letters, with a rare poem or hymn verse
occasionally inserted.

Dutton and Letter Days
The transformation the London Weekly Papers underwent reflects its relationship
to the Letter-Day, which Howell Harris was instrumental in establishing at the London
Tabernacle. Durden discovered in her work on the first evangelical magazines that most
letters were written to chronicle the revival in one’s own locale; ministers were interested
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in the ways and methods of other ministers working in the revival.93 They were also
concerned with defining and identifying the conversion experience.94 These letters were
disseminated at ministerial meetings, through the private copying of letters and through
reading them to congregations and religious societies. The latter occurred especially on
Letter-Days. These were public meetings held to hear domestic and foreign news as
reported in letters from the Calvinist Methodist leaders, associates, and friends to inform
the congregation of the progress of the gospel and to edify them by what was read.
Exhortations, prayers, and hymn-singing were also a part of the practice. The Calvinist
Methodists learned the practice from the Church of the Brethren (Moravians), whose
practice of Gemeintag impressed them. Members of the Oxford Club, including
Whitefield and the Wesleys, attended some of these meetings that were held at the Fetter
Lane Society in London. After separating from the Moravians in 1741, the Calvinist
Methodists established regular Letter Days for their own purposes: in London these
occurred on the second Monday of each month and in Bristol on the first Monday of each
month. The practice continued for at least seven years.95
Most of Dutton’s letters that appeared in the London Weekly Papers from 1742 on
were directed to Whitefield, Harris, Lewis or to the London Tabernacle. Apparently,
from evidence within the London Weekly Papers and Dutton’s Letter-Books, the London
Tabernacle community was one of her common “recipients,” as chapter six discloses
more fully. We have evidence of several such letters directly written to the Tabernacle
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and various societies, thus contributing to the likelihood that some of the material
appearing in the London Weekly Papers during these early years of 1741-43 were also
read at the London Tabernacle where Lewis worked. Dutton discovered this early in her
ministry and undoubtedly made use of the likelihood that some of her letters sent to the
leaders of the movement would be used for the Calvinist Methodist monthly Letter-Days.
The Weekly Papers were closely associated with the Letter Day from 1742 onwards until
it eventually included little else besides the material read at the Tabernacle. M.H. Jones
noted that most of the letters that appeared in An Account of the Progress of the Gospel
were written with the expressed purpose of being read at the London Tabernacle during
Letter Days, and research for this present project confirms his intimation in light of the
many places Lewis inserts the very hymn verses that were sung at the conclusion of the
reading of letters.96 In regard to her letters that Lewis selected for the Weekly Papers,
Dutton likely knew that the ones she wrote to the Evangelical leaders had a good chance
of becoming contributions to both the Weekly Papers and the Letter Days, for although
they did not include reports on the propagation of the gospel they were works of spiritual
confirmation, inspiration, and encouragement. However, Dutton probably had little
inclination as to how Lewis would select her letters that were directed to him in answer to
his personal spiritual struggles.
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The Letter Day was a very important means whereby Dutton’s letters were read to
a wider audience. In addition to the internal evidence that suggests most of the letters in
Account of Progress were read at Letter-Days, John Lewis specifically records that
Dutton’s letters were read on these occasions. In the first number of Volume III of
Account of Progress, Lewis inserted “The Order of the Letter-Day at the Tabernacle, on
Monday, May 30, 1743.” Lewis essentially gives the “order of worship” for the occasion
and lists all the letters that were read. On this day the Tabernacle was filled to standing
room only. The meeting began at four o’clock in the afternoon with an exhortation by
Whitefield, reminding them of the importance of what they were about to hear. He
followed it with a prayer for “a true catholick Spirit” to be given to all people. Prayer
was followed by a hymn from Seagrave’s Hymns by which they invoked the Spirit.97
Whitefield then read the nineteen letters (several of which appeared in the next number of
Account of Progress III), followed by the hymn verse sung after the end of each letter.
One of the letters Whitefield read to the London Tabernacle on this Letter-Day was from
“Mrs. D. of Great Gransden in Huntingdonshire, to Mr. Whitefield, congratulating him
on the great success of the Lord had lately given him; of his wise Providence in keeping
him in this Land so long for the good of many Souls; strengthened his hands to go on, for
the Lord would be with him, and give great Success, and crown him with many more
Victories.”98 Hers was the only letter from a woman and, with the exception of the last
letter written by an unknown person to the Gloucestershire Society, Dutton’s was the
only letter that was inspirational in content rather than a recounting of the “propagation of
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the gospel” in specific locales. After reading all the letters and congregational singing
after each, Whitefield spoke a few more words about the letters and asked the
congregation what effect they had on their souls. He next exhorted them to rejoice in
what God was doing in their day and reminded them that God answered their prayers
generally in the Gospel’s success and also particularly in such things as “putting down
the Booths in Moorfields.” He closed with another hymn from Seagrave’s Hymns, a
blessing, and a collection for “propagating the Gospel.”99

Dutton’s Contributions
During the sixty-three weeks the London Weekly Papers were published under
the name An Account of the Progress of the Gospel (Volumes II-IV), Lewis included
eight letters written by Anne Dutton, his “Friend in the Country.”100 In each number of
the second volume of Account of Progress, Lewis included two letters from Dutton.
Account of Progress II, no. 1 included one to Whitefield when he was in Scotland, dated
September 29, 1742 and one to Howell Harris when he was in London, dated October 15,
1742.101 Account of Progress II, no. 2 included a letter to “a young Gentleman, who
desired some Advice for the Good of his Soul,” dated the same day as Dutton’s previous
letter to Harris and one to John Lewis, dated January 6, 1743.102 Account of Progress II,
99
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no. 3 included two letters to Whitefield, one written December 30, 1742 and the other
written January 22, 1743.103 At the end of this volume Lewis advertised two of Dutton’s
works, both published in early 1743: (1) A Letter to such of the Servants of Christ, who
may have any Scruple about the Lawfulness of Printing any Thing written by a Woman
and (2) her second “Letter-Book,” Letters on Spiritual Subjects, and Divers Occasions,
sent to Relations and Friends.104 The first work signified her authorship with her initials,
“A.D.” The second work only carried her common alias, “By one who has tasted that the
Lord is Gracious.”105
After this volume Dutton’s contribution to Account of Progress significantly
dropped. Over the next forty-two weeks Account of Progress was published, Lewis
included only two letters written by Anne Dutton. A letter from Dutton to the London
Tabernacle, dated April 9, 1743 appeared in Account of Progress III, no. 1 and another
letter to Lewis, dated October 20, 1743, appeared in An Account IV, no. 2.106 In addition
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to these letters, Lewis also included one letter from Howell Harris written to Dutton on
June 4, 1743 that appeared in Account of Progress III, no. 3.107 This was the letter that
displayed Harris’s strong respect for Dutton and wherein he solicited her writing talents.
Those letters appearing in An Account and written to Whitefield or Harris have
been examined in the previous chapter; they are examples of spiritual confirmation. The
letters written to the “young gentleman” and to Lewis are examples of spiritual counsel.

Characteristics of Dutton’s Spiritual Direction as Found in the
London Weekly Papers, 1741-43
Dutton’s presence in the evangelical magazines is an anomaly when compared to
the kind of material that mostly filled the pages of the London Weekly Papers.108 Unlike
the vast majority of material included in the magazine, none of Dutton’s letters in the
London Weekly Papers ever attempted to narrate the revival in Great Gransden or discuss
the intricacies of the new birth. She did not discuss revival methods, except when
sending a letter to James Robe, gently critiquing his short-lived practice of removing the
most emotionally-afflicted hearers from the premises during his preaching. It was a
practice he himself rejected shortly before receiving Dutton’s exhortation to him, but he
appreciated her letter so much he included it (and a later letter written to his
congregation) in his Narrative. But even this letter did not appear in the London Weekly
Papers. Dutton wrote it privately to James Robe and he decided to make it public in his
work A Faithful Narrative of the Extraordinary Work of One Spirit of God at Kilsyth and
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other Congregations in the Neighborhood (1742) and Thomas Prince, Jr. also published it
in the Boston Weekly Papers, The Christian History.109
There are several reasons why Dutton’s contributions are unique. Primarily, their
uniqueness derives from Dutton’s intention to provide inspiration, teaching, and counsel.
This was not the case for the overwhelming majority of the items in the London Weekly
Papers, except in a subordinate way through the use of pious language that flowed from
evangelical theology. Dutton communicated to evangelical leaders differently than most
of her correspondents, as seen in the previous chapter. Her letters to them we have
identified as spiritual confirmation. This trend is mirrored in the London Weekly Papers,
but we also see some of her first examples of other forms of spiritual direction: spiritual
direction-in-common and personal spiritual direction.

Various Modes of Spiritual Direction
Dutton’s pieces that Lewis included in The Weekly History were mostly spiritual
direction in nature, whether written to a specific individual such as Lewis110 or to a
general audience, as was the case in “A Few Thoughts Concerning Bigotry”, “The
Criterion of Christianity”, “Motives Offer’d to the Consideration of a Believer, to deter
him from Sin”, or “Causes of Sinful Anger.” In The Weekly History, general or
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“common-to-all” spiritual direction prevailed in quantity. In the literature of formative
spirituality, this is an example of spiritual direction-in-common. This is a form of
spiritual direction “given to more than one person by means of the spoken or written
word.”111 Spiritual direction-in-common is the most basic kind of direction one can
receive, for it can occur in a plethora of contexts, e.g. a sermon, a letter, a small group, or
conversation. In the language of formative spirituality, this implies that the Mystery
(God) is the Supreme Director of souls and is always sending “directives” through
various persons, events, and things. If one is open to life and the Mystery at its center,
then the world becomes epiphanic or theophanic, with the result that various words,
images, symbols, people, events, or objects can become “emergent disclosures” of facets
of one’s spiritual formation.112 These pieces by Dutton included in The Weekly History
were not directed to one specific person but to a larger community bound together
through Whitefield and his associates, the Calvinist Methodist societies, and the London
Weekly Papers. Dutton provided “common” direction, relevant to all classes and
Christians, regardless of their status in society, denominational affiliation, or level of
spiritual maturity. Her “directives” concerning bigotry, true evangelical Christianity, the
avoidance of sin and especially anger were general counsels that could be implemented
and incarnated as “inspired” and “directed” by the Divine.
However, this expression of spiritual direction was abandoned with the second,
third, and fourth volumes of Account of Progress. With the exception of the one letter
specifically addressed to the London Tabernacle, all pieces written by Dutton, the “Friend
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in the Country,” exemplified personal, one-on-one spiritual inspiration or direction. Yet
even the letter to the London Tabernacle addressed a specific controversy that compelled
Dutton to respond. Consistent with her practice elucidated in the previous chapter,
Dutton’s three letters to Whitefield and one to Harris are examples of personal spiritual
confirmation – encouraging, reminding, and inspiring these Calvinistic Methodist leaders
by infusing them with confidence, resolution, and enthusiasm that was rooted in their
election to salvation and ministry. The other personal letters appearing in these volumes,
one to a “young Gentleman” and three to Lewis, are examples of personal spiritual
direction – counsel and advice given to one individual on the basis of information she has
received from them, with the aim of bettering their souls and aiding their growth in faith
and holiness. Reading between the lines of these letters, the recipients clearly related to
Dutton as one who was spiritually mature, wise, compassionate, and sensitive to their
soul needs.
Although works of spiritual direction-in-common did not find a place in the
London Weekly Papers in 1742-43, this does not mean Dutton abandoned this expression
altogether. Two other examples of this type of spiritual direction that were also appended
to Meditations and Observations (1743) were “The Guilt of a Believer’s departing from
God” and “Some Thoughts about Sin and Holiness: Propos’d to the Consideration of the
dear Saints.” Given the similarity in style as “Motives Offer’d to the Consideration of a
Believer, to deter him from Sin” and “Causes of Sinful Anger” that were also appended
to Meditations and Observations, it seems likely that these two works were originally
intended for the London Weekly Papers as well, and that either Dutton “discerned” not to
send them or John Lewis decided not to include them for some reason. Possibly, by the
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time Dutton penned these works, Lewis had already committed himself to primarily using
the epistolary genre for the London Weekly Papers. In 1743-44 Dutton began directly
addressing the society at the London Tabernacle more frequently, and Lewis included
some of these letters in The Christian History.
Another reason why some of her works of a general nature no longer found their
way into the Weekly Papers was their length. Some of her works that were directly
addressed to the London Tabernacle became self-contained publications sold by John
Lewis. All of the works appended to Mediations and Observations were very short, but
most of her solicited responses to theological or spiritual issues were not. Such was the
case with “A Word of Intreaty, to All Those that Name the Name of Christ, to depart
from Iniquity” that in 1743 was appended to The Hurt that Sin Doth to Believers. As
noted in the previous chapter, Dutton penned this work in response to a specific request
from Howell Harris. Harris’s letter to Dutton where he requested such a work made it
into Account of Progress, but the lengthy “A Word of Intreaty” did not.113
While most of the letters sent to Lewis by other friends of the revival were a kind
of “account” of the evangelist during his recent evangelistic escapades, Dutton’s letters
obviously contained nothing of this nature since she was not an itinerating evangelist.114
Susan O’Brien suggests there were two types of letters sent to the Tabernacle, one that
was donated by its recipient, which often chronicled the work of evangelism in a certain
locale, or a letter intentionally written to the Tabernacle to narrate the same kind of work.
From what we have analyzed above, Dutton’s works do not fit O’Brien’s categorization;
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her contributions did not narrate the work of evangelism in Great Gransden via letters to
an evangelist, Lewis, or the Tabernacle. They did not contain empirical observations of
the revival but rather direct counsel and exhortation on practical and experiential matters
of the Christian life. In stark contrast to the vast majority of the material and letters
within the evangelical magazines, Anne Dutton’s contributions can best be identified as
spiritual direction. Her spiritual direction, however, came in different forms. In their
original manuscript form, her letters to Whitefield and Harris are examples of personal
spiritual confirmation and her letters to Lewis and the “young Gentleman” are examples
of personal spiritual counsel. However, once Lewis published these letters in his London
Weekly Papers, they became a form of spiritual direction-in-common. Extrapolated from
their original context as addressed to specific individuals and situations, Dutton’s words
of confirmation, encouragement, teaching, counsel, and direction became available to any
reader who resonated with her words and were inspired to apply her guidance.

Feminine Spiritual Authority in the Body of Christ
In addition to the nature of her letters as spiritual direction, Dutton’s appearance
in the London Weekly Papers is an anomaly because of her gender. This is apparent in
both The Weekly History and Account of Progress. For example, in The Weekly History
John Lewis advertised three of Dutton’s works during the eighty-four weeks the
magazine was published under this title: A Letter to John Wesley (1742), A Letter to All
the Saints on the General Duty of Love (1742), and Some Thoughts about Faith in Christ
(1742). In comparison, Lewis advertised five works of John Cennick’s (three hymn
books, one letter, and an account of his life) and three works of George Whitefield’s (a
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letter to John Wesley, an account of his life, and a volume of sermons).115 Cennick’s
works saw the most advertisements; his Sacred Hymns were advertised five times.116
Whitefield’s Sermons were advertised three times.117 Dutton’s Letter to all the Saints
was advertised twice.118 There were several other publications advertised two or more
times, but only Cennick, Whitefield, and Dutton had multiple works advertised.119
Whitefield, Harris, and Cennick contributed the most letters in Account of
Progress from the fall of 1742 to the fall of 1743: Whitefield contributed twenty-three
letters, Harris contributed twenty-one, and Cennick and Joseph Humphreys each
contributed nine.120 After these luminary figures in the Calvinist Methodist movement
during these early years of the Evangelical Revival, the next person to contribute the
most letters was Anne Dutton with eight. However, six of those appeared in the first
volume alone over a ten-month period. Thus it appears that for over the period of about a
year, from the middle of 1742 when there was an increase in her contributions in The
Weekly History to the middle of 1743 when there was a drop in her contributions in
Account of Progress, Dutton was an important, albeit anonymous, female voice in the
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Evangelical Revival via her contributions to the London Weekly Papers during this time.
Although her gender was not apparent in the Weekly Papers, the identity of the “Friend in
the Country” could have been known by the middle months of 1743 to those who
followed the Evangelical Revival closely, read the materials produced by its leaders,
bought the sermons, books, journals, and treatises sold by one of its primary booksellers
John Lewis, and paid attention to the clues in the London Weekly Papers. In his letter to
Thomas Prince, Sr., Lewis suggested as much. In that letter he told Prince that whenever
he placed any of Dutton’s letters into his weekly papers, they were usually entitled “The
Copy of a Letter from a Friend in the Country” and that he used that title for “her Letters
only, that the Brethren [may] know whose they are.” Four years later, by January 1748
readers of the London Weekly Papers most certainly knew the identity of the “Friend in
the Country,” for by that time Lewis (or possibly Howell Harris) began inserting her
name and location into the letters she contributed, e.g. “From Mrs. A—n D—tt—n, to
Mr. H—b—t J—k—s. Great Gransden, near Caxton, Huntingdonshire.”121
Yet Anne Dutton was not simply a female voice. She was a woman with clear
spiritual authority in the movement. The Weekly History includes a number of letters
written by women in addition to several anonymous letters and extracts that could also be
from women. In all there are around thirty letters or extracts either certainly or
potentially penned by women writers. Two are from Elizabeth Rowe who was nearing
death and wished to offer encouragement to her friends; eight were from young girls from
Bethesda or Edinburgh to Whitefield; and several other letters written from older women
121
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to Whitefield, Harris, or Cennick. All of these women related in some form their present
spiritual states, experiences, and their relationships with the letter’s recipient. Letters to
Cennick and Harris sometimes included reports on the revival in the author’s locale, such
as in the letters from Mrs. A---n D----s and Mrs. Anne T----s.122 There are only a few
items written by women that use a different genre or exhibit a different purpose, such as a
letter to “The Ministers of the Non-Conformity,” two letters of spiritual counsel from
Mrs. S.C., and the five to seven works from Anne Dutton, the “Friend in the Country.”123
Over the course of Account of Progress there were sixteen letters contributed by
nine women. Anne Dutton the “Friend in the Country” penned eight of these. The other
eight women, who each contributed one letter, included an anonymous woman from
Scotland who reported on the progress of the gospel in that land (An Account II, no. 1);
another anonymous woman who apologized for her reporting error concerning the
dissenting minister’s fund (Account of Progress III, no. 2); two women who gave reports
on their spiritual states and the progress of the gospel in their locales, one written to John
Cennick and the other to George Whitefield (Account of Progress III, no. 3); another
from a woman addressed to Whitefield (Account of Progress IV, no. 2); and three women
who lived in Bethesda: Mary Grant, Sarah Barber and M. B---y (Account of Progress IV,
no. 3). In contrast to the letters contributed by these other women, Dutton clearly exuded
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spiritual influence and was respected for her spiritual inspiration and insight by
Whitefield, Harris, and Lewis. Generally speaking, she does not report on her spiritual
state as most of the other women who appeared in the London Weekly Papers during this
time. Nor does she report on the progress of the Evangelical Revival in her geographical
area or beseech Whitefield, Harris, or Cennick to visit her county for evangelistic
purposes. Rather, when she corresponded with the leaders of the movement, Dutton
sought to inspire and encourage them (spiritual confirmation); when she corresponded
with those struggling in faith and holiness, she sought to teach and direct them (spiritual
counsel).
Dutton was certain and very clear that her authority rested in a divine call to the
work of spiritual teaching, inspiration, and direction. In one of the few letters that John
Lewis included in the London Weekly Papers that exuded elements of personal spiritual
counsel directed to him personally, Dutton provided the theological foundation for her
vocation of spiritual writing. After humbly communicating her amazement that God
would make her “poor Letters a Comfort to [his] Soul,” Dutton stated,
CHRIST is ALL and in All; and I am nothing, less than nothing, and Vanity. It
hath pleased the FATHER, that in Him all Fulness should dwell. The Members of
Christ’s Body, in and of themselves, are empty, mere Vacuities. But the Fulness
of the Head, filleth all in all! And tho’ I am the most unworthy, the least and the
last, yet the Fulness of Christ fills me! It fills me notwithstanding my great
Emptiness, and greater Unworthiness, and flows thro’ me, little me, into the other
and greater Members of the Body! All Glory to my Lord, the Filling Head, for all
that satisfying Joy, with which thro’ me he has filled any, and so many of his dear
Members! It was Grace unknown! that put me, vile me, among the happy, blessed
Number! that keeps me in the Body, and under the Influence of the Head, makes
me of some Use to my dear Fellow-Members; so that the Superior cannot say to
inferior Me, We have no need of thee! O infinite Grace!124
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Dutton believed that all were spiritually equal before God. If all of the members of
Christ’s Body were, in and of themselves, “empty, mere Vacuities,” then no one could
boast of their position, rank, gender, or calling. Apart from Christ, who was the “Head”
who “filleth all in all,” humanity was empty; in Christ humanity was full of God.125
While such statements might frighten a modern psychologist in our age of (pretranscendent) self-actualization, for Dutton such a belief was a liberating truth, one which
spiritual masters throughout the ages and traditions have reiterated.126 One is reminded
of Paul’s words to the Galatians: “It is no longer I who live but Christ lives in me.” Like
Paul, Dutton believed that notwithstanding her “Emptiness” Christ instrumentally flowed
through her (and her writings) into other “Members of the Body,” even the “greater”
ones. Although some of her “Fellow-Members” of Christ’s Body were more “superior”
to her in public eyes and ministerial calling, they nevertheless could not say to Dutton (as
a self-perceived “inferior” member) that they had no use for her. In the body of Christ
there was only one “Head” – Jesus. Each part of his “Body” had a part to play, and
Dutton believed her part was spiritual writing and counseling.
In Dutton’s theological understanding, whether one was male or female, lay
member of Christ’s Church or minister within it, each Christian that realized his or her
125
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Foundational formative spirituality differentiates between pre-transcendent dimensions of the
human personality and a transcendent dimension. Lower dimensions of the (pre-transcendent) personality
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own personal emptiness apart from Christ could become a channel of God’s fullness.
This is what Dutton experienced for herself; she believed God had created her as a
channel whereby God’s gracious truths and comforting Spirit could be mediated through
her words to all members of Christ’s body, even the so-called “greater Members” that
were “fathers in Christ” and/or ministers of the gospel. Ultimately, “greater” and “lesser”
members were all equal “Fellow-Members” of the one Body of Christ. This egalitarian
thrust of Dutton’s spirituality was evident in many of her contributions that appeared in
The Weekly History and in the letters to the evangelical leaders that appeared in Account
of Progress. In tandem with the intangible factors offered at the conclusion of the
previous chapter (Dutton’s call to ministry, Calvinist spirituality, and familial
understanding of the Church), her egalitarian interpretation of the biblical image of the
“Body of Christ” explains her surprising frankness with the evangelical leaders, her lack
of hesitation to correct them theologically when she discerned it appropriate, or to
encourage and inspire if she discerned they were in need of it. This egalitarian aspect to
her spiritual direction was also evident in this personal letter to Lewis that appeared in
Account of Progress. In the midst of “the glorious Flows of Love and Life” upon her,
Dutton could “esteem my Lord’s using me as an Instrument in his Hand, to feed his dear
Lambs, a very rich one!”127 When she penned this letter to Lewis on January 6, 1743,
Dutton was in the midst of her most prolific, transcontinental writing years. No wonder
she perceived herself as a personal instrument of the Divine. In order to get a sense of
Dutton’s wide readership and the kind of spiritual nourishment she offered, we now turn
to a closer examination of her ministry of “feeding” the “lambs” through personal
epistolary correspondence.
127
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CHAPTER SIX
“A Part of the Communion of Saints”:
Anne Dutton’s Epistolary Ministry of Private Spiritual Direction

Fear not troubling me, my dear Brother, with your Complaints, nor that any of the
dear Children of God should do so. It is our Privilege, a Part of the Communion
of Saints, to unbosom our Souls to each other, to bear each other’s Burdens, to see
each other’s Good, to rejoice with them that rejoice, and to mourn with them that
mourn. The more free you are with me, the more kindly I take it, the more my
Spirit runs into yours, and interests itself in your Concerns. God grant me a
Bosom large enough, to embrace all his Children, and to receive all their Cases
with the greatest Sympathy!
— In a Letter from Anne Dutton to Rev. Jonathan Barber (Letters, Volume III)

After George Whitefield, John Lewis was the most significant person to influence
the scope of Dutton’s ministry of spiritual direction. While she was clearly beneficial to
him spiritually, he facilitated the expansion of her ministry by including her writings in
his periodical and selling her books. By the end of 1742 Lewis began selling Dutton’s
works, beginning with her Letters to the Negroes. This was her only work that he sold in
1742, but in 1743 there was an explosion on the market of Dutton’s works, and it appears
Lewis sold all of those that were published in London. He continued to sell her books
until his death in 1755.
During these years that John Lewis was Dutton’s primary bookseller, he was also
a primary medium for new directees. As Susan Durden [O’Brien] observed, because
Lewis and the other publishers of the evangelical magazines were at “the hub of activity”
and “revival sympathists” knew that these publishers were centers for correspondence,
individuals wrote to these men, “asking to be put in touch with someone who they might
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have regarded as a spiritual penfriend.”1 Lewis’s “Friend in the Country” was probably
the recipient of solicitations for correspondence, as can be ascertained from her many
Letter-Books. Beginning with Letters II, Dutton began including in her Letter-Books
copies of letters where she responded to individuals who greatly benefited from her
works. Presumably, John Lewis was the one responsible for connecting Dutton with her
admirers by passing along her contact information. Thus, George Whitefield began the
initial extension of her ministry while Lewis furthered her ministry by serving as the hub
of evangelical networking. By means of Lewis’ close relationship with Dutton, “weaker”
Christians could contact Dutton and solicit her spiritual advice for their particular soul
diseases and cases.
Whereas the previous chapter examined Anne Dutton’s early contributions to the
Evangelical Revival through the London Weekly Papers, the present chapter analyzes the
first several volumes of her Letter-Books. While her spiritual letters could be appraised
from many perspectives, the primary objective in this chapter is to show how most
functioned as letters of private or one-to-one personal spiritual direction. Since this kind
of spiritual direction usually implies a relationship over time, it is necessary to elucidate
some of Dutton’s primary correspondents. As with the previous two chapters, the present
one will include a summary of the primary characteristics of Dutton’s spiritual direction
as found in her letters.

“Gather up the Fragments”: Dutton’s Letter-Books
Before moving to the elucidation of her recipients and the explication of her most
prevalent spiritual counsel, the sources for this study must be described: Dutton’s multi1

Durden, “Transatlantic Communications,” 84.
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volume Letters on Spiritual Subjects, or her Letter-Books. An exchange of letters
between Dutton and William Grant, one of her great admirers from Bethesda, Georgia,
provides an illuminating entry into this study. In a letter to Dutton from Grant, we learn
of the formative impact of Dutton’s “Book of Letters, and [her] other Books” upon him.2
When he read this “Book of Letters,” Grant was so profoundly moved that he felt they
were personally written to him. To Dutton, such statements revealed the “Double”
blessing of God upon her works: “But you see, the Lord makes me to possess the Double;
in Blessing the original Letters, to the Persons to whom they were written, and the
Copies thereof unto others.”3 Dutton continued her letter to Grant confessing she often
grew weary of transcribing her many letters, but that God always seemed to empower and
strengthen her “when weak Nature has crav’d Rest.” Even more, Dutton believed God
frequently moved her to makes copies of her letters by means of scripture applied to her
situation: “Lovest thou me? Feed my Lambs. Gather up the Fragments, that nothing be
lost. The Lord hath need of them.”4 By virtue of her experiential biblicism and spiritual
hermeneutic, Dutton applied three biblical stories to her practice of copying her letters:
Jesus’ words to Peter found in one of the post-resurrection stories (John 21.15), which
was also the scripture that mediated her initial call to ministry; Jesus’ words to his
disciples after the feeding of the five thousand (John 6.12); and Jesus’ advice to two
disciples on how they should reply to someone if asked why they were taking a colt and
ass in preparation for his entry into Jerusalem (Matthew 21.3). With such scriptures
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applied for her reassurance, Dutton reported enjoying both the work of copying her letters
and the special privilege of enjoying Christ in the midst of the work. According to
Dutton and specifically in regard to the copying of her letters, “It is begun Heaven, to
enjoy Christ and to serve him!”5
Dutton’s reply to Grant provides us with the reason why we have recourse to a
plethora of Dutton’s literary output. Simply stated, Dutton believed God called her to the
time consuming and physically draining practice of copying each of her letters. The
“Book of Letters” that so profoundly impacted Grant was the first of a multi-volume
collection of Dutton’s copied letters. More than any other single work, these volumes of
Letter-Books evince her work as a spiritual director. If it were not for these LetterBooks, posterity would have been left with little evidence of Dutton’s epistolary spiritual
counsel. Only fragments of her manuscript letters remain in libraries in Wales (Trevecka
Collection) and London (Dr. Williams’s Library), and it is unlikely that many more
manuscript letters of Dutton’s will ever be found. Because of Dutton’s commitment to
“Gather up the Fragments” of her own letters and copy them for future publication, an
examination of her correspondents and the counsel given to them is possible. Thus,
Dutton perceived part of her Christian action to be the writing of letters of spiritual
direction and the copying of these letters for the benefit of others in some future time.
Copying one’s hand-written letters was not an uncommon practice in the
eighteenth century, but for an author to publish such copies prior to his or her death was
uncommon. Dutton did just that – over and over again. She was well aware of the social
impropriety of such a move for this very reason; some people discouraged her from
publishing this “Book of Letters” that Grant would later find so helpful. Yet there were
5
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others who desired Dutton to publish her letters of spiritual counsel as soon as possible.
In her preface to Letters I, Dutton wrote,
Perhaps some may think, that if any of my Letters were Printed, it wou’d have
been more proper to have had them done after my Decease; and of this Mind I had
us’d to be myself. But as others have thought, that if they were publish’d now,
they might be of present Use, and have therefore desir’d the same, unto which I
have consented; I hope none will be offended, that they are done while I am
living; since, for that reason, I have entirely conceal’d my Name. And I well
know, that all that is valuable in them, is from the Lord; and that all the
Imperfections that is in them, is mine. But if God will ordain Strength to any of
his Children, by the Lispings of so weak a Babe; as it will be my Joy, so He shall
have all the Praise.6
None of the “Books of Letters” published during her lifetime bore her name or her
initials; Dutton was only identified by the pseudonym, “One who has tasted that the
LORD is Gracious.” The same holds true for her three Letter-Books entitled Letters Sent
to an Honourable Gentleman.7 Since all of the letters that comprise these three LetterBooks were addressed to a single individual, Dutton received his permission before
publishing the first volume.8 The letters comprising the various volumes of Letter-Books
are the primary material for this current chapter.
Dutton was a prolific spiritual writer who ministered to others primarily through
the genre of the epistle. As her nineteenth-century biographer, editor, and admirer James

6

Letters I, 4. In addition to Thomas Goodwin, Samuel Rutherford profoundly influenced Dutton’s
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Knight suggested in his preface to Selections from Letters on Spiritual Subjects, the
majority of Dutton’s works were “sweet, experimental letters.”9 On the new tombstone
for her burial-site that he erected in 1887, Knight claimed Dutton was the author of “25
vols of choice letters & 38 smaller works,” which echoes the number of works
Christopher Goulding recorded on the previous tombstone he erected in 1822.10 The
letters Knight collected for his publication were culled from Dutton’s multi-volume opus
Letters on Spiritual Subjects, and Divers Occasions, the first volume of which was
Dutton’s “Book of Letters” Grant praised in his letter. Although difficult to determine
how many volumes comprised this entire project, there are thirteen extant volumes that
were published in her lifetime before her death in 1765 and two extant posthumously
published volumes in 1769 by her publisher and bookseller George Keith.11 In his short
collection of some of her letters, James Knight suggested that there were a total of “eight
volumes of letters (written and corrected previous to, but) published after her death.”12
An obscure collection of letters seldom discussed in the literature concerning Anne
Dutton is her three volumes of Letters Sent to an Honourable Gentleman, for the
Encouragement of Faith (1743; 1749; 1761). If there were indeed twenty-five volumes
of spiritual letters as Goulding and Knight reported, these probably included the three
volumes of letters sent to “an Honourable Gentleman,” the eight volumes published after
her death, and probably fourteen total volumes of Letters on Spiritual Subjects. Thus
9
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there was a final fourteenth volume published prior to Dutton’s death that has not yet
been located.
In the collection of 103 letters compiled by Knight in 1884, he limited himself to
the first seven volumes of Letters on Spiritual Subjects, published over the years 17401749.13 For the most part, the volumes are in chronological order, although some of the
letters appearing in later volumes evince a much earlier dating than the volume in which
they are included. Dutton was not overly concerned with chronology; leaving a
chronicled record for historians was far from her primary purpose, which was to provide
spiritual nourishment for a readership that went beyond a letter’s original recipient.
Dating the letters is extremely difficult since Dutton hardly ever inserted the dates in their
final published form. In addition, there are times the publication dates are much later
than the date the letter was originally written. For example, Letters II was published in
1743 yet contains some of her first letters to persons involved in the Evangelical Revival
that, based on internal evidence, were written 1740-41. Letters III was published in 1745,
yet all of the letters contained in this collection were written to Methodists in the early
years of the Revival, especially for the years 1742-43. Another example would be her
three volumes that were comprised of a selection of letters sent to James Erskine, the
(probable) recipient of her three volumes of letters sent to “an Honourable Gentlemen.”14
The first volume, published in 1743, contains letters most likely written 1742-1743 while
the second volume, not published until 1749, contains letters that were all written in the
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years 1743-44.15 This demonstrates Dutton was not hesitant to publish letters written
many years prior to their publication, even if she was no longer a close correspondent of
the original recipient, as was likely the case with Erskine.
There are more obstacles to a clear elucidation of the historical context of her
spiritual letters, the greatest being anonymity. In addition to her own use of anonymity
(none of her Letter-Books bore her name, except for those appearing posthumously),
Dutton’s many correspondents are virtually nameless; she never clearly identified her
correspondents in her published letters. In Letters I (1740) Dutton consistently used the
recipient’s initials as the only designation, e.g. “Mrs. E.G.” or “Mr. W.G.” Sometimes
she only provided the first initial of the recipient’s last name, e.g. “Mrs. M.” or “Mr. C.”
This practice makes identification of these recipients extremely problematic.16 Although
she abandoned this practice for Letters II - VI, she returned to it for the remaining
volumes. In these latter volumes there were times she completely omitted initials
altogether, substituting dashes for names (e.g. “To -----”).
Another significant obstacle to determining historical context is Dutton’s
conscious commitment to omit from the copies of her letters significant historical
markers originally in the manuscript letters. Were it not for the duplication of some of
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Volume three of Letters Sent to an Honourable Gentleman is not available, but the letters in this
collection likely were written in the early to mid 1740s, and thus published well over a decade after
originally written to Erskine. Dutton’s decline in influence and usefulness to Whitefield and Harris seems
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her letters appearing in the Trevecka Letters collection, the London Weekly Papers, and
her Letter-Books, this significant fact would have been lost.
Notwithstanding some of the difficulties in dating her letters, ascertaining many
of her correspondents and directees is still possible. This is especially true for Letters II VI (1743-1748) where Dutton consistently included the first and last initial of the last
names of her correspondents. For example, one name that appears in Letters II and
Letters III is Mr. B____r. From evidence within these letters and from the letters of
George Whitefield, it is apparent this was the Bethesda minister, Rev. Jonathan Barber, to
whom Dutton wrote the epigraph to this chapter. This reoccurring practice of using the
first and last initials of last names allows the historian to narrow down the range of
possibilities as to who the correspondents may have been and to provide the names of the
most likely candidates. Unfortunately, precise designation will not be possible for most
her recipients. There is simply not enough historical information imbedded in many of
these copies; Dutton probably intentionally omitted some of the historical markers when
she prepared the letters for publication. Also, some of her recipients were common
people impacted by the revival on both sides of the Atlantic and so are among the
nameless number of men and women influenced by the Evangelical Revival.
Fortunately, the letters written and published during the years Dutton published Letters I VII correspond with the first decade of the Evangelical Revival and Dutton’s most
significant contributions to it. Using the copies of letters in these Letter-Books and the
first two volumes of letters sent to James Erskine as the primary sources for this chapter,
an initial selection of her evangelical “directees” and the spiritual issues most plaguing
them is presented.
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“Letters on Spiritual Subjects … Sent to Relations and Friends”:
Dutton’s Correspondents and Directees
Anne Dutton developed an extensive epistolary ministry of spiritual counsel
throughout her lifetime, but her spiritual guidance network expanded most extensively
during the early years of the Evangelical Revival. During the 1740s several groups of
people were beneficiaries of her ministry. Dutton simply divided them into “Relations
and Friends,” but that final category of “Friends” can be further divided into several subcategories: Calvinistic Methodist leaders, Calvinistic ministers, churches and societies,
and laity. One finds examples for each sub-category from England, Scotland, and the
American colonies. Sprinkled throughout each of these sub-categories, with the
exception of Calvinistic Methodist leaders, are individuals and groups to which Dutton
responded as “lambs.” Usually, when using this term, Dutton referred to new or
struggling believers or, to use previous categories, those in the phases of “new babes” or
“young men.” Dutton especially believed herself to be called to a ministry of spiritual
nurture to these individuals and groups; she wished to “feed” them with her spiritual
teaching and counsel. With these individuals Dutton was most clearly functioning as a
spiritual guide or director. While there are many ways to elucidate Dutton’s primary
correspondents and directees, the method followed here is one based on the above subcategories and geographical regions: correspondents primarily residing in England, the
American colonies, or Scotland. Primary attention is given to an English community (the
London Tabernacle society), an American community (Bethesda, GA), and a Scottish
correspondent (James Erskine). The individuals from these disparate parts of the
evangelical network reveal the transatlantic nature of Dutton’s ministry while also
providing primary material for lucid examples of her epistolary ministry of personal
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spiritual direction, those “practical” and “experimental” teachings for which her frequent
recipients solicited her sage advice.

British Correspondents
Dutton’s ministry of spiritual direction began through her correspondence with
family members and close personal friends in Britain. As a result of her contact with
Whitefield, her social spiritual direction network expanded to include the society at the
London Tabernacle, Moorfields. There were several key leaders who were a part of this
society with whom Dutton carried a correspondence. In addition to its leaders, Dutton
corresponded with various lay members of the society and addressed the society as a
whole concerning spiritual and theological issues. This present section elucidates
Dutton’s counsel to her family members, the London Tabernacle society and some of its
leaders and members, and certain Calvinistic ministers who were not directly associated
with the London Tabernacle.

Dutton’s family. In the volumes examined in this chapter, Dutton frequently
inserted letters into her Letter-Books that were written to immediate members of her
family. She placed many of them at the beginning and closing of her Letter-Books. If
we include Letters VIII in the Letter-Books surveyed, Dutton included six letters to her
father, six letters to both of her parents, four letters to both her brother and sister, thirteen
letters to her brother(s), one letter to her sister, and two letters to her cousins.17
17

Letters to her father: Letters II, “Letters 36, 40, 41” and Letters VIII, “Letters 1, 2.” Letters to
both of her parents: Letters IV, “Letters 1, 4, 9”; Letters V, “Letter 12; and Letters VIII, “Letters 30, 48.”
Letters to her brother and sister: Letters I, “Letters 1, 2, 3, 31.” Letters to her cousins: Letters IV, “Letter 3”
and Letters VIII, “Letter 40.” Letter to her sister: Letters I, “Letter 35.” Letters to her brother: Letters I,
“Letter 36”; Letters II, Letters 1, 42”; Letters IV, “Letters 12, 45”; Letters V, “Letter 24”; Letters VI,
“Letters 1, 19”; and Letters VIII, “Letters 22, 23, 24, 25, 42.” The letters appearing in Letters VIII do not
include the first and last initials of Williams. The first four are left blank, but addressed to her “dear
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In Dutton’s letters to her parents and siblings, Dutton mostly discussed the
blessing of affliction. In her letters to her parents, Dutton usually took an encouraging
stance in light of information concerning their physical and emotional states. Dutton
exhorted them to holy obedience in the midst of their various physical and emotional
afflictions, emphasizing that God’s sovereign grace should inspire Christians to holiness
and service with a view towards glorifying God on earth in order to receive greater glory
in heaven.18 Upon receiving the news from her father that her mother was greatly ill,
Dutton hoped God would “sanctify” that affliction “for [her father’s] Soul’s
Advantage.”19 Dutton also sought to inspire her father with a vision of Christ in God as a
sea of goodness and bliss for him “to swim in, to live in, and to delight [himself] with,
thro’ time, and to Eternity!20” Therefore, he should focus on the fullness he had in Christ
and not be diverted by other desires. As long as he did not “go out of [their] GOD …
[their] Rest” they would find happiness and peace even when “encompass’d with a
Thousand Provocations!”21
During their remaining days on earth, Dutton encouraged her parents to serve
Christ, glorifying him before others, for soon “He will make all his Servants that work for
Him now, sit down to Meat erelong, and HE Himself will come forth and serve them!”

Brother.” The last one is also addressed to her “dear Brother,” a Mr. W. In the volumes I have been able to
view that were published after Letters VIII (Letters X, XII, XIII), it appears Anne inserted only two more
letters to her brother, one in Letters X (“Letter 13”) and one in Letters XII (“Letter 1”).
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Dutton suggested they could honor Christ both by “Doing” or “Suffering.”22 With her
parents Dutton tended to emphasize the glories of heaven and eternal rewards awaiting
them if they “cheerfully” received all things as coming from God, humbly walking before
God in obedience and love, in the belief that all “prosperous and afflictive providences”
were specifically designed for their increase in holiness.
Affliction was a constant theme in her letters to her brother and sister as well, and
Dutton taught afflictions could be used for communion with Christ, conformity to him,
and as a way to serve and honor him. In her first letter to them, Dutton vividly captured
her theory of affliction: loss can be gain if one submitted to God’s “sovereign Dispose
under it, Acquiescence with his good Pleasure in it, and a further Acquaintance with
Himself, as [one’s] everlasting ALL by it.”23 Such pious language endeared her to
members of the Bethesda community, Whitefield, and countless others. Contrasting
“Creatures” with the “Creator,” Dutton taught her siblings that “Creatures” and
“Creature-comforts” were a “Blind” between God and God’s children. Thus, at times, if
God’s children focused too much on “Creature-supplies,” God would “dry up the Streams
of Creature-comforts” so believers would “learn to drink their Fill at the Fountainhead.”
Dutton urged her siblings that to be happy they must not “catch at Shadows, and let go of
the Substance, the Sum and Quintessence of all our Bliss!”24 In other letters to her
siblings, Dutton reiterated the lessons they were learning during their times of affliction
were conforming them to the image of Christ. If they learned to “bear a Cross” they
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would “wear a Crown.”25 Just as Jesus learned obedience through suffering and entered
into glory, so must also his “Members,” in order to “meeten ‘em for their Inheritance, and
prepare ‘em for their Crown.”26 Dutton continued: “Let us reckon then, that all our
Time-Trials, (as they flow from God’s Love, thro’ the Blood of Christ, and are under the
sanctifying Influences of the Holy Ghost) to be greater Riches than the Treasures of
Egypt, or this dark World.”27 In Dutton’s final letter written to both her brother and
sister, Dutton reiterated her teachings on the blessings of affliction, calling it a “blessed
Exchange” when a believer is “fill’d with God, [and] empty’d of the Creature.” This
transpired when trying circumstances were seen as a “happy Trial” or a “blessed
Affliction,” for these afflictive providences could facilitate drawing one “off from the
Circumference-Lines of Creature-perfections, to rest in GOD, the Center of all [one’s]
Blessedness!”28
Dutton included more letters addressed solely to her brother Thomas Williams, Jr.
than any other family member. In addition, her letters to her brother were longer and
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filled with direct spiritual exhortation, although probably unsolicited in most cases.
Dutton emphasized the dangers of becoming a “backsliding” Christian, the need for “holy
Watchfulness” and “continual Warfare” in his thought life, and the importance of serving
Christ in the present so as to avoid later regret. In the vast majority of her letters to her
brother, Dutton was concerned about his commitment to Christ. Many of the previous
themes found within other letters to her family concerning affliction and service are also
found in her letters to her brother. However, there is a stronger emphasis on keeping a
“holy Watchfulness against Sin, and close Attendance unto Duty.” Dutton feared her
brother had become a “backsliding” Christian, and so she focused on providing her
brother with questions for self-examination, exhorting him to watch and oppose sin in its
first motions in his heart, and to glorify Christ by doing something for him or by
suffering for him.29 To soften her counsel, she often confessed her own shortcomings
and need to follow her own advice. Although she was never afraid that her brother was
an unbeliever, his behavior grieved her immensely; she feared he would later come to
regret his actions and that he would come to “endure a Kind of Hell in [his] Spirit.”30
Dutton reminded her brother,
much lies upon us, in Point of Duty, to watch daily, that we backslide not from
our GOD. That we are not content with Distance from him, and want of
Communion with him; That we live not to his Dishonour, but actually in all
Things to his Glory: yea, that we increase in Faith and Love, and go on,
‘perfecting Holiness in the Fear of God.’31

29

“Letter 1,” Letters II, 5 and “Letter 42,” Letters II, 234-36.

30

“Letter 23,” Letters VII, 70.

31

“Letter 45,” Letters IV, 104.
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As his elder sister, Dutton often exhorted her brother to greater devotion by
suggesting how much she wished she had served Christ more exuberantly earlier in life.
A method she repeatedly used with her brother was to inspire him to glorify God in the
present so that he would not regret his lack of service in the future when on his
deathbed.32
As was characteristic with many of her correspondents and especially with her
brother, Dutton often mourned her own sinfulness in the particular area in which she
provided counsel. This leveling effect, signaling that both her brother and she were equal
in sinfulness and indebtedness to God, allowed her to include herself in her general
counsel to her brother: “Oh my dear Brother, the Lord help you and I, and all his people
to watch, and especially against those Evils which most easily beset us!”33 Watchfulness
and service are the major topics of Dutton’s counsel to her brother.

The London Tabernacle society. During the 1740s Anne Dutton frequently
addressed the London Tabernacle society, corresponded with Calvinistic Methodist
leaders connected to this society, and offered spiritual direction to its various members.
All of the Calvinistic Methodist leaders that carried a correspondence with Anne Dutton
were associated with the society that met at the London Tabernacle (Moorfields),
including the three men most closely connected to Dutton and her ministry: George
Whitefield, Howell Harris, and John Lewis.34 Whereas Dutton’s letters to Whitefield and

32

“Letter 12,” Letters IV, 28.

33

“Letter 24,” Letters V, 90.

34

The public could attend general services at the London Tabernacle, but those wanting a more
consecrated life could join the society. A Society Room was added to the London Tabernacle in the early
1740s. The London Tabernacle society was divided into bands and classes. See Arnold A. Dallimore,
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Harris examined in chapter four consisted of spiritual confirmation, Dutton’s letters to
Lewis exuded elements of personal spiritual counsel. Within Letters II-VI, Dutton
included fifteen letters to Lewis.35 In Letters VII and VIII there are possibly four more
letters to Lewis.36 Lewis frequently reported to Dutton both on the state of his publishing
ministry and his soul. In her letters to Lewis, Dutton addressed the following topics and
gave him specific counsel concerning them: the purposes of afflictive providences (in the
form of people or events); how to handle feelings of dejection and deadness of spirit;
choosing “holy ease” over anxious worry concerning sanctification; the need for “holy
watchfulness,” particularly against unbelief in all its forms; the centrality of God’s love
for sanctification and holiness; and self-emptiness and Christ’s sufficiency for personal,
inherent holiness. Lewis frequently gave an “Account” of “the Lord’s Dealings” with his
soul,37 and he wrote to Dutton concerning several issues: the affliction he received from
others; the sin of unbelief in a believer; his felt sense of separation from God; whether in
her opinion he rejected personal, inherent holiness as he had been accused; and the
genuineness of the work of God in his heart. At times Dutton taught Lewis the finer
distinctions of her spiritual theology (e.g. her theories concerning afflictions and
sanctification); reminded him of his previous spiritual successes; inspired him with a
vision of his union with Christ; offered him series of questions for gentle self“The First Organizing of Methodism,” in George Whitefield: God’s Anointed Servant in the Great Revival
of the Eighteenth Century (Wheaton: Crossway, 1990), 125-130.
35

In Letters II, see “Letters 15, 19, 34”; in Letters IV, see “Letters 8, 16, 22, 23, 26, 28, 30, 34, 36,
42”; in Letters VI, see “Letters 39, 41.”
36

In Letters VII, see “Letter 48.” In Letters VIII, see “Letters 7, 16, 43.” In Letters VII, there are
two letters to a Mrs. L (“Letters 15, 47”). If “Letter 48” in Letters VII was written to John Lewis, “Letter
47” may have been written to Lewis’s wife.
37

“Letter 23,” Letters IV, 49.
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examination; or encouraged him in his theology and spiritual growth. Dutton was deeply
concerned about Lewis and appreciative of his respect for her. She repeatedly began her
letters of reply to Lewis thanking him for informing her how God “was pleas’d to make
[her letters] a Means to comfort [his] dear Soul.” Also, Lewis believed God made her
“poor Letters of such Use” to him; his sentiments often “melted [her] into Tears of Joy
and Thankfulness.”38 Dutton explicitly stated that Lewis (and grateful correspondents
like him) served as an encouragement for Dutton to continue her ministry.
In addition to Lewis, Harris, and Whitefield, Dutton also corresponded with the
bookseller and publisher Samuel Mason, Benjamin Ingham during his Methodist and
Moravian years, John Cennick before his separation with Howell Harris in the mid1740s, Herbert Jenkins in the later 1740s, and William Collins in the early 1740s.39 With
Dutton, Samuel Mason shared news (the reprinting of Robe’s Narrative and some recent
news from New England) and pamphlets.40 Apparently, Dutton did not have much of a
formative impact upon Cennick in his Calvinistic Methodist years.41 She would later

38

“Letter 28,” Letters IV, 61.
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While Whitefield was absent from the London Tabernacle, the following men assisted in the
worship: John Cennick, Thomas Adams, Herbert Jenkins, Howell Harris, Robert Seagrave, and Joseph
Humphreys. See Tyerman, Life of Whitefield, 1, 484. Dutton probably corresponded with all of these men,
but there is extant evidence of her letters to Cennick, Jenkins, Harris, and Humphreys.
40

“Letters 27, 37,” Letters II. In 1742 Mason was Dutton’s primary bookseller. In this year he
sold two of her works: her Letter to all the Saints and her Vindication Letter to Wesley. He was a member
of the London Tabernacle society. See Durden, “Transatlantic Communications,” 84.
41

For more on John Cennick (1718-1755), see Dallimore, “John Cennick” in George Whitefield:
The Life and Times of the Great Evangelist of the Eighteenth-Century Revival (Carlisle, PA: Banner of
Truth Trust, 1990), 1, 299-305; John Cennick, The Life of Mr. John Cennick (London: printed and sold by
H. Trapp, 1789); and The Blackwell Dictionary of Evangelical Biography, s.v. “Cennick, John” and Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, s.v. “Cennick, John.” He experienced conversion in 1737 and read
Whitefield’s Journal soon afterwards. Cennick was only twenty years old when Whitefield asked him to
take over the school at Kingswood, which was soon superseded by his preaching duties beginning in June
of 1739. He was one of the primary Calvinistic lay preachers associated with the Whitefieldian wing of
Methodism. Cennick helped start the Free Grace controversy in 1740. In 1745 when speculative
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grieve over the separation between Harris and Cennick over Moravianism and
antinomianism in A Caution Against Error.42 In contrast to Cennick, Dutton appears to
have offered spiritual confirmation and counsel to Ingham, Jenkins, and especially
Collins. Ingham shared with Dutton how much he benefited from both her spiritual
autobiography (1743) and her Letter to Cudworth (1747).43 Her first letter to Ingham
centered around sanctification issues, especially in regard to both sin and grace dwelling
within the soul of a believer.44 The same was true for Jenkins; Dutton’s Letter to
Cudworth served to “confirm and strengthen” him.45 Nevertheless, the influence she had
on Ingham and Jenkins was miniscule and late (maybe 1746 or 1747), when Dutton was
on the verge of disappearing from the Calvinistic Methodist scene.

antinomianism was dividing Whitefieldian Methodists, Cennick began emphasizing imputed righteousness
and subsequently was accused of antinomian tendencies. He joined the Moravians at the end of 1745.
42

This work was appended to A Postscript to A Letter on the Duty and Privilege of a Believer, To
live by Faith, and to Improve his Faith unto Holiness. Directed to the Society at the Tabernacle in London
(London: printed by John Hart and sold by J. Lewis and E. Gardner, 1746). There is only one extant letter
to John Cennick. See “Letter 16” in Letters II.
43

A Letter to Mr. William Cudworth, In Vindication of the Truth from his Misrepresentations:
With Respect to the Work of the Spirit in Faith, Holiness, the New Birth &c. Being a Reply to his Answer to
the Postscript of a Letter Lately Published, To which is added, A Letter to a Friend, on Inherent and
Personal Holiness (London: printed by J. Hart and sold by J. Lewis, 1747).
44

For Ingham, see “Letter 20” in Letters VI. Based on internal evidence, “Letters 12, 30” in
Letters VII to Mr. I. were probably written to Ingham as well. Ingham (1712-1772) attended Oxford and
was associated with the Holy Club. He went with the Wesleys in 1735 on their trip to Georgia and traveled
to Herrnhut, Germany to Zinzendorf’s in 1738. In 1739 he began establishing Moravian societies in
England. He married Margaret Hastings, who was the sister-in-law of Lady Hastings, the Countess of
Huntingdon, through whom he stayed in contact with Whitefield. Towards the end of his life he moved
towards Sandemanianism, a theological movement Dutton vehemently condemned in her later years. For
more on Ingham, see Richard Owen Roberts, Whitefield In Print: A Bibliographic Record of Works By,
For, and Against George Whitefield with Annotations, Biographical and Historical Notices, and
Bibliographies of His Associates and Contemporaries; the Whole Forming a Literary History of the Great
Eighteenth-Century Revival (Wheaton: Richard Owen Publishers, 1988), 419.
45

For Herbert Jenkins, see The Christian History (1748), 158. During Whitefield’s absence from
England, this Welshman became one of the preachers for the London and Bristol Tabernacles. He later
also preached in Glasgow. See Roberts, Whitefield in Print, 424.
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In contrast to these other men, Dutton was largely responsible for the conversion
and establishment of William Collins, and she continued to have a formative impact on
him in the following years.46 In 1742 she shared with Jonathan Barber of Bethesda the
news she had recently received from John Lewis concerning the conversion of Collins.47
In a reply to an early letter from Collins, Dutton called him “my dear Child” and rejoiced
that her “poor Labours” were “a Means of [his] Awakening, and Enlightning [sic] in the
Knowledge of CHRIST.”48 After his conversion he joined the London Tabernacle society,
but he soon became confused over an issue Dutton frequently addressed – the “being and
working of sin” in the believer.49 Such theological concerns related to assurance of
salvation and the “applicatory part” of salvation: because of the residual power of sin in
his life, Collins was afraid he had not truly experienced salvation. These were the same
issues with which Ingham struggled in the middle years of the 1740s.50 Dutton answered

46

For William Collins, see Dutton’s “Letter on the Being and Working of Sin” in Letters III (to
which Collins wrote the preface), and “Letters 11, 25, 29, 35, 37” in Letters IV.
47

“Letter 9,” Letters III.

48

“Letter 11,” Letters IV, 25.

49

Ibid., 27-8. Dutton was glad to hear that he had “join’d in Society with the Saints” and that
through this society he was experiencing a “present Feast … a sweet Foretaste” of the “everlasting Feast”
to come.
50

Cudworth’s speculative antinomianism was partly responsible, along with his teachings
concerning assurance. George Whitefield wrote a letter to Johony Syms from Abercorn, March 12, 1746,
that discussed the controversies occurring at the London Tabernacle. In this letter Whitefield conveys he
was not surprised with the divisions there and that he foresaw them before he left England for the American
colonies. He pinpoints several men as “verging very much towards what may properly be called at least
Speculative Antinomianism”: Cennick, Hammond, Pugh, Godwin, and Cudworth. Whitefield postulated
their views would soon evolve into “’Practical Antinomianism and turn in short time to Ranters.” See
“Letter 11,” George Whitefield to Johony Syms, March 12, 1746 in John W. Christie, “Newly Discovered
Letters of George Whitefield, 1745-46, I”, Journal of The Presbyterian Historical Society, 32 (1954). For
Cudworth’s views, see William Cudworth, A Vindication of the Doctrine of Assurance of Faith, From the
Aspersions cast on it by the Rev. Mr. Crookshanks, in his Sermons, entitled, Steadfastness in the Faith
Recommended. With Remarks upon some Passages in those Sermons (London: printed for C. Corbett,
1744) and Some Reasons Against making Use of Marks and Evidences, In order to attain the Knowledge of
our Interest in Christ… By William Cudworth. With a Recommendatory Preface by Mr. Edward Godwin
(London: printed by J. Hart and sold by J. Lewis, 1745). Edward Godwin was the son of Judith Godwin,
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Collins to his great satisfaction and comfort. In 1745 she appended to Letters III (her
Letter-Book completely devoted to Calvinistic Methodists and members of Bethesda) her
lengthy letter to Collins that addressed this topic; it included a recommendatory preface
written by him.51 This controversy over sin in the life of the believer and the extent of
sanctification and personal holiness continued to develop over the next several years, and
Dutton’s stance on the issue probably contributed to her decrease in usefulness and
influence within Calvinistic Methodist societies. In addition to the letter appended to
Letters III, there are probably five more letters written to Collins that appear in Letters
IV.52
In these letters Dutton functioned as a spiritual elder to Collins, using maternal
and familial language as she counseled him. She was responsible for both his conversion
and establishment in the doctrines of grace.53 Dutton taught him to be thankful that he
struggled with the being and power of sin in his life, for this was a sign of Christ working
in him. She attempted to help him live the tension between being “passive to the Reign

the lady responsible for introducing Dutton’s works to Howell Harris in the late 1730s. See also
Cudworth’s work written against Anne Dutton and her views of sanctification and assurance: Truth
defended, and cleared from Mistakes and Misrepresentations: In a Dialogue Between One Misinformed,
and an Advocate for the Truth, In respect of the Work of the Spirit in Faith, Holiness, the New Birth, &c.
Being an Answer to the Postscript of a Letter Lately Published: To which is added, A Second Dialogue,
between a Preacher of Inherent Righteousness, and a Preacher of God’s Righteousness. By William
Cudworth (London: printed by J. Hart and sold by J. Lewis, 1746).
51

Later Collins would leave the Tabernacle for Fetter Lane, before moving to William Cudworth’s
connection at Grey Eagle St., Spitalfields. If Dutton and Collins were still correspondents at this time, such
a move would have saddened Dutton. Cudworth and Dutton participated in a brief pamphlet war over the
nature of personal, inherent holiness, during the years 1745-1747. According to Whitebrook, Collins
sought to revive Baptismal regeneration and consubstantiation among Dissenters. He ministered for a time
at Wapping. According to Ivimey, a William Collins ministered at a Particular Baptist Church in London
in the late 1740s and early 1750s. See Whitebrook, 19 and Ivimey, 4, 237.
52

These are addressed to her “dear Brother in Christ,” a “Mr. C____ns.” See “Letters 11, 25, 29,
35, 37,” Letters IV.
53

“Letters 11, 29,” Letters IV.
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of Grace” and being “active in a Way of Duty.” According to Dutton, it was Collins’
duty to “maintain a strict Guard over his Thoughts, Words and Actions, to watch and
pray always, lest he enter into Temptation.”54 Grace, Dutton taught Collins, called him to
do his duty and not to set it aside. In short, Dutton exhorted Collins to “walk watchfully,”
and to especially avoid ever thinking he was strong in himself.
Dutton responded to his doubts concerning the date and time of his salvation. In
contrast to later obsessions within Evangelicalism to know the day and time of one’s
conversion, Dutton believed such information was impossible to know. She taught
Collins that people who obsessed over this kind of knowledge ignored the preparation
that transpired before the sensible experience of conversion, and that Christians were
usually saved before they ever sensibly experienced God’s grace. In addition to this
counsel, Dutton also used one of his letters to her to demonstrate to him that he did not
merely have speculative knowledge of the doctrines of grace but that he had an
experimental knowledge of those doctrines.55 Such patient spiritual direction was
convincing and beneficial to him.56 In sum, through her books and letters, Dutton led
Collins to salvation, establishment in the doctrines of grace, the practice of holy
watchfulness, faith in the hidden work of God in his soul, and assurance of his
experimental knowledge of truth.
In addition to writing specific individuals, Dutton also addressed entire faith
communities. She often wrote to the London Tabernacle society as a body many times,
and her letters to the Tabernacle can be found in various locations. Many of her works in
54

“Letter 25,” Letters IV, 53.
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“Letter 35,” Letters IV.
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“Letter 37,” Letters IV.
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the early 1740s probably were addressed to the London Tabernacle society, such as the
following works sold by John Lewis from Bartholomew-Close: A Letter to all the Saints
on the General Duty of Love (1742; 1743); A Letter to such of the Servants of Christ,
Who may have any Scruple about the Lawfulness of Printing any Thing Written by a
Woman (1743); A Word of Intreaty, to All Those that Name the Name of Christ, to depart
from Iniquity (1743), which was the work Howell Harris solicited from Dutton; A Letter
on the Duty and Privilege of a Believer, To live by Faith, and to Improve his Faith unto
Holiness (1745); and A Postscript to A Letter on the Duty and Privilege of a Believer, To
live by Faith, and to Improve his Faith unto Holiness. Directed to the Society at the
Tabernacle in London (1746). These final two letters were explicitly addressed to the
society at the London Tabernacle. Duty and Privilege was appended at the end of Letters
III and followed her letter to William Collins. Postscript was written in reaction to the
response she had received from Duty and Privilege. These letters and the issues
addressed in them were part of a larger controversy concerning inherent, personal
holiness that eventually centered on William Cudworth. In addition to these books and
the letter at the end of Letters III, there are copies of her letters appearing in the London
Weekly Papers, especially in The Christian History beginning in 1744.57
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See the Bibliography for information concerning all of these published works. For her letters
appearing in the London Weekly Papers, see The Christian History, v, ii; vi, i, and vi, ii. When Lewis
changed the name of his magazine in 1744 for the fourth and final time, from the Account of Progress to
The Christian History, he began including some of Dutton’s letters to the London Tabernacle society and
various individual members. In 1744 Lewis included four letters from his “Friend in the Country”: two of
them were directed to the London Tabernacle, one to a member of the London Tabernacle, and one to an
anonymous recipient, most likely Lewis himself. Thus each addressed a member of the London Tabernacle
or the entire body. The former two are examples of group spiritual direction and the latter two are
examples of private spiritual direction. This was of course the case with most if not all of Dutton’s
material included in the London Weekly Papers: her pieces of spiritual confirmation and counsel were
designed for specific leaders (e.g. Whitefield and Harris), members (e.g. John Lewis), or the entire body of
the London Tabernacle.
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Besides the London Tabernacle society, Dutton communicated with other
societies, such as the Northampton and Olney Methodist societies. In Letters V (1747)
Dutton included letters to both of these societies. With the Northampton society she
explicitly discussed the “great Trouble” the “Tabernacle Society in L[ondo]n” had
experienced recently. Dutton probably refers to the above-mentioned controversies
concerning sanctification, holiness, and the kind of “speculative antinomianism” taught
by William Cudworth and others associated with the London Tabernacle. In both letters,
she hints at the “Spirit of Error” let loose upon that society and the other Calvinistic
Methodist societies. Apparently, both of these societies had lost some of their leaders
who had previously led them. Dutton wrote to encourage them that they were not alone
because Christ was their Shepherd, and they would not lack “Feeding, Healing, Direction,
Protection, Honour and Joy, Glory and Blessing.”58

Calvinistic ministers. In addition to the Whitefieldian Methodists who were
closely related to the London Tabernacle society, there were a number of other
Calvinistic ministers who carried a correspondence with Anne Dutton, most notably
James Hervey (1714-58) and Risdon Darracott (1717-59). Unfortunately, Dutton never
clearly identified them in her Letter-Books. However, based on internal evidence,
“Letter 23” in Letters X was a letter of reply to Hervey; incidentally, he had previously
sent his popular Meditations to Dutton, for which she specifically thanked him.59 Some
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See “Letters 33,” Letters V for the Northampton society and “Letter 34,” Letters V for the Olney
society. Dutton also wrote to a number of churches. For example, see “Letter 8,” Letters I for C---t E---d
church. Dutton also wrote to the “Souls in K----r” in “Letter 72,” Letters VI.
59

See James Hervey, Meditations Among the Tombs. In a Letter to a Lady. By James Hervey
(London: printed for J. and J. Rivington and J. Leake, 1746) and Meditations and Contemplations. In Two
Volumes (London: printed for John and James Rivington and J. Leake, 1748). The work Hervey sent to
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of the other unidentified letters to ministers contained in her Letter-Books likely were
written to Hervey. Evidence of Hervey’s high estimation of Dutton’s spirituality can be
found in his collected writings. A lengthy section of her Discourse upon Justification
was inserted after Hervey’s Aspasio Vindicated as it appeared in The Works of James
Hervey. The section was culled from the final part of Dutton’s Discourse upon
Justification, which addressed the practical uses of the doctrine. The editor of Hervey’s
Works called it a “practical improvement of the doctrine of a sinner’s justification,” and
that it was taken from “a little piece, entitled, A Discourse upon Justification, printed at
London in 1740, which Mr. Hervey highly esteemed, and warmly recommended.”60
Risdon Darracott also carried a correspondence with Anne Dutton while still a
pupil at Philip Doddridge’s at Northampton, and the best evidence we have of his
appreciation for Dutton and her works is a letter she wrote to Darracott on September 6,
1744. Evidently Darracott gave to Dutton an account of his spiritual experiences and
asked about her thoughts concerning James Hervey. Dutton agreed that Hervey was an
eminent saint and a bright witness for Christ and the truths of the gospel. “Excellent and
precious,” Dutton thought, was his “last performance.” After much spiritual confirmation
of Darracott, Dutton addressed his admiration for her and her works: “You refresh my
bowels in the Lord, while my reverend brother tells me, “that my poor books are of use to
his dear people.” May your joy be full, that seek to advance mine!”61 Dutton closed the

Dutton could have been either work. Meditations Among the Tombs was the first of six works that
comprised Meditations and Contemplations.
60

See James Hervey, The Works of the Late Reverend James Hervey (Edinburgh: printed by John
Reid for William Darling, 1769), 432.
61

See “Mrs. Ann Dutton to Mr. Darracott. Great Gransden, near Caxton, Huntingdonshire,
September 6, 1744,” in James Bennett, The Star of the West; Being Memoirs of the Life of Risdon
Darracott, Minister of the Gospel, At Wellington, Somerset, with Extracts from His Correspondence
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letter by thanking him for a piece of news he must have shared with her in his previous
letter, namely that the Countess of Huntingdon had begun to appear “on the side of
Christ, and is eminent for God.” This signals when the Lady Huntingdon turned to
Calvinistic sentiments, and thus Dutton hoped the Countess would live long and be
greatly useful in propagating what Dutton considered to be true Christianity.62
Unfortunately, beyond Hervey and Darracott, it is very difficult to determine with
any certainty the identities of the many Calvinistic, non-Methodist ministers with whom
Dutton corresponded.63 From an analysis of her Letter-Books, Dutton carried a fruitful
correspondence with several Calvinistic ministers that were not immediately associated
with the London Tabernacle society. For example, in the primary Letter-Books under
review in this chapter, there are letters to a Mr. W.G., a minister in B---s; a Mr. B----m;

(Brookfield, MA: E. And G. Merriam, 1829), 198-206. This letter first appeared in The Gospel Magazine,
November, 1817, 448-452.
62

Bennett, 206; Gospel Magazine, 452. Although unbeknownst to Dutton in September 1744, the
Countess’s increase in influence on Whitefield and Calvinistic Methodism would correlate with a decrease
in her own usefulness to Whitefield and his associates. For more on the Countess of Huntingdon and her
relationship with Whitefield, see Faith Cook, Selina Countess of Huntingdon (Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth
Trust, 2001); Boyd Stanley Schlenther, Queen of the Methodists: The Countess of Huntingdon and the
Eighteenth-Century Crisis of Faith and Society (Durham: Durham Academic Press, 1997); Edwin Welch,
Spiritual Pilgrim: A Reassessment of the Life of the Countess of Huntingdon (Cardiff: University of Wales
Press, 1995); and Alan Harding, The Countess of Huntingdon’s Connexion: A Sect in Action in EighteenthCentury England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003).
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There are three letters to ministers appearing over the course of Letters VII and VIII with no
initials of the recipients given (“Letter 17,” Letters VII and “Letters 12, 20,” Letters VIII). Possibly “Letter
15” in Letters VIII was written to William Collins. Dutton also corresponded with Philip Doddridge (170251), but it is uncertain if any letters to him are included in her Letter-Books. There are three extant
manuscript letters to Doddridge. See Anne Dutton to Philip Doddridge, January 30, 1744; Anne Dutton to
Philip Doddridge, September 25, 1749; and Anne Dutton to Philip Doddridge, date uncertain, Dr.
Williams’ Library, London. See also Nuttall, The Calendar of the Correspondence of Philip Doddridge
DD (1702-1751). Dutton’s letters to Doddridge do not reflect spiritual direction or spiritual confirmation.
In the first she solicited money from Doddridge for the benefit of a “Negroe-School” in South Carolina.
The other two, written after the new of her husband’s death, reflects Dutton’s emerging ministry as a
networking-specialist, connecting ministers with churches. In this instance, Dutton unsuccessfully
attempted to convince Doddridge to allow one of his pupils, Mr. Addington, to become the minister at
Great Gransden. There are several letters in her Letter-Books to a Mr. and Mrs. A------n, but it is uncertain
if this is the same person.
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and a Mr. W---n.64 All of these men were pastors or ministers. With Mr. W.G. and Mr.
W---n, Dutton’s letters evince spiritual confirmation, while her letters to Mr. B---m (on
“winter-seasons” of the soul), are examples of solicited spiritual counsel.
Dutton also carried a correspondence with Jacob Rogers, a man Whitefield held in
high esteem. Rogers was a curate at St. Paul’s, Bedford, but according to Whitefield he
was “thrust out of the synagogues for speaking of justification by faith, and the new birth,
and has commenced a field-preacher.” Whitefield suggested he and Rogers were “the
first professed ministers of the Church of England, who without cause, are excluded from
every pulpit.”65 Rogers soon joined Ingham in Yorkshire and, like so many early
Methodists, later became a Moravian. Rogers may be the “friend” for whom Dutton
wrote Justification (1740) and New Birth (1740). After initially discerning in late 1739
that she should publish the works, they were not published until October 1740. At that
time Jacob Rogers wrote a preface to New Birth, and it is a strong possibility that he was
the friend for whose perusal the books were written.66 These are the very same doctrines
preached by Rogers and for which Whitefield praised him. Whether initially written to
him or not, Rogers had also been a frequent correspondent of Dutton for some time. At
the time of his writing this preface, Dutton was already well-known to him and he had
often been “much strengthen’d and comforted, under God, by conversing with one,
64

For. W.G. see “Letter 19,” Letters I. For Mr. B----m see “Letter 21,” Letters II; “Letter 43,”
Letters IV; and “Letters 7, 65,” Letters VI. This correspondent may have been John Bedham, a minister at
the church in the Pithay, Bristol. He co-pastored the church beginning in 1725 and continued ministry
there until his death in 1757. See Ivimey, 4, 283. For Mr. W----n see “Letter 39,” Letters V. This
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the Pithay church. Both were in Bristol. See Ivimey, 4, 289-91.
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Tyerman, Life of Whitefield, 1, 231. See also Roberts, Whitefield in Print, 548.
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Dutton never names the person for whom they were written, but Rogers is a good possibility
since he wrote the preface to New Birth. See Brief Account III, 15.
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whose Communication is indeed good to the Use of Edifying, and powerfully ministers
Grace to the Hearers.”67 He testified on the behalf of Seward (who had died by that
point) and Whitefield how they had “frequently declar’d with what Savour and
Sweetness, the reading of the Author’s Letters, has been accompanied to their Souls.” He
considered Dutton’s New Birth to contain the “pure milk of the word” and hoped readers
would “receive that spiritual Edification from [New Birth], which those Gentleman
[Whitefield and Seward] have done from other Writings of the Author.”68

American Correspondents
Dutton’s spiritual direction network expanded to the American colonies in 174041. Whitefield’s letters to Dutton revealed his eagerness to connect her with his friends
and associates in America, and Dutton included within her Letter-Books many of her
letters to his friends. There appears to have been a strong, early correspondence between
Dutton and members of the Bethesda community in Georgia as well as Isaac Chanler,
Jonathan Bryan, and the small community of African Christians in South Carolina.

Bethesda. Anne Dutton began corresponding with Whitefield’s orphan house in
1741 at the request of Whitefield. Even before this time some of her books were being
read by members of the community. In his letter of July 17, 1741, Whitefield enclosed a
letter from Bethesda to show her, “how desirous my family is of corresponding with you.
Pray write to my dear little orphans, boys and girls.”69 Possibly she personally sent her
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books, or William Seward may have carried some overseas with him. Over the next few
years Dutton’s books and letters were quite useful to many within this community.
Within her Letter-Books Dutton included copies of letters originally written to several
key leaders and members of Bethesda, e.g. James and Mary [Bolton] Habersham, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Periam, Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Barber, and Captain William Grant. Letters
to Bethesda were first included in Letters II (1743), and almost half of the letters included
in Letters III (1745) were originally written to members of Bethesda.
James Habersham (1715-1778) was originally from Beverly, Yorkshire, England,
and by twenty-one had become a London merchant. After befriending Whitefield in
1736, Habersham eagerly desired to travel with Whitefield on his mission to Georgia in
1738. Habersham was instrumental in the establishment of Whitefield’s Orphan House
in Georgia.70 Originally he was in charge of the spiritual care of orphans in Savannah,
but because of conflict in the city moved them to Bethesda, a small self-sustaining school
and spiritual community initiated by Whitefield that was only ten miles from Savannah.
In 1740 he married a Bethesda student, the sixteen-year-old Mary Bolton. Upon
Whitefield’s return to England, Habersham became the Superintendent of Bethesda.
James and Mary Habersham remained at Bethesda until 1744, at which time he became a
full-time trader in Savannah after organizing Harris & Habersham, one of the most
important commercial ventures in Georgia. He later became President of the Royal
Council of Georgia in 1769.71
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Dutton included within her Letter-Books only two letters to James Habersham
and possibly one letter to Mary Habersham.72 Habersham reaped benefit from Dutton’s
books and personal letters. She believed God had knitted their hearts together in love,
and she wished to remind him of the riches he possessed in Christ. In one letter to
Habersham, Dutton discerned from some of his statements that he felt spiritually “sick”
because he could not sense God’s presence. She directed him to turn to Christ his
“Physician, the LORD that healeth.” Dutton encouraged Habersham that there was “no
Case that any Soul can bring to Christ, be it ever so bad, that can surpass, either his Skill,
Will, or Power to help! He receives all that come, undertakes for them in every Case
freely, and will heal them perfectly. Nor will he ever suffer any of his Patients to be
taken from under his Care.”73 Dutton never tired of redirecting her correspondents away
from themselves and their shortcomings to Christ, whom she believed could heal and
empower those who entrusted themselves to him.
Another Bethesda correspondent of Dutton’s was Joseph Periam. According to
Tyerman, Periam was the “son of respectable parents” who, upon his conversion after
reading Whitefield’s sermon on the new birth, had him thrown into a London insane
asylum, Bethlehem Hospital.74 Whitefield and Seward rescued him from this “dungeon,”
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and Whitefield subsequently brought Periam with him to Georgia in 1739.75 Whitefield
delegated Periam as the schoolteacher for the children at Bethesda, and he assisted
Habersham in the instruction of the boys while Mrs. Periam and Mrs. Habersham
instructed the girls. According to Whitefield’s Journals, at Bethesda Periam found a wife
in “one of the Orphan-house mistresses.” Whitefield performed a dual ceremony for the
Periams and Habershams at the close of 1740.76 Yet after a few years both of the Periams
died, leaving their two sons to be raised at Bethesda. 77
Dutton’s letters to the Periams focused on personal insufficiency and rudiments of
spiritual theology.78 According to Periam, Dutton’s letters blessed him and others at the
orphan house. She encouraged him from her “many Years Experience” of God’s mercy
that God would not abandon him, regardless of what he was experiencing. Dutton urged
him to practice holy watchfulness against unbelief in its various forms, and not to doubt
God’s mercy and grace: “let us watch against [unbelief], pray against it, and oppose its
Motions to the uttermost: and … lay hold on eternal Love.”79 Periam bemoaned that he
was an “Object of Pity” since he was in “Charge of Souls” but was “helpless and
insufficient.” Because of his felt sense of insufficiency, Periam wanted to leave his post.
While she pitied him, she directed him to Christ who would share his “All-sufficiency”
with Periam. She pointedly told him he should not leave Bethesda: “You may not, in
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Unbelief, quit your Place, and leave your Work, because of your felt Weakness,
Ignorance and Unfitness for it. ’Twould cast a very great Dishnour upon the infinite
Fulness of our glorious Lord, and be very destructive to your own Soul’s Peace, Joy and
Usefulness in the World.” Furthermore, Dutton told Periam that it was his duty to “abide
with GOD, in that Station” where God had called him and entrust himself to God to meet
his needs.80 In his letter to Dutton, Periam asked, “Will the Lord use such a poor, sinful,
ignorant Creature as I am?” Dutton answered that if he attempted his duty and “cast
[himself] upon his Grace,” God would strengthen him to fulfill his duties at Bethesda:
“Believe as you can: Tho’ your Faith be ever so weak, the Lord will have Compassion
upon you, and help you.” As a final encouragement, Dutton posited a counterintuitive
teaching: Periam’s felt weakness was the sign that God wanted to use him at Bethesda.
Dutton taught that by nature humans were full of themselves, so in order to use humans
God had to empty them in order to fill them with God’s self: “The LORD always empties
those whom he fills: Humbles, those whom he exalts: Kills, those whom he makes alive:
And makes those poor and needy, that is, give them a deep, felt Sense of their own
Poverty, whom he supplies out of his inexhaustible Treasures.”81 Dutton taught Mrs.
Periam basic elements of her spiritual theology: God’s guidance in the Christian’s
growth, total depravity, mystical oneness with Christ as the basis for personal holiness,
and “waiting for Divine Influence.”82
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Dutton included more letters to the Barbers and William Grant than the
Habershams and Periams, which could suggest a stronger influence upon the Barbers and
Grant. Anne Dutton included seven letters to Mr. and Mrs. Barber in Letters II (1743),
Letters III (1745), Letters V (1747), and Letters VI (1748).83 Dutton possessed a great
influence upon Grant in the early 1740s, so much that Whitefield teased him concerning
his attempts to copy Dutton’s style of writing.84 In all, Dutton included in her LetterBooks four or five letters written to William Grant that appeared over the course of
Letters II and Letters III.85 Like her other spiritual letters, Dutton grounded her
correspondence and counsel to the Barbers and Grant in the Calvinistic doctrines of
grace.
The Rev. Jonathan Barber was a 1730 Yale graduate who began ministry among
Native Americans, and he formed a congregation in 1735 at Oyster-Ponds on Long
Island. In March 1740 Barber joined James Davenport in itinerant ministry. Later that
year Barber forged a close relationship with Whitefield upon his arrival in New England.
In December 1740 Barber, along with several Philadelphians such as Mary and Rebecca
Bolton, traveled in the Savannah to live in Savannah in order to begin Whitefield’s
orphan house. Barber was an evangelical congregational minister whom Whitefield
intended to use as the spiritual director of the orphans.86 Habersham oversaw their
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temporal needs while Barber oversaw their spiritual needs. He held this post for seven
years before returning to his previous church on Long Island.87 While living at Bethesda,
Barber often traveled on Sunday the ten miles to Savannah to preach where, according to
William Stephens in his journal for November 22, 1741, Barber would tirelessly proclaim
“upon those end less Topicks of a New Birth, Election, Justification, Sanctification,
&c.”88 Cashin suggests Barber resembled an Old Testament prophet – “intense, grim,
severe” – and that while he served as spiritual director of Bethesda “the prevailing mood
was one of tense anxiety.”89
In one of his earliest letters to Dutton, Barber shared he had been experiencing the
“sensible Presence” of God. While she rejoiced this was his present experience, Dutton
subtly attempted to prepare him for when “GOD hides his Face, and vails his Glories from
our View.”90 In such times, Dutton urged Barber to remember they would only be brief
moments if he could learn humility. In her letters to Barber, Dutton often included
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spiritual confirmation such as that found in her letters to Whitefield and Harris.91 Dutton
also steered him away from fretting about unconverted ministers. She agreed that such
persons were “Wolves in Sheeps clothing,” but she hinted that God would take care of
them in God’s own timing.
Barber encouraged Dutton’s ministry to Bethesda as late as 1743. In a letter that
mentioned the role Dutton’s Letter to the Negroes (1742) played in the conversion of a
woman who read that work, Dutton responded to words of encouragement from Barber.
In his letter Barber told her that the Bethesda community was grateful for her and prayed
for her. She also recorded some of his own encouraging words to her: “Indeed, my dear
Sister, I must tell you, that I think, you ought to love your Lord much; having not only
much forgiven, but also much given you.”92 After such encouraging words from Barber
(or anyone for that matter), Dutton moved into self-deprecation in her effort to praise
God’s sovereign grace. Jantzen’s study referenced in chapter two suggests such selfdeprecation that highlighted her “sinfulness” and “uselessness” also highlighted the
wisdom and power of God who used a woman. Barber apparently expressed his concern
that Bethesda members overwhelmed her with their letters and concerns, but Dutton (and
Barber) saw Bethesda’s reliance upon her as divine direction that God wanted to use her
for their benefit:
Fear not, my dear Brother, your taking up too much of my Time, in reading, or
answering your Letters from Bethesda. If the sovereign Lord of all, will please to
indulge unworthy me, with such great Favours, and make any thing so poor a
Worm may write, of Use to your dear Souls; I give Him the Glory, and rejoice
over you, with exceeding great Joy. Oh how gladly would I be a Servant of you
all, if the Lord would please so to honour me! I live, if you stand fast in the Lord.
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Sweet were your Words to me, and well might you say, “If our Redeemer has
receiv’d this Gift, and bestow’d it on you freely for us, you are happy in using it
for Him and us.”93
There were several “Cases” for which the Barbers solicited Dutton’s counsel.
One of the issues Barber shared with Dutton was his doubt concerning his ministry at
Bethesda. In one letter Barber asked for her thoughts about his inclination to leave
Bethesda and his charge over it. While she expressed her sadness over the prospect of
him leaving, she encouraged him to follow God’s leading.94 She attempted to encourage
him to “feed the lambs” at Bethesda as long as he was there, relying upon the strength
and sufficiency of God when he felt empty and useless.95 Barber was laboring for God,
and thus God would reward him for his service and for his good intentions. Instead of
worry, Dutton encouraged Barber to “lean upon Jesu’s Breast. And there take an holy
Ease” from perplexing thoughts about his usefulness.96 Even his times of “Heaviness”
were formation opportunities according to Dutton, “to fit you more for some Parts of
your Work. As, Sympathy with others in like Distress; Fitness to speak a Word in Season
to weary, tempted Souls, and to comfort them that are in any Trouble.”97 Dutton
reiterated her common cross-to-crown teaching, suggesting that the more temptations he
endured, the greater would be his “crown” or eternal reward. Mrs. Barber shared with
Dutton “the Lord’s gracious Dealings with [her] Soul” in salvation, but she also shared
with her the “Dejection” she felt in the death of her child. Mrs. Barber communicated to
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Dutton that even in the “dark night” of her child’s death, she was able to “bless” God.
Dutton hoped she would learn a lesson from such an experience, namely the love and
sufficiency of God that transcends all creatures and creature-comforts.98 Mrs. Barber
reiterated how Dutton’s letters strengthened her faith and increased her joy.99
Unlike the Barbers, Periams, and Habershams, very little is known of William
Grant and his wife. It appears Grant was the captain of the Savannah, the sloop Dutton’s
correspondent William Seward purchased in 1739 for Whitefield to transport goods and
people to Savannah for the genesis of the orphan house. Grant must have piloted
Whitefield on his “fund-raising, soul-saving tour” in his two excursions into the north
from Bethesda: one to Pennsylvania and New York from April 2 to June 5, 1740 and
another tour into New England from August 17 to December 13, 1740.100 The Savannah,
presumably with Grant as its captain, transported members of Bethesda in June 1742 to
Hugh Bryan’s plantation in order to avoid the approaching Spanish troops.101 Grant
married Mary Antobus, who along with her father lived at Bethesda.102
In her spiritual letters to Grant, Dutton continued to draw from her own spiritual
experiences to teach him about the terrain of the spiritual life. Over the course of his
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letters to her, Grant solicited answers from Dutton concerning several issues, such as the
following: “How a settled Assurance of God’s Love, and a negligent Walk with God are
consistent?”; why a “Deadness” had “seiz’d” his spirit; why he did not seem to grow in
knowledge; and “How a Soul, after sweet Manifestations of God’s Love, can account for
its, not only losing the Sense of them, but also its falling into a light and forgetful Frame
of Mind, concerning God’s manifesting Himself unto it?”103 In response to concerns
such as these, Dutton’s letters to Grant were filled with teachings about handling times of
despondency, “watching” for the sin of unbelief, recognizing the sealing of the Spirit and
assurance of faith, practicing holy ease and the remembrance of God, and differentiating
between the way of duty and the way of mercy.
In addition to offering spiritual counsel to individual leaders and members of
Bethesda, Dutton also exhorted the entire community. Within her Letter-Books there are
four letters addressed to the community at large, written between 1742 and 1743.104 One
letter was addressed to them after the Spanish invasion of Georgia in June of 1742.105
Dutton wrote this letter to them after hearing they had to flee to South Carolina. Playing
on the meaning of “Bethesda” (House of Mercy), Dutton emphasized that regardless of
their outer circumstances, Christ was their “House,” the “quite Habitation” for their
souls.106 Dutton then switched her focus from their “outward Circumstance” to their
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“inward State” because of news from Periam that they were in “a State of Deadness; of
want of the quickening Influences of the Holy Ghost; and that [they] were waiting for
fresh Gales from above.” In her counsel to Bethesda she emphasized their indissoluble
union and perpetual communion with Christ, and that God would not leave them in their
“Wilderness-Frames” at the mercy of the “Beasts of Prey” (soul enemies).107
Dutton’s letters to Bethesda were filled with familial and maternal imagery; she
often referred to the Bethesda leaders as her “Brethren and Sisters” and the new
Christians (most of whom were boys and girls) as her “dear little Children, you tender
Lambs of Christ’s Fold.”108 In one letter Dutton specifically addressed the leaders, new
Christians, and those who had not yet experienced conversion at Bethesda. To the
Bethesda leaders, Dutton urged them to remember what God had done for them; to trust
God in the future when they experienced “Clouds and Darkness, as a Family, or as
particular Persons”; and, echoing fourteenth-century English mystic Julian of Norwich,
never to be discouraged in the midst of trials for “All shall be well. All shall end in
GOD’s Glory, and turn to your Salvation.”109 To the new Christians, Dutton emphasized
God would increasingly drive out their “spiritual Enemies” and perfect them in grace and
holiness. Although they were imperfect in themselves, they were complete in Christ. If
they wanted to increase in grace “until Grace is made perfect in Glory,” Dutton exhorted
them to pray, read, hear, and meditate on the Bible, opening “the Mouth of [their] Faith to
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the Free Promises, those Breasts of Consolation.”110 To the unconverted, Dutton
evangelized. Far from taking a hyper-Calvinistic position, she urged them: “cry unto the
Lord Day and Night, and give Him no Rest until you are among that happy Number…
Therefore pray, and wait for his Salvation.”111
Dutton often focused on how the members of the Georgia orphan house were
particularly susceptible to dejection. This theme appears throughout her letters to
individual Bethesda members as well as to the group at large. Dejection was a primary
topic in Dutton’s last extant letter to Bethesda, written in the autumn of 1744. Using
seasonal imagery (as she was prone to do), Dutton rejoiced with them in the conversions
experienced in March of 1744. However, members of the community had recently
informed her that “an Autumn [had] succeeded [their] pleasant Spring.”112 Even though
they felt alienated, Dutton urged them to remember what God had done for them in their
“Spring” and to reject the fear that God would not return. In the mean time, Dutton
suggested they were to walk by faith and glorify God “by believing in the Dark.”113

South Carolina. In addition to members of the orphan house at Bethesda,
Georgia, there were a number of people living in South Carolina with whom Dutton
corresponded in the 1740s, such as Isaac Chanler, Jonathan Bryan, and a group of
Africans converted in 1742. The central figure in this network, at least as far as Dutton
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was concerned, was Isaac Chanler. A Baptist minister in Charleston, South Carolina,
Chanler was an avid Whitefield supporter and a key member of a correspondence
network that included Habersham and Barber in Georgia; Josiah Smith, Hugh Bryan and
Chanler in South Carolina; and several others, including Boston revivalist William
Cooper.114 Dutton wrote to Chanler in response to “the Request of my dear and honour’d
Brother, Mr. W[hitefiel]d,” and she highlighted the central role Whitefield played in her
spiritual direction network:
I bless the Lord for the Favour He has given me with that his dear Servant, and
am highly oblig’d to him for this, and all the Instances of his Kindness to me, in
setting me to write to his Friends; whereby my Fellowship with the Saints hath
been enlarg’d, to the Glory of God, and our mutual Joy. May these be the happy
Fruits of our Correspondence! And the Kindness of our honour’d Brother to us,
and all the Saints, rewarded an Hundred-fold!115
The first letter Dutton penned to Chanler was most likely spiritual confirmation of
the kind she usually offered to Whitefield and Harris. Whatever it was, it “warmed” his
heart and gave him “Soul-Profit,” to the extent that Chanler desired “an Acquaintance”
with her even though she was a “Stranger.”116 In her letter to Chanler, Dutton served as a
bearer of evangelistic news, informing Chanler that (1) Whitefield was going to come to
America soon; (2) he was greatly successful in Scotland, according to one of her Scottish
correspondents (possibly James Erskine or James Robe); and (3) conversions were
happening in Wales.117 In Chanler’s first letter to Dutton, he apparently gave an account
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of his conversion and he wished for Dutton to reciprocate. Dutton concluded this
particular letter with more spiritual confirmation, urging Chanler to “Work while it’s
Day,” to “Redeem the Time,” and “make full Proof of [his] Ministry” knowing that at the
judgment “every Man shall receive his own Reward, according to his own Labour.”118
Dutton also responded to his longing for “the Advancement of the Redeemer’s
Kingdom, in the Increase of his willing Subjects in Carolina.”119 She was especially glad
to hear Chanler was concerned about the spiritual state of “the poor Negroes” and had
begun preaching to them. Dutton counseled Chanler to fervently pray for the salvation of
souls, but she cautioned him that God could give an immediate or remote answer to his
prayers. In other words, his prayers might facilitate the salvation of those in his
immediate vicinity (e.g. the Africans for which he was concerned) or the salvation of
those in remote, foreign places (e.g. the various places Whitefield traveled).
In the latter part of 1741, twelve African slaves converted to Christianity in South
Carolina. Whitefield wrote in February 1742 of the “fresh awakening” in America, that
“twelve negroes, belonging to a planter lately converted at the Orphan house, are
savingly brought home to Jesus Christ.”120 The planter was Jonathan Bryan, a wealthy
Carolinian planter, convert of Whitefield’s, and benefactor of Bethesda.121 In August
1742 Whitefield wrote a letter to Bryan in which he rejoiced over the number of African
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converts and hoped they were “only the first-fruits of a more glorious harvest.”122 A year
earlier Whitefield asked Dutton to begin a correspondence with the Bryans, Chanler, and
Habersham. In July 1741 he asked Dutton to “write to Mr. J[onathan] B[ryan], a
converted planter; to Mrs. B[ryan], his kinswoman, who has lately received the assurance
of faith; to Mr. C[hanler], a dear baptist minister; to Mrs. S----, who is carried on the
wings of faith and love; and to my dear Mr. H[abersham], who is Superintendant of the
Orphan-house affairs.”123 Bryan, Chanler, and Dutton (even though in England)
functioned as part of Bethesda’s social network. Apparently Bryan experienced
conversion at Bethesda, and the plantation run by Bryan in Carolina was procured in
Bethesda’s name.124 The news of the conversion of the dozen African slaves
reverberated across the entire network – from Georgia and Carolina to England and
Scotland – until it reached Anne Dutton.
A few months after Whitefield’s letter to Bryan concerning the conversion of the
African slaves, Dutton began writing her Letter to the Negroes in October 1742. In all
likelihood, this was an attempt by Dutton to clean up after the Hugh Bryan debacle earlier
that year. Hugh, brother of Jonathan Bryan, was also a convert of George Whitefield.
With Whitefield’s encouragement, the two brothers began teaching Christianity to their
slaves. Because slaves were assembling for religious purposes and Hugh Bryan
prophesied that African slaves would destroy Charleston if the people did not repent of
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their sins, Hugh Bryan was arrested in March 1742.125 Carolinians feared “that slavery
and religion, two essential elements in the planter’s world, might combine to subvert the
system of authority that depended upon them. Bryan’s activities threatened the very
foundation on which South Carolina society rested, giving its leaders reasons to declare
him a dangerous man.”126 After Hugh Bryan admitted the mistakes he made from good
intentions, his offenses were forgiven. Nevertheless, the fear of insurrection and the
suspicion that Whitefield’s evangelicalism could lead to slave uprising, remained a
concern of Carolinians. In this context, Dutton addressed the recently converted African
slaves as a representative of Whitefield.
Dutton addressed those African Christians “lately Called out of Darkness, into
GOD’s marvelous Light, at Mr. Jonathan Bryan’s in South Carolina.” Another subtitle of
the work was, “A Welcome to the Believing Negroes, into the Household of GOD.” Like
most of her books, this was an anonymous letter, only signed as “a Friend and Servant of
Theirs in England.” Because of the letter’s anonymity and its Whitefieldian character,
Stephen Stein originally assumed George Whitefield had written the letter, until he later
retracted this in his article “A Note on Anne Dutton, Eighteenth-Century Evangelical.”127
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Dutton’s letter to these African Christians converted at Jonathan Bryan’s
plantation is full of the paradoxes characteristic of eighteenth-century evangelical views
towards slavery. The letter is divided fairly equally into two distinct sections. First,
Dutton emphasized Christian hospitality towards the new African Christians and their
spiritual equality with present believers. In this section Dutton elaborated upon John
10.16 and how she welcomed the African Christians into Christ’s fold. Dutton used
variations of the word “welcome” fifteen times and variations of “come in” eighteen
times. Dutton stated,
We that were in Christ before you, welcome you in to him, our glorious Head and
Root, with us to partake of his Life and Glory, of his Sap and Fatness! We
embrace you with the dearest Love, in the nearest Union, as Members of the same
Body, as Branches of the same Root; and shall rejoice to have mutual Fellowship
with you, both in Grace, and Glory, in this World, and in that to come.”128
In short, Dutton encouraged the new African Christians that they were “welcom’d Home;
by Saints, by Angels, by the Lord Jesus Christ himself, and by God, even your Father;
yea, and … by the Holy Ghost too … into the Church below. And … in the Church
above.”129
In the second section, Dutton addressed both the new African Christians and their
fellow African slaves who had not converted to Christianity. If any of the African
listeners to this sermon-letter assumed Dutton would apply spiritual equalitarian views to
their enslavement, they were greatly mistaken. Taking a Pauline approach, Dutton
followed her more theological section with a practical section concerning how the
Africans should live in light of their new salvation in Christ. At first Dutton offered
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much of the same kind of counsel found within her other letters, such as exhortations to
“holy watchfulness,” dying to sin, and fleeing to Christ for forgiveness. Dutton also
suggested they were soldiers of Christ, and that Christ was their “Captain” and “Royal
Master” who called them to a “new Obedience.”130 Unfortunately for them, this implied
obedience to their “nominal Christian Masters.” Dutton addressed the concern of such
nominal Christians who posited that if their slaves became Christian they “would be no
more Servants to them.” Dutton boldly stated that far from liberating them from physical
slavery, they were now under “stronger Obligations, to obey [their] Masters in all their
lawful Commands, than any of the Ties [they] were before bound with.”131 Dutton
offered Christ as their supreme example of the dispositions to form for Christian
servanthood. With her Letter to the Negroes, Dutton was one of those who instead of
calling slaves to arms (as Carolinians feared), “now called them to obedience – to God
and to their masters. That was a message white Carolinians wanted preached.”132
Dutton also offered her theological interpretation of the blessing of afflictions,
poignantly stated in this work. Using a literal interpretation of the cursing of the ground
at the Fall, Dutton suggested these African Christians had “a special part of this Toil
about the Ground, that came in by the Curse.” Nevertheless, God in Christ had
“redeemed [them] from the Curse of the Law” not only in relation to eternal salvation but
also time-salvation, “as it respects the Sorrows and Afflictions of this present Time.”
Using bridal mystical language from the Song of Songs, Dutton intimated that
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communion with the crucified Christ canceled out the curse of afflictions. In Christ,
there would still be afflictions but no more “curse.”133 Dutton told them Christ would
soon deliver them from their physical slavery but that in the meantime Christ had:
taken away the Curse out of all your Labours, and sanctify’d them as a path for
you to walk to Heaven in…. For if you suffer with Christ here, you shall be
glorify’d with him hereafter… The lower you stoop for Christ now, the higher
will he advance you, when of the freest Grace, he comes to give Rewards unto his
Servants according to their Works.134
In short, their union and communion with the suffering Christ sanctified their afflictions.
The pitfalls of such a theory of suffering are clearly evident today, yet they were
unforeseen by Anne Dutton who lived by this same theory of suffering in her life – a life
filled with affliction, tragedy, sickness, and death. Dutton believed God was a sea of
mercy, and that no afflictive or “cursed” person, event, or thing could reach her essential
self and not be transformed into a manifestation of mercy towards her and a means of
sanctification for her. Such a theory was a powerful coping mechanism for one in the
midst of suffering; it provided meaning to one’s trials by situating the afflictive event into
a larger narrative of salvation and sanctification. As an empowered woman who believed
she was called to ministry and equal with all Christians (even the most “eminent” ones
such as Whitefield), she offered hospitality to a group of Christians who likewise were
marginalized by society’s structures. Although she greatly expanded the possibilities of
feminine religious activity and authority within conservative, evangelical (and Particular
Baptist) communities, Dutton did not extend her beliefs to include the possibility of
133
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women preachers. Similarly, although she welcomed these Africans into Christ’s Body
as fully equal brothers and sisters who were spiritually liberated from sin and evil by
Christ, Dutton did not extend to these enslaved African Christians physical emancipation
from institutional slavery. In both instances, Dutton held to a spiritual equality and
authority that did little to affect social structures. This was a danger of personal spiritual
direction that, as Patricia Ranft has indicated, focused on providing meaning to directees
and helping them live their lives in light of such meaning.135 The role of the prophet (and
call for social justice) has usually been divorced from the role of the spiritual director.
Dutton was another example in the history of spiritual direction of one who in her attempt
to help individuals grow in sanctification and holiness blessed an evil institution that
detrimentally affected a countless number of human beings.

Scottish Correspondents
In addition to correspondents and directees from England and the American
colonies, Dutton’s epistolary network of spiritual direction expanded into Scotland. Her
two most notable Scottish correspondents were James Robe and James Erskine. Some of
the unidentified letters appearing in her Letter-Books probably were addressed to
additional Scottish readers, such as the bookseller J. Traill with whom Whitefield desired
Dutton to correspond.136
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James Robe and Kilsyth. Interestingly, Dutton’s Letter to the Negroes found a
reading audience not only in the American colonies and England but also in Scotland; in
1742 the Scottish minister James Robe referred to Dutton’s work in his narrative on the
revival in Scotland. Born in Cambuslang, Scotland, James Robe (1688-1753) attended
Glasgow University and was licensed to preach in 1709. He was ordained in 1713 as the
pastor of the Presbyterian church in Kilsyth, a town about thirteen miles northeast of
Glasgow. In 1742 Robe and Kilsyth experienced a revival that spread from Cambuslang
to Kilsyth and other parts of Scotland; the phenomenon among Scottish Presbyterians
was referred to as the “Cambuslang Wark.”137 Because of the awakenings and the
conflicts with the Associate Presbytery that ensued, Robe published a series of works that
narrated and defended what was occurring in Scotland.138
Whitefield formally connected Dutton and Robe in October 1742, although
Dutton previously sent Robe an unsolicited letter in July 1742. In October Whitefield
asked Robe to correspond with Dutton and send his account of the orphan house, which
began the formal correspondence between Dutton and Robe.139 Robe included two of
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Dutton’s letters to him and his congregation in his narratives. In her July 1742 letter she
was identified by her geographical location (“Great-Gransden, near Caxton Huntingdonshire”) and in the second through her authorship of Letter to the Negroes.
Dutton’s first “beautiful Letter” addressed a revival method of Robe’s that Dutton
gently challenged. Robe had written a letter that appeared in the London Weekly History
in which he declared his resolution to remove distressed souls from the congregation. As
Dutton was prone to do, the first part of her letter encouraged and confirmed Robe in his
gospel ministry while the second part urged him to reconsider his methods. Essentially,
Dutton believed that if those who cried out for salvation where converted in public they
should not be removed from the assembly to be instructed and consoled in private.
Dutton did not believe this practice was “to follow the LORD in the Way which he goes
before [Robe].”140 She offered four reasons why she believed God “wound[ed] Sinners
so deeply, as to force from them a very grievous Cry in the open Congregation”: (1) to
show God’s omnipotence in converting hard hearts; (2) awaken the unbelieving elect; (3)
hide God’s glory from unbelievers through the “Meanness of its outward Appearance”;
and (4) bear witness before all the terrors of Judgment Day. Robe appreciated Dutton’s
letter so much he inserted it into his narrative for the “entertaining of [his] Readers.”141
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Robe received Dutton’s second letter in early March 1743, and she addressed it to
“the dear young Lambs in Kilsyth, that are seeking after Christ.” Throughout 1743 and
1744, Thomas Prince, Jr. published Robe’s Narrative within his weekly evangelical
magazine published in Boston, thus giving Dutton’s letter to the youth of Kilsyth an
international audience.142 In the forty-third edition of The Christian History (December
24, 1743), Prince continued Robe’s narrative of his account of the revival in Kilsyth.
Robe discussed the events of November 1742 to March 1743, and he emphasized the
effects of the revival on the “younger Sort whose Progress was very sensible” and were
growing in grace and knowledge.143 By March there were around seventy young people,
from ages eight to eighteen, who met in societies twice a week, spending time in prayer,
psalm-singing, scripture reading, and repeating their catechism. Robe also indicated they
received “Inspection and Direction” from older Christians at least once a week.144 Yet
the youth complained of fear and doubts about their spiritual state: some wanted to know
by what marks and signs they could know if they loved Jesus with sincerity, some did not
think they had the right kind of faith, and others complained of “atheistical thoughts.”
At this point in the narrative, in his discussion of personal spiritual direction,
Robe inserted the letter from Dutton he received mid-March 1743.
I received a Letter about two Weeks ago, directed to [youth in his congregation],
from an English Gentlewoman, who is Author of the Letter to the Negroes
converted in America. It is so good, and may be so encouraging, and useful to all
142
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such young Ones, who set themselves to seek the LORD, That I give it a Place
here.145
Dutton addressed her letter to her “dear little Children,” and presented herself as a friend
of their pastor. She indicated Robe had informed her about them and their various states,
how some of them “who are got in to Christ, are distressed at Times, with the feeling of
indwelling Sin, and Fears about your Interest in God, and Acceptance with him on that
Account.”146
In light of Robe’s information, Dutton addressed two sorts of young Christians at
Kilsyth: those who were “seeking after JESUS, and have not yet sensibly found him whom
[their] Souls love” and those who had “found JESUS, and the Comforts of his Love in his
precious Promises to [their] Souls.” To the first sort, Dutton took an evangelistic
approach, reminding them of their sinfulness and also of Christ’s ability and willingness
to save all those conscious of their separation from God. She encouraged them to “come”
to Christ, “cast” themselves before Christ in their “misery,” trusting they would receive
God’s mercy. In sum, she urged them, “wait my dear Children, wait patiently for the
LORD… And with CHRIST, in CHRIST, you shall find Life.”147 To the second sort, Dutton
emphatically declared that none of their enemies (sin, Satan, wicked people) could
separate them from Christ, for even though sin and grace warred in their souls they could
be assured that grace would ultimately win. To those struggling with “a painful feeling
of the working of Sin” within them, she emphasized their complete forgiveness through
the blood of Christ and that the sin that they felt working in them would soon be
145
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swallowed up in perfect holiness and eternal life. In the meantime, Dutton encouraged
them that Christ would “compassionate [their] Souls, under all [their] Griefs from the
Being and Working of indwelling Sin, and give seasonable Grace to strengthen [them]
against Corruption and Temptation.”148 Dutton then closed her letter emphasizing several
of her common spiritual teachings: faith in God and not in one’s feelings; the inseparable,
mystical union between Christ and believers; and God’s faithfulness, not a Christian’s
holiness, as the foundation for communion with God.149

James Erskine. John Hart published three volumes of Letters Sent to an
Honourable Gentleman (1743; 1749; 1761) for Dutton and, although she never named
her correspondent, the evidence points to James Erskine.150 According to nineteenthcentury Baptist historian Joseph Ivimey, Dutton’s “primitive piety” and “catholic charity”
caused a number of people to visit her, including the “honourable Mr. Erskine” who
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“seldom passed from Scotland to London, to attend parliament, without spending a day or
two, in his way, with Mrs. Dutton.”151 The recipient of the letters that comprised these
volumes was a frequent visitor of Dutton, from Scotland, and a person of “Rank and
Quality.” In the first letter of the collection, Dutton revealed that she began a
correspondence with the “honourable gentleman” at the request of George Whitefield:
“As by Mr. W------d’s Direction the enclos’d was to be sent to you, in order to its
Conveyance to Him; I conclude, Sir, That you are one of those that love the Lord Jesus,
his Servants and Cause in the Earth.” 152 Dutton also addressed him as “Right Noble Sir.”
In light of such evidence, James Erskine is the most logical choice as the recipient of
these letters.153
During the 1740s and while a correspondent of Dutton’s, James Erskine (16791754) served as the secretary to the Prince of Wales. He was born the second son of
Charles and Lady Mary Maule Erskine. After studying law, Erskine became Lord Grange
in 1710. Even though he was a Jacobite sympathizer, Erskine worked closely with the
Presbyterian General Assembly and defended the rights of the presbyteries and kirk
ministers. In the 1730s Erskine resigned his judgeship and was a Member of Parliament
for Stirlingshire. The preaching of John and Charles Wesley in London influenced his
religious beliefs, and thereafter Erskine held Methodist tendencies. He later advised
Count Nicholas von Zinzendorf in 1743 concerning the possibilities of revivals in
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Scotland, and he often pushed for greater union among evangelicals. Erskine frequently
corresponded with Howell Harris, the Wesleys, and Anne Dutton.154
Dutton’s letters to Erskine provide an excellent window into one of her
relationships with a “directee” that was prolonged and full of her counsel to a “weaker”
Christian. In the two extant volumes of letters sent to James Erskine “for the
Encouragement of Faith,” Dutton included forty-one letters written to him over a twoyear period.155 One letter to a “J.E. Esq” appeared in Letters II.156 Thus, there are more
extant letters to Erskine than any other person. Dutton’s correspondence with Erskine
also provides insight into her most common counsel to struggling believers. In her
prefatory letter to Erskine attached to volume one, Dutton summarized her letters as
“Hints of the Glory of CHRIST, and of our Duty and Privilege of abiding in Him by
Faith, and living unto Him in Love.”157 Dutton asked for Erskine’s permission to publish
her letters to him because she believed they were especially beneficial to new and/or
“weak” Christians. In her epistle to the reader in volume one, Dutton stated that such
Christians were her target audience: “If thou art born from above, if as a New-born Babe,
thou desirest the sincere Milk of the Word that thou mayest grow thereby; thou art one of
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those that have my Heart, and whose Edification in Faith and Love I much desire. And
for this End, if the Lord please, I have publish’d these Letters.”158
Over the course of their relationship, Dutton counseled Erskine on a number of
topics: religious disputes, witness, service, personal insufficiency and Christ’s
sufficiency, the blessing of afflictions, sanctification, and depreciative thinking. Dutton
did not often correspond with others concerning the nature of religious disputes, but since
Erskine was particularly concerned about evangelical ecumenism some of their letters to
each other addressed this topic. In the early 1740s, Dutton bemoaned with Erskine the
“general Decay of Love, and Bitterness of Spirit which is found amongst Christians.”159
Nevertheless, she emphasized differences between true Christians “spring chiefly from
the Difference of their Judgments, about Things of lesser Moment.” In the early 1740s
Dutton believed true ecumenism could only come on the level of spiritual experience.
But let differing Saints talk together of the Things which have happened, with
respect to the Dealings of God with their Souls, by which the Image of Christ is
formed in them; and presently they see Christ in each other, and their Hearts burn
within them in love to him, and to one another; they sweetly unite, in the uniting
Head: Because there is a Principle of Love in their Souls, to Christ, and those that
are His.”160
In May 1744 Dutton continued to hold this belief, yet she had become more wary
of Wesleyans, Moravians, and antinomian tendencies at the London Tabernacle. In one
letter to Dutton, Erskine solicited her opinions concerning some of the “Lord’s Servants.”
As Dutton had taught him earlier, Erskine believed in the possibility of a practical
experience of the communion of saints. He suggested some saints and sects believed the
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same thing but simply emphasized one part of truth above another. Dutton responded
that unfortunately such was not the case; some Christians did not hold to the truth in all
its parts and some even advanced errors. Dutton believed one needed to have grown in
grace and wisdom for:
free communion with those Saints, for the Truth’s Sake, who not only oppose
some Parts of it, but even advance Errors instead thereof; that one be not tainted
thereby. And that much spiritual Wisdom, as well as holy Watchfulness, is
necessary, to maintain free Communion with such Saints, unto the Glory of God
and our Edification, without Hindrance of that Testimony which we ought to bear
for Christ and his Truth.161
Dutton taught Erskine it was their responsibility as Christians who were “kept
more wakeful than others” to “endeavour to rouse up those who are asleep” in the midst
of religious disputes or nominal Christianity by speaking up for the truth of the gospel.162
She greatly helped Erskine in this area of “spiritual discourse.” Because he kept seeking
“a Possibility of serving Christ,” Dutton was confident that he would easily find
opportunities to glorify God in that way, and she believed God was promising him as
much through certain scriptures. To encourage Erskine, Dutton sent what was the
forerunner of A Brief Account III, “some Notes of what pass’d between God and [her]
Soul, relating to some of [her] other Books.” Dutton claimed that her aim in writing them
was so she could better remember God’s promises so that when they were fulfilled “in
Providences, [she] might praise him the more.”163 Through these notes, Dutton offered
Erskine examples of her promise-fulfillment spiritual hermeneutic to encourage him to
personally apply scriptural promises relating to speaking out for Christ.
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To use concepts from monastic spirituality, Dutton functioned as a
“contemplative” who offered direction to one immersed in the “active life.” Erskine
shared with Dutton his jealousy of her “retired Life,” yet she was glad he was “resign’ed
to the divine Dispose in the publick Manner of [his] own.” She believed God predestined
“the Lot for [them] both,” telling Erskine, “Yours is best for you, and mine for me.... If I
in Solitude should have a greater Advantage of Communion with God; You, Sir, in
publick Life, have richer Opportunities to glorify him before Men.”164 Her counsel
concerning service and speaking for Christ were thus particularly appropriate for his
station in life. Even when Erskine suggested the world was a “horrid place,” Dutton
directed him to see the world as desirable because of Christ’s incarnation in history and
commission to extend his kingdom on the earth:
Wherefore, my beloved Brother, fall not out with the World, so as to impede the
Service of your Royal MASTER in it. The Prince … has appointed your Station in
the World, for the Work which his wise Love gave you to do in it. And right glad
am I, that Love and Duty to your Dear MASTER, bind your Heart to be free in his
dear Service, tho’ in so horrid a Place, as this World?165
Dutton specifically taught Erskine how to call nominal Christians to true
Christianity and behave among “carnal Professors” or “Believers, sunk into Carnality.”
She counseled him to avoid spending time with those participating in trifling
conversations or those who were “utter Strangers to the Inside of Religion, or under such
an awful Decay of their spiritual Life, that they have little or no present Experience of
it.”166 She believed that a “Piece of spiritual Wisdom” was to choose “spiritual Men for
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[their] Companions.” Nevertheless, if he found himself in the midst of such people,
Dutton counseled him to urge them to “Prayer, and holy Watchfulness,” by praying for
and watching over them, and by especially “watch[ing], that the Whole of [his] Converse
with them, be all of a Piece, a pure Piece of Love and Life.”167 Dutton believed God
placed him in his station in life so that he could “appear for CHRIST in all Company and
Conversation … especially among the Rich and Great.”168 To help him, she taught him
how to engage in “spiritual Discourse” by beginning with God and asking for God’s
“Direction and Blessing,” trusting God would provide “all that Knowledge and Address,
which [Erskine] want[ed] for his Service.”169
As with most of her correspondents, Dutton emphasized to Erskine the necessity
to “empty himself” so that Christ could fill him; afflictions were a primary means
facilitating such kenosis. Dutton taught Erskine how to “view the Hand of God in
afflicting Creatures, so as to restrain [his] natural Resentment against them.”170 When
Erskine complained that his reputation was regularly marred, she counseled him to do
what he could to vindicate himself of false aspersions. However, taught him that such
reproaches were spiritual formation opportunities for his growth in grace and service
opportunities to glorify God by becoming “a living Image of the Graces and Virtues of
[his] Lord, before all.”171 With the help of Dutton, Erskine believed he was “taught this
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Lesson… The Emptiness of the Creature, and the All-sufficiency of CHRIST.”172 Dutton
urged Erskine “to come up out of Self and Creatures, into GOD, and there to possess all
Things you can want or desire.”173 As a child of God, no adversity affected his
relationship with Christ and, because God in Christ was a “Sea of Mercy,” God would
turn every affliction into mercy for Erskine.174 Thus, Dutton offered a mantra-like prayer
for when he found himself in a new trial: “What, more Good, still, Lord!”175
Afflictions were the means whereby God prepared Erskine for the glory of
heaven, but the key that unlocked the mystery of the blessing of afflictions was “holy
ease” or “holy resignation.” Dutton often shared her own experiences of affliction with
Erskine to encourage him to resign his will into the will of God. In one poignant passage,
Dutton echoed the teaching of many mystical writers of the Christian contemplative path:
Oh what Joy and Peace, what a little Heaven should we have on this Earth, amidst
the most troublesome, grieving Things that can befal [sic] us, if our Will, did
always flow, submissively and complacently, into the Will of God! If we could
always say, Thy Kingdom come! Thy Will be done! we should be happy. Our
Misery lies, in having a Will contrary to the Will of God. – This I have many
Times experience’d, when under pressing Trials, that pained me much. If the
Lord broke in upon my Spirit, with a Display of his Wisdom and Goodness
therein, and wrought up my Will into a Union with his; I had present Ease, sweet
Peace, Satisfaction and Joy in God, tho’ the outward Troubles, the outward Face
of Things, remain’d as before. And usually I have found, that when my Will has
been brought to the Will of God, the Affliction itself has been removed. – Come
then, my beloved Brother, come, lie down in the Will of God, of your own God
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and Father in Christ. It is a sweet Resting-place in Trouble, a quite Harbour in
Storms. Have no Will, but GOD’s; and in his, you shall have your own Will.176
Dutton believed God designed or allowed everything that happened to a Christian
for the purpose of God’s glory and the Christian’s good. In that light, Dutton taught
Erskine to seek God’s glory in how he behaved towards God while undergoing affliction,
trusting that through the affliction God would ultimately bring about what was best for
Erskine. Dutton often recounted to him spiritual lessons she had learned, such as the
three ways a Christian glorified God while undergoing affliction: submission to God’s
holy will in the affliction, even if it felt God was “slaying” her through it; humility under
God’s mighty Hand, as she confessed her unworthiness of God; and hope in God’s
mercy, even when things did not appear to get better.177 In sum, the only way to guard
his heart from self-dejection or self-elation was to seek God “in every Thing, prosperous
or adverse…. [God] will make the Whole of his Dispensations towards [Christians], one
continued Flow of Blessings, in a glorious Variety of infinite Wisdom: To [their] eternal
Salvation, and to the eternal Glory of his boundless Grace.”178
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Finally, Dutton guided Erskine to a full assurance of faith by teaching him that his
justification was not dependent upon his sanctification. Over the course of letters
comprising volumes one and two, Dutton taught Erskine how to pursue assurance and the
sealing of the Spirit. Rather than looking to himself and his growth in grace, Dutton
urged Erskine to make “fresh acts of faith” and trust in the promises of God. She
believed that “Assurance of Faith” was “a Thing of great Moment in the Christian Life,”
and she suggested Erskine could attain it through “a due Conscience-Information about
the great Duty of taking God at his Word, in the Promise of Life thro’ his Son.”179 Dutton
believed Erskine’s way of seeking consolation was a “round-about-one, that [would] not
bring it immediately into [his] Soul.” Instead of “tak[ing] up the Light of [his]
Justification, from [his] Sanctification,” Dutton counseled Erskine to simply come to
Christ as a “poor Sinner.”180 In December 1743, Erskine believed he at last experienced
the “sealing with the Holy Spirit of Promise” through an instance of experiential
biblicism mediated by Psalm 103. Dutton was confident this was the case, and she
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rejoiced that God “graciously heard [their] joint Supplications, for this Blessing to come
down upon [his] dear Soul.”181

Characteristics of Anne Dutton’s Spiritual Direction as Found in the Letter-Books
In her studies on the transatlantic nature of the Evangelical Revival, Susan
O’Brien suggested Anne Dutton was an important lay supporter of the movement, but the
present study of Anne Dutton has shown that the content of such support was spiritual
confirmation to key leaders and spiritual counsel to struggling Christians impacted by the
Revival. Several images of spiritual direction guided Dutton’s ministry, and she often
referenced them in her letters as a way to describe how she perceived herself. In addition
to guiding images, Dutton developed a core set of spiritual teachings and practices.

Dutton’s Spiritual Direction Images
How did Dutton perceive her writing and ministry? What images did she use to
convey her vocation and work? An analysis of her letters to some of her primary
correspondents provides illuminating principles and images that elucidate her selfperception as a spiritual writer and guide.

Spiritual writing from insufficiency. Dutton believed the best spiritual writing and
counsel flowed from a sense of personal insufficiency. In probably what was the first
letter to Dutton from Jonathan Barber of Bethesda, he apparently indicated he was
initially reluctant to write her. Barber believed he was a poor writer and unable to
contribute anything useful to Dutton. In response, Dutton shared with Barber her own
difficulties and incentives to write. Rather than writing out of a personal sense of ability
181
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and talent, Dutton posited her theory that true spiritual writing was based on radical
reliance upon the Divine for assistance. According to Dutton, it was “hard to corrupt
Nature” to engage in a piece of work for Christ from one’s “felt Insufficiency” if one
believed he or she would “perform poorly, and thereby shew [one’s] Weakness.”182
Writing therefore became a kind of spiritual practice for Dutton, a way to “go out of”
herself when she felt insufficient to do what she felt called to do, and to “attempt
Believing on the LORD our Strength, for fresh Supplies out of his inexhaustible Fulness”
in the belief that “while we are attempting Duty, Strength for Duty, unto exceeding
Privilege, [will] frequently flow in.”183 Regardless of one’s feelings, Dutton believed it
was always “best to go forward.” To drive home her point to Barber, Dutton provided a
nautical image:
Whenever therefore, we are call’d forth unto any piece of Service for God, and
find ourselves becalmed; let us hoist up our Sails, and wait for a Wind, attempt
our Duty, and wait for the Spirit to carry us thro’ it as He sovereignly pleaseth:
Believing that He will do it, as shall be most for God’s Glory, and our own, and
others Advantage. Sometimes, when we set out in Duty with a fair Gale, having
too much Dependance [sic] upon our Frames, by and by we are becalmed. At
other Times, when we set out heavily, under our felt Weakness, looking unto
Christ for Strength, suddenly there springs up a Wind, and we are swiftly born
upon the Wings of it. And oh how sweet it is to sail directly before the heavenly
Wind! And this, to the Glory of my Lord, and my Soul’s Joy, I have many Times
experience when I set out in a Calm.184
Such a perspective and practice enabled Dutton to let go of her desires for affection,
esteem, power, and control over the effects her writing would have on her recipients. In
all her work but especially in her spiritual writing, Dutton attempted to practice radical
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reliance upon the Divine in the belief she was personally insufficient for the work at
hand. God alone, she believed, was ultimately responsible for the power her words
would have on anyone; God’s grace was the efficient cause of both eternal salvation and
time-salvation. Therefore, Dutton taught one should “learn from hence, our own
Nothingness, and GOD’s All-sufficiency; that we are always to be careful about Duty, and
therein to wait for the Displays of Divine Glory.”185 Such was her high Calvinistic
teaching that, in practice, liberated her to being a kind of medium.

Spiritual director as errand-goer. Dutton’s letters to James Erskine bear this
theme out through the use of her image of an “errand-goer” for God. In a letter dated
July 30, 1743, Dutton reassured Erskine that his letters to her were far from being
wearisome to her. In fact, she was grateful she was allowed to be “an Errand-goer, to
run now and then with a Message from himself, to his dear Servant.”186 In this particular
instance, the message she had for Erskine concerned how to view and handle himself in
the midst of trials. Just over a month later Dutton used this same imagery again in a letter
of reply to Erskine:
JESUS loves you, Sir, sends you a Letter, and will have the chief of Sinners run to
bring it to you. I pray you lift up your Heart to him, that you may receive in
Faith, what he in Love will say to you. – It is Christ’s Mind, my much honour’d
and dear Brother, to declare his Father’s Name unto you, to tell you of his Grace,
in making you accepted in the Beloved, in the Person and Righteousness of the
Son of God.187
Essentially, the message was one of comfort and assurance concerning his relationship
with God. This particular episode is intriguing because the “message” came to her upon
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waking from sleep and it initially was a “message” for her personal application.
Immediately after she awoke, a “Thought pass’d [her] Mind, about [her] own
Imperfection.” However, this immediately triggered an instance of experiential biblicism
when, according to Dutton, “the Lord brake in, with a glorious Display of my Perfection
in CHRIST, thro’ that Word, Col. 2.10. And ye are complete in HIM. Ye are complete: Not
ye shall be. Tho’ personal Completeness, is gloriously secur’d in mystical. But here, our
mystical Completeness in Christ, is spoken of.” Because of her mystical completeness in
Christ, Dutton could view herself as perfect – regardless of passing sensations, feelings,
or thoughts that she was unworthy, useless, or distant from God. This was the message
Dutton believed God wanted her to communicate also to Erskine. Ultimately, it was a
message meant to comfort him by teaching that he too already had complete victory and
perfection through his mystical union with Christ. According to Dutton, each Person of
the Triune God had a role in this message: the Father “said” to Dutton to go tell Erskine
the message; Jesus “sent” the message when he “signified his Mind to [her]” to tell
Erskine that he was Jesus’ brother; and the Sprit as Comforter also “sent” the message
through Dutton who, like Christ when he proclaimed the Jubilee in Luke 4, was anointed
by the Spirit to proclaim to Erskine that he was complete in Christ. After communicating
this message to Erskine in her letter, she praised God that she could be the “Messenger …
a Letter-Carrier from CHRIST unto [Erskine], the beloved of his Soul.”188 Dutton
believed she had received special anointing to communicate divine directives to others.
She did not deem herself unique in this sense; rather, such a ministry was potentially
open to all who participated in the anointing of Christ as their Head – “all his, in their
188
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Measure, partake of the same anointing from him, and are to be employ’d in the same
Work.”189

Christ as spiritual director. In a letter to John Lewis, Dutton was even more
explicit about her mediatory function as a spiritual director. Rather than overly relying
upon her for direction, Dutton pointed Lewis to Christ who was the penultimate Director
of souls. No one could “speak so seasonably, so suitably to every weary Soul, in every
Kind and Degree of their Weariness, as the anointed SAVIOUR!”190 Christ, rather than
Dutton, was the one who could bathe Lewis with light, life, liberty, and glory all at once.
In fact, whatever beneficial words she was able to say to Lewis came from Christ.
According to Dutton, no one “can speak to the Case of any weary Soul, unless CHRIST
puts a Word into his Mouth for that Person.” Anyone could provide an answer to a
particular spiritual “Case” or problem, but Dutton believed only Christ could take such
teaching and apply it to a person’s heart. Dutton supposed that the same “Word of the
Lord” that created the heavens “form’d and polish’d” all “New-born Souls … until Grace
is brightned [sic] into Glory.” In short, Dutton taught and lived by the principle that all
“Heart-work, doth all belong to the SAVIOUR-GOD, whatever Instruments he is pleas’d to
work by.”191
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Epistolary ministry as inheritance. Dutton believed the expansion of her spiritual
direction network was the manifestation of her eternal inheritance. Speaking on the
behalf of the entire Bethesda community, Jonathan Barber expressed his joy and gratitude
that Dutton used her “Gift” of writing for their benefit. Dutton calmed any fears he may
have had in “taking up too much of [her] Time, in reading, or answering your Letters
from Bethesda.” She was all too happy to share her counsel with them because she
considered Bethesda as part of her eternal inheritance granted to her by God before the
foundation of the world. Dutton told Barber she believed every part of her work for
Christ to be a “Part of [her] Inheritance.” Elaborating on this theme, Dutton said, “I see
with Joy, Wonder and Praise, my Border pass on from Letter, to Letter, from Answer to
Answer, according to the Line of my great Inheritance, in my Time-State, which was cast
for me, by infinite Wisdom and Grace, from Eternity.”192 As her social network grew via
her epistolary ministry, so did her spiritual inheritance whereby she received glory from
God and glorified God through her service. Each letter that was useful to a soul
contributed to her eternal reward.

Spiritual direction as mutually beneficial. The confirmation Anne Dutton
received from her correspondents encouraged her to continue her ministry of spiritual
writing and direction. In the same letter to Barber in which she correlated her ministry
with her eternal inheritance, Dutton included the passage that served as the epigraph of
this chapter. Spiritual direction, according to Dutton, was simply a “Part of the
Communion of Saints.” Christians were supposed to perform a mutually beneficial
ministry of spiritual counsel for each other: to “unbosom” their souls to one another, bear
192
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each other’s burdens, seek each other’s good, rejoice and mourn with each other. Thus,
Dutton encouraged her correspondents to be transparent to her, so that she could embrace
their spiritual concerns and problems.
In addition to her letter to Barber, Dutton reiterated this theme of reciprocal
advantage in her letters to James Erskine. In one letter to Dutton, Erksine regretted that
he could not minister to Dutton as much as she had ministered to him because he was a
spiritual “Babe.” Dutton confirmed his humility, suggesting it was good to have “low
Thoughts of ourselves.” Nevertheless, Dutton encouraged Erskine by suggesting he had
ministered to her unbeknownst to him: “As to your requiting me, Sir, in the same Way,
God has made your Letters sweet and precious to my Soul, and several of your
Expressions repeatedly of Use, for which I bless him.”193 At other times Dutton informed
Erskine of his timely letters that helped bring her out of a “Depression of Spirit.”194 She
often praised certain “Expressions” within his letters that moved her and were useful for
meditation. She rejoiced that Erksine was “so kind a Friend, so dear a Brother, so sweet
a Companion on the Heavenly Road!”195 With her correspondents, Dutton was not
hesitant to share her own shortcomings and how her friends and correspondents helped
her faith.

Spiritual direction as “feeding.” The most prevalent image of spiritual direction
used by Dutton throughout her writings is the intimate action of feeding another. The
scripture that mediated her call to the ministry of spiritual direction included this image,
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and Dutton continued to use it to explain what she offered her correspondents. Dutton
especially felt called to minister to the “weak and diseased of [Christ’s] Flock.”196 She
prayed God would send “any of His [that] were sick and weak, pained and wounded” so
that God could “minister Relief to them by [her].”197
Some of Dutton’s correspondents were “rich and full” and so had no need of
anything from her except encouragement and confirmation, while others experienced
themselves as “miserable, poor, wretched, blind and naked, and to want all Things.” The
latter were the “weak lambs” for which Dutton claimed, “oh these, have my Heart.
Towards these, my Bowels yern, and all the Compassions of my Soul flow.”198 The vast
majority of Dutton’s correspondents fall into this second category; they included
ministers and laity.
Dutton wrote to lay men and women in the colonies, Scotland, the London
Tabernacle society, and other various locations in England. For example, the letters
comprising Dutton’s first Letter-Book (1740) were all written prior to her introduction
into the Evangelical Revival and reflect the early stages of her spiritual direction network.
The vast majority of the letters within this collection were written to lay men and women;
of the roughly twenty-eight correspondents, only one of these was clearly a minister at
the time of writing. Since Dutton had not yet switched to identifying the recipients of her
letters by the first and last letter of their last names, it is practically impossible to identify
the men and women who were the recipients of Dutton’s spiritual counsel as found in
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Letters I. Yet these anonymous men and women (and those like them who appear in her
later Letter-Books) most clearly can be designated as the “lambs” for which Dutton felt
the most compassion and responsibility. In a letter to one of these early anonymous
recipients, Dutton explicitly stated:
No, I can say, thro’ Grace, that, in the Bowels of my dear Lord Jesus, I have a
compassionate Tenderness towards all his suffering Members; and, in an especial
Manner, an inward Fellow-feeling with the Lambs of his Flock, under all their
Harassings by the roaring Lion: and glad, exceeding glad should I be, if by any
Means, I might be made helpful to ’em in the Combat.199
Dutton felt compassion for believers who shared their difficulties concerning doctrine,
experience, and spiritual practice with her. She assisted and equipped them on how best
to grow in their faith. Most of the time this required one-to-one counsel that was specific
to their questions, yet there were also times when Dutton addressed entire works to the
“lambs of Christ” or to “babes in Christ,” such as Thoughts on the Lord’s Supper (1748)
and Hints on the Glory of Christ (1748).200
An essential element of Anne Dutton’s spiritual direction was her reliance upon
personal experience. She only spoke to others on those issues with which she was
familiar. Anne Dutton’s letters and treatises consisted primarily of spiritual counsel to
specific individuals or communities who were uncertain about their salvation, worried
about their progress in their faith, distressed over afflictions in their lives, yearned to
glorify God through service, or confused about specific doctrinal matters. For those
struggling in their spiritual and vocational lives, Dutton comforted and consoled,
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reminded and inspired, taught and exhorted concerning communion with God,
conformity to Christ, and service to God.
In letters to family members, Dutton aptly summarized these three primary aims
in life and topics of spiritual counsel. In a letter to one of her younger sisters that
appeared in Letters I (1740), Dutton confided how in debt she believed herself to be to
“Free-Grace.” To emphasize this, she quoted Rutherford: “I must go into Heaven …
Free-Graces’ Divour…. Surely I shall die, minting and aiming to be a Christian.” In the
hope that at death she would finally be a Christian, she asked her sister to pray for her, for
three specific things while she journeyed towards heaven: “Oh, pray for me, that while I
abide on this side of Jordan, I may be blest with a growing Communion with Christ, an
increasing Conformity to him, and a more abundant Service of him! And the Lord grant
you these three Blessings!”201 Towards the close of Letters VIII (1750), Dutton wrote her
parents and shared these same three aims for the closing years of her life: “An increasing
Knowledge of CHRIST, Conformity to him, and Service to him.”202 These were Dutton’s
aims for herself as well as for her sister, and they nicely summarized her yearning for her
correspondents and directees: experiential knowledge and communion with Christ,
increasing conformity to Christ and personal holiness, and greater service and usefulness
to Christ.
Dutton’s counsel covered a wide variety of theoretical or practical teachings:
much of her counsel focused on justification and acts of faith, sanctification and holy
watchfulness, consolation and holy ease, and glorification and service. Dutton
emphasized these specific spiritual teachings and practices most consistently throughout
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“Letter 35,” Letters I.
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“Letter 48,” Letters VIII, 132.
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her letters of spiritual counsel. Each were relevant to her understanding of assurance of
faith and the blessing of afflictions, two of the primary spiritual cases for which her
correspondents sought her wisdom.
In a letter to William Grant of Bethesda, after recounting the Calvinistic scheme
of salvation in relation to herself and Grant, Dutton curiously added a phase to the
traditional, Pauline three-fold schema of salvation of justification, sanctification, and
glorification. Dutton suggested that after God had quickened Grant and strengthened him
to come to Christ for salvation, God then “granted all Life to [him]: Of Justification,
Sanctification, Consolation, and Glorification.”203 The inclusion of this additional phase
of “consolation” demonstrates the high priority administering comfort played in her
ministry of spiritual direction and writing.
Nevertheless, consolation was only one part of a larger whole, and each phase of
salvation appears to have especially appropriate practices associated with it. Acts of
faith, or “coming to Christ as a sinner,” were pivotal in the experience of justification.
Holy watchfulness of one’s heart and thoughts facilitated the believer’s growth in grace
and faith. Rather than anxiously worrying about one’s growth in sanctification, Dutton
suggested the practice of holy ease, the best means to acquire consolation from God.
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Letters II, “Letter 23,” 109. Dutton used this same phrase in a letter to Lewis. Dutton sought
to inspire Lewis by teaching that all Truth is comprehended in Christ, that Christ is the Way to full access to
God, and the Christ is a fullness of Life – “Life of Justification, of Sanctification, of Consolation, and of
Glorification.” See Letters VI, “Letter 39,” 123. In a letter to a Mr. S. concerning the loss of a relative,
Dutton consoled him by reminding him Christ was his life: “Your Life of Justification: And so no Curse
light on you in this Affliction. Your Life of Sanctification: And thus by the present Chastning, you shall be
made a Partaker of his Holiness. Your Life of Consolation: And thence, in this Trouble, you shall be
comforted of GOD. And your Life of Glorification: And therefore, from under all Deaths and Miseries, you
shall rise, to inherit all Joys and Glories in Life spiritual and eternal. See “Letter 11,” Letters VII, 31-32.
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Finally, Dutton suggested selfless service with the aim of glorifying God as the means to
receive the eternal inheritance God predestined for each believer.204
Acts of faith, holy watchfulness, holy ease, and service were to be practiced by all
believers, whether “weak” or “strong.” As long as Christians remained in the Body of
Christ, Dutton counseled they should commit fresh acts of faith, watch their thoughts,
practice holy ease, and glorify God through selfless service. All of these contributed to
the experience of the sealing of the Spirit and, once experienced, Dutton taught that the
full assurance of faith accompanying the sealing of the Spirit facilitated and strengthened
one’s ability to practice holy resignation in the midst of afflictions, holy watchfulness for
the sins of unbelief and dejection, holy ease instead of anxious worrying about
sanctification, and selfless service for the glory of God.
Dutton’s Letter-Books demonstrate her works of private spiritual direction.
According to the working definition provided in chapter one,
Private spiritual direction takes place when one who is struggling through a
transcendence crisis receives guidance and direction from another who is
perceived to be holy, wise, loving, experienced, knowledgeable, and sensitive to
the Spirit, with the aim of healing and freeing the soul through a deeper
understanding and surrender to the Divine in daily life.
The individuals and communities surveyed in this chapter all related to Dutton as one
whom they believed had attained a high degree of holiness, practical wisdom, sincere
compassion and empathy, knowledge of the terrain of the spiritual life, keen
understanding of the scriptures and Puritan classics, and attention to the sanctifying and
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None of these spiritual practices were limited to their respective phase of salvation, and each
practice was meant for the use of all Christians. This is especially true of Dutton’s exhortations to service,
since Dutton believed one could not undergo full glorification until after the death of the body. Instead,
Dutton connected greater service on earth with greater glorification in the afterlife. When tending to speak
of service, she often also spoke of glorification.
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consoling actions of the Spirit. To Dutton they came with their transcendence crises
concerning communion with God, conformity to Christ, selfless service, assurance of
faith, and afflictive providences. She in turn instructed and exhorted her correspondents
to practice acts of faith and holy resignation to a God she experienced as a Sea of Mercy.

Dutton’s Spiritual Direction Network
Anne Dutton was a vital part of the “transatlantic communion of saints” in the
1740s, partly because she previously developed a strong social network made up of
Calvinistic Baptist and Dissenter individuals and communities, within which she served
as a hub of spiritual counsel. Dutton’s Letter-Books demonstrate the expansion (and later
contraction) of her spiritual direction network during the 1740s. Dutton’s first letter
book, Letters I (1740), was appropriately entitled as written to “Relations and Friends.”
Six of the thirty-six letters in the collection were written to close relatives. The other
letters were addressed to close friends, friends of friends, and local churches. Dutton’s
friends often shared with Anne the states of their friends and asked Dutton to write to
them about their spiritual problems. Dutton’s social network in the latter part of the
1730s (the time when these letters were originally written) appears fairly colloquial when
compared to what it would look like in 1741. Primarily, she counseled people living in
her places of residence, e.g. Great Gransden, Northampton, Wellingborough, and
London.
With Letters II (1743), in addition to more letters to her father and brother, some
names (initials, actually) emerge of key figures in the Evangelical Revival and its
propagation via printed literature: George Whitefield, Howell Harris, John Lewis, Samuel
Mason, and John Cennick, all of whom were associated with the London Tabernacle
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society; William Grant, James Habersham, Joseph Periam, Jonathan Barber, and the
entire Bethesda community; Isaac Chanler of South Carolina; and finally James Erskine
from Scotland. During this same year that Letters II was published, Dutton sent to the
press the first volume of Letters Sent to an Honourable Gentleman, for the
Encouragement of Faith (1743). All of these letters were written in the early 1740s.
Emboldened by her reception and influence on “famous” Revival personas,
Dutton devoted Letters III (1745) entirely to letters written from 1742-44 to Methodists
from England/Wales (Whitefield, Harris, and Daniel Rowland), or America (Chanler, the
Barbers, Habersham, the Periams, a Mrs. R---r, and the entire Bethesda community).
Dutton concluded this Letter-Book with two lengthy letters: one to William Collins (a
convert of Dutton’s who began attending the London Tabernacle society) on how the
“being and working of sin” within a “justify’d man” was consistent with his state of
justification and growth in sanctification, and the other written to the entire London
Tabernacle society on the duty and privilege of a believer to live by faith and grow in
holiness. Writing to the society at the London Tabernacle appears to have become a
regular practice for Dutton, especially after Whitefield embarked for America in 1744.
This final letter appended to Letters III would prove to be controversial. In 1746 she
wrote a lengthy Postscript to this letter and appended several letters addressing the
theological conflicts between Harris and Cennick in the mid-1740s and the danger of
Moravianism.205 William Cudworth responded to Dutton’s Postscript with a
205

A Postscript to A Letter on the Duty and Privilege of a Believer, To live by Faith, and to
Improve his Faith unto Holiness. Directed to the Society at the Tabernacle in London . . . To which is
added, A Caution Against Error, when it Springs up together with Truth: in a Letter to a Friend: As Also,
Some of the Mistakes of the Moravian Brethren: in a Letter to another Friend: with postscripts to the letters
added. By One Who Has Tasted that the Lord is Gracious (London: printed by John Hart and sold by J.
Lewis and E. Gardner, 1746).
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“sophistical” rebuttal; she retorted with her lengthy Letter to Mr. William Cudworth
(1747).206
In Letters IV (1746), Dutton included more letters to family members (her parents,
brother, niece and nephew), Harris, Collins and Lewis. There were also letters to Samuel
Hazard, a Mr. P----ll, and a Mr. W----r (who was kicked out of a Wesleyan society). As
was the case in Letters I and II, there were instances where Dutton wrote to a friend of a
friend at the request of the latter.207 In Letters V (1747), Dutton included more letters
from her family (parents and brother) and more letters to Bethesda and its members, such
as the Barbers. Within this collection of letters it becomes apparent that Dutton had
begun addressing multiple Methodist societies, such as the Northampton and Olney
Methodist societies, in addition to the London Tabernacle.
Determining the identity of her correspondents is much more difficult by Letters
VI (1748). This collection included letters to her brother, the Barbers, and Lewis, but
most of the letters appear to have been written to laity in undisclosed regions. Identifying
her correspondents becomes extremely difficult beginning with Letters VII (1749)
because of her penchant for excluding the final letter of her recipients’ last names.
Dutton included letters she had sent to various clergy (including Ingram and one or more
apparently to Whitefield) and laity who solicited her input on doctrinal and practical
issues. There are many instances where people thanked her for her writings and the
formative influence these had on them.
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Cudworth, Truth defended, and cleared from Mistakes and Misrepresentations. Dutton
referred to Cudworth’s Truth defended as a “very sophistical … little corrupt piece.” See A Brief Account
III, 122.
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See for example, “Letter 10,” Letters IV.
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To borrow terminology from social network theory, George Whitefield, Howell
Harris, and John Lewis were the major “nodes” that impacted Dutton’s social
influence.208 Her early Letter-Books (especially Letters II-IV) corroborate the letters of
Whitefield found in his Works that evince his efforts to “enlarge” Dutton’s ministry of
spiritual direction by expanding her social network to include evangelicals across
England, Wales, Scotland, and America. However, Dutton’s influence in the Revival
faded in correlation with the polarizing theological controversies of the mid-1740s that
were accentuated after Whitefield’s departure from England. The theological problems
racking the London Tabernacle society greatly affected Howell Harris, John Lewis, and
Anne Dutton. George Whitefield’s moving away from Dutton - physically to the
American colonies in 1744 and, upon his return to England in 1748, socially to the
Countess of Huntingdon and other rich nobility – were prime reasons for the contraction
of Dutton’s influence within Calvinistic Methodism.
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Nicholas A. Christakis and James H. Fowler, Connected: The Surprising Power of our Social
Networks and How They Shape Our Lives (New York: Little, Brown and Company, 2009).
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Conclusion
But the Lord that call’d me to feed his Lambs, has extended my Usefulness to
many at a great Distance, by Writing, and Printing, far beyond what I thought of!
— Anne Dutton, A Brief Account of the Gracious Dealings of God … Part II

As a High Calvinistic Baptist, Anne Dutton contributed a transatlantic ministry of
spiritual writing and direction in the eighteenth century. The historiographical review in
chapter one delineated both the celebration of her writings in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries and the denigration of her writings in the early twentieth century.
Writers such as Keith, Savory, Jones, and Knight appreciated her spirituality and
republished her writings for later generations, while Whitebrook and Robinson viewed
her as a narcissistic religious fanatic. With the scholarship of Stein and O’Brien in the
late twentieth century, Dutton was revealed as an important node in the transatlantic,
evangelical letter-writing network in the 1740s. The recent scholarship of Haykin,
Watson, and Hindmarsh has begun to examine seriously her spiritual letters and tracts for
their historical and inspirational significance.
While Anne Dutton has emerged as an important figure in early eighteenthcentury evangelicalism, a conspicuous lacuna in scholarship has been an analysis of the
nature and influence of her literary productions in the early years of the Evangelical
Revival. While contemporary scholars have pointed to the spiritual import of Dutton’s
prolific writings and her role as a lay promoter of the revival, this dissertation explores
how Dutton consciously functioned as one of the movement’s spiritual directors. In order
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to situate Dutton in the history of Christian spiritual direction, chapter one includes a
historical reflection on spirituality and spiritual direction. Guided by the research of such
scholars as Benoît and Ranft, chapter one locates Anne Dutton in the tradition of
Protestant and Reformed epistolary spiritual counseling and the long history of women
spiritual directors. The chapter concludes with a working definition of private spiritual
direction.
Because no sustained analysis of Dutton’s early life and spiritual formation has
been available, chapter two narrates the first forty years of Dutton’s life in light of major
formative events suggested by biographical references in her writings. Resources for
such a narrative had been mostly limited to her spiritual autobiography, but this
dissertation provides new details of her life and confirms some previous postulations.
First, the will of Benjamin Dutton suggested her father’s name was Thomas Williams, Sr.
and her marriage license confirms that her first husband’s name was Thomas Cattell.
Names of various other siblings appear in her Letter-Books. Second, analysis of the
College Street Baptist Church Record Book reveals Dutton’s role in the theological and
ecclesiastical controversies between this Northampton congregation and the Castle Hill
Church. Dutton’s rare literary piece on baptism also provides clues to her theological
evolution to believer’s baptism. Third, the Cripplegate Baptist Church Record Book
demonstrates Anne Cattell’s active involvement in the congregation and her ability to
edify through the narration of her conversion. Fourth, Benjamin Dutton’s spiritual
autobiography provides details of his struggles with alcoholism (before and during his
marriage to Anne), the Duttons’ theological congruency concerning “winter seasons of
the soul” and experiential biblicism, the various places they lived and ministered, and
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their mutual callings to Great Gransden and ministry. In addition to the biographical
details of Dutton’s life, chapter two concludes by suggesting Dutton’s spiritual
autobiography performed five functions: it mapped a threefold path of Calvinistic
mysticism (communion, conformity, and service); provided a template for those seeking
spiritual direction concerning eternal and time salvation; revealed her spirituality of
barrenness and the fruitfulness of her ministry; demonstrated her similarities with
medieval Christian mystics concerning vocation, power, and authority; and defended her
Christian responsibility to preach Christ through private spiritual direction and
publication of her spiritual writings.
Anne Dutton’s literary productions were grounded in the spiritual formation she
received in High Calvinistic congregations that encouraged experiential biblicism and
Puritan spirituality. The library Benjamin Dutton collected during his preparation for
ministry included writings of several Puritan divines that helped form Anne theologically,
but the Puritan theologian with the most profound impact upon her was discovered to be
Thomas Goodwin. His interpretations of the “ages of Christianity” and the “sealing of
the Spirit” were especially evident in Dutton’s Walking with God, one of her more
popular texts in the early years of the Evangelical Revival. Through Goodwin’s
influence, Dutton transitioned from a syllogismus practicus approach to assurance that
focused on self-examination for growth in holiness to a syllogismus mysticus approach
that focused on the immediate action of the Spirit for consolation. In her letters of
spiritual direction, Dutton called the former a “round-about-way” to attaining assurance,
and she exhorted her correspondents to practice “holy ease” in order to receive immediate
consolation from the Spirit.
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Goodwin’s spirituality was mediated to Dutton via the men who established the
College Lane and Wellingborough churches; from them she also imbibed High
Calvinistic spirituality and a spiritual hermeneutic. Drawing on the insights of recent
research on ancient Jewish and Christian mysticism, this study suggests that Dutton
primarily used the sensus mysticus approach for the interpretation and application of
scripture. This method includes consolatory possibilities (e.g. for assurance of faith) and
also prophetic possibilities (e.g. for divine direction). Dutton’s experiential biblicism was
highly subjective and controversial (as was the case at Cambuslang); therefore, she
developed guidelines for the practice of the “discernment of spirits” that were most
clearly delineated in A Letter on the Application of Holy Scripture, written for James
Erskine in the decade of the 1740s. Through the examination of Dutton’s literary works
published prior to her introduction to the leaders of the Evangelical Revival, most notably
A Narration of the Wonders of Grace and A Discourse Concerning God’s Act of
Adoption, it is clear that Anne Dutton’s spirituality was grounded in the High Calvinism
of Richard Davis, Joseph Hussey, John Moore, and John Skepp. When Dutton was
initiated into the Evangelical Revival in the early 1740s, she offered her correspondents
and readers a spirituality grounded in the tenets of High-Calvinism, informed by a
developmental model of spiritual growth, nurtured by the syllogismus mysticus approach
to assurance, and practiced by using the sensus mysticus of scripture.
Chapter four reconstructs Dutton’s early correspondence with Howell Harris,
John Wesley, and George Whitefield. The Dutton-Harris correspondence reveals a
number of insights into their relationship and her ministry. First, Harris initiated a
relationship with Dutton in December 1739 after reading some of her works. Second, he
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believed she had a talent for writing and so solicited her help in uniting evangelicals and
calling backsliding Christians to holiness. Third, throughout most of the 1740s Harris
provided a small hub for the selling and distribution of Dutton’s books. Finally, in one of
her letters to Harris, Dutton articulated a key principle for her ministry of spiritual
direction: comforting and strengthening should precede and was the basis for warning
and reproving.
The Dutton-Wesley correspondence is historically situated in Wesley’s
theological struggles with various Calvinistic Methodists and Moravians. Dutton’s letters
to and about Wesley suggested a number of aspects regarding their relationship. First,
Dutton initiated a correspondence possibly October 1739 (probably concerning
Calvinism) but abandoned the correspondence as futile in February 1740. Second, in
June 1740 she renewed a correspondence (probably with the encouragement of Howell
Harris) in the midst of Wesley’s Moravian crisis at Fetter Lane. Third, over the course of
their correspondence, Wesley apparently read Dutton’s Walking with God and Letters I
(1740). Fourth, her most critical letter was written in the midst of the Cennick-Wesley
rift at Kingswood in December 1740. Fifth, Dutton challenged Wesley on his
understanding of sinless perfection, the new birth, and the doctrines of grace. Finally, her
letters to Wesley presented core aspects of her spiritual counsel, e.g. acts of faith, the
phasic nature of faith and assurance, the sealing of the spirit, and inherent holiness.
More than any other evangelical leader, George Whitefield extended Anne
Dutton’s ministry of writing to various places in England, Scotland, and American
colonies. The Dutton-Whitefield correspondence from 1739-1744 reveals a number of
things. First, Dutton initiated the correspondence after reading Whitefield’s journals in
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1739, and they sustained a close, mutually beneficial relationship at least up until the time
Whitefield departed for America in 1744. Second, Dutton became particularly useful to
Whitefield beginning in 1741 after the Free Grace controversy with Wesley, and by the
close of 1741 Dutton’s writings were useful to his friends and associates in the colonies.
In particular, Whitefield was eager for Dutton to counsel leaders and members of
Bethesda in Georgia and his friends in South Carolina. Third, on his fund-raising
campaign for the orphan house, Whitefield visited the Duttons in July 1741. Fourth,
Whitefield extended her ministry of spiritual direction by including some of her pieces in
the London Weekly Papers beginning in August 1741. Fifth, even though they sustained
a close relationship, there was brief tension within their relationship in October 1741 over
rumors of Benjamin Dutton’s supposed misappropriation of funds. Sixth, by October
1742 Whitefield extended Dutton’s spiritual direction network into Scotland. By that
time, he was already consciously using Dutton as a spiritual director surrogate because of
his time-consuming responsibilities. Seventh, Whitefield relied upon Dutton for
inspiration and encouragement in his evangelistic endeavors, but Dutton frequently grew
anxious and irritated during periods when she did not hear from him. Eighth, the two
also exchanged books they had written. Finally, before returning to America in 1744,
Whitefield publicly read Dutton’s letters on Letter-Days at the London Tabernacle and
oversaw the publication of her letters within the London Weekly Papers, suggesting her
continuing usefulness to him prior to his departure from England for America.
Through a structural analysis of her letters to these three Methodist leaders, the
basic rhetorical aspects of Dutton’s spiritual guidance emerge. Dutton’s spiritual
direction to Harris and Whitefield was narrowed to spiritual confirmation by means of
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self-deprecation, recollection, and inspiration. With those Dutton considered strong in
faith and holiness, whether Methodist or Dissenter, she reminded them of their Calvinist
spirituality, encouraged their spiritual and vocational progress, and exhorted them to
resign themselves into the will of God. Grounding her spiritual confirmation in the
Calvinistic doctrines of grace, Dutton reminded such leaders of their eternal election, the
sanctifying potentiality of afflictions, and the heavenly rewards awaiting them for selfless
service to God.
Chapter five examines Dutton’s contributions to the first evangelical magazine,
the London Weekly Papers, published by John Lewis. Although the magazine was
published from 1740-1748, this analysis is limited to Dutton’s contributions to 1744. The
chapter illuminates a number of elements previously unknown about Dutton and her
relationship to John Lewis and his magazine. First, Lewis was one of her important,
early Methodist correspondents and the primary bookseller of Methodist works, including
almost all of hers until his death in 1755. Second, Dutton served as an anonymous
spiritual director in the London Weekly Papers, known only by the title “Friend in the
Country.” A 1743 letter from Lewis to Thomas Prince, Sr. (hand-delivered by Benjamin
Dutton) revealed this vital piece of information. Third, in The Weekly History (1741-42)
Lewis included at least five of her short pieces of spiritual counsel and advertised three of
her published works. In The Account of the Propagation of the Gospel (1742-43), Lewis
included eight letters and advertised two more of her works. Some of the short pieces
were added to works published for her in 1743, and some of her letters appeared in her
Letter-Books. Fourth, the writings appearing 1741-42 in Lewis’s magazine revealed that
Dutton’s reception by evangelical leaders might have been facilitated by her decrease in
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commitment to Strict Baptist principles and practices, such as believer’s baptism. The
Great Gransden Church Record Book reflected the church’s growing uneasiness with
strict communion only five months before Whitefield preached at the church, but they
returned to strict communion practices in 1749. Fifth, the third work Lewis advertised,
Some Thoughts about Faith in Christ, exuded Dutton’s radical evangelicalism. Some
Thoughts was an early publication by a High Calvinist Baptist who embraced the
Evangelical Revival and its methods. The work demonstrates that in the 1740s Dutton
developed a hybrid of High and Evangelical Calvinism, allowing her to stay committed to
supralapsarian theology and function as a spiritual director in the Evangelical Revival.
Thus, Dutton should not be directly blamed for the propagation of a Hyper-Calvinism in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; rather, admirers of later generations who
selectively edited her works were responsible for this interpretation of Dutton. Sixth,
most of Dutton’s pieces appearing in The Weekly History were designated as spiritual
direction-in-common: she provided common directives concerning bigotry, true
evangelical Christianity, and holy watchfulness of sin. Seventh, Dutton’s anonymous
writings in the London Weekly Papers had a transatlantic audience – from the literate and
illiterate poor of London and Wales, to friends of Whitefield in Scotland and America.
Eighth, beginning with An Account of the Progress of the Gospel, Dutton’s pieces were
almost entirely letters of spiritual confirmation and counsel; this contrasts with the
overwhelming majority of material in the Papers, which focus on the propagation of the
gospel. Once published in the Papers, Dutton’s spiritual counsel became spiritual
direction-in-common. Ninth, most of Dutton’s letters were addressed to leaders and
members of the London Tabernacle society, suggesting Dutton may have consciously
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written some of her letters with this community in mind, knowing they would be read at
Letter Days at the Tabernacle. Tenth, in addition to the anomaly of her writings of
spiritual direction, Dutton’s feminine spiritual authority was also distinctive. After
Cennick and Whitefield, Dutton had the most published works advertised in The Weekly
History, and only Whitefield, Harris, Cennick, and Humphreys had more letters
published in Account of Progress. In contrast to the letters of other women included in
the Papers, Dutton’s letters convey the tone of one who held spiritual authority and was
revered for her spiritual confirmation to evangelical leaders and counsel to struggling
Christians. Finally, in a letter to Lewis inserted into the Papers, Dutton revealed the
theological foundation for her vocation of spiritual writing: her egalitarian interpretation
of the biblical image of the “Body of Christ.”
In all, twenty-five volumes of Dutton’s “choice letters” were published: fourteen
volumes of Letters on Spiritual Subjects, three volumes of Letters Sent to an Honourable
Gentleman, and eight posthumously published Letters on Spiritual Subjects. Chapter six
analyzes Dutton’s Letter-Books published in the 1740s: a select number of volumes from
Letters on Spiritual Subjects and the two Letter-Books containing letters written to the
“honourable gentleman” James Erskine. In order to demonstrate Dutton’s practice of
personal spiritual direction (which assumes an ongoing relationship), these works are
used to reveal her most influential correspondents and elucidate her most prevalent
counsel. The chapter illumines a number of important details concerning Dutton’s
ministry of spiritual direction in the 1730s and 1740s. Dutton was committed to copying
and publishing her letters. While copying one’s letters was not unusual, having them
published prior to death was a socially unusual practice. The anonymous nature of her
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Letter-Books is noteworthy: Dutton never clearly identified herself or her correspondents;
nevertheless, Dutton left clues for the identification of some of them. Dutton counseled a
vast number of British men and women, including family members, leaders and members
of the London Tabernacle society and other Methodist societies, Calvinistic ministers not
directly associated with Calvinistic Methodism, and many laity seeking spiritual
guidance. Dutton’s spiritual direction network expanded to include American
correspondents: leaders and members of the Bethesda community (e.g. the Habershams,
Barbers, Periams, and Grants), Whitefield’s associates in South Carolina (Bryans and
Chanler), and a group of African Christian slaves in South Carolina. Because of her own
initiative and Whitefield’s efforts, Dutton corresponded with a number of Scottish men
and women: James Robe and his Kilsyth congregation, Scottish booksellers, and James
Erskine. Several principles and images of spiritual direction informed her ministry:
personal insufficiency as basis for spiritual writing, the spiritual director as “errandgoer,” Christ as the ultimate spiritual Director, the expansion of her spiritual direction
network as the manifestation of her expanding eternal inheritance, the practice of spiritual
counsel as vital to the experience of the communion of saints, and spiritual direction as
“feeding” souls needing spiritual nourishment. Dutton perceived most of the
correspondents disclosed in the chapter as “lambs” who needed help in their spiritual
lives. She offered help with lessons from personal experience concerning experiential
communion with God, increasing conformity to Christ, and selfless service and
usefulness to Christ. In addition to standard spiritual practices such as scriptural reading,
prayer, and mediation, Dutton suggested holy resignation, holy watchfulness, holy ease,
and service. All of these practices facilitated the movement through afflictions,
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dejection, and anxiety to the experience of consolation and assurance. The
correspondents surveyed related to Dutton as a spiritual director: one who was holy,
knowledgeable, compassionate, wise, and discerning. The chapter concludes suggesting
Dutton’s Letter Books reflect the expansion and contraction of Dutton’s influence in the
Evangelical Revival.
This dissertation demonstrates the transatlantic spiritual direction ministry of
Anne Dutton in the early years of the Evangelical Revival. Dutton’s ministry was
grounded in her spiritual formation via Calvinistic congregations and pastors in the early
eighteenth century and the lessons she learned through her personal struggles with
afflictions. Her Puritan spirituality and the experiential biblicism reflected in her early
writings and letters were attractive to Calvinist Methodists like Howell Harris and George
Whitefield, who in turn expanded her social-spiritual direction network. Calvinist
Methodist leaders relied upon her for spiritual confirmation and connected her to
struggling evangelical individuals and communities requiring spiritual counsel. The
London Weekly Papers became another means whereby her common spiritual counsel
was disseminated to a vast audience, and her Letter-Books demonstrate her transatlantic
influence and the defining elements of her spiritual direction.
Dutton was a contemplative, Calvinistic Baptist who believed she had received a
vocation to spiritual direction and writing. Because of her sense of calling to help weak
and confused Christians, Dutton created a literary presence in numerous controversies
throughout her lifetime – before, during, and after the early years of the Evangelical
Revival. Dutton’s role in these controversies is best understood in light of her vocation
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as a spiritual director and her concern for biblical and practical spiritual formation,
reformation, and transformation.
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